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Abstract

The SCSI protocol is designed to provide an efficient peer-to-peer I/O bus with up to 16 devices,
including one or more hosts. Data may be transferred asynchronously at rates that only depend
on device implementation and cable length. Synchronous data transfers are supported at rates up
to 10 mega-transfers per second. With the 32-bit wide data transfer option, data rates of up to 40
megabytes per second are possible.

SCSI-2 includes command sets for magnetic and optical disks, tapes, printers, processors, CD-
ROMs, scanners, medium changers, and communications devices.
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Foreword (This foreword is not part of American National Standard X3. 131-1994.)

The Small Computer System Interface-2 standard is designed to provide
an efficient peer-to-peer i/O bus with up to 16 devices, including one or
more hosts. Data may be transferred asynchronously at rates that only
depend on device implementation and cable length. Synchronous data
transfers are supported at rates up to 10 mega-transfers per second. With
the 32-bit wide data transfer option, data rates of up to 40 megabytes per
second are possible. This standard includes command sets for magnetic
and optical disks, tapes, printers, processors, CD-ROMs, scanners, medi-
um changers, and communications devices.

This standard was developed by Task Group X3T9.2 of Accredited
Standards Committee X3 during 1986-90. The standards approval process
started in 1991. This documentincludes five annexes, which are informa-
tive and are not considered part of the standard.

Requests for interpretation, suggestions for improvement and addenda,or
defect reports are welcome. They should be sent to the X3 Secretariat,
Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association, 1250 Eye
Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, DC 20005-3922.

This standard was processed and approved for submittal to ANSI by
Accredited Standards Committee on Information Processing Systems,X3.
Committee approval of the standard does not necessarily imply that all
committee members voted for approvai. At the time it approved this stan-
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Introduction

ANS! X3.131-1994 replaces ANS! X3.131-1986 Small Computer System Interface.

The clauses contain material as described below.

Clause 1 describes the scope.

Clause 2 lists the normative references.

Clause3_provides a glossary commonto the whole document.

Clause 4_—provides descriptions and conventions.

Clause 5 describes the physical characteristics.

Ciause 6 describes the logical characteristics of the interface.

Clause 7 describes the SCSI command andstatusstructure.

Clause 8 specifies those commandsthat have a consistent meaning for all device types.

Clause 9_—specifies commandsfor direct-access devices.

Clause 10 specifies commands for sequential-access devices.

Clause 11 specifies commandsforprinter devices.

Clause 12 specifies commands for processor devices.

Clause 13 specifies commandsfor write-once devices.

Clause 14 specifies commands for CD-ROMdevices.

Clause 15 specifies commands for scanner devices.

Clause 16 specifies commandsfor optical memory devices.

Clause 17 specifies commands for medium changerdevices.

Clause 18 specifies commands for communications devices.

Annex A illustrates SCS! signal sequence.

Annex B illustrates fast SCSI skew time.

Annex C describes other SCSI standardization activities.

Annex D contains SCSI-2 additional sense codes and operation codes in numeric order.

Annex E contains the list of SCSI-2 vendoridentifications.

The SCSI protocol is designed to provide an efficient peer-to-peer I/O bus with up to 16 devices,
including one or more hosts. Data may be transferred asynchronously at rates that only depend
on device implementation and cable length. Synchronous data transfers are supported at rates up
to 10 mega-transfers per second. With the 32-bit wide data transfer option, data rates of up to 40
megabytes per second are possible.

SCSI-2 includes command sets for magnetic and optical disks, tapes, printers, processors, CD-
ROMs, scanners, medium changers, and communications devices.

In 1985, whenthe first SCS! standard was being finalized, several manufacturers wanted to
increase the mandatory requirements of SCSI and to define further features for direct-access
devices, Rather than delay the SCS! standard, an ad hoc group was formedto develop a working
paper that was eventually called the Common Command Set (CCS). Many disk products were
designed using this working paper.

xxii
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In parallel with the development of the CCS working paper, work began on an enhanced SCSI
standard, which was named SCSI-2. SCSI-2 included the results of the CCS working paper and
extended them to all device types. It also added caching commands, performance enhancement
features, and other worthwhile functions. While SCSI-2 has gone well beyond the original SCSI
standard (now referred to as SCSI-1), it retains a high degree of compatibility with SCSI-1 devices.

SCSI-2 has evolved significantly from SCSI-1 with the new document nearly three times larger.
Most of the changesare additions, but several obsolete options were removed:

a)

b)

¢)

dq)

@)

f)

Single initiator option;

Non-arbitrating systems option;

The SCSI-1 alternative 1 shielded connector;

Non-extended sense data option;

Reservation queuing option;

The read-only device command set.

There are several new low-level requirements:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Parity is now required;

\nitiators are required to provide terminator power;

The arbitration delay was increased from 2.2 to 2.4 ps;

Message support is now required.

Several low-level options were added:

a)

b)

¢)

d)

@)

f)

Wide SCSI (up to 32 bits wide using a second cable);

Fast SCSI (synchronous data transfers of up to 10 mega-transfers per second);

Command queuing (up to 256 commandsperinitiator per logical unit);

High-density connector alternatives were added;

Asynchronousevent notification;

Extended contingentallegiance.

New commandsets were addedincluding:

a)

b)

¢)

d)

e)

CD-ROM(replaces read-only device);

Scannerdevice:

Optical memory device (provides for write-once, read-only, and erasable media);

Medium changerdevice;

Communications device.

All command sets were enhanced:

a)

b)

¢)

d)

e)

Device models were added:

Extended sense was expanded;

The INQUIRY data was expanded;

The MODE SELECT and MODE SENSE commandswere paged forall device types;

The CHANGE DEFINITION, LOG SELECT, LOG SENSE, READ BUFFER, and WRITE
BUFFER commands were addedforall device types;

xxiii
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f) The COPY command definition was expandedto include inexact block size handling and an
image copy option;

g) The direct-access device command set was enhanced to add cache management, several
new commandsand to provide moreinitiator control over defect management;

h) The sequential-access device command set was enhanced to add a partitioned media con-
cept;

i) The printer device command set was enhancedby adding several mode pages;

j) The write-once (optical) device command set was enhanced by adding several new com-
mands plus extending several command descriptor blocks to twelve bytes to accommodate
larger transfer lengths.

XXIV
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AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD ANSI X3.131-1994 

American National Standard

for Information Systems —

Information Technology —
Small Computer System Interface-2

1 Scope

This standard defines an input/output bus for interconnecting computers and peripheral devices.It
defines extensions to the Small Computer System Interface (ISO 9316: 1989), referred to herein
as SCSI-1. It also provides more complete standardization of the previously defined command
sets. It includes the necessary specitication of the mechanical, electrical, and functional charac-
teristics of the interface to allow interoperability of conforming devices. This standard is referred
to herein as SCSI-2. The term, SCSI, is used wherever it is not necessary to distinguish between
the two versions.

—_
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2 Normative references

The following standards contain provisions which, through referencein this text, constitute provi-
sions of this American National Standard. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were
valid. All standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this American
National Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent edi-
tions of the standards and publications listed below.

Membersof IEC and ISO maintain registers of currently valid standards.

ANSI X3.170a-1991, information systems — Enhanced small device interface (available only as
part of ANSI X3.170-1990)

EIA RS-485-1983, Standard for electrical characteristics of generators and receivers for use in
balanced digital multipoint systems")

IEC 908: 1987, Compact disc digital audio system ®)

ISO/IEC 10149: 1989, Information technology — Data interchange on read-only 120 mm optical
data disks (CD-ROM) 2)

My Available from the Electronic Industries Association, 2001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC0006.

2) Available from the American National StandardsInstitute, 11 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036.

2
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3 Definitions, symbols and abbreviations

3.1 Definitions

For the purposesof this standard, the following definitions apply.

3.1.1 active I/O process: An |/O processthat is presently in execution (not queued).

3.1.2 byte: indicates an 8-bit construct.

3.1.3 commanddescriptor block (CDB):The structure used to communicate commandsfrom an initiator to a target.

3.1.4 command queue: The queue used tostore the queued I/O processes (see 7,8).

3.1.5 connect: Theinitiator function that selects a target to establish a nexus and to start an I/O process. The
connection that results is an initial connection.

3.1.6 connection:Aninitial connection or reconnection. A connection can only occur between oneinitiator and one
target.

3.1.7 contact: The electrically-conductive portion of a connector associated with a single conductorin a cable.

3.1.8 contingentallegiance: A condition typically generated by a CHECK CONDITIONstatus during which a target
preserves sense data (see 7.6).

3.1.9 current I/O process: The I/O processthat is presently connected on the SCSI bus.

3.1.10 disconnect: The action that occurs when an SCSI device releases contro! of the SCSI bus,allowing it to go
to the BUS FREE phase.

3.1.11 extended contingent allegiance: A condition generated by an INITIATE RECOVERY messagetoassistin
extended error recovery proceduresin multi-initiator systems (see 7.7).

3.1.12 field: A group of one or more contiguousbits.

3.1.13 host adapter: A device which connects between a host system and the SCSI bus. The device usually
performs the lower layers of the SCSI protocol and normally operates in the initiator role. This function may be
integrated into the host system.

3.1.14 initial connection: Aninitial connection is the result of a connect andit exists from the assertion of the BSY
signal ina SELECTION phaseuntil the next BUS FREE phase occurs.

3.1.15 initiator: An SCSI device that requests an !/O process to be performed by another SCSI device (a target).

3.1.16 invalid: Anillegal (reserved) or unsupported field or code value.

3.1.17 I/O process: An I/O process consists of oneinitial connection and zero or more reconnections,all pertaining
to a single commandor a group of linked commands. More specifically, the connection(s) pertain to a nexus in
which zero or more command descriptor blocks are transferred. An !/O process begins with the establishment ofa
nexus. An I/O process normally ends with the BUS FREE phasefollowing successful transfer of a COMMAND
COMPLETE or a RELEASE RECOVERY message. An t/O processalso ends with the BUS FREE phasefollowing an
ABORT, ABORT TAG, BUS DEVICE RESET, CLEAR QUEUE message,or a hard RESET condition, or an unexpected
disconnect occurs.
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3.1.18 |_T nexus: A nexus which exists betweenaninitiator and a target.

3.1.19 |_T_L nexus: A nexus whichexists betweenaninitiator, a target, and a logical unit. This relationship replaces
the prior |_T nexus.

3.1.20 |_T_R nexus: A nexus which exists between aninitiator, a target, and a target routine. This relationshir
replaces the prior |_T nexus.

3.1.21 _T_x nexus: A nexus whichis either an |_T_L or |_T_R nexus.

3.1.22 |T_L_Q nexus: A nexus betweenaninitiator, a target, a logical unit, and a queuetag following the successfu
receipt of one of the queue tag messages. This relationship replaces the prior |_T_L nexus.

3.1.23 1_T_x_y nexus: A nexus whichis either an |_T_x or!TLQ.

3.1.24 logical block: A unit of data supplied or requested byaninitiator.

3.1.25 logical unit: A physicalor virtual peripheral device addressable through a target.

3.1.26 logical unit number: An encoded three-bit identifier for the logical unit.

3.1.27 mandatory: The referenced item is required to claim compliance with this standard.

3.1.28 nexus:A relationship that begins with the establishmentofan initial connection and ends with the completion
of the I/O process. The relationship may be restricted to specify a single logical unit or target routine by the
successful transfer of an IDENTIFY message. The relationship may befurther restricted by the successful transfer
of a queue tag message.

3.1.29 one: A true signal value or a true condition of a variable.

3.1.30 optional: The referenced item is not required to claim compliance with this standard. Implementation of an
optional item must be as defined in this standard.

3.1.31 page: Several commandsuse regular parameter structures that are referred to as pages. These pages are
identified with a value known as a page code.

3.1.32 peripheral device: A physical peripheral device that can be attached to an SCSI device, which connects to
the SCSI bus, The peripheral device and the SCSI device (peripheral controller) may be physically packaged
together. Often there is a one-to-one mapping between peripheral devices and logical units, but this is not required.
Examples of peripheral devices are: magnetic disks, printers, optical disks, and magnetic tapes.

3.1,33 queue tag: The value associated with an I/O process that uniquely identifies it from other queued I/O
processesin the logical unit for the sameinitiator,

3.1.34 queued I/O process: An |/O processthat is in the command queue.

3.1.35 reconnect: Theactof reviving a nexus to continue an {/O process. A target reconnectsto aninitiator by using
the RESELECTION and MESSAGEIN phasesafter winning arbitration. An initiator reconnects to a target by using
the SELECTION and MESSAGE OUTphasesafter winning arbitration (see 7.5.2).

3.1.36 reconnection: A reconnection is the result of a reconnect and it exists from the assertion of the BSY signal
in a SELECTION or RESELECTION phase until the next BUS FREE phase occurs,

3.1.37 reserved:Identifies bits, fields, and code values that are set aside for future standardization.
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3.1.38 SCSI address: The hex representation of the unique address (0-15) assigned to an SCSI device. This address
would normally be assigned and set in the SCSI device during system installation.

3.1.39 SCSI ID: Thebit-significant representation of the SCS! addressreferring to one of the signal lines DB(7-0).

3.1.40 SCSI device: A host adapteror a target controller that can be attached to the SCSI bus.

3.1.41 signal assertion: The act of driving a signalto thetrue state.

3.1.42 signal negation: The act of driving a signal to the false state or allowing the cable terminators to bias the
signal to the false state (by placing the driver in the high impedance condition).

3.1.43 signal release: Theactof allowing the cable terminators to bias the signalto the false state (by placing the
driver in the high impedance condition).

3.1.44 status: One byte of information sent from a target to an initiator upon completion of each command.

3.1.45 target: An SCSI device that performs an operation requested byaninitiator.

3.1.46 target routine: A target routine is an I/O process directed to a target, and notto a logical unit (see 6.6.7).

3.1.47 third-party: When used in reference to COPY commands, third-party means a COPY commandissued to one
device to perform a copy operation between two other devices. Whenusedin reference to RESERVE, or RELEASE
commands,third-party means a reservation made on behalf of another device (e.g. A processor device requests that
a direct-access device reserveitself for exclusive use by a sequential-access device).

3.1.48 unexpected disconnect: A disconnection that occurs as a result of an exception condition (see 6.1.1).

3.1.49 vendor-specific (VS): Something (e.g.a bit, field, code value,etc.) that is not defined by this standard and
may be useddifferently in various implementations.

3.1.50 zero: A false signal value or a false condition of a variable.

3.2 Symbols and abbreviations

AEN Asynchronousevent notification (see 7.5.5)
AWG American Wire Gauge
LSB Least significant bit
LUN Logical unit number
MSB Mostsignificant bit
SCSI Either SCSI-1 or SCSI-2

SCSI-1 The Small Computer System Interface (ISO 9316:1989)
SCSI-2. The Small Computer System Interface - 2 (this standard)
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4 General

4.1 Overview

SCSIis a local I/O bus that can be operated over a wide range of data rates. The primary objective of the interface
is to provide host computers with device independencewithin a class of devices. Thus, different disk drives, tape
drives, printers, optical media drives, and other devices can be added to the host computers without requirinc
modifications to generic system hardware or software. Provision is made for the addition of special features anc
functions through the use of vendor unique fields and codes. Reserved fields and codes are provided forfuture
standardization.

Asecondkey objective of SCSI-2 is to provide compatibility with those SCSI-1 devices that support bus parity anc
that meet conformancelevel 2 of SCSI-1. While some previously vendor unique commands and parameters have
been defined by the SCSI-2 standard, devices meeting SCSI-1 and SCSI-2 can co-exist on the same bus. It is
intended that those operating systems providing support for both commandsets be abie to operate in environments
mixing SCSI-1 and SCSI-2 devices. Properly conforming SCSI-1 devices, bothinitiators and targets, should responc
in an acceptable mannerto reject SCSI-2 protocol extensions. All SCSI-2 protocol extensions are designed to be
permissive of such rejections andto allow the SCSI-1 device to continue operation without requiring the useof the
extension.

A third key objective of SCSI-2 is to move device-dependentintelligence out to the SCSI-2 devices. The commanc
set definitions allowa sophisticated operating system to obtain all requiredinitialization information from the attachec
SCSI-2 devices. The formalized sequence of requests identify the type of attached SCSI-2 device, the characteristics
of the device, and all the changeable parameters supported by the device. Further requests can determine the
readiness of the device to operate, the types of media supported by the device, and all other pertinent systerr
information. Those parameters not required by the operating system for operation, initialization, or system tuning are
not exposed to the SCSI-2 interface, but are managed by the SCSI-2 deviceitself.

The interface uses logical rather than physical addressingforall data blocks. For direct-access devices, each logica
unit may be interrogated to determine how manyblocksit contains. A logical unit may coincide with all or part o
a peripheral device.

The interface protocol includes provision for the connection of multiple initiators (SCS! devices capable ofinitiatinc
an operation) and multiple targets (SCSI devices capable of responding to a request to perform an operation)
Distributed arbitration (i.e. bus-contention logic) is built into the architecture of SCSI. A priority system awards
interface control to the highest priority SCSI device that is contending for use of the bus. The time to complete
arbitration is independent of the numberof devices that are contending and can be completed in less than 10 ys

There are two electrical alternatives: single-ended and differential. Single-ended and differential devices are
electrically incompatible and can not be mixed on the same physical bus.

Provision is made for cable lengths up to 25 m using differential drivers and receivers. A single-ended driver anc
receiver configuration is defined for cable lengths of up to 6 m andis primarily intended for applications within <
cabinet.

Arbitration is defined to permit multiple initiators and to permit concurrent 1/O operations. All SCSI devices are
required to be capable of operating with the defined asynchronous transfer protocol. In addition, an optiona
synchronoustransfer protocol is defined. A message protocolfor control of the interface is also specified. In mos
cases, messagesare not directly apparent to the host computersoftware.

Commandsareclassified as mandatory, optional, or vendor-specific. SCS! devices are required to implemental
mandatory commandsdefined for the appropriate device type and may implement other commandsas well. SCS
devices contain commandsthatfacilitate the writing of self-configuring software drivers that can discoverall necessan
attributes without prior knowledgeof specific peripheral characteristics (such as storage capacity). Many command:

6
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also implement a very large logical block address space (2° blocks), although some commands implement a
somewhat smaller logical block address space (2°' blocks).

Starting with clause 8 and for each clause on a specific device type, the clause is constructed of at least four
subclauses. The first subclause is the model for the device type. The model establishes the framework for
interpreting the commandsfor the device type. The attributes and capabilities of the device type are discussed and
examples are given. The second subclause defines the commands applicable to the device type. The third
subclause defines the parameters applicable to the device type. These are the diagnostic parameters, log
parameters, mode parameters andvital product data parameters that are transmitted as part of the appropriate
commands. Mostof the parameters are formatted into pages. The fourth subclause gives the definition of termsthat
apply specifically to that device type.

Starting with clause 9 the commandsin each of these clauses are unique to the device type, or they have
interpretations, fields, or features that are specific for the device type. Thus, for example, although the WRITE
commandis usedfor several device types, it has a somewhatdifferent form for each type, with different parameters
and meanings. Therefore,it is specified separately for each device type.

4.2 Conventions

Certain words and termsusedin this standard have a specific meaning beyond the normal English meaning. These
words and terms are defined either in clause 3 or in the text wherethey first appear. Names of signals, phases,
messages, commands,statuses, sense keys, additional sense codes, and additional sense code qualifiers are in all
uppercase (e.g. REQUEST SENSE), Lower-caseis used for words having the normal English meaning.

Fields containing only one bit are usually referred to as the namebit instead of the namefield.

Numbers that are not immediately followed by lower-case b or h are decimalvalues.

Numbers immediately followed by lower-case b (xxb) are binary values.

Numbers immediately followed by lower-case h (xxh) are hexadecimal values,
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5 Physical characteristics

This clause contains the physical definition of SCSI-2. The connectors, cables, signals, terminators, and bus timin
values needed to implementthe interface are covered.

5.1 Physical description

SCSI devices are daisy-chained together using a common 50-conductorA cable and, optionally, a 68-conductor|
cable. Both ends of each cable are terminated. All signals are common betweenall SCS/ devices on the A cable
In systems that employ the wide SCS! option, wide SCS! devices additionally connect to the B cabie. Various widt
SCSI devices may be mixed.

NOTE 1 An alternate 16-bit single-cable solution and an alternate 32-bit solution is being defined and the B cable definition
will be removed in a future version of SCSI.

Two driver/receiver alternatives are specified:
a) Single-endeddrivers and receivers, which allowa maximum cable length of 6 m (primarily for connection withi

an enclosure).
b) Differential drivers and receivers, which allow a maximum cable length of 25 m.

The single-ended and differential alternatives are mutually exciusive on the same physical bus.

NOTE 2 Use of single-ended drivers and receivers with the fast synchronous data transfer option is not recommended.

5.2 Cable requirements

The characteristic impedance of the cable should be no less than 90 0 and no greater than 140 0, The characteristi
impedanceof the cable used when implementing the fast synchronous data transfer option is defined in 5.2.3.

NOTE3 There are successful single-ended implementations using cables with less than 80 M characteristic impedance.
However, system integrity in single-ended implementations is improved when the characteristic impedance of the cable
is greater than 90 Q. Cable parameters other than characteristic impedancearecritical to system integrity. Alternative cable
parameters are being investigated as a part of a future version of SCSI.

A minimum conductorsize of 0,080 42 mm? (28 AWG) should be used to minimize noise effects and ensure prope
distribution of terminator power, A smailer conductor size may be used for signals other than terminator power,

NOTES

4 To minimize discontinuities and signal reflections, cables of different impedances should not be used in the samebus.
Implementations may require trade-offs in shielding effectiveness, cable length, the numberof loads, transfer rates, and
cost to achieve satisfactory system operation.
5 To minimize discontinuities due to local impedancevariation, a flat cable should be spaced at least 1,27 mm (0,050in)
from other cables, any other conductor, or the cable itself when the cable is folded.
6 Regulatory agencies may require use of larger wire size.

5.2.1 Single-ended cable

A 50-conductorflat cable or 25-signal twisted-pair cable shall be used far the A cable. A 68-conductorflat cable o
34-signal twisted-pair cable shal! be used for the B cable if the wide SCSI option is implemented. The maximun
cumulative cable length shall be 6,0 m. If twisted-pair cables are used, then twisted pairs in the cable shail be wirex
to physically opposing contacts in the connector.

A stub length of no more than 0,1 m is allowedoff the mainline interconnection within any connected equipment o
from any connectedpoint.

NOTE 7 Stub clustering should be avoided. Stubs should be spaced at least 0,3 m apart.

8
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SCSI bustermination shall be at each end of the cable and maybeinternal to the SCSI devices that are at the ends
of the cable.

5.2.2 Differential cable

A 50-conductorflat cable or 25-signal twisted-pair cable shall be usedfor the A cable. A 68-conductor flat cable or
34-signal twisted-pair cable shall be used for the B cableif the wide SCSI option is implemented. The maximum
cumulative cable length shall be 25 m. Iftwisted-pair cables are used, then twistedpairs in the cable shall be wired
to physically opposing contacts in the connector.

A stub length of no more than 0,2 m is allowed off the mainline interconnection within any connected equipmentor
from any connected point.

SCSIbus termination shall be at each end of the cable and maybeinternal to the SCS! devices that are at the ends
of the cable,

NOTE8 The use of twisted pair cable (either twisted-flat or discrete wire twisted pairs) is strongly recommended. Without
twisted pairs, even at slow data rates and very short distances, crosstalk between adjacentsignals causes spurious pulses
with differential signals.

5.2.3 Cable requirements for fast synchronous data transfer

In systems which use the fast synchronous data transfer option (see 5.8), the A and B cables should meet the
conductor size recommendation in 5.2. The cable should have an overall shield suitable for termination in a shielded
connector.

In such systems, the cables shall have the followingelectrical characteristics:
Characteristic impedance: 90 0 to 132 0
Signal attenuation: 0,095 dB maximum per metre at 5 Mhz
Pair-to-pair propagation delay delta: 0,20 ns maximum per metre
DC resistance: 0,230 O maximum per metre at 20°C

5.3 Connector requirements

Twotypes of connectors are defined: non-shielded and shielded. The non-shielded connectors are typically used
for in-cabinet applications. Shielded connectors aretypically used for external applications where electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) and electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection may be required. Either type of connector may be
used with the single-ended ordifferential drivers.

5.3.1 Non-shlelded connector requirements

Two non-shielded connectoralternatives are specified for the A cable and one non-shielded connector is specified
for the B cable.

5.3.1.1 Non-shielded connectoralternative 1 - A cable

The alternative 1 non-shielded high-density SCSI device connector for the A cable (see figure 1) shail be a 50-
conductor connector consisting of two rows of 25 female contacts with adjacent contacts 1,27 mm (0,05 in) apart.
The non-mating portion of the connector is shown for reference only.

The alternative 1 non-shielded high-density cable connectorfor the A cable (see figure 2) shall be a 50-conductor
connector consisting of two rows of 25 male contacts with adjacent contacts 1,27 mm (0,05 in) apart. The non-
mating portion of the connector is shownfor reference only.
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§.3.1.2 Non-shielded connectoralternative 2 - A cable

The alternative 2 non-shielded low-density SCSI device connector for the A cable (see figure 3) shall be a 5¢
conductor connector consisting of two rows of 25 male pins with adjacent pins 2,54 mm (0,1 in) apart. A shroud an
header body should be used, The non-mating portion of the connector is shownfor reference only.

The alternative 2 non-shielded low-density cable connector for the A cable (see figure 4) shall be a 50-conductc
connector consisting of two rows of 25 female contacts with adjacent contacts 2,54 mm (0,1 in) apart. It i
recommendedthat keyed connectors be used.

5.3.1.3 Non-shielded connector- B cable

The non-shielded high-density SCS! device connectorfor the B cable (see figure 1) shall be a 68-conductor connectc
consisting of two rows of 34 female contacts with adjacent contacts 1,27 mm (0,05 in) apart. The non-mating portio
of the connector is shown for reference only.

The non-shielded high-density cable connector for the B cable (see figure 2) shall be a 68-conductor connectc
consisting of two rows of 34 male contacts with adjacent contacts 1,27 mm (0,05 in) apart. The non-mating portio
of the connector is shown for reference only.
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[a11WlPIVQC)
(TO CONTACT POINT)

©) O A O

Dimensions

34,70

Gi}.oONyo ROOSINE

Socket X
Socket Y
Socket Z

NOTE: Dimensions B8 and Bfodare the opening in the dielectric.
The socket contacts (not shown) fit wthin the opening.

Figure 1 - 50/68-contact non-shielded high-density SCSI device connector
(A cable/B cable)
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De
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(1 (oonox

Pin Z

 
Figure 2 - 50/68-contact non-shielded high-density cable connector

(A cable/B cable)
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Note: Straight
through header
may also be
used.

SS
Pin 50 Shrouded Header

(Recommended)

Section X—X
Oo! buannawnaaL detBD

Comments

Reference Only

Reference Only
Reference Only
Reference Only
Reference Only

Reference Only

NOTES

1 Two rows of twenty five contacts on 2,540 mm
(0,100 in) spacing = 60,960 mm (2,400 in).

2 Tolerances 0,127 mm (0,005 in) non—cumulative,
unless specified otherwise.

 
Figure 3 - 50-contact non-shielded low-deisity SCSI device connector

(A cable)
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SOEHSSH ERED ESEDRHOBED ODES

C4Contact Pi ale
C2

Contacts for even

le See Note 1 sea wires are not shown.

“| - 65
C6

Socket 1

Socket 49 | C7

Back view

Side view

Front view

C8 | t socket 2
Socket 50

[Dimensions|mm|_in__|Comments
C1

Maximum

NOTES

1 Fifty contacts on 1,270 mm (0,050 in) staggered
spacing = 62,230 mm (2,450 in) [reference only].

2 Tolerances £0,127 mm (0,005) non—cumulative,
unless specified otherwise.

3 Connector cover and strain relief are optional.

 
Figure 4 - 50-contact non-shielded low-density cable connector

(A cable)
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5.3.2 Shielded connector requirements

Two shielded connectoralternatives are specified for the A cable and one shielded connectoris specified for the B
cable, The connector shielding system should provide a d.c, resistance of less than 10 mQ from the cable shield
at its termination point to the SCSI] device enclosure.

In order to support daisy-chain connections, SCS! devicesthat use shielded connectors should provide two shielded
device connectors on the device enclosure. These two connectors may be wired one-to-one with a stubto the SCSI
device's drivers and receivers provided the maximum stublength is not violated. Alternatively, two cables may be
run from the two shielded connectorsto the drivers and receivers so that the maximum stub length is not violated.
The length of the cable within the device enclosureis included whencalculating the total cable length of the SCSI
bus.

NOTE 9 SCSI-1 defined three shielded connector systems in an annex. The alternative 1 shielded connector of SCSI-1
has been replacedby a high-density connectorin this standard. The alternative 2 shielded connector remains unchanged.
The EUROCARD boxes shielded connector system of SCSI-1 has been deleted in this standard.

5.3.2.1 Shielded connector alternative 1 - A cable

The shielded high-density SCSI device connectorfor the A cable (see figure 5) is a 50-conductor connectorconsisting
of two rows of 25 female contacts with adjacent contacts 1,27 mm (0,05 in) apart. The non-mating portion of the
connector is shown for reference only.

The shielded high-density cable connector for the A cable (see figure 6) is a 50-conductor connector consisting of
two rows of 25 male contacts with adjacent contacts 1,27 mm (0,05 in) apart. The non-mating portion of the
connector is shown for reference only.

5.3.2.2 Shielded connectoralternative 2 - A cable

The shielded low-density device connector for the A cable (see figure 7) is a 50-conductor connector consisting of
two rows of ribbon contacts spaced 2,16 mm (0,085 in) apart. The non-mating portion of the connector is shown
for reference only.

The shielded low-density cable connectorfor the A cable (see figure 8) is a 50-conductor connectorconsisting of two
rows of ribbon contacts spaced 2,16 mm (0,085 in) apart. The non-mating portion of the connector is shown for
reference only.

5.3.2.3 Shielded connector - B cable

The shielded high-density SCSI device connectorfor the B cable (seefigure 5) is a 68-conductor connectorconsisting
of two rows of 34 female contacts with adjacent contacts 1,27 mm (0,05 in) apart. The non-mating portion of the
connectoris shown for reference only.

The shielded high-density cable connector for the B cable (see figure 6) is a 68-conductor connectorconsisting of
two rows of 34 male contacts with adjacent contacts 1,27 mm (0,05 in) apart. The non-mating portion of the
connectoris shownfor reference only.
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SOCKET X

SOCKET Z

B1s

(TO CONTACT POINT)

ZX SEATING PLANE

0,073 max. 0,073 max.
0,059+ 0,001 0,059+ 0,001

42,2940,10 |1,665+ 0,004|53,7240,10 }2,115+0,004

Socket Y
ooket 2 Q

NOTE -— Dimensions 88 and B/Qare the opening in the dielectric.
The socket contacts (not shown) fit within the opening.

Figure 5 - 50/68-contact shielded high-density SCSI device connector
(A cable/B cable)
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0,024 0,001 0,024£0,001
0,009 0,23 0,009
9,002 0, 0,002

0,193£0,004 0,193+ 0,004
0,168 max, 0,168 max,
0,104 min. i 0,104 min,
0,0104 0,005 0,25£0, 13 0,01040,005

 
Figure 6 - 50/68-contac! shielded high-density cable connector

(A cable/B cable)
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Contact 1

Contact 50 Contact 26

2,220 min,
0,103 min.
0,157 min.
0,230 min.
2,947
2,531 max,
3,270
0,600
0,474 max,
0,385 max,
0,085
15°+ 2°

NOTE — Tolerances + 0,127 mm
{0,005 in) non—cumulative, unless
specified otherwise.
1) This dimension is selected to
accomodate 4~40 or 6—32 threaded
screws.

2) These dimensions ore shown for
reference only.

 
Figure 7 - 50-contac! shielded low-density SCSI device connector
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56,26 max.
64,29 min.
15,24
7,29 min.
1,02
4,09 max.
5,08
6,10

12,04 min.
68,45
15°+ 2°

76,71
2,16

Fi
Contact 1

Contact 25

Contact 50

Contact 26

F10

2,215 max.
2,531 min.
0,600
0,287 min.
0,040
0,161 max.
0,200
0,240

NOTE — Tolerances + 0,127 mm
(0,005 in) non~cumulative, unless
specified otherwise.
1) These dimensions are shown for
reference only.

 
Figure 8 - 50-contact shielded low-density cable connector
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5.3.3 Connector contact assignments

The connector contact assignments are defined in tables 1 through 5. Table 1 defines which of the otherfour table
to use and whichset of contact assignments to use.

20

Table 1 - Cross-reference to connector contact assignments

 

 

Connector type

Non-shielded

Non- shielded
Non-shielded

Non- shielded
Non-shielded

alternative
alternative
alternative
alternative

alternative
alternative

Shielded
Shielded
Shielded
Shielded

Shielded

alternative
alternative
alternative
alternative

alternative
Shielded

 
 

Driver/
receiver

type

Single-ended
Single-ended
Differential
Differential

Single-ended
Differential

Single-ended
_|Single-ended

Differential
Differential

Single-ended
Differential

PPOPoOrFPPUP NNHaagaw §PROPOPofaPafoPefoRoRoRo OooOMODRRPOM
Contact

pmabonwAMmbhoOn 
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Table 2 - SIngle-ended contact assignments - A cable

Connector
contact number

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

  

Connector

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

Cable contact number
conductor
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GROUND 1 1 2
GROUND 2 3 4 27
GROUND 3 5 6
GROUND 4 7 B
GROUND 5 9 0
GROUND 6 1 2
GROUND 7 3 4
GROUND a 5 6
GROUND 3 -DB(P)
GROUND 10 GROUND
GROUND 11 GROUND
RESERVED 12 RESERVED

OPEN ~ 13 TERMPWR
RESERVED 14 RESERVED
GROUND 15 GROUND
GROUND 16 -ATN
GROUND 17 GROUND
GROUND 18 -BSY
GROUND 19 -ACK
GROUND -RST
GROUND -MSG
GROUND -SEL
GROUND -C/D
GROUND -REQ 
 GROUND -1I/0

 NOTES
4 The minus sign next to a signal indicates active low.
2 The conductor number refers to the conductor position when using

0,050 inch centreline flat ribbon cable with a low-density connector or
when using 0,025 inch centreline flat ribbon cable with a high-density
connector. Other cable types may be used to implement equivalent
contact assignments.

3 Two sets of contact assignments are shown. Refer to table 1 to
determine which set of contacts applies to each connector.

4 See 5.4.4 for a definition of the RESERVED lines.
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Table 3 - Single-ended contact assignments - B cable 

Connector Connector
contact conductor contact

number number number

GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND
GROUND

TERMPWRB TERMPWAB
TERMPWRB TERMPWRB

GROUND -DB(19)
GROUND -DB(20)
GROUND -DB(21)
GROUND -DB(22)
GROUND -DB(23)
GROUND -DB(P2)
GROUND -DB(24)
GROUND -DB(25)
GROUND -DB(26)
GROUND -DB(27)
GROUND -DB(28)
GROUND -DB(29)
GROUND -DB(30)
GROUND -DB(31)
GROUND -DB(P3)
GROUND GROUND

1' 000 awoow
o

tu 000 wow eeeeeeSee “abonoFNOOLOM=]|COONDOROD=
NOTES

1 The minus sign next to a signal indicates active low.
2 The conductor number refers to the conductor position when using

0,025 inch centreline flat ribbon cable. Other cable types may be used
to implement contact assignments.

 
NOTE 10 An alternate 16-bit single-cable solution and analternate 32-bit solution is being defined and the B cable definition
will be removedin a future version of SCSI.
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Table 4 - Differential contact assignments - A cable

     
         

  
Connector

Cable {contact number
conductor

GROUND 1 2 26 GROUND
+DB(0) 3 4 27 -DB(0)
+DB(1) 5 6 -DB(1)
+DB(2) 7 8 -DB(2)
+DB(3) 9 0 -DB(3)
+DB(4) 11 2 -DB(4)
+DB(5) 13 4 ~DB(5
+DB(6) 15 6 -DB(6
+DB(7) 17 8 -DB p}+DB(P) DBIP
DIFFSENS GROUND
RESERVED RESERVED
TERMPWR TERMPWR
RESERVED RESERVED
+ATN -ATN
GROUND GROUND
+BSY -BSY
t+ACK -ACK
+RST -RST
+ACK -ACK
+RST -RST
+MSG -MSG
+SEL -SEL
+C/D -C/D
+REQ -REQ
+1/0 -[/0
GROUND GROUND

  
 

 
 
  
 

   
 
 
 
  
  
 

    
 
  
 
 

 
 
  
 

 
 
  

 
 
 
  
  

   
  
  

 
 

 
NOTES

{4 The conductor number refers to the conductor position when using
0,050 inch centreline flat ribbon cable with a low-density connector or
when using 0,025 inch centreline flat ribbon cable with a high-density
connector. Other cable types may be used to implement equivalent
contact assignments.

2 Two sets of contact assignments are shown. Refer to table 1 to
determine which set of contacts applies to each connector.

3 See 5.4.4 for a definition of the RESERVED lines.
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70B(18)+DB(17
+DB(18)TEAMPWRE
TERMPWRB

Table 5 - Differential contact assignments - B cable

Connector
contact

number

 

DIFFSENS
-REQB

-DB 18)-DB(17
-DB(18)
TERMPWAB
TERMPWRB

-DB(19)-DB(20
-DB(21

-DB 32)-DB(23
-DB(P2
-DB(24

-DB(25)
-DB(26)
-DB(27)
-DB(28)
-DB(29)
-DB(30)
-DB(31)
-DB(P3)

GROUND GROUND

 
NOTE

The conductor number refers to the conductor position when using
0,025 inch centreline flat ribbon cable. Other cable types may be used
to implement equivalent contact assignments.

 
NOTE11 An alternate 16-bit single-cable solution and an alternate 32-bit solution is being defined and the B cabledefinition
will be removed in a future version of SCSI.
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5.4 Electrical description

For the measurementsin this subclause, SCS! bus termination is assumed to be external to the SCSI device, See
5.4.4 for the terminating requirementsfor the RESERVEDlines. SCSI devices may havethe provision for allowing
optional internal termination.

5.4.1 Single-ended alternative

All signals not defined as RESERVED, GROUND, or TERMPWRshall be terminated at both ends ofthe cable. The
implementor may chooseoneof the following two methods to terminate each end(see figures 9 and 10):

a) The termination of each signal shall consist of 220 O (+5%) to the TERMPWARline and 330 O (+5%) to ground.
Using resistors with +1% tolerance improves noise margins.

b) The termination of each signal shall meet these requirements:
1) The terminators shall each supply a characteristic impedance between 100 Q and 132 Q.
2) The terminators shall be powered by the TERMPWRline and mayreceive additional power from other

sources but shall not require such additional power for proper operation (see 5.4.3).
3) The currentavailable to any signalline driver shall not exceed 48 mA whenthe driver asserts the line and

pulls it to 0,5 V d.c. Only 44,8 mAofthis current shall be available from the two terminators.
4) The voltage on all released signallines shall be at least 2,5 V d.c. when the TERMPWRlineis within

specified values (see 5.4.3).
5) These conditions shall be met with any legal configuration of targets andinitiators as long as at least one

device is supplying TERMPWR.

Thefirst termination method aboveis the same as in SCSI-1, The second termination method is recommendedfor
better signal quality.

5.4.1.1 Output characteristics

All signals shall use open-collector or three-state drivers. Each signal driven by an SCSI device shall have the
following output characteristics when measured at the SCSI device's connector:

Voz (low-level output voltage) = 0,0 to 0,5 V d.c. at 48 mAsinking (signal assertion)

Vou (high-level output voltage) = 2,5 to 5,25 V d.c. (signal negation)

§,4.1.2 Input characteristics

SCSI devices with power onshall meet the following electrical characteristics on each signal (including both receivers
and passive drivers):
VL (low-level input voltage) = 0,0 V d.c. to 0,8 V d.c.(signal true)Vii (high-level input voltage) = 2,0 V d.c. to 5,25 V d.c.(signal false)
fy (low-level input current) = -0,4 mA to 0,0 mA at V, = 0,5 V d.c.
h (high-level input current) = 0,0 mA to 0,1 mA at V, = 2,7 V d.c.

inimum input hysteresis = 0,2 V dic.
Maximum input capacitance = 25 pF (measured at the device connectorclosest to the stub,if any, within the device)

It is recommendedthat SCSI devices with poweroff also meet the above /, and /),, electrical characteristics on each
signal.

To achieve maximum noise immunity and to assure proper operation with complex cable configurations, it is
recommendedthat the nominal switching threshold be approximately 1,4 V.
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5.4.2 Differentlal alternative

Allsignals consist of two lines denoted +SIGNALand -SIGNAL. A signalis true when +SIGNALis more positive tha:
-SIGNAL,and a signal is false when -SIGNALis more positive than +SIGNAL. All assigned signals of the A and E
cables described in 5.6 shall be terminated at each end of the cable with a terminator network as shown in figure 11
Resistor tolerances in the terminator network shall be +5 % orless.

The DIFFSENSsignal of the connectoris used as an active high enable for the differential drivers. If a single-ende:
device or terminatoris inadvertently connected, this signal is grounded, disabling the differential drivers (see figur:
12).

The characteristic impedanceof differential terminators is 122 Q.

5.4.2.1 Output characteristics

Each signal driven by an SCSI device shali have the following output characteristics when measured at the SCE
device’s connector:

Vo(low-level output voltage) = 1,7 V maximum at /a, (low-level output current) = 55 mA.Voy (high-level output voitage) = 2,7 V minimum at Tou (high-level output current) = -55 mA.
Yep (differential output voltage) = 1,0 V minimum with common-modevoltage rangesfrom -7 V d.c. to +12 Vd.c

Yo. and Voy Shall be as measured between the output terminal and the SCSI device's logic ground reference.

The output characteristics shall additionally conform to EIA RS-485-1983,

5.4.2.2 Input characteristics

SCSI devices shall meet the following electrical characteristics on each signal (including both receivers and passiv:
drivers):

i (input current on either input) == + 2,0 mA maximum.
Maximum input capacitance = 25 pF.

The /, requirement shall be met with the input voltage varying between -7 V d.c. and +12 V d.c., with power ono
off, and with the hysteresis equaling 35 mV, minimum.

The input characteristics shall additionally canform to EIA RS-485-1983.

5.4.3 Terminator power

SCSIinitiators shall supply terminator power to the TERMPWRcontact(s) and, if it implements the wide SCSI optior:
to the TERMPWRBcontacts. This powershall be supplied through a diode or similar semiconductor that prevent:
backflow of powerto the SCSI device. Targets ard SCSI devices that become temporary initiators (e.g. targets whic!
implement the COPY commandor asynchronouseventnotification) are not required to supply terminator power. Ar
SCSI device may supply terminator power. Interface error rates are lowerif the termination voltage is maintained a
the extreme ends of the cable.

Ail terminators independent oflocation shall be powered from the TERMPWR and TERMPWRBcentact(s), The us:
of keyed connectors is recommendedin SCSIdevices that provide terminator powerto prevent accidental groundin:
or the incorrect connection of terminator power.

NOTE 12 Regulatory agencies may require limiting maximum (short circuit) current to the terminator powerlines.
Recommended currentlimiting is 1,5 A for TERMPWR and 2 A for TERMPWRB. For systemsutilizing multiple initiators,
the initiators may be configured with option straps or current limiting devices. Maximum available current should not
exceed 5 A.
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SCSI devices shall sink no more than 1,0 mA from TERMPWRand no more than 1,0 mA from TERMPWRB except
to power an optionalinternal terminator.

Single-ended SCSI devices providing terminator power on cable A shall have the following characteristics:
Vrerm = 4,25 V d.c, to 5,25 V dic.

900 mA minimum source drive capability

Differential SCSI devices providing terminator power on cable A shail have the following characteristics:
Vy, = 4,0 V dic. to 5,25 V dic.erm . : a:

600 mA minimum source drive capability

Single-ended SCSI devices providing terminator power on cable B shall have the following characteristics:
Vrerm = 4,5 V dic, to 5,25 V d.c.

1500 mA minimum source drive capability

Differential SCSI devices providing terminator power on cable B shall have the following characteristics:
= 4,0 V dic. to 5,25 V dic.V.Term . : 4:

1000 mA minimum source drive capability

NOTE13 it is recommendedthat the terminator power lines be decoupled at each terminator with at least a 2,2 pF high-
frequency capacitor to improve signal quality.
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TERMINATOR POWER

—SIGNAL

GROUND 
Figure 9 - Alternative 1 termination for single-ended devices

TERMPWR

~DB(0)
~DB(1)

Low dropout ~DB(2)

voltage ~DB(3)regulator

Tmax > 600 mA ~08(4)
Vout = 2,85 V ~DB(S)
(See Note 1) —DB(6)

-DB(7)
—DB(P)
—ATN

~BSY

~ACK
—RST
—~MSG

~SEL

1212, 1%, 0,25 W ~C/D
154Q, 1%, 0,25 W REQ
110 Q, 1% -1/0
10 uF Alum. 15 V or

4,7 uF Tant. 15 V
150 uF Alurn. 10 V or

22 uF Tant. 10 V

(ESR at 120 Hz < 4 )
0,1 uF Ceramic 25 V

NOTES

1 The voltage regulator shown is an adjustable
type with Vrop = 1,25 V. Rand R2 were
selected to provide approximately 10 mA I quiescent.
The voltage regulator V dropout shall be 1,25 V or
less ot Imax:

2 Alternate values that provide lower
performance at somewhat lower cost use Vout
of 2,63 V. Ri = 1102, 1%; R2= 124M,
1%; RE-R2Z0= 1002, 2%.

 
Figure 10 - Alternative 2 termination for single-ended devices
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TERMINATOR POWER

—SIGNAL

+SIGNAL

GROUND 
Figure 11 - Terminationfordifferential devices

+5 V. (nominal)
Silicon Diode

1 kQ=(Typical)
Driver Enable

DIFFSENS 
Figure 12 - Differential driver protection circuit

5.4.4 RESERVEDlines

The lines labelled RESERVEDin the A cable contact assignment tables (table 2 and tabie 4) shail be connected to
ground in the bus terminator assemblies orin the end devices on the SCSI cable. The RESERVEDlines should be
open in the other SCSI devices, but may be connectedto ground.
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5.5 SCSI bus

Communication on the SCSI bus is allowed between only two SCSI devices at any given time. There is a maximur
of eight SCS} devices. Each SCSI device has an SCS} ID bit assigned as shown in figure 13. Three sample systen
configurations are shown in figure 14. There can be any combination ofinitiators and targets provided thereis a
least one of each.

Whentwo SCSI devices communicate on the SCSI bus, one acts as an initiator and the other acts as a target. Th«
initiator originates an operation and the target performs the operation. An SCSI device usually has a fixed role a:
an initiator or target, but some devices may be able to assumeeitherrole.

Aninitiator may address upto eight peripheral devices that are connected to a target. The target may be physicall:
housed within the peripheral device in which casethe peripheral device is referred to as an embedded SCSI device

Certain SCSI bus functions are assigned to theinitiator and certain SCSI bus functions are assignedto the target
Theinitiator may arbitrate for the SCSI bus and select a particular target. The target may request the transfer o
COMMAND, DATA, STATUS,or other information on the DATA BUS,and in some casesit mayarbitrate for the SCS
bus and reselect an initiator fer the purpose of continuing an operation.

Information transfers on the DATA BUSare asynchronous and followa defined REQ/ACK handshakeprotocol. One
byte of information may be transferred with each handshakeon the A cable and,if the wide data transfer option is
implemented, one or three bytes of information may be transferred with each handshake on the B cabie. An optior
is defined for synchronous data transfer.

DATA BUS

(oS
DB(7) DB(6) DB(5) DB(4) DB(3) DB(2) DB(1) DB(O)

| ses iD = 0
scsi ID = 1

scsi ID = 2

scs! ID = 3

scsi ID = 4

scsi iD = 5

SCSI ID = 6

SCSI ID = 7

 
Figure 13 - SCSI ID bits
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Peripheral devices such asmagnetic—disks, printeopticai—disks, and magnetic~

[i tapes.
SINGLE INITIATOR, SINGLE TARGET

e

MULTIPLE INITIATOR, MULTIPLE TARGET

Figure 14 - Sample SCS! configurations
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5.6 SCSI bus signals

There are a total of 18 signals on the A cable and 29signals on the B cable. A total of 11 signals are used for contro
and 36 are used for data (messages, commands,status and data), including parity. These signals are described as
follows:

a)  BSY (BUSY). An OR-tied signal that indicates that the busis being used.

b) SEL (SELECT). An OR-tied signal usedbyaninitiator to select a target or by a target to reselectaninitiator

NOTE14 The SELsignal was not defined as OR-tied in SCSI-1. It has been defined as OR-tied in SCSI-2 in anticipation
of needing another OR-tied signalfor future standardization. This does not cause an operational problem in mixing SCSI-1
and SCSI-2 devices.

c) C/D (CONTROL/DATA). A signaldriven by a target that indicates whether CONTROLor DATAinformation is
on the DATA BUS. True indicates CONTROL.

d) 1/0 (INPUT/OUTPUT). A signal driven by a targetthat controls the direction of data movement on the DATA
BUSwith respect to an initiator. True indicates input to theinitiator. This signal is also used to distinguish
between SELECTION and RESELECTION phases.

e) MSG (MESSAGE).Asignal driven by a target during the MESSAGEphase.

h REQ (REQUEST).Asignal driven by a target on the A cable to indicate a request for an ACK information
transfer handshake.

g) REQGB (REQUEST). A signal driven by a target on the B cable to indicate a request for an ACKBinformation
transfer handshake.

h) ACK (ACKNOWLEDGE). A signal driven by an initiator on the A cable to indicate an acknowledgmentfor a
REQinformation transfer handshake.

i) ACKB (ACKNOWLEDGE).Asignaldriven by aninitiator on the B cable to indicate an acknowledgmentfor
a REQBinformation transfer handshake.

) ATN (ATTENTION). A signal driven by aninitiator to indicate the ATTENTIONcondition.

k) RST (RESET). An OR-tied signalthat indicates the RESET condition.

)) DB(7-0,P) (DATA BUS). Eight data-bit signals, plus a parity-bit signal that form a DATA BUS, DB(7)is the
most significant bit and has the highestpriority during the ARBITRATION phase. Bit number,significance, and
priority decrease downward to DB(Q). A data bit is defined as one whenthesignal valueis true and is defined
as zero whenthe signal value is false. Data parity DB(P) shall be odd. Parity is undefined during the
ARBITRATION phase.

m) DB(31-8,P1,P2,P3) (DATA BUS). Twenty-four data-bit signals, plus three parity-bit signats that form an
extension to the DATABUS. DB(P1,P2,P3) are parity bits for DB(15-8), DB(23-16), and DB(31-24) respectively.
A data bit is defined as one whenthesignalvalue is true and is defined as zero whenthesignal valueis false.
Data parity DB(Px) shall be odd.
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5.6.1 Signal values

Signals may assume trueorfalse values. There are two methodsofdriving thesesignals. In both cases, the signal
shail be actively driven true, or asserted. In the case of OR-tied drivers, the driver does not drive the signal to the
false state, rather the bias circuitry of the bus terminators pulls the signal false wheneverit is released by the drivers
at every SCSIdevice. if any driver is asserted, then the signalis true. In the case of nan-OF-tied drivers, the signal
maybe actively driven false. In this standard, whereverthe term negated is used, it means that the signal may be
actively driven false, or may be simply released (in which case the bias circuitry pulls it false), at the option of the
implementor. The advantageto actively driving signals false during information transferis that the transition from true
to false occurs more quickly and the noise margin is much higher thanif the signal is simply released. This facilitates
reliable data transfer at high rates, especially at the longer cable lengths used with differential drivers.

5.6.2 OR-tied signals

The BSY, SEL, and RST signals shall be OR-tied only. In the ordinary operation of the bus, the BSY and RSTsignals
maybe simultaneously driven true by severaldrivers, No signals other than BSY, RST, and DB(P)are simultaneously
driven by two or more drivers, and any signal other than BSY, SEL, and RST may employ OR-tied or non-OR-tied
drivers. DB(P) shall not be driven false during the ARBITRATION phase but may be driven false in other phases.
There is no operational problem in mixing OR-tied and non-OR-tied drivers on signals other than BSY and RST.

5.6.3 Signal sources

Table 6 indicates which type of SCSI device is allowed to source eachsignal. No attempt is made to showif the
sourceis driving asserted,driving negated,or is passive. All SCSI device drivers that are not active sources be in
the passive state. The RST signal may be asserted by any SCS! device at anytime.
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Table 6 - Signal sources

  B cable signals

DB(31-8}
DB(P1)
DB(P2)
DB(P3)

  
 

  

Bus phase A cable signals
  

   
 
    
 

BUS FREE
ARBITRATION
SELECTION
RESELECTION
COMMAND
DATA IN
DATA OUT
STATUS
MESSAGE IN
MESSAGE OUT

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

 
 
 The signal shall be driven by all SCSI devices that are actively

arbitrating.  
 

 
S ID: A unique data bit (the SCSI ID) shall be driven by each SCSI device

that is actively arbitrating; the other seven data bits shall be
released (i.e., not driven) by this SCSI device. The parity bit
(DB(P)) may be released or driven to the true state, but shall never
be driven to the false state during this phase.

  
  
  
  

 I&T: The signal shall be driven by the initiator, target, or both, as
specified in the SELECTION phase and RESELECTION phase.  Init: If driven, this signal shall be driven only by the active initiator.  

  None: The signal shall be released; that is, not be driven by any SCSIdevice. The bias circuitry of the bus terminators pulls the signal
to the false state.  
 The signal shall be driven by the one SCSI device that wins

arbitration. 
 Targ: If the signal is driven, it shall be driven only by the active

target.   

5.7 SCSI bus timing

Unless otherwise indicated, the delay-time measurements for each SCSI device, shown in table 7, shall be calculated
from signal conditions existing at that SCSI device's own SCSI bus connection. Thus, these measurements (except
cable skew delay) can be made without considering delays in the cable. The timing characteristics of each signal
are described in the following paragraphs.
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Table 7 - SCSI bus timing values

Arbitration delay 2,4 us
Assertion period
Bus clear delay
Bus free delay
Bus set delay
Bus settle delay
Cable skew delay
Data release delay
Deskew delay
Disconnection delay
Hold time
Negation period
Power-on to selection time
Reset to selection time
Reset hold time
Selection abort time
Selection time-out delay
Transfer period
Fast assertion period
Fast cable skew delay
Fast deskew delay
Fast hold time
Fast negation period

   

  
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 s recommended
250 ms recommended

25 us
200 ys
250 ms recommended
set during an SDTR messagens

 

 
 

   
  
  

  
  

5.7.1 Arbitration delay

The minimum time an SCSIdevice shall wait from asserting BSYfor arbitration until the DATA BUS can be examined
to see if arbitration has been won. There is no maximum time.

5.7.2 Assertion period

The minimum time that a target shall assert REQ (or REQB) while using synchronous data transfers. Also, the
minimum timethataninitiator shall assert ACK (or ACKB) while using synchronousdata transfers. REQB and ACKB
timings only apply te optional wide data transfers.

5.7.3 Bus clear delay

The maximum time for an SCSI device to stop driving all bus signals after:
a) The BUS FREEphaseis detected (see 6.1.1)
b) SELis received from another SCSI device during the ARBITRATION phase
c) The transition of ASTto true.

For thefirst condition above, the maximum time for an SCSI device to clear the bus is 1200 nanoseconds from BSY
and SELfirst becoming both false. if an SCSI device requires more than a bussettle delay to detect BUS FREE
phase,it shall clear the bus within a bus clear delay minusthe excesstime.

5.7.4 Bus free delay

The minimum time that an SCSI device shall wait from its detection of the BUS FREE phase (see 6.1.1) until its
assertion of BSY when going to the ARBITRATIONphase.
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5.7.5 Bus set delay

The maximum time for an SCSI device to assert BSY andits SCSI ID bit on the DATA BUSafterit detects BUS FREE
phase (see 6.1.1) for the purpose of entering the ARBITRATION phase.

5.7.6 Bus settle delay

The minimum time to wait for the bus to settle after changing certain contro! signals as called out in the protocol
definitions.

5.7.7 Cable skew delay

The maximum difference in propagation time allowed between any two SCSI bus signals measured between any two
SCSI devices.

5.7.8 Data release delay

The maximum time foraninitiator to release the DATA BUSsignals following the transition of the I/O signal from false
to true.

5.7.9 Deskew delay

The minimum time required for deskew of certain signals.

5.7.10 Disconnection delay

The minimum time that a target shall wait after releasing BSY before participating in an ARBITRATION phase when
honouring a DISCONNECT messagefrom the initiator.

5.7.11 Hold time

The minimum time added between the assertion of REQ (or REQB) or ACK (or ACKB) and the changing of the data
lines to provide hold timein the initiator or target while using synchronous data transfers. REQB and ACKBtimings
only apply to optional wide data transfers.

5.7.12 Negation period

The minimum time that a target shall negate REQ (er REQB) while using synchronous data transfers. Also, the
minimum time that an initiator shall negate ACK (or ACKB) while using synchronousdata transfers. REQB and ACKB
timings only apply to optional wide data transfers.

5.7.13 Power-on to selection time

The recommended maximum time from power application until an SCS! target is able to respond with appropriate
status and sense data to the TEST UNIT READY, INQUIRY, and REQUEST SENSE commands.

5.7.14 Resetto selection time

The recommended maximum time after a hard RESET condition until an SCSI target is able to respond with
appropriate status and sense data to the TEST UNIT READY, INQUIRY, and REQUEST SENSE commands.
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5.7.15 Reset hald time

The minimum time for which RSTis asserted. There is no maximum time.

5.7.16 Selection abort time

The maximum timethata target(orinitiator) shall take from its most recent detection of being selected (or reselected)
until asserting a BSY response. This time-outis required to ensure thata target(orinitiator) does not assert BSYafter
a SELECTION (or RESELECTION)phasehas beenaborted.Thisis not the selection time-out period; see 6.1.3.1 and
6.1.4.2 for a complete description.

5.7.17 Selection time-out delay

The minimum time that an SCSI device should wait for a BSY response during the SELECTION or RESELECTION
phase beforestarting the time-out procedure.

Note 15 The selection time-out delay is only a recommended time period.

5.7.18 Transfer period

The minimum time allowed between the leading edges of successive REQ pulses or of successive ACK pulses while
using synchronous data transfers. (See 6.1.5.2 and 6.6.21.)

5.8 Fast synchronoustransfer option

Whendevices negotiate a synchronous data transfer period of less than 200 ns they are said to be using fast
synchronousdata transfers. Devices that negotiate a synchronous data transfer period greater than or equal to 200
ns use timing parameters specified in 5.7. When a fast synchronousdatatransfer period is negotiated, those specific
times redefined in this section are used; those not redefined remain the same. The minimum synchronous data
transfer period is 100 ns.

5.8.1 Fast assertion period

The minimum timethat a target shall assert REQ (ar REQB) while using fast synchronous data transfers. It is also
the minimum time that an initiator shall assert ACK (or ACKB) while using fast synchronous data transfers. REQB
and ACKBtimings only apply to optional wide data transfers.

5.8.2 Fast cable skew delay

The maximum difference in propagation time allowed between any two SCSi bus signals measured between any two
SCSI devices while using fast synchronousdata transfers.

5.8.3 Fast deskew delay

The minimum time required for deskew of certain signals while using fast synchronous data transfers,

5,8.4 Fast hold time

The minimum time added between the assertion of REQ (or REQB) or ACK (or ACKB) and the changing of the data
lines to provide hold time in the initiator or target while using fast synchronous data transfers. REQB and ACKB
timings only apply to optional wide data transfers.
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5.8.5 Fast negation perlod

The minimumtimethat a target shall negate REQ (or REQB) while using fast synchronous data transters. Also, the
minimum time that an initiator shail negate ACK (or ACKB) while using fast synchronous data transfers. REQB anc
ACKBtimings only apply to optional wide data transfers.
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6 Logical characteristics

6.1 SCSI bus phases

The SCSIarchitecture includes eight distinct phases:

a) BUS FREE phase
b) ARBITRATION phase
c) SELECTION phase
d) RESELECTION phase
e) COMMANDphase -
f} DATA phase | These phasesare collectively termed
g) STATUS phase__|| theinformation transfer phases.
h} MESSAGEphase -!

The SCSI bus can never be in more than one phaseat any given time. In the following descriptions, signals that are
not mentioned shall not be asserted.

6.1.1 BUS FREE phase

The BUS FREE phase indicates that there is no current I/O process and that the SCSI bus is available for a
connection.

SCS! devices shall detect the BUS FREE phaseafter the SEL and BSYsignals are both false for at least a bus settle
delay.

SCSI devices shail release all SCS! bus signals within a bus clear delay after the BSY and SEL signals become
continuously false for a bussettle delay. Ifan SCSI device requires more than a bussettle delay to detect the BUS
FREE phasethenit shall release all SCSI bus signals within a bus clear delay minus the excesstime to detect the
BUS FREE phase. Thetotaltime to clear the SCS! bus shall not exceed a bussettle delay plus a busclear delay.

During normal operation the BUS FREE phaseis entered whena target releases the BSY signal. However, the BUS
FREE phase maybeentered following the release of the SEL signal after a SELECTION or RESELECTION phase
time-out.

initiators normally do not expect BUS FREE phaseto begin becauseof the target's release of the BSY signal except
after one of the following occurrences:

a) after a reset condition is detected;
b) after an ABORT messageis successfully received by a target;
c) after a BUS DEVICE RESET messageis successfully received by a target;
d) after a DISCONNECT messageis successfully transmitted from a target (see 6.6.6);
e) after a COMMAND COMPLETE messageis successfully transmitted from a target (see 6.6.5);
f) aftera RELEASE RECOVERY messageis successfully received by a target;
g) after an ABORT TAG messageis successfully received by a target;
h) after a CLEAR QUEUE messageis successfully received by a target.

if an initiator detects the release of the BSY signal by the target at any other time, the target is indicating an error
condition to the initiator. The target may perform this transition to the BUS FREE phase independentofthestate of
the ATN signal. Theinitiator shall manage this condition as an unsuccessful |/O process termination. The target
terminates the I/O processby clearing all pending data andstatus information for the affected nexus. The target may
optionally prepare sense data that may be retrieved by a REQUEST SENSE command.
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6.1.2 ARBITRATION phase

The ARBITRATION phaseallows one SCSI device to gain control of the SCSI bus sothatit can initiate or resume ar
\/O process,

The procedure for an SCSI device to obtain control of the SCSI bus is as follows:
a) The SCSI device shall first wait for the BUS FREE phaseto occur. The BUS FREE phaseis detected wheneve:

both the BSY and SELsignals are simultaneously and continuously false for a minimum of a bussettle delay

NOTE 16 This bus settle delay is necessary because a transmission line phenomenon known as a wired-OR glitch may
cause the BSY signal to briefly appear false, even thoughit is being driven true.

b) The SCSI device shall wait a minimum of a busfree delay after detection of the BUS FREE phase(i.e. after the
BSY and SEL signals are both false for a bus settle delay) before driving any signal.

c) Following the bus free delay in step (b), the SCSI device mayarbitrate for the SCSI bus by asserting both the
BSYsignal and its own SCSI ID, however the SCSI device shall not arbitrate (i.e. assert the BSY signal and
its SCSI ID) if more than a bus set delay has passed since the BUS FREE phase waslast observed.

NOTE 17 There is no maximum delay before asserting the BSY signal and the SCSI ID following the bus free delay in step
(b) as long as the bus remains in the BUS FREE phase. However, SCSI devices that delay longer than a bussettle delay
plus a bus set delay from the time when the BSY and SELsignals first become false may fail to participate in arbitration
when competing with faster SCS} devices.

d) After waiting at least an arbitration delay (measuredfrom its assertion of the BSY signal) the SCSI device shall
examine the DATA BUS.if a higher priority SCS! ID bit is true on the DATA BUS (DB(7)is the highest), then
the SCSI device has lost the arbitration and the SCSI device may release its signals and return to step (a).
If no higher priority SCSI ID bit is true on the DATA BUS,then the SCSI device has wonthearbitration andit
shall assert the SEL signal. Any SCSI device other than the winnerhaslost the arbitration and shall release
the BSY signal and its SCSI ID bit within a bus ciear delay after the SEL signal becomestrue. An SCSI device
that loses arbitration may return to step (a).

NOTES

18 Step d) above requires that any device complete the arbitration phase to the point of SEL being assertedif it begins
the arbitration phase as stated in step c). This precludes the possibility of the bus being hung.
19 It is recommended that new implementations wait for the SEL signal to becometrue before releasing the BSY signal
and SCSIID bit whenarbitration is lost.

e) The SCSI device that wins arbitration shall wait at least a bus clear delay plus a bus settle delay after asserting
the SEL signal before changing any signals.

NOTE 20 The SCSIID bit is a single bit on the DATA BUSthat corresponds to the SCSI device’s unique SCSI address,
All other DATA BUS bits shail be released by the SCSI device. Parity is not valid during the ARBITRATION phase. During
the ARBITRATION phase, DB(P) may be released or asserted, but shall not be actively driven false.

6.1.3 SELECTION phase

The SELECTION phaseallowsaninitiator to select a target for the purpose ofinitiating some target function (e.g.,
READ or WRITE command). During the SELECTION phasethe 1/O signal is negated so that this phase can be
distinguished from the RESELECTIONphase.

The SCSI device that won the arbitration has both the BSY and SELsignals asserted and has delayed at least a bus
clear delay plus a bussettle delay before ending the ARBITRATION phase. The SCS! device that won the arbitration
becomesaninitiator by not asserting the I/O signal.

Theinitiator shall set the DATA BUStoavaluethat is the OR of its SCSI ID bit and the target’s SCSI ID bit andit shall
assert the ATNsignal(indicating that a MESSAGE OUTphaseis to follow the SELECTION phase}. The initiator shall
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then wait at least two deskew delays and release the BSY signal. The initiator shall then wait at least a bus settie
delay before looking for a response from the target.

The target shall determine thatit is selected when the SEL signal and its SCSI ID bit are true and the BSY and I/O
signals are false for at least a bus settle delay. The selected target may examine the DATA BUSin order to determine
the SCSIID of the selecting initiator. The selected target shall then assert the BSY signai within a selection abort time
of its most recent detection of being selected; this is required for correct operation of the selection time-out
procedure.

The target shail not respond to a selection if bad parity is detected. Also,if more than two SCSIID bits are on the
DATA BUS, the target shall not respondto selection.

NOTE 21 Although an SCSI-2initiator may not use the singleinitiator option or the selection without asserting ATN option
of SCSI-1, an SCSI-2 target may elect to support these options for compatibility with SCSI-1 initiators. When doing so the
SCSI-2 target responds as described in the SCSI-1 standard.

No less than two deskew delaysafter the initiator detects the BSY signalis true, it shall release the SEL signal and
may change the DATABUS.Thetargetshall wait until the SEL signalis false before asserting the REQ signalto enter
an information transfer phase.

6.1.3.1 SELECTIONtime-out procedure

Two optional selection time-out procedures are specified for clearing the SCS! busif the initiator waits a minimum
of a selection time-out delay and there has been no BSYsignal response from the target:

a) Optionally, the initiator shall assert the RST signal (see 6.2.2);
b) Optionally,the initiator shall continue asserting the SEL and ATNsignals andshall release the DATA BUS.If

the initiator has not detected the BSY signal to be true after at least a selection abort time plus two deskew
delays, theinitiator shall release the SEL and ATNsignals allowing the SCSI bus to go to the BUS FREE phase.
SCS! devices shall ensure that when responding to selection that the selection wasstill valid within a selection
abort time of their assertion of the BSY signal. Failure to comply with this requirement could result in an
improperselection (two targets connected to the sameinitiator, wrong target connected to an initiator, or a
target connected to no initiator).

6.1.4 RESELECTION phase

RESELECTIONis an optionai phase that allows a target to reconnectto an initiator for the purpose of continuing
some operation that was previously started by the initiator but was suspended bythe target, (i.e. the target
disconnected by allowing a BUS FREE phaseto occur before the operation was complete).

6.1.4.1 RESELECTION

Upon completing the ARBITRATIONphase,the winning SCSI device has both the BSY and SELsignals asserted and
has delayed at least a bus clear delay plus a bus settle delay. The winning SCSI device becomes a target by
asserting the I/O signal. The winning SCSIdevice shall also set the DATA BUSto a valuethatis the logical OR of
its SCSI ID bit and theinitiator’s SCSI ID bit. The target shall wait at least two deskew delays and release the BSY
signal. The target shall then wait at least a bus settle delay before looking for a response from the initiator.

Theinitiator shall determine that it is reselected when the SEL and 1/O signals and its SCSI |D bit are true and the
BSYsignal is false for at least a bus settle delay. The reselected initiator may examine the DATA BUSin order to
determine the SCSI ID of the reselecting target. The reselected initiator shall then assert the BSY signa! within a
selection abort time of its most recent detection of being reselected; this is required for correct operation ofthe time-
out procedure. The initiator shall not respond to a RESELECTIONphaseif badparity is detected. Also, the initiator
shall not respond to a RESELECTIONphaseif other than two SCS]ID bits are on the DATA BUS.

After the target detects the BSYsignalis true,it shall also assert the BSY signal and wait at least two deskew delays
and then release the SELsignal. The target may then changethe I/O signal andthe DATABUS.After the reselected
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initiator detects the SEL signalis false, it shall release the BSY signal. The target shall continue asserting the BS
signal until it relinquishes the SCSI bus.

NOTE 22 Whenthetarget is asserting the BSY signal, a transmission line phenomenon Knownas a wired-OR glitch may
cause the BSY signal to appearfalse for up to a round-trip propagation delay following the release of the BSY signal by
the initiator. This is the reason why the BUS FREE phaseis recognized only after both the BSY and SELsignals are
continuously false for a minimum of a bus settle delay. Cables longer than 25 m should not be used evenif the chosen
driver, receiver, and cable provide adequate noise margins, because they increase the duration of the glitch and could
cause SCSI devices to inadvertently detect the BUS FREE phase.

6.1.4.2 RESELECTIONtime-out procedure

Two optional RESELECTION time-out procedures are specified for clearing the SCSI bus during a RESELECTIO!
phaseif the target waits a minimum of a selection time-out delay and there has been no BSY signal responsefror
the initiator:

a) Optionally, the target shall assert the RST signal (see 6.2.2);
b) Optionally, the target shall continue asserting the SEL and I/O signals and shall release all DATA BUS signak

If the target has not detected the BSY signal to betrue after at least a selection abort time plus two deske
delays, the target shall release the SEL and |/O signals allowing the SCSI bus to go to the BUS FREE phase
SCSI devices that respond to the RESELECTIONphaseshall ensure that the reselection wasstil! valid withi:
a selection abort time of their assertion of the BSY signal, Failure to comply with this requirement could resu
in an improper reselection (two initiators connected to the sametarget or the wronginitiator connected to .
target).

6.1.5 Information transfer phases

NOTE 23 The COMMAND,DATA, STATUS, and MESSAGEphasesareall grouped togetheras the information transfer
phases because they are all used to transfer data or control information via the DATA BUS. The actual content of the
information is beyond the scopeofthis section.

The C/D, i/O, and MSGsignals are used to distinguish between the different information transfer phases (see tabi:
8). The target drives thesethree signals and therefore controls all changes from one phaseto another. The initiato
can request a MESSAGE OUTphasebyasserting the ATN signal, while the target can cause the BUS FREE phas:
by releasing the MSG,C/D, \/O, and BSYsignals.

The information transfer phases use one or more REQ/ACK handshakesto control the information transfer. Eact
REQ/ACK handshakeallows the transfer of one byte of information. During the information transfer phases the BS*
signal shall remain true and the SELsignal shall remain faise. Additionally, during the information transfer phases
the target shall continuously envelope the REQ/ACK handshake(s) with the C/D, I/O, and MSG signals in such <
mannerthat these control signals are valid for a bus settle delay before the assertion of the REQ signal of the firs
handshake and remainvalid until after the negation of the ACK signal at the end of the handshakeof the last transfe
of the phase.

NOTES

24 After the negation of the ACK signal of the last transfer of the phase, the target may prepare for a new phase by
asserting or negating the C/D, I/O, and MSGsignals. These signals may be changed togetherorindividually. They may
be changed in any order and may be changed more than once. It is desirable that each line change only once. A new
phase does not begin unti] the REQ signal is asserted for the first byte of the new phase,
25 A phaseis defined as ending whenthe C/D,I/O, or MSG signals change after the negation of the ACK signal. The time
between the end of a phase and the assertion of the REQ signal beginning a new phaseis undefined. Aninitiator is
allowed to anticipate a new phase based onthe previous phase, the expected new phase, and early information provided
by changesin the C/D, I/O, and MSG signais. However, the anticipated phaseis not valid until the REQ signal is asserted
at the beginning of the next phase.
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Table & - Information transfer phases

Phase name ~Direction of transfer _ |Comment

DATA OUT Initiator to target Data
DATA IN Initiator from target phase
COMMAND Initiator to target

STATUS Initiator from target

 
 

   
 

 

 

 
 
 
   

 
 
 

 
 

*

MESSAGE OUT
MESSAGE IN   
 

Initiator to target
Initiator from target

Message 
 1 = True, = Reserved for future standardization

6.1.5.1 Asynchronous information transfer

The target shall control the direction of infarmation transfer by meansof the 1/O signal. When the 1/O signalis true,
information shall be transferred from the target to theinitiator, When the 1/O signal is false, information shall be
transferred from the initiator to the target.

If the I/O signalis true (transferto the initiator), the target shall first drive the DB(7-0,P) signals to their desired values,
delay at least one deskew delay plus a cable skew delay, then assert the REQ signal. The DB(7-0,P) signals shall
remain valid until the ACK signal is true at the target. The initiator shall read the DB(7-0,P) signals after the REQ
signalis true, then indicate its acceptanceof the data by asserting the ACK signal. When the ACKsignal becomes
true at the target, the target may changeor release the DB(7-0,P) signals and shall negate the REQ signal. After the
REQsignalis false the initiator shall then negate the ACKsignal. After the ACKsignalis false the target may continue
the transfer by driving the DB(7-0,P) signals and asserting the REQ signal, as described above.

If the 1/O signalis false (transfer to the target) the target shall request information by asserting the REQ signal. The
initiator shall drive the DB(7-0,P) signals to their desired values, delay at least one deskew delay plus a cable skew
delay and assert the ACKsignal. Theinitiator shall continue to drive the DB(7-0,P) signals until the REQ signalis
false. When the ACK signal becomestrue atthe target, the target shall read the DB(7-0,P), signals then negate the
REQ signal. When the REQ signal becomesfalse atthe initiator, the initiator may change or release the DB(7-0,P)
signals and shall negate the ACK signal. After the ACK signal is false the target may continue the transfer by
asserting the REQ signal, as described above.

6.1.5.2 Synchronous data transfer

Synchronous data transfer is optional and is only used in data phases. It shall be used in a data phase if a
synchronous data transfer agreement has been established (see 6.6.21). The agreement specifies the REQ/ACK
offset and the minimum transfer period.

The REQ/ACKoffset specifies the maximum number of REQ pulses that can be sentbythetarget in advance of the
numberof ACK pulses received from theinitiator, establishing a pacing mechanism. If the number of REQ pulses
exceeds the numberof ACK pulses by the REQ/ACKoffset, the target shall not assert the REQ signal until after the
leading edge of the next ACKpulseis received. For successful completion of the data phase the number of ACK
and REQ pulses shall be equal.

The target shall assert the REQ signal for a minimum of an assertion period. The target shall then wait at least the
greater of a transfer period from thelasttransition of the REQ signalto true or a minimum of a negation period from
the last transition of the REQ signal to false before again asserting the REQ signal.

The initiator shall send one pulse on the ACKsignal for each REQ pulse received. The ACK signai may be asserted
as soon asthe leading edge of the corresponding REQ pulse has been received. The initiator shail assert the ACK
signal for a minimum of an assertion period, Theinitiator shall wait at least the greater of a transfer period from the
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last transition of the ACK signalto true or for a minimum of a negation period from the last transition of the ACK signa
to false before asserting the ACK signal.

ifthe I/O signalis true (transfer to the initiator), the target shall first drive the DB(7-0,P) signals to their desired values
wait at least one deskew delay plus one cable skew delay, then assert the REQ signals. The DB(7-0,P) signals shal
be held valid for a minimum of one deskew delay plus one cable skew delay plus one hold timeafter the assertior
of the REQ signal. The target shall assert the REQ signal for a minimum of an assertion period. The target may ther.
negate the REQ signal and changeorrelease the DB(7-0,P) signals. The initiator shail read the value on the DB(7-
0,P) signals within one hold time of the transition of the REQ signa! to true. Theinitiator shall then respond with ar:
ACKpulse.

ifthe I/O signalis false (transfer to the target), the initiator shall transfer one byte for each REQ pulse received. After
receiving the leading edge of a REQ pulse,theinitiator shall first drive the DB(7-0,P) signals to their desired values,
delay at least one deskew delay plus one cable skew delay, then assert the ACKsignal. The initiator shall hold the
DB(7-0,P} signalsvalid for at least one deskew delay plus one cable skew delayplus one holdtime after the assertion
of the ACK signal. Theinitiator shall assert the ACK signal for a minimum of an assertion period. Theinitiator may
then negate the ACK signal and may changeor release the DB(7-0,P) signals. The target shall read the value of the
DB(7-0,P) signals within one hold time of the transition of the ACK signalto true.

NOTE 26 The description in SCSI-1 allowed some implementors to presumethat the leading edgeof thefirst REQ pulse
beyond the REQ/ACK offset agreement would not occur until after the trailing edge of the last ACK pulse within the
agreement, Devices implemented with this understanding may be subject to data destruction when in synchronous data
transfer mode with devices that issue the leading edge of the next REQ pulse, at the boundary of the agreement, as soon
as the leading edge of the last ACK pulse within the agreement is received. Implementors using devicesof the former type
in initiator designs may ensure data integrity by restricting the synchronous offset agreernent to values smailer than the
maximum nominally offered by their device,

6.1.5.3 Wide data transfer

Wide data transfer is optional and may be used in the DATA phaseonly if a non-zero wide data transfer agreement
is in effect (see WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST message,6.6.23). The messages determine the use of wide mode
by both SCSI devices and establish a data path width to be used during the DATA phase.

Wide data transfers of 16- or 32-bits may be established. Targets andinitiators that support 32-bit wide transfers
should also support 16-bit wide transfers. All SCSI devices shall support 8-bit data transfers.

During 16-bit wide data transfers,the first logical data byte for each data phase shall be transferred across the DB(7-
0,P} signals on the A cable and the secondlogical data byte shall be transferred across the DB(15-8,P1)} signals on
the B cable. Subsequentpairs of data bytesarelikewise transferred in parallel across the Aand B cables(seefigure
15).

NOTE 27 X3T10 is documenting an alternate 16-bit single-cable solution and an alternate 32-bit solution and expects to
be able to remove the B cable definition in a future version of SCSI.

During 32-bit wide data transfers, the first logical data byte for each data phaseshail be transferred across the DB(7-
0,P) signals on the A cable and the second, third, and fourth logical data bytes shall be transferred across the DB(15-
8,P1), DB(23-16,P2), and DB(31-24,P3) signals, respectively, on the B cable, Subsequent groupsof four data bytes
are likewise transferred in parallel across the A and B cables (see figure 15).
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When transferring bytes W, X, Y, and Z across the three bus widths,
they are transferred as shown in this figure.

Handshake 8-—bit 16—bit 352—bit
number A cabie B cable A cable $~---——— B cable————~_ A cable

BY eceec24 23.16 UW ecceecB Poeeere.O

a
Bit number

Bit number

7 vceceee 0
Bit number

NOTE: This figure does not represent how these bytes are stored in
the initiator’s memory, which may be different.

 
Figure 15 - Wide SCSI! byte ordering

if the last data byte transferred doesnotfall on the DB(15-8,P1) signals for a 16-bit wide transfer or the DB(31-24,P3)
signals for a 32-bit wide transfer, then the values of the remaining higher-numbered bits are undefined. However,
parity bits for these undefined bytes shall be valid for whatever data is placed on the bus.

To ensure proper data integrity, certain sequence requirements shall be met between the REQ/ACK handshakes on
the A cable and the REQB/ACKB handshakesonthe B cable:

a) The REQB and ACKBsignais shall only be asserted during data phases while a nonzero wide data transfer
agreementis in effect. These signals shall not be asserted during other phases.

b) The sameinformation transfer mode (asynchronous or synchronous)shall be used for both the A cable and
the B cable. If synchronousdata transfer modeis in effect, the same REQ/ACKoffset and transfer period shall
be used for both cables.

¢) The information transfer procedures defined in 6.1.5.1 and 6.1.5.2 for the A cable (the REQ, ACK, and DB(7-
0,P) signals) shall also apply to the B cable (the REQB, ACKB, and DB(31-8,P1,P2,P3) signals). The only
means available for a target to managethe timing relationship between the signals on the two cablesisits
managementof the REQ and REQBsignals. Similarly, the only meansfor the initiator to managethe timing
between the two cablesis its management of the ACK and ACKBsignals.

d) The target shall ensure that the number of REQ/ACK handshakesand the numberof REQB/ACKBhandshakes
in a data phase are equal before it changes to another phase. The target shall not changethe phaseuntil the
ACK and ACKBsignals have both becomefalse for the last REQ/ACK handshakeand the last REQB/ACKB
handshake.

NOTE28If any violations of these rules are detected by the target, the target may attempt to end the data phase and return
CHECK CONDITIONstatus.If it is impossible to correctly terminate the data phase, the target may abnormally terminate
the |/O process by an unexpected disconnect. If any violations of these rules are detected by theinitiator, the initiator may
attempt to send an INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR messageto the target. If the initiator is unable to terminate the !/O
process normally, it may generate the reset condition.
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6.1.6 COMMANDphase

The COMMANDphaseallows the target to request commandinformation from theinitiator.

The target shall assert the C/D signal and negate the I/O and MSGsignals during the REQ/ACK handshake(s)of this
phase.

6.1.7 Data phase

The data phaseis a term that encompasses both the DATAIN phase and the DATA OUTphase.

6.1.7.1 DATA IN phase

The DATA IN phaseallowsthe target to request that data be sentto theinitiator from the target.

The target shall assert the I/O signal and negate the C/D and MSGsignals during the REQ/ACK handshake(s)ofthis
phase.

6.1.7.2 DATA OUT phase

The DATA OUT phaseallows the target to request that data be sent from the initiator to the target.

The target shall negate the C/D, I/O, and MSG signals during the REQ/ACK handshake(s)of this phase.

6.1.8 STATUS phase

The STATUS phaseallows the target to request that status information be sent from the target to the initiator.

The target shall assert the C/D and |/O signals and negate the MSG signal during the REQ/ACK handshakeofthis
phase.

6.1.9 Message phase

The message phaseis a term that references eithera MESSAGE IN, or a MESSAGE OUTphase. Multiple messages
may be sent during either phase. Thefirst byte transferred in either of these phases shail be either a single-byte
messageorthefirst byte of a multiple-byte message. Multiple-byte messages shail be wholly contained within a
single message phase.

6.1.9.1 MESSAGEIN phase

The MESSAGEIN phaseallowsthe target to request that message(s) be sent to the initiator from the target.

The target shall assert the C/D, I/O, and MSG signals during the REQ/ACK handshake(s) of this phase.

6.1.9.2 MESSAGE OUTphase

The MESSAGE OUTphaseallows the target to request that message(s) be sentfrom theinitiator to the target. The
target invokes this phase in responseto the attention condition created bythe initiator (see 6.2.1).

The target shall assert the C/D and MSGsignals and negate the I/O signal during the REQ/ACK handshake(s) ofthis
phase. Thetarget shall handshake byte(s) in this phase until the ATN signal is negated, except when rejecting a
message.

if the target detects one or more parity error(s) on the message byte(s) received, it may indicate its desire to retry
the message(s) by asserting the REQ signal after detecting the ATN signal has gonefalse and prior to changing to
any other phase. The initiator, upon detecting this condition, shall resendail of the previous message byte(s) in the
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sameorderas previously sent during this phase. When resending more than one messagebyte, the initiator shall
assert the ATN signalat least two deskewdelaysprior to asserting the ACK signal on thefirst byte and shal! maintain
the ATN signal asserted until the last byte is sent as described in 6.2.1.

if the target does not retry the MESSAGE OUTphaseorit exhaustsitsretry limit it may
a) return CHECK CONDITIONstatus andset the sense key to ABORTED COMMANDandthe additional sense

code to MESSAGE ERRORor;

b) indicate an exception condition by performing an unexpected disconnect.

The target may act on messages as received as long as no parity error is detected and may ignore all remaining
messages sent under one ATN condition after a parity erroris detected. When a sequence of messagesis resent
by aninitiator because of a target detected parity error, the target shail not act on any message whichit acted on
thefirst time received.

if the target receivesall of the message byte(s) successfully(i.e. no parity errors), it shall indicate that it does not wish
to retry by changing to anyinformation transfer phase other than the MESSAGE OUTphaseandtransferatleast one
byte. The target mayalso indicate thatit has successfully received the message byte(s) by changing to the BUS
FREE phase (e.g. ABORT or BUS DEVICE RESET messages).

6.1.10 Signal restrictions between phases

Whenthe SCSIbusis between twoinformation transfer phases, the following restrictions shall apply to the SCSI bus
signals:

a) The BSY, SEL, REQ, REQB, ACK and ACKEsignals shall not change.
b) The C/D, I/O, MSG, and DATA BUSsignals may change. When switching the DATA BUSdirection from out

(initiator driving) to in (target driving), the target shall delay driving the DATA BUSbyatleast a data release
delay plus a bus settle delay after asserting the I/O signal andtheinitiator shall release the DATA BUSnolater
than a data release delay after the transition of the I/O signal to true. When switching the DATA BUSdirection
from in (target driving) to out (initiator driving), the target shall release the DATA BUSnolater than a deskew
delay after negating the 1/O signal.

c) The ATNand RSTsignals may changeas defined underthe descriptions for the attention condition (see 6.2.1)
and reset condition (see 6.2.2).

6.2 SCSI bus conditions

The SCSI bus has two asynchronous conditions; the attention condition and the reset condition, These conditions
cause the SCSI device to perform certain actions and can alter the phase sequence.

Furthermore, SCSI devices may not all be powered-on at the same time. This standard does not address power
sequencing issues. However, each SCSI device, as it is powered on, should perform appropriate internal reset
operations andinternal test operations. Following a power-onto selection time after power-on, SCSItargets should
be able to respond with appropriate status and sense data to the TEST UNIT READY, INQUIRY, and REQUEST
SENSE commands,

6.2.1 Attention condition

The attention condition allows an initiator to inform a target that the initiator has a message ready. The target may
get this message by performing a MESSAGE OUTphase.

Theinitiator creates the attention condition by asserting ATN at any time except during the ARBITRATION or BUS
FREEphases.
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Theinitiator shall negate the ATN signal at least two deskew delays before asserting the ACK signal while transferring
the last byte of the messagesindicated with a Yesin table 10. If the target detects that the initiator faited to mee
this requirement, then the target shall go to BUS FREE phase (see unexpected disconnect, 6.1.1).

Theinitiator shall assert the ATN signalat least two deskew delays before negating the ACK signalfor the last byt:
transferred in a bus phasefor the attention condition to be honoured beforetransition to a new bus phase. Assertinc
the ATN signal later might not be honoured until a later bus phase and then maynot result in the expected action

A target shall respond with MESSAGE OUT phaseasfollows:
a) Ifthe ATN signal becomes true during a COMMANDphase,the target shall enter MESSAGE OUT phaseafte

transferring part orall of the command descriptor block bytes.
b) If the ATN signal becomes true during a DATA phase, the target shall enter MESSAGE OUT phase at thc

target's earliest convenience (often, but not necessarily on a logical block boundary). The initiator sha
continue REQ/ACK handshakesuntil it detects the phase change.

c) Ifthe ATN signal becomestrue during a STATUSphase,the target shall enter MESSAGE OUTphaseafter thx
status byte has been acknowledgedbytheinitiator.

d) If the ATN signal becomes true during a MESSAGEIN phase,the target shall enter MESSAGE OUT phase
before it sends another message. This permits a MESSAGE PARITY ERROR messagefrom the initiator to be
associated with the appropriate message.

e) If the ATN signal becomestrue during a SELECTION phaseand beforetheinitiator releases the BSYsignal
the target shall enter MESSAGE OUT phase immediately after that SELECTION phase.

f) Ifthe ATN signal becomestrue during a RESELECTION phase,the target shall enter MESSAGE OUT phase
after the target has sentits IDENTIFY message for that RESELECTION phase.

NOTE29 Theinitiator should only assert the ATN signal during a RESELECTIONphaseto transmit a BUS DEVICE RESET
or DISCONNECT message. Other uses may result in ambiguities concerning the nexus.

The initiator shall keep the ATN signal asserted if more than one byteis to be transferred. The initiator may negate
the ATN signal at any time except it shall not negate the ATN signal while the ACK signal is asserted during <
MESSAGEOUTphase. Normally, theinitiator negates the ATN signal while the REQ signalis true and the ACK signa
is false during the last REQ/ACK handshake of the MESSAGE OUTphase.

6.2.2 Reset condition

The reset condition is used to immediately clear all SCSI devices from the bus. This condition shall take precedence
overail other phases and conditions. Any SCS) device may create the reset condition by asserting the RST signa
for a minimum of a reset hold time.

All SCSI devices shall release all SCS} bus signals (except the RST signal) within a bus clear delay of the transitior
of the RST signal to true. The BUS FREE phasealwaysfollows the reset condition.

The effect of the reset candition on I/O processes that have not completed, SCS! device reservations, and SCS
device operating modesis determined by whether the SCSI device has implemented the hard resetalternative or the
soft reset alternative (one of which shall be implemented) as defined in 6.2.2.1 and 6.2.2.2. The hard and soft rese
alternatives are mutually exclusive within a system. A facility for targets to report which reset alternative is
implemented is provided in the SftRe bit of the INQUIRY data (see 8.2.5),

NOTE 30 Environmental conditions (e.g. static discharge) may generate brief glitches on the AST signal. It is
recommended that SCSI devices not react to these glitches. The mannerof rejecting glitches is vendor-specific. The bus
clear delay following a RST signal transition to true is measured from the original transition of the RST signal, not from the
time that the signal has been confirmed. Thislimits the time to confirm the RST signal to a maximum of a bus clear delay.
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6.2.2.1 Hard reset alternative

SCSI devices that implementthe hard reset alternative, upon detection of the reset condition, shall:
a) clear all 1/O processes including queued I/O processes.
b) release afl SCSI device reservations, 1
c) return any SCSI device operating modestotheir appropriateinitial conditions, similar to those conditions that

would be found after a normal power-on reset. MODE SELECTconditions shall be restored to their last saved
valuesif saved values have been established, MODE SELECTconditions for which no values have been saved
shall be returned to their default values.

d) unit attention condition shall be set (see 7.9).

It is recommendedthat following a reset to selection time after a hard reset condition ends, SCSI targets be able to
respond with appropriate status and sense data to the TEST UNIT READY, INQUIRY, and REQUEST SENSE
commands.

6.2.2.2 Soft reset alternative

SCSI devices that implement the soft reset alternative, upon detection of the reset condition, shall:
a) Attempt to complete any I/O processes which have not completed and that were fully identified
b) Preserve all SCSI device reservations
c) Preserve any SCSI device operating modes (MODE SELECT, PREVENT/ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL

commands,etc.)
d) Preserveall the information required to continue normal dispatching of I/O processes queuedprior to the reset

condition.

Thesoft reset alternative allows aninitiator to reset the SCS! bus with minimum disruption to the operation of other
initiators in a multiple initiator system. To ensure proper operation the following conditions shall be met.

a) Aninitiator shall not consider an I/O process to befully identified until the IDENTIFY message (and queue tag
message,if any) is sent to the target and the target responds by changing to any other information transfer
phase and requests that at least one byte be transferred.

b) Atarget shall consideran I/O processto befully identified when it successfully receives the IDENTIFY message
and any queue tag messageandtheinitiator negates the ATNsignal.

c) If an initiator selects a logical unit for which there already is an active I/O process with the same queuetag(if
any) for the sameinitiator, the target shall clear the original I/O process and perform the new |/O process.

d) {fa target reselects an initiator to continue an I/O processfor whichtheinitiator has no record, theinitiator shall
abort that I/O process by sending the ABORTor ABORT TAG message, depending on whetherthe reselecting
i/O processis a tagged I/O process.

e) Aninitiator shall consider an I/O process to be completed when it negates ACK for a successfully received
COMMAND COMPLETE message.

f) A target shall consider an |/O process to be completed whenit detects the transition of ACKto false for the
COMMAND COMPLETE messagewith the ATNsignalfalse.

g) Aninitiator shall not negate the ACK signal for the SAVE DATA POINTER messageuntil it has actually saved
the data pointer for the I/O process.

h) Atarget shail consider the data pointer to be saved whenit detects the transition of the ACK signalto false for
the SAVE DATA POINTER messagewith the ATNsignalfalse.

i) If the reset condition occurs between the time that the target asserts the REQ signal for the SAVE DATA
POINTER messageandit detects the transition of the ACK signal to false, the target shall terminate the |/O
process with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The target shail set the sense key to ABORTED COMMAND. This
is necessary becausethe target cannot determine whether the data pointer has actually been saved.

NOTE 31If the ATN signal is true in conditionsf) or h), the target would normally switch to MESSAGE OUT phase and
atternptto transfer a message byte. ifthe reset condition occurs before the target successfully receives the messagebyte,
it may assume thattheinitiator has not successfully received the COMMAND COMPLETE messageor the SAVE DATA
POINTER message. In the case of COMMAND COMPLETE message,the target may reselect theinitiator and atternpt to
send the COMMAND COMPLETE message again. In the case of the SAVE DATA POINTER message, the target may
reselecttheinitiator and terminate the I/O process as described in condition j).
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6.3 SCSI bus phase sequences

The order in which phases are used on the SCSI bus follows a prescribed sequence.

The reset condition can abort any phaseandis always followed by the BUS FREE phase. Also any other phase can
be followed by the BUS FREE phase but many such instances are error conditions (see 6.1.1).

The additional allowable sequences shall be as shown in Figure 16. The normal progression is from the BUS FREE
phase to ARBITRATION, from ARBITRATION to SELECTION or RESELECTION, and from SELECTION or
RESELECTIONto oneor more of the information transfer phases (COMMAND, DATA, STATUS, or MESSAGE). The
final information transfer phase is normaily the MESSAGE IN phase where a DISCONNECT, or COMMAND
COMPLETE messageis transferred, followed by the BUS FREE phase.

Reset or

protocol
error

fe: MESSAGE OUTMat

SELECTION COMMAND

- DATA IN or .
BUS FREE - ARBITRATION DATA OUT

RESELECTION ; STATUS
MESSAGE IN
 

Figure 16 - Phase sequences
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6.4 SCSI pointers

Consider the system shown in figure 17 in which aninitiator and target communicate on the SCS! bus in order to
execute an |/O process.

The SCSI architecture provides for a set of three pointers for each I/O pracess, called the saved pointers. The set
of three pointers consist of one for the command, onefor the data, and onefor the status. When an I/O process
becomesactive, its three saved pointers are copied into theinitiator’s set of three current pointers. There is only one
set of current pointers in each initiator. The current pointers point to the next command,data, or status byte to be
transferred between the initiators memory and the target. The saved and current pointers reside in the initiator.

The saved commandpointeralways points to the start of the command descriptor block (see 7.2) for the I/O process.
The saved status pointer always points to the start of the status area for the I/O process. The saved data pointer
points to the start of the data area until the target sends a SAVE DATA POINTER message(see 6.6.20) for the I/O
process.

Function||Initiator Target Function
Origin SCS! Bus SCSI Bus Execution

Control Control

Initiator 
Figure 17 - Simplified SCSI system

In response to the SAVE DATA POINTER message, theinitiator stores the value of the current data pointer into the
saved data pointer for that I/O process. The target mayrestore the current pointers to the saved pointer values for
the active I/O process by sending a RESTORE POINTERS message (see 6.6.19) to the initiator. The initiator then
copies the set of saved pointers into the set of current pointers. Whenevera target disconnects from the bus, only
the set of saved pointers are retained. The set of current pointers is restored from the set of saved pointers upon
reconnection of the |/O process.

NOTE 32 Since the data pointer value may be modified by the target before the I/O process ends, it should not be used
to test for actual transfer length becauseit is not reliable.
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6.5 Message system description

The message system allows communication betweenaninitiator and target for the purposeofinterface management.
A message may be one, two, or multiple bytes in length. One or more messages may be sent during a single
MESSAGEphase, but a message maynotbesplit between multiple MESSAGEphases. The initiator is required to
end the MESSAGE OUTphase(by negating ATN) whenit sends certain messagesidentified in table 10.

One-byte, two-byte, and extended messageformats are defined. The first byte of the message determines the format
as defined in table 9.

Table 9 - Message format

00h One-byte message (COMMAND COMPLETE)
Oth Extended messages

02h - 1Fh One-byte messages
20h - 2Fh Two-byte messages 30h - 7Fh Reserved

message (IDENTIFY)

One-byte messagesconsist of a single byte transferred during a MESSAGEphase. Thevalue of the byte determines
which messageis to be performed as defined in table 10.
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O6h
ODh
OCh
OEh
00h
04h
04h
BOh+
BOh+
23h
OFh
OFh
O5h
OAh
OBh
09h
O7hwee

o8h

2ih
22h
20h
10h
O3h
02hwiz

11hwoke

Key: 12h-1Fh
24h-2Fh
30h-7Fh

I

 eo00000000somsoonocosscosooo0|Fi
Support |Message Name

nit

M
In
Yes
No
 

NOTE
1 Th

akk

80h+

Targ

OOQD9D00000FOZZOOLOOCOZO0COfSOZ02£
Wear
uur

netererrenttinnneae

Table 10 - Message codes

ABORT
ABORT TAG see note 1)
BUS DEVICE RESET
CLEAR QUEUE see note 1)
COMMAND COMPLETE
DISCONNECT
DISCONNECT
IDENTIFY
IDENTIFY
IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE (two bytes)
INITIATE RECOVERY
INITIATE RECOVERY see note 2)
INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR
LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE
LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE (WITH FLAG)
MESSAGE PARITY ERROR
MESSAGE REJECT
MODIFY DATA POINTER
NO OPERATION
Queue tag messages (two bytes)

HEAD OF QUEUE TAG
ORDERED QUEUE TAG
SIMPLE QUEUE TAG

RELEASE RECOVERY
RESTORE POINTERS
SAVE DATA POINTER
SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST
TERMINATE I/O PROCESS
WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST
Reserved
Reserved for two-byte messages
Reserved

  
Mandatory support, O = Optional support.
Target to initiator, Out = Initiator to target.

ANSI X3.131-1994

Negate ATNbefore last ACK

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No  
Initiator shall negate ATN before last ACK of message.
Initiator may or may not negate ATN before last ACK of
message. (see attention condition, 6.2.1.)
Not applicable
Extended message (see tables 11 and 12)
Codes 80h through FFh are used for IDENTIFY messages
(see table 13). 

S
e ABORT TAG and CLEAR QUEUE messages are required if tagged queuing

is implemented.
2 Outbound INITIATE RECOVERY messages are only valid during the

asynchronous event notification protocol,   

Two-byte messages consist of two consecutive bytes transferred during a MESSAGE phase. The value ofthefirst
byte determines which messageis to be performed as defined in table 10. The second byte is a parameter byte
which is used as defined in the message description (see 6.6).

A value of onein thefirst byte of a messageindicates the beginning of a multiple-byte extended message. The
minimum numberof bytes sent for an extended messageis three. The extended message format and the extended
message codes are shown in tables 11 and 12, respectively.
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Table 11 - Extended message format

[pit]l7|6| &§ 4
| Byte

oo [ : Extended message (Oth)
Pt Extended message length (n
[2|Extended message code (y)

)

rae|Extended message argumentsn+1

      

  
  

The extended message length specifies the length in bytes of the extended message code plus the extende:
message argumentsto follow. Therefore, the total length of the message is equal to the extended message lengti
plus two. A value of zero for the extended messagelength indicates 256 bytes follow.

The extended message codesare listed in table 12. The extended message arguments are specified within th:
extended message descriptions.

Table 12 - Extended message codes

Toe)[eectsSSSCSC~C~“~*~*S 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

02h Reserved (see note)
00h MODIFY DATA POINTER
Oth SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST
03h WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST

O4h - 7Fh Reserved
80h - FFh Vendor-specific

  NOTE - Extended message code 02h was used for the EXTENDED IDENTIFY
message in SCSI-1.  

Thefirst message sent by the initiator after the SELECTION phase shall be an IDENTIFY, ABORT, or BUS DEVIC
RESET message.Ifa target receives any other messageit shall go to BUS FREE phase (see unexpected disconnec
6.1.1).

If the first message is an IDENTIFY message,then it may be immediately followed by other messages, such as th
first of a pair of SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST messages. If tagged queuing is used the queueta
message immediately follows the IDENTIFY message (see 6.6.7). The IDENTIFY message establishes a logic:
connection betweentheinitiator and the specified logical unit or target routine within the target known as an [_T_
nexus or |_T_R nexus. After the RESELECTIONphase,thetarget's first message shall be IDENTIFY. This allows th
|_T_L nexus or |_T_R nexus to be reestablished. Only one logical unit or target routine shall be identified for an
connection. If a target receives a second IDENTIFY messagewith a different logical unit numberor target routin
numberduring a connection,it shall go to BUS FREE phase(see unexpected disconnect, 6.1.1). The treatment«
otherlogical unit addressing errors is described in 7.5.

All initiators shall implement the mandatory messages tabulated in the Init column of table 10. All targets she
implement the mandatory messagestabulated in the Targ column of table 10.

Wheneveran |_T_L nexus or |_T_R nexusis established by aninitiator that is allowing disconnection, theinitiator she
ensure that the current pointers are equal to the saved pointers for that particular logical unit or target routine, A
implied restore pointers operation shall occur as a result of a reconnection.
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6.6 Messages

The SCSI messages are defined in this subclause.

6.6.1 ABORT

The ABORTmessageis sentfrom the initiator to the target to clear any I/O processfor the |_T_x nexus. The target
shall go to the BUS FREEphasefollowing successful receipt of this message. The pending data, status, and 1/0
processes for any other nexus shail not be cleared.

lf only an |_T nexus has beenestablished,the target shall go to the BUS FREE phase. Nostatus or message shail
be sent for the current !/O process and no other I/O process shall be affected.

NOTES

33 The ABORT messagein the caseof only an |_T nexusis usefulto aninitiator that cannot get an IDENTIFY message
through to the target due to parity errors and just needs to end the current connection. Any pending data, status, or
queued 1/O processesfor the |_T nexusis not affected.
34 It is not possible to abort an |_T nexus on a reconnection because ofitem f) in 6.2.1.

It is not an error to issue this message to an |_T_x nexus that does not have an active or queued I/O process.

Previously established conditions, including MODE SELECT parameters, reservations, and extended contingent
allegiance shall not be changed by the ABORT message.

NOTE 35 The BUS DEVICE RESET, CLEAR QUEUE, ABORT, and ABORT TAG messages provide a meansto clear one
or more I/O processesprior to normal termination. The BUS DEVICE RESET messageclearsall I/O processesforall
initiators on all logical units and all target routines of the target. The CLEAR QUEUE messageclears all |/O processes for
all initiators on the specified logical unit or target routine of the target. The ABORT messageclearsall /O processes for
the selecting initiator on the specified logical unit or target routine of the target. The ABORT TAG message clears the
current 1/O processonly.

6.6.2 ABORT TAG

The ABORT TAG messageshall be implemented if tagged queuing is implemented and may be implemented if
untagged queuingis implemented. The target shall go to the BUS FREE phase following successful receiptofthis
message. The target shall clear the current I/O process. If the target has already started execution of the I/O
process,the execution shall be halted. The medium contents may have been modified before the execution was
halted. In either case, any pending status or data for the !/O process shall be cleared and no status or ending
messageshall be sentto theinitiator. Pending status, data, and commandsforother active or queuedI/O processes
shall not be affected. Execution of other I/O processes queued for the |_T_x nexus shall not be aborted.

Previously established conditions, including MODE SELECT parameters,reservations, and extended contingent
allegiance shall not be changed by the ABORT TAG message.

On a reconnection, the ABORT TAG messageabortsthe current I/O processif it is fully identified. If the I/O process
is notfully identified (ie. an |_T_L nexus exists, but the target is reconnecting for an |_T_L_Q nexus), then the I/O
processis not aborted and the target goes to the BUS FREE phase.

NOTE 36 A nexus is notfully identified on a reconnection if the ATN signal is asserted during or prior to the [DENTIFY
message and the target only has tagged 1/O processesforthatinitiator on that logical unit.
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6.6.3 BUS DEVICE RESET

The BUS DEVICE RESET messageis sent from an initiator to direct a target to clear ail I/O processes on that SCS!
device. This message forces a hard reset condition to the selected SCSI device. The target shall go to the BUS
FREE phasefollowing successful receipt of this message. Thetarget shall create a unit attention condition foral
initiators (see 7.9).

6.6.4 CLEAR QUEUE

The CLEAR QUEUE message shall be implementedif tagged queuing is implemented and may be implementedif
untagged queuing is implemented. Thetarget shail go to the BUS FREE phasefollowing successful receipt of this
message. The target shall perform an action equivalentto receiving a series of ABORT messagesfrom eachinitiator.
All 1/O processes,from all initiators, in the queue for the specified logical unit shall be cleared from the queue. Ali
active I/O processes shall be terminated. The medium may have beenaltered by partially executed commands. Ali
pending status and data for thatlogical unit or target routine forall initiators shall be cleared. No status or message
shall be sent for any of the I/O processes. A unit attention condition shall be generated for all other initiators with
I/O pracessesthat either were active or were queuedfor that logical unit or target routine, When reporting the unit
attention condition the additional sense code shall be set to COMMANDS CLEAREO BY ANOTHERINITIATOR.

Previously established conditions, including MODE SELECT parameters, reservations, and extended contingent
allegiance shall not be changed by the CLEAR QUEUE message.

6.6.5 COMMAND COMPLETE

The COMMAND COMPLETE messageis sent from a target to an initiator to indicate that the execution of an 1/O
process has completed andthat valid status has been sentto the initiator. After successfully sending this message,
the target shall go to the BUS FREE phasebyreleasing the BSY signal. The target shall consider the message
transmission ta be successful whenit detects the negation of ACK for the COMMAND COMPLETE messagewith the
ATNsignalfalse.

NOTE 37 The I/O process may have completed successfully or unsuccessfully as indicated in the status.

6.6.6 DISCONNECT

The DISCONNECT messageis sent from a target to inform aninitiator that the present connection is going to be
broken (the target plans to disconnectby releasing the BSYsignal), but that a later reconnectwill be required in order
to complete the current I/O process. This message shall not cause the initiator to save the data pointer. After
successfully sending this message, the target shall go to the BUS FREE phase byreleasing the BSY signal. The
target shall consider the message transmission to be successful whenit detects the negation of the ACK signalfor
the DISCONNECTmessage with the ATNsignalfalse.

Targets that break data transfers into multiple connections shall end each successful connection (except possibly
the last) with a SAVE DATA POINTER - DISCONNECT message sequence.

This message may also be sent from aninitiator to a target to instruct the target to disconnect from the SCSI bus.
If this option is supported, and after the DISCONNECT messageis received, the target shall switch to MESSAGEIN
phase, send the DISCONNECT messageto the initiator (possibly preceded by SAVE DATA POINTER message), and
then disconnect by releasing BSY. After releasing the BSY signal, the target shall not participate in another
ARBITRATIONphasefor at least a disconnection delay or the time limit specified in the disconnecttime limit mode
parameter (see 8.3.3.2) whicheveris greater. If this option is not supported or the target cannot disconnectat the
time whenit receives the DISCONNECT messagefrom the initiator, the target shail respond by sending a MESSAGE
REJECT messageto the initiator.
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6.6.7 IDENTIFY

The IDENTIFY message(see table 13) is sent by either the initiator or the target to establish an |_T_L nexus or an
| T_R nexus.

NOTE 88 Useof the IDENTIFY messageto establish an !_T_F nexus allows connectionto oneof up to eight target routines
or functions in the target. These target routines are expected to be used for maintenance and diagnostic purposes.

Table 13 - IDENTIFY message format

ee
_[tdentty[piscrriy|   

 
   

    

The identify bit shall be set to one to specify that this is an IDENTIFY message.

A disconnect privilege (DiscPriv) bit of one specifies that the initiator has granted the target the privilege of
disconnecting. A DiscPriv bit of zero specifies that the target shail not disconnect. This bit is not defined and shall
be set to zero when an IDENTIFY messageis sent by a target.

A logical unit target (LUNTAR) bit of zero specifies that the I/O process is directed to or from a logical unit. A
LUNTARbit of one specifies that the I/O processis directed to or from a target routine.

The logical unit number target routine number (LUNTRN)field specifies a logical unit numberif the LUNTARbit is
zero. The LUNTRNfield specifies a target routine numberif the LUNTARbit is one. The responseto aninvalid value
in the LUNTRNfield is described in 7.5.3. Only the INQUIRY and REQUEST SENSE commandsarevalid for target
routines. If a target receives any other commandfor a target routine, it shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus and
shall set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUEST.

An IDENTIFY messageis invalid if a reserved bit is set to one or if the LUNTARbit is set to one and the target does
not implementtarget routines. A device may respond to an invalid IDENTIFY message by immediately sending a
MESSAGE REJECT messageorby returning CHECK CONDITIONstatus. Ifa CHECK CONDITIONstatusis returned,
the sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code shall be set to INVALID BITS IN
IDENTIFY MESSAGEFIELD.

Only onelogical unit numberor target routine numbershall be identified per !/O process. The initiator may send one
or more IDENTIFY messages during a connection. A second IDENTIFY message with a different value in either the
LUNTAR bit or LUNTRNfield shall not be issued before a BUS FREE phase has occurred; if a target receives a
second IDENTIFY message with a different value in either of these fields, it shall go to BUS FREE phase (see
unexpected disconnect, 6.1.1). Thus aninitiator may change the DiscPriv bit, but may not attempt to switch to
another I/O process. (See the DTDCfield of the disconnect-recennect page (8.3.3.2) for additional controls over
disconnection.)

An implied RESTORE POINTERS messageshall be performed bytheinitiator prior to the assertion of the ACK signal
on the next phase for an inbound IDENTIFY message sent during reconnection.

An implied RESTORE POINTERS message shall be performed bytheinitiator following successful identification of
the nexus during the MESSAGEIN phase of a reconnection and before the negation of the ACK signal for the
next transfer following the successfulidentification.

Identification is considered successful during aninitial connection or an initiator reconnect when the target detects
no error during the transfer of the IDENTIFY message and an optional queue tag message in the MESSAGE OUT
phase immediately following the SELECTION phase. See 6.5 for the ordering of the IDENTIFY and queue tag
messages. See 6.1.9.2 for handling target detected errors during the MESSAGE OUTphase,
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Identification is considered successful during a target reconnect when the ATNsignalis not asserted during th<
transfer ofeither the IDENTIFY messageor the SIMPLE QUEUE TAG messagefor an |_T_L_Q nexusin the MESSAGE
IN phase immediately following the RESELECTION phase. See clause 6.5 for the ordering of the IDENTIFY anc
queue tag messages. See 6.2.1, item d), for handling target detected errors during the MESSAGEIN phase.

6.6.8 IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE

Table 14 - IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE message format 

 
The IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE message(see table 14) shall be sent from a target to indicate that the numberof valic
bytes sent during the Jast REQ/ACK handshake and REQB/ACKB handshake of a DATA IN phaseis less than the
negotiated transfer width. The ignore field indicates the numberof invalid data bytes transferred. This messageshal
be sent immediately following that DATA IN phase andprior to any other messages. The ignorefield is defined ir
table 15,

NOTE 39 More than one IGNORE WIDE RESIDUE message may occur during an I/O process.

Table 15 - Ignore field definition

 
 

‘Invaliddata bits

32-bit transfers 16-bit transfers

Ignore 
    

 
 
 
 

 
  

00h Reserved Reserved
Oih DB(31-24) DB{ 15-8)
02h 0B(31-16) Reserved
03h DB({ 31-8) Reserved 04h - FFh

Even though a byteis invalid its correspondingparity bit shall be valid for the value transferred. For 16-bit transfers
DB(81-16) are always invalid and the corresponding parity bits are alsoinvalid.

6.6.9 INITIATE RECOVERY

A target that supports extended contingent allegiance shall inform the initiatorit is entering this condition by sendinc
an INITIATE RECOVERY message immediately following a CHECK CONDITION or COMMAND TERMINATEDstatus
The extended contingent allegiance condition remainsin effect until terminated as described in 7.7.

if an asynchronous event occurs, the target may enter an extended contingent allegiance condition by becoming
temporary initiator and sending the INITIATE RECOVERY messagefollowing the IDENTIFY message and any queue
tag message and before the COMMANDphase of the SEND commandthat is used to perform the asynchronous
event notification (see 7.5.5). The successful transmission of this message establishes the extended contingen
allegiance condition which remains in effect until terminated as described in 7,7.

NOTE40 jf the target notifies multiple initiators of the asynchronous event, it should include the INITIATE RECOVERY
messagein only one of the notifications.

AMESSAGE REJECTresponse to an INITIATE RECOVERY messageindicatesthat an extended contingentallegiance
condition shall not be established. The enabled or disabled state of an extended contingentallegiance (see 8.3.3.1
is not changed bythe rejection of an INITIATE RECOVERY message.
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6.6.10 INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR

The INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR messageis sent from an initiator to inform a target that an error has occurred
that does not preclude the target from retrying the operation. The source of the error may either be related to
previous activities on the SCSI bus or maybeinternalto theinitiator and unrelated to any previous SCSIbusactivity.
Although presentpointerintegrity is not assured, a RESTORE POINTERS messageor a disconnectfollowed by a
reconnect, shall cause the pointers to be restored to their defined priorstate.

6.6.11 LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE

The LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE messageis sent from a target to an initiator to indicate that the execution of
a linked command has completed and that status has been sent. The initiator shail then set the pointers to the initial
state for the next linked command.

6.6.12 LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE (WITH FLAG)

The LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE (WITH FLAG) messageis sent from a target to an initiator to indicate that the
execution of a linked command (with the flag bit set to one) has completed and that status has been sent. The
initiator shall then set the pointers to the initial state of the next linked command. Typically this message would be
used to cause an interrupt in the initiator between two linked commands.

6.6.13 MESSAGE PARITY ERROR

The MESSAGE PARITY ERROR messageis sentfrom the initiator to the targetto indicate that it received a message
byte with a parity error (see 6.1.9.2).

In orderto indicate its intentions of sending this message,the initiator shall assert the ATN signaiprior to its release
of the ACK signal for the REQ/ACK handshakeof the message byte that has the parity error. This provides an
interlock so that the target can determine which messagebyte hasthe parity error. If the target receives this message
under any other circumstance,it shall signal a catastrophic error condition by releasing the BSY signal without any
further information transfer attempt (see 6.1.1).

if after receiving the MESSAGE PARITY ERROR messagethetarget returns to the MESSAGE |N phase before
switching to some other phase, the target shall resend the entire message that had the parity error.

6.6.14 MESSAGE REJECT

The MESSAGE REJECT message is sent from either the initiator or target to indicate that the last message or
message byte it received was inappropriate or has not been implemented.

In orderto indicate its intentions of sending this message, the initiator shall assert the ATN signalpriorto its release
of the ACK signal for the REQ/ACK handshakeof the message bytethatis to be rejected. If the target receivesthis
message under any other circumstance,it shall reject this message.

Whena target sends this message,it shall change to MESSAGEIN phase and sendthis messageprior to requesting
additional message bytes from the initiator. This provides an interlock so that the initiator can determine which
message byte is rejected.

After a target sends a MESSAGE REJECT message and if the ATNsignalis still asserted, then it shall return to the
MESSAGE OUT phase. The subsequent MESSAGE OUT phaseshall begin with the first byte of a message.
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6.6.15 MODIFY DATA POINTER Message

Table 16 - MODIFY DATA POINTER

Extended message (Oth)fo|Go Extended message length (05h)
p2|MODIFY DATA POINTER (00h)

Argument
 

The MODIFY DATA POINTER message (see table 16) is sent from the target to the initiator and requests that th:
signed argument be added (two's complement) to the value of the current data pointer.

6.6.16 NO OPERATION

The NO OPERATION messageis sent from aninitiator in response to a target’s request for a message when thc
initiator does not currently have any other valid messageto send.

For example,if the target does not respondto the attention condition until a later phase andatthat time the origina
messageis no longervalid theinitiator may send the NO OPERATION message whenthetarget enters the MESSAGE
OUT phase.

6.6.17 Queue tag messages

Table17-Qu17 - Queueuetagmessageformessage format

fof "Message‘code-(20h,2th,”22h)
pa| _Gueuetag (00h-FFh) 

Table 17 defines the format for the queue tag messages.If the target implements tagged queuing,all of the queue
tag messages are mandatory: HEAD OF QUEUE TAG, ORDERED QUEUE TAG,and SIMPLE QUEUE TAG. Taggec
queuing is only defined for logical units, not for target routines.

If a target does not implement tagged queuing and a queue tag messageis received or if a queue tag messageis
received for a target routine, it shall respond with a MESSAGE REJECT messageand acceptthe I/O processasi
it were untagged.

The queue tag messages are used to specify an identifier, called a queue tag, for the I/O process that establishes
the |_T_L_Q nexus. The queue tag field is an 8-bit unsigned integer assigned by the initiator during an initia
connection. The queuetag for every I/O process for each |_T_L nexus should be unique. If the target receives z
queuetag that is currently in use for the |_T_L nexus,then it shall respond as defined in 7.5.2. A queue tag becomes
available for reassignment whenthe I/O process ends. The numeric value of a queue tag has noeffect on the orde:
of execution.

NOTE 41 For each logical unit on each target, each initiator has up to 256 queue tags to assign to I/O processes. Thus
a target with eight logical units could have up to 14 336 I/O processes concurrently in existence if there were seven
initiators on the bus.
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Wheneveraninitiator connects to a target, the appropriate queue tag messageshall be sent immediately following
the IDENTIFY message and within the same MESSAGE OUT phase to establish the |_T_L_Q nexus for the 1/O
process. Only one |_T_L_Q nexus maybeestablished during a connection. Ifa queue tag messageis not sent, then
only an |_T_x nexusis established for the I/O process (untagged command).

Whenevera target reconnects to an initiator to continue a tagged |/O process, the SIMPLE QUEUE TAG message
shall be sent immediately following the IDENTIFY messageand within the same MESSAGEIN phaseto revive the
|_T_L_Q nexusfor the I/O process, Only one I_T_L_Q nexus may be revived during a reconnection. If the SIMPLE
QUEUE TAG messageis not sent, then only an |_T_x nexusis revived for the 1/O process (untagged command).

If a target attempts to reconnectusing aninvalid queue tag, then the initiator should respond with an ABORT TAG
message.

6.6.17.1 HEAD OF QUEUE TAG

The HEAD OF QUEUE TAG messagespecifies that the I/O process beplacedfirst in that logical unit's command
queue. An I/O process already being executed bythetarget shall not be preempted. A subsequentI/O process
received with a HEAD OF QUEUE TAG messageshall be placed at the head of the command queuefor execution
in last-in, first-out order.

6.6.17.2 ORDERED QUEUE TAG

The ORDERED QUEUE TAG messagespecifies that the I/O process beplacedin thatlogical unit's command queue
for execution in the order received. All queued I/O processes for the logical unit receivedprior to this I/O process
shall be executed beforethis I/O process is executed. All queued I/O processes received afterthis \/O processshall
be executedafter this |/O process, except for I/O processes received with a HEAD OF QUEUE TAG message.

6.6.17.3 SIMPLE QUEUE TAG

The SIMPLE QUEUE TAG messagespecifies that the I/O process beplacedin thatlogical unit’s command queue.
The order of execution is described in 7.8.

6.6.18 RELEASE RECOVERY

The RELEASE RECOVERY messageis sent from an initiator to a target to terminate an extended contingent
allegiance condition previously established by an INITIATE RECOVERY message. This messageshail be sent
immediately following the IDENTIFY message in the same MESSAGE OUT phase. The extended contingent
allegiance condition ends upon successfulreceipt of the RELEASE RECOVERY message.Thetarget shall go to the
BUS FREEphasefollowing successful receipt of this message.

If a RELEASE RECOVERYmessageis received bya target that implements extended contingent allegiance when an
extended contingentallegiance condition does notexist, the message shall not be rejected and the target shall go
to the BUS FREE phase.

6.6.19 RESTORE POINTERS

The RESTORE POINTERS messageis sent from a target to direct the initiator to copy the most recently saved
command, data, and status pointers for the I/O processto the corresponding current pointers. The command and
status pointers shall be restored to the beginning of the present commandandstatusareas. The data pointer shall
be restored to the value at the beginning of the data area in the absence of a SAVE DATA POINTER messageor to
the valueat the point at which the last SAVE DATA POINTER message occurred for that nexus.
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6.6.20 SAVE DATA POINTER

The SAVE DATA POINTER messageis sent from a targetto direct the initiator to copy the current data pointerto the
saved data pointer for the current |/O process, (See 6.4 for a definition of pointers.)

6.6.21 SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST

Table 18 - SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST

Extended message (Oth)

Extended message Length (03h)

Transfer period factor

SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST code (01h) 
REQ/ACK offset  

A SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST (SDTR) message(see table 18) exchangeshall beinitiated by an
SCSI device whenever a previously-arranged data transfer agreement may have become invalid. The agreement
becomesinvalid after any conditian which mayleave the data transfer agreementin an indeterminate state such as:

a) after a hard reset condition;
b) after a BUS DEVICE RESET message and;
c) after a powercycle.

in addition, an SCS! device mayinitiate an SDTR message exchange wheneverit is appropriate to negotiate a new
data transfer agreement(either synchronous or asynchronous). SCSI devices that are capable of synchronous data
transfers shall not respond to an SDTR message with a MESSAGE REJECT message.

NOTES

42 Renegotiation at every selection is not recommended,since a significant performance impactis likely.
43 Due to historical problems with early host adapters that could not accept an SDTR message, some targets may not
initiate synchronous negotiation after a powercycle as required bythis standard. Host adapters that support synchronous
mode may avoid the ensuingfailure modes whenthe targetis independently power cycledbyinitiating a synchronous
negotiation on each REQUEST SENSE and INQUIRY command.

The SDTR message exchangeestablishesthe permissible transfer periods and the REQ/ACKoffsets forall logical
units and target routines on the two devices. This agreement only applies to data phases.

The transfer period factor times four is the value of the transfer period. The transfer period is the minimum time
allowed between leading edges of successive REQ pulses and of successive ACK pulses to meet the device
requirements for successful reception of data.

The REQ/ACKoffset is the maximum numberof REQ pulses allowed to be outstanding before the leading edge of
its corresponding ACK pulseis received at the target. This value is chosen to prevent overflow conditions in the
device's reception buffer and offset counter. A REQ/ACKoffset value of zero shall indicate asynchronous data
transfer mode; a value of FFh shall indicate unlimited REQ/ACKoffset.

The originating device (the device that sendsthefirst of the pair of SDTR messages)sets its values accordingto the
rules aboveto permit it to receive data successfully. If the responding device can also receive data successfully with
these values (or smalier transfer periods or larger REQ/ACKoffsets or both), it returns the samevaluesin its SOTR
message. if it requires a larger transfer period, a smaller REQ/ACKoffset, or both in order to receive data
successfully,it substitutes values in its SDTR messageas required, returning unchanged any value not required to
be changed. Each device whentransmitting data shall respect the limits set by the other's SDTR message,butit is
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permitted to transfer data with largertransfer periods, smaller REQ/ACKoffsets, or both than specified in the other's
SDTR message. The successful completion of an exchange of SOTR messages implies an agreement as follows:

Responding device SDTR response !mplied agreement
a) Non-zero REQ/ACKoffset Each device transmits data with a transfer period equal to or greater than and

a REQ/ACKoffset equal to or less than the values received in the other
device's SDTR message.

b) REQ/ACKoffset equal to zero Asynchronoustransfer

c) MESSAGE REJECT message Asynchronoustransfer

If the initiator recognizesthat negotiation is required, it asserts the ATN signal and sends a SDTR messageto begin
the negotiating process. After successfully completing the MESSAGE OUTphase, the target shall respond with the
proper SDTR message. If an abnormalcondition prevents the target from returning an appropriate response, both
devices shall go to asynchronous data transfer mode for data transfers between the two devices.

Following target response (1) above, the implied agreement for synchronous operation shall be considered to be
negated by both the initiator and the targetif the initiator asserts the ATN signal and thefirst message out is either
MESSAGEPARITY ERROR or MESSAGE REWJECT.In this case, both devices shall go to asynchronousdata transfer
modefor data transfers between the two devices. For the MESSAGE PARITY ERRORcase,the implied agreement
shall be reinstated if a retransmittal of the second of the pair of messages is successfully accomplished. After a
vendor-specific numberof retry attempts (greater than Zero), if the target receives a MESSAGE PARITY ERROR
message,it shall terminate the retry activity. This may be doneeither by changingto any other information transfer
phase andtransferring at least one byte of information or by going to the BUS FREE phase(see 6.1.1). The initiator
shall accept such action as aborting the negotiation, and both devices shall go to asynchronous.data transfer mode
for data transfers between the two devices.

If the target recognizes that negotiation is required, it sends an SDTR messagetotheinitiator. Prior to releasing the
ACKsignalonthelast byte of the SDTR messagefrom the target,the initiator shail assert the ATNsignal and respond
with its SDTR message or with a MESSAGE REJECT message. If an abnormalcondition prevents theinitiator from
returning an appropriate response, both devices shall go to asynchronous data transfer modefor data transfers
betweenthe two devices.

Following an initiator’s responding SDTR message, an implied agreementfor synchronous operation shall not be
considered to exist until the target leaves the MESSAGE OUTphase,indicating that the target has accepted the
negotiation. After a vendor-specific numberof retry attempts (greater than zero), if the target has not received the
initiator’s responding SDTR message,it shall go to the BUS FREE phase withoutanyfurther information transfer
attempt (see 6.1.1). This indicates that a catastrophic error condition has occurred. Both devices shall go to
asynchronous data transfer mode for data transfers between the two devices.

if, following an initiator's responding SDTR message,the target shifts to MESSAGE IN phaseandthe first message
in is MESSAGE REJECT,the implied agreement shall be considered te be negated and both devices shall go to
asynchronousdata transfer modefor data transfers between the two devices.

The implied synchronous agreementshall remain in effect until a BUS DEVICE RESET messageis received, until a
hard reset condition occurs, or until one of the two SCSI devices elects to modify the agreement. The default data
transfer mode is asynchronous data transfer mode. The default data transfer modeis entered at poweron,after a
BUS DEVICE RESET message,or after a hard reset condition.
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6.6.22 TERMINATE I/O PROCESS

The TERMINATE I/O PROCESS messageis sentfrom the initiator to the target to terminate the current I/O process
without corrupting the medium.

With the following exceptions, the target shall terminate the current I/O process and return COMMAND TERMINATEC
status. The sense key shali be set to NO SENSE. Theadditional sense code and qualifier are set to |/O PROCESS
TERMINATED.

if the associated I/O processinvolves a data phase,the target shall set thevalid bit in the sense data to one and set
the information field as follows:

a) If the command descriptor block specifies an allocation length or parameterlist length, the information field
shall be setto the difference (residue) between the numberof bytes successfully transferred and the requested
length.

b) If the command descriptor block specifies a transfer length field, the information field shall be set as defined
in the REQUEST SENSE command(see8.2.14),

if an error is detected for the associated |/O processthe target shall ignore the TERMINATE I/O PROCESS message.

ifthe operation requested for the associated I/O process has been completed but status has not been returned, the
target shall ignore the TERMINATE I/O PROCESS message.

If the target does not support this message or is unable to stop the current I/O process,it shall send a MESSAGE
REJECT messageto the initiator and continue the I/O process in a normal manner.

The effect of a TERMINATE I/O PROCESS message on the command queue depends on the queueerror recovery
option specified in the control mode page (see 8.3.3,1) and on whetheror not a contingent allegiance condition is
generated.

NOTE 44 The TERMINATEI/O PROCESS message provides a meansfortheinitiator to request the target to reduce the
transter length of the current command to the amount that has already been transferred. Theinitiator can use the sense
data to determine the actual numberof bytes or blocks that have been transferred. This message is normally used by the
initiator to stop a lengthy read, write, or verify operation when a higher-priority commandis available to be executed. It
is up to the initiator to complete the terminated commandatalater time, if required.

6.6.23 WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST

Table 19 - WIDE DATA TRANSFER MESSAGE  

 

 ae ”Extended“message“(Oth)Extended message|Extendedmessagelength(02h)|Extendedmessagelength(02h)
WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST code (03h)

_Transferwidthexponent

A WIDE DATA TRANSFER REQUEST (WDTR) message(see table 19) exchangeshall beinitiated by an SCSI device
whenevera previously-arranged transfer width agreement may have becomeinvalid. The agreement becomesinvalid
after any condition which may leave the data transfer agreement in an indeterminate state such as:

a) after a hard reset condition;
b) after a BUS DEVICE RESET message and;
c) after a power cycle.
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in addition, an SCSI device mayinitiate a WDTR message exchange wheneverit is appropriate to negotiate a new
transfer width agreement. SCSI devices that are capable of wide data transfers (greater than eightbits) shall not
respond to a WDTR message with a MESSAGE REJECT message.

NOTE 45 Renegotiation at every selection is nat recommended,since a significant performance impact is likely.

The WDTR message exchangeestablishes an agreement between two SCSI devices on the width of the data path
to be used for DATA phasetransfers between the two devices. This agreement applies to DATAIN and DATA OUT
phases only. All other information transfer phases shall use an eight-bit data path.

lf an SCSI device implements both wide data transfer option and synchronous data transfer option, then it shall
negotiate the wide data transfer agreementprior to negotiating the synchronous data transfer agreement. Ifa
synchronousdatatransfer agreementis in effect, then an SCSI device that accepts a WDTR messageshall reset the
synchronous agreement to asynchronous mode.

The transfer width is two to the transfer width exponent bytes wide. Thetransfer width that is established applies to
all logical units on both SCSI devices. Valid transfer widths are 8 bits (m = 00h), 16 bits (m = Oth), and $2bits
(m = 02h). Values of m greater than 02h arereserved.

The originating SCSI device (the SCS!device that sends thefirst of the pair of WOTR messages) sets its transfer width
value to the maximum data path width it elects to accommodate. If the responding SCS! device can also
accommodatethis transfer width, it returns the same value in its WDTR message. [fit requires a smaller transfer
width, it substitutes the smaller value in its WOTR message. The successful completion of an exchange of WDTR
messages implies an agreementas follows:

Responding device WDTR response Implied agreement
a) Non-zero transfer width Each device transmits and receives data with a transfer width equal to the

responding SCSI device's transfer width.

b) Transfer width equal to zero Eight-bit data transfer

c) MESSAGE REJECT message Eight-bit data transfer

If the initiator recognizes that negotiation is required,it asserts the ATN signal and sends a WDTR messageto begin
the negotiating process. After successfully completing the MESSAGE OUTphase,the target shail respond with the
proper WDTR message. If an abnormal condition prevents the target from returning an appropriate response,both
devices shall go to eight-bit data transfer mode for data transfers between the two devices.

Following target response 1) above, the implied agreementfor wide data transfers shall be considered to be negated
by both the initiator and the targetif the initiator asserts ATN andthefirst message outis either MESSAGE PARITY
ERROR or MESSAGE REJECT.In this case, both devices shall go to eight-bit data transfer modefor data transfers
between the two devices, For the MESSAGE PARITY ERRORcase,the implied agreementshail be reinstated Ifa
retransmittal of the second of the pair of messages is successfully accomplished. After a vendor-specific numberof
retry attempts (greater than zero), if the target receives a MESSAGE PARITY ERROR message,it shall terminate the
retry activity. This may be doneeither by changing to anyotherinformation transfer phase and transferring at least
one byte of information or by going to the BUS FREE phase(see 6.1.1). The initiator shall accept such action as
aborting the negotiation, and both devices shall go to eight-bit data transfer modefor data transfers between the two
devices.

if the target recognizes that negotiation is required, it sends a WDTR messagetotheinitiator. Prior to releasing the
ACKsignal on thelast byte of the WDTR messagefrom the target, the initiator shall assert the ATN signal and
respond with its WOTR message or with a MESSAGE REJECT message. If an abnormal condition prevents the
initiator from returning an appropriate response, both devices shall go to eight-bit data transfer mode for data
transfers between the two devices.
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Followinganinitiator's responding WDTR message, an implied agreement for wide data transfer operation shall not
be considered to exist until the target leaves the MESSAGE OUTphase,indicating that the target has accepted the
negotiation. After a vendor-specific numberof retry attempts (greater than zero), if the target has not received the
initiator’s responding WDTR message,it shall go to the BUS FREE phase without any further information transfer
attempt (see 6.1.1). This indicates that a catastrophic error condition has occurred. Both devices shall go to eight-bit
data transfer mode for data transfers between the two devices.

If, following aninitiator's responding WOTR message, the target shifts to MESSAGEIN phase andthefirst message
in is MESSAGE REJECT,the implied agreement shall be considered to be negated and both devices shall go to
eight-bit data transfer mode for data transfers between the two devices.

The implied transfer width agreement shall remain in effect untila BUS DEVICE RESET messageis received,until
a hard reset condition occurs, or until one of the two SCSI devices elects to modity the agreement. The default data
transfer width is eight-bit data transfer mode. The default data transfer mode is entered at poweron, after a BUS
DEVICE RESET message,or after a hard reset condition.
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7 SCSI commandsandstatus

This clause defines the SCSI command andstatus structures and gives several examples.

By keeping to a minimumthe functions essential to communicatevia this protocol, a wide rangeof peripheral devices
of varying capability can operate in the same environment. Because subsets of the full architecture may be
implemented, optional functions are noted.

7.1 Command implementation requirements

The first byte of all SCSI commands shall contain an operation code as defined in this standard. Targets shall
implement all commandswith a mandatory operation code (see 7.1.2) both in clause 8 andin the appropriate clause
for their device type.

7.1.1 Reserved

Reserved bits, fields, bytes, and codevaluesare setasidefor future standardization, Their use and interpretation may
be specified by future extensionsto this standard. A reservedbit,field, or byte shall be set to zero, or in accordance
with a future extension to this standard. A target that receives a reservedbit,field, or byte that is not zero or receives
a reserved code value shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shall be set
to ILLEGAL REQUEST. It shall also be acceptable for a target to interpret a bit, field, byte, or code value in
accordance with a future extension to this standard.

7.1.2 Operation code types

The operation code types are definedin table 20.

 
 

 
 

 Table 20 - Operation code type

Operation —_Description
code type

Mandatory - Commands so designated shall be implemented in
order to meet the minimum requirement of this
standard.

   
 
  
 

  Optional - Commands so designated, if implemented, shall be
implemented as defined in this standard.

  Vendor-specific - Operation codes so designated are available
for vendor defined commands. See the vendor specifications
where compatibility is desired.  

 Reserved - Operation codes so designated shall not be used.
They are reserved for future extensions to this
standard.
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7.2 Command descriptor block

A commandis communicated by sending a command descriptor block to the target. For several commands, the
command descriptor block is accompanied by a list of parameters sent during the DATA OUT phase. See the
specific commandsfor detailed information.

The command descriptor block always has an operation codeasits first byte and a control byte asits last byte.

For all commands,if there is an invalid parameter in the command descriptor block, then the target shall terminate
the command without altering the medium,

68

Table 21 - Typleal commandddescriptor| block for‘forsix-bytecommcommands 

Operation‘codeES Logical unit number
2 Logical block address (if required)

Transfer length (if required)
Parameter list length (if required)
Allocation length (if required)

Control

~Operationncode

Logical block address (if required)

 
   
   
 
 
 

 
Reserved 

 
 Transfer length (if required)

Parameter list length (if required)Allocation length (it required) 
 Control  
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Table 23 - Typical command descriptor block for twelve-byte commands

pit; 7 1 0
Byte

 

Operation code

Logical unit number Reserved

(MSB)

Logical block address (if required) ——

(LSB)

(MSB)

 
Transfer length (if required)
Parameter list length (if required)
Allocation length (if required)

(LSB)
 

=afo

L::Py
i i|iIi i iuli

7.2.1 Operation code

The operation code (see table 24) of the command descriptor block has a group code field and a command code
field. The three-bit group codefield provides for eight groups of command codes. Thefive-bit cammand codefield
providesforthirty-two command codes in each group. Thus,a total of 256 possible operation codesexist. Operation
codes are defined in the subsequent subclauses.

The group code specifies one of the following groups:
a) Group 0 - six-byte commands(see table 21)
b) Group 1 - ten-byte commands (see table 22)
c) Group 2 - ten-byte commands(see table 22)
d) Group 3 - reserved
e) Group 4 - reserved
f) Group 5 - twelve-byte commands (see table 23)
g) Group 6 - vendor-specific
h) Group 7 - vendor-specific
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Table 24 - Operation code

 
7.2.2 Logical unit number

The logical unit numberis defined in the IDENTIFY message(6.6.7). The target shall ignore the logical unit numbe
specified within the commanddescriptor block if an IDENTIFY message was received. It is recommendedthat thi
logical unit number in the command descriptor block be set to zero.

NOTICE: The logical unit numberfield is included in the command descriptor block for compatibility with some
SCSI-1 devices. This field may be reclaimed in SCSI-3. New implementations should use the outbound IDENTIFY
message, which Is mandatory in SCSI-2, to establish the I_T_L nexus.

7.2.3 Logical block address

Thelogical block addresson logical units or within a partition on device volumes shall begin with block zero and bx
contiguous upto the last logical block on that logical unit or within that partition,

A six-byte command descriptor block contains a 21-bit logical block address. The ten-byte and the twelve-byti
command descriptor blocks contain 32-bit logical block addresses, Logical block addressesin additional paramete
data have their iength specified for each occurrence. See the specific command descriptions.

7.2.4 Transfer length

The transfer length field specifies the amount of data to be transferred, usually the numberof blocks. For severa
commandsthetransfer length indicates the requested number of bytes to be sent as defined in the commanc
description. For these commandsthetransfer length field may be identified by a different name. See the followinc
descriptions and the individual command descriptions for further information.

Commands that use one byte for the transfer length allow up to 256 blocks of data to be transferred by on:
command. A transfer length vaiue of 1 to 255 indicates the numberof blocks that shall be transferred. A value o
zero indicates 256 blocks.

In commandsthat use multiple bytes for the transfer fength, a transfer length of zero indicates that no data transfe
shall take place. A value of one or greater indicates the numberof blocks that shall be transferred.

Refer to the specific command description for further information.

7.2.5 Parameterlist length

The parameterlist length is used to specify the number of bytes sent during the DATA OUT phase. This field i:
typically used in command descriptor blocks for parameters that are sent to a target (e.g. mode parameters
diagnostic parameters, jog parameters, etc.). A parameter length of zero indicates that no data shall be transferred
This condition shall not be considered as anerror,

7.2.6 Allocation length

The allocation length field specifies the maximum numberof bytesthatan initiator has allocated for returned data
An allocation length of zero indicates that no data shall be transferred. This condition shall not be considered as ar
error. The target shall terminate the DATA IN phase whenallocation length bytes have been transferred or whena!
available data have been transferred to the initiator, whichever is less. The allocation length is used to limit the
maximum amount ofdata (e.g. sense data, mode data, log data, diagnostic data, etc.) returned to aninitiator.
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7.2.7 Controlfield

The controlfield is the last byte of every commanddescriptor block, The controlfield is defined in table 25.

Table 25 - Control| field  

 sit]7ae 2 ojaramid

The flag bit specifies which messagethe target shall return to the initiatorif the link bit is one and the command
completes without error. Implementation of the flag bit is optional.

The flag bit should besetto zeroif thelink bit is zero. If link bit is zero and theflag bit is one, the target shail return
CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shall be set to [ILLEGAL REQUEST.

If the flag bit is zero and the link bit is one, andif the command completes successfully, the target shall send the
LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE message. Ifthe flag bit is one and thelink bit is one, and if the command completes
successfully, the target shall send the LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE (WITH FLAG) message.

NOTE 46 Theflag bit is typically used to cause an interrupt in the initiator between linked commands.

The link bit is used to continue the I/O process across multiple commands. Impiementation ofthelink bit is optional.

A linkbit of one indicates that theinitiator requests a continuation of the I/O process and that the target should enter
the command phase upon successful completion of the current command.

if the link bit is one, and if the command completes successfully, the target shall return INTERMEDIATE or
iNTERMEDIATE-CONDITION MET status and shail then send one of the two messagesdefined bythe flag bit.

If either of the link and flag bits are set to one, and the target does not implementlinked commands,it shall return
CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shail be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST.

7.3 Status

The status byte and status byte code are defined in tables 26 and 27, A status byte shall be sent from the target to
the initiator during the STATUS phaseat the completion of each commandunless the commandis terminated by one
of the following events:

a) an ABORT message;
b) an ABORT TAG message;
c) a BUS DEVICE RESET message;
d) a CLEAR QUEUE message;
e) a hard reset condition;
f) an unexpected disconnect (see 6.1.1).

The STATUS phasenormally occurs at the end of a command but in some cases may occur priorto transferring the
command descriptor block.

Table 26 - Status byte
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Table 27 - Status byte code

 | Bits of status byte Status

 
 

 
  
 

GooD
CHECK CONDITION
CONDITION MET
BUSY
INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIATE-CONDITION MET
RESERVATION CONFLICT
COMMAND TERMINATED
QUEVE FULL

  
 

  
  
  
 

DBUDUUBIVIVIVDIA BPUuUDuUwDDDG “~—+-o0o00000| oo-+--0000>| -O+-00-000| o00+-00-c00| Oo~O0000-0|| DBUVDVWVIVIID|
 

 
  All other codes Reserved

 
A definition of the status byte codes is given below.

7.3.1 GOOD: This status indicates that the target has successfully completed the command.

7.3.2 CHECK CONDITION: This status indicates that a contingent allegiance condition has occurred (see 7.6).

7.3.3 CONDITION MET: This status or INTERMEDIATE-CONDITION MET is returned whenever the requestec
operation is satisfied (see the SEARCH DATA and PREFETCH commands).

7.3.4 BUSY: This status indicates that the target is busy. This status shall be returned whenevera target is unable
to accept a commandfrom an otherwise acceptableinitiator(i.e. no reservation conflicts). The recommendedinitiato:
recovery action is to issue the commandagain ata latertime.

7.3.5 INTERMEDIATE: This status or INTERMEDIATE-CONDITION MET shall be returned for every successfully
completed commandinaseries of linked commands(except the last command), unless the commandis terminatec
with CHECK CONDITION, RESERVATION CONFLICT, or COMMAND TERMINATEDstatus. If INTERMEDIATE o:
INTERMEDIATE-CONDITION METstatusis not returned, the series of linked commandsis terminated and the I/C
processis ended,

7.3.6 INTERMEDIATE-CONDITION MET:This status is the combination of the CONDITION MET and INTERMEDIATE
statuses.

7.3.7 RESERVATION CONFLICT: This status shall be returned wheneveraninitiator attempts to access a logica
unit or an extent within a logical unit that is reserved with a conflicting reservation type for another SCSI device (see
the RESERVE and RESERVE UNIT commands). The recommendedinitiator recovery action is to issue the command
again atalater time.

7.3.8 COMMAND TERMINATED: This status shall be returned wheneverthe target terminates the current 1/C
Process after receiving a TERMINATE I/O PROCESS message (see 6.6.22). This status also indicates that 2
contingent allegiance condition has occurred (see 7.6).

7.3.9 QUEUE FULL: This status shall be implementedif tagged queuing is implemented. This status is returnec
when a SIMPLE QUEUE TAG, ORDERED QUEUE TAG, or HEAD OF QUEUE TAG messageis received and the
command queueis full. The |/O process is not placed in the command queue.
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7.4 Command examples

The following subciauses give examplesof typical command processing in the SCSI environment.

7.4.1 Single command example

An |/O process containing one untagged READ commandis usedinthis clausetoillustrate a simple I/O process on
the SCSI bus. This example does notinclude error or exception conditions.

The initiator has one set of active pointers that includes a commandpointer, a data pointer, and a status pointer.
In addition, the initiator has one set of saved pointers for each I/O processthatit is able to concurrently manage.
The initiator sets up the saved pointers to point to the appropriate bytes for the I/O process and copies the saved
pointers to the active pointers. It then arbitrates for the SCS! bus, and upon winning arbitration, selects the target.
Oncethetarget is selected, the target assumes control of the l/O process.

During the SELECTIONphase,theinitiator asserts the ATNsignalto inform the target that the initiator wishes to send
a message. The target enters the MESSAGE OUTphase andtransfers the IDENTIFY messagefrom theinitiator. This
messageinformsthe target of which logical unit is to be used. At this point, an |_T_L nexus has been established
for the I/O process. This nexus associates the initiator's pointers with the I/O process.

Thetarget switches to the COMMANDphaseandtransfers the command descriptor block from the initiator. In this
case, the command descriptor block contains a READ command, Thetarget interprets the command and switches
to the DATA IN phase,transfers the data, switches to STATUS phase, sends GOODstatus, switches to MESSAGE
IN phase, and transfers a COMMAND COM PLETE message. After successfully sending the COMMAND COMPLETE
message, the target goes to the BUS FREE phasebyreleasing the BSYsignal and the I/O process ends.

7.4.2 Disconnect example

in the above single command example,the tength of time necessary to obtain the data may require a time-consuming
physical positioning operation. In order to improve system throughput, the target may disconnect from the initiator,
thereby freeing the SCSI busto allow other I/O process to occur.

After the target has received the READ command(and hasdetermined thatthere will be a delay), it disconnects from
the SCSI bus by sending a DISCONNECT message and by going to the BUS FREE phase.

After the target retrieves the requested data from the peripheral deviceit arbitrates for the SCS] bus. Upon winning
arbitration, it reselects the initiator and sends an IDENTIFY messagetotheinitiator via the MESSAGEIN phase. This
revives the |_T_L nexussothattheinitiator can retrieve the correct set of pointers for the I/O process. The initiator
restores the active pointers to their most recent saved values(which, in this case, are the initial values) and the target
continues (as in the single command example)to finish the 1/O process.

If target wishes to disconnectafter transferring part of the data (e.g. while crossing a cylinder boundary), it may do
so by sending a SAVE DATA POINTER message and a DISCONNECT message to the initiator and then
disconnecting. When reconnection is completed, the current data pointeris restored to its value immediately prior
to the SAVE DATA POINTER message.

On those occasions when anerror or exception condition occurs and the target elects to repeat the information
transfer, the target may repeat the transfer by either issuing a RESTORE POINTERS messageor by disconnecting
without issuing a SAVE DATA POINTER message. When reconnection is completed, the most recent saved pointer
values are restored.
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7.4.3 Linked command example

An |/O process may contain multiple commands linked together. Upon completing a linked command successfulh
the target automatically proceedsto the next linked commandfor the I/O process. All commandsin a series of linke
commandsare addressed to the same nexus and are part of a single I/O process.

The commandsare not entirely independent. When using the relative address bit (see 9.1.11), the address of th
last logical block accessed by one of the commandsis available to the next command. Thus one can searchfor
particular data pattern using a SEARCH DATA commandandthen read the logical block containing the data patter
with a READ commandlinked to the SEARCH DATA command. Onecan also read a logical block at a specifie
displacementfrom the block containing the data pattern.

ALINKED COMMAND COMPLETEor LINKED COMMAND COMPLETE (WITH FLAG) messageis sent from the targ:
to the initiator to indicate that a linked command completed. The initiator then updates the saved pointers for th
nexus so that subsequenttransfers from the target reference the next commandofthe series. Command processin
of linked and single commandsis similar except that relative addressing is permitted in linked commands.

For example, a successful completion of a SEARCH DATA EQUAL command causesthetarget to continue with th
linked READ commandfrom the initiator. {f the relative address bit in the READ command has beenset to one, an
the addressfield of the READ commandis set to zero, the target transfers the successfully searched block to th
initiator.

7.5 Command processing considerations and exception conditions

The following subclauses describe some exception conditions and errors associated with commandprocessing an
the sequencing of commands.

7.5.1 Programmable operating definition

Some applications require that the operating definition of a logical unit be modified to meet the special requirement
of a particularinitiator. The program-controlled modification of the operating definition is typically provided to allo
operating systems to change the operating definition of a more recently developed targets to one that is mor
compatible with the operating system. This ability requires that the system comply with the low-level hardwar
definitions of SCSI-2.

The parameters that can be changed by modifying the operating definition of a logical unit include the vendc
identification, the device type, the device model, the SCSI compliance level, the SCSI specification level, th
commandset, and other parameters. The low-level hardware parametersincluding signal timing and parity definition
cannot be changed by modifying the operating definition. The present operating definition of a logical unit wit
respectto aninitiator can be determined at any time by execution of an INQUIRY command. in some vendor-specifi
cases, it may also be necessary to perform other commandsincluding MODE SENSE and READ CAPACITY.

Eachlogical unit begins with a particular operating definition. If the logical unit supports the CHANGE DEFINITIO
command, the present operating definition can be changedto any other operating definition supported bythe logic:
unit. The actual details of the operating definition of a logical unit are vendor-specific. If the operating definition ;
changed to one that does not include the CHANGE DEFINITION command, the target should continue to acceptth
CHANGE DEFINITION command.

If an error occurs during execution of a CHANGE DEFINITION command, the original operating definition remair
in effect after the commandis executed. The new operating definition becomesactive only after successful executic
of the CHANGE DEFINITION command.

Since new operating definitions may preciude the execution of |/O processes that are already in progress, the targ:
may disconnect to aliow completion of any !/O processesthatare in progress. Operating definition changes that mz
cause conflicts with the normal operation from otherinitiators shall be indicated to thoseinitiators by generating
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unit attention condition for each otherinitiator. The additional sense code shall be set to CHANGED OPERATING
DEFINITION.

Aninitiator may requestalist of the operating definitions that the target supports and descriptive text for each
operating definition using the INQUIRY command.

7.5.2 Incorrectinitiator connection

An incorrect initiator connection occurs on a reconnection if:
a) an initiator attempts to reconnect to an /O process, and
b) a soft reset condition has not occurred, and
c) theinitiator does not send an ABORT, ABORTTAG, BUS DEVICE RESET, CLEAR QUEUE,or TERMINATE 1/0

PROCESS message during the same MESSAGEOUTphase as the IDENTIFY message.

An incorrectinitiator connection also occurs on aninitial connection when an initiator:
a) attempts to establish an |_T_L_Q nexus when an |_T_L nexus already exists from a previous connection, or
b) attempts to establish an |_T_L nexus when an |_T_L_Q nexusalready exists, unless there is a contingent

allegiance or extended contingent allegiance condition present for the logical unit.

A target that detects an incorrect initiator connection shall abort all I/O processesfortheinitiator on the logical unit
or target routine and shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shail be set to ABORTED COMMAND
and the additional sense code shall be set to OVERLAPPED COMMANDS ATTEMPTED.

If an initiator reconnects to an I/O process andasoft reset condition has occurred, the target shall meet the
requirements of 6.2.2.2.

NOTES
47 An incorrectinitiator connection maybeindicative of a seriouserror and,if not detected, could result in an I/O process
operating with a wrong set of pointers. This is considered a catastrophic failure on the part of the initiator. Therefore,
vendor-specific error recavery procedures may be required to guarantee the data integrity on the medium. The target may
return additional sensedatato aid in this error recovery procedure(€.g. sequential-access devices may return the residue
of blocks remaining to be written or read at the time the second command wasreceived).
48 Some targets may not detect an incorrectinitiator connection until after the command descriptor block has been
received,

7.5.3 Selection of aninvalid logical unit

The target's responseto selection of a logical unit that is not valid is described in the following paragraphs.

The logical unit may not be valid because:
a) the target does not support the logicalunit (e.g. some targets support only oneperipheral device). In response

to an INQUIRY command,the target shall return the INQUIRY data with the peripheral qualifier set to the value
required in 8.2.5.1. In response to any other command except REQUEST SENSE, thetarget shall terminate
the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. In response to a REQUEST SENSE command, thetarget shail
return sense data. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code shall be
set to LOGICAL UNIT NOT SUPPORTED.
the target supports the logical unit, but the peripheral device is not currently attached to the target. In
response to an INQUIRY command, the target shail return the INQUIRY data with the peripheral qualifier set
to the value required in 8.2.5.1. In response to any other command except REQUEST SENSE, the target shall
terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. In response to a REQUEST SENSE command,the
target shall return sense data. The sensekeyshall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code
shall be set to LOGICAL UNIT NOT SUPPORTED.

c) the target supports the logical unit and the peripheral device is attached, but not operational. In response to
an INQUIRY command, the target shall return the INQUIRY data with the peripheral qualifier set to the vaiue
required in 8.2.5.1. The target's response to any command other than INQUIRY and REQUEST SENSEis
vendor-specific.

b —
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d) the target supports the logicalunit but is incapable of determiningif the peripheral device is attached oris no
operational whenit is not ready. In response to an INQUIRY command,thetarget shall return the INQUIRYdat
with the peripheral qualifier set to the value required in 8.2.5.1. In response to a REQUEST SENSE command
the target shall return the REQUEST SENSE data with a sense key of NO SENSE unless a contingen
allegiance exists. The target's response ta any other commandis vendor-specific.

7.5.4 Parameter rounding

Certain parameters sent to a target with various commandscontain a range of values. Targets may choosetc
implement only selected values from this range. When the target receives a value that it does not support,it eithe
rejects the command (CHECK CONDITIONstatus with ILLEGAL REQUESTsensekey)orit rounds the value receivec
to a supported value. The target shall reject unsupported values unless rounding is permitted in the description co
the parameter,

Rounding of parameter values, when permitted, shall be performed as follows - A target that receives a paramete
value that is not an exact supported value shall adjust the value to one that it supports and shall return CHEC!
CONDITION status with a sense key of RECOVERED ERROR. The additional sense code shall be set to ROUNDEL
PARAMETER. The initiator is responsible to issue an appropriate commandto learn what value the target ha:
selected.

NOTE 49 Generally, the target should adjust maximum-value fields down to the next lower supported value than the one
specified by the initiator. Minimum-value fields should be rounded up to the next higher supported value than the one
specified by the initiator. In some cases, the type of rounding (up or down)is explicitly specified in the description of the
parameter.

7.5.5 Asynchronous eventnotification

Implementation of asynchronouseventnotification is optional. This protocol can be used to inform processor device:
that an asynchronous event has occurred. A SEND commandwith an AENbit of one is issued to a processor device
with a subsequent data phasethat includes the REQUEST SENSEinformation. SCSI devices that respond to ar
INQUIRY command as a processor device type with asynchronousevent notification capability may be notified o
asynchronous events using this protocol. An SCSI device has to be capable of acting as aninitiator in ordertc
perform asynchronousevent notification.

NOTE 50 Asynchronouseventnotification cannot be used with a device that acts as a temporary initiator (e.g. devices
executing COPY commands)since they are not identified as a processor device.

Parametersaffecting the use of asynchronous eventnotification are contained in the control mode page(see 8.3.3.1)

The four uses of asynchronous eventnotification are:
a) informing a processorof an error condition encountered after command completion;
b) informing all processor devices that a newlyinitialized device is available;
c) informing all processor devices of other unit attention conditions;
d) informing all processor devices of other asynchronous events.

An exampleofthefirst case aboveis a device that implements a write cache. If the target is unable to write cachec
data to the medium,it may use an asynchronous eventnotification to inform the initiator of the failure. An extende:
contingentallegiance condition may also be established during the same |_T_L nexus used for the asynchronou:
eventnotification (see 6.6.9),

An exampleof the third case aboveis a device that supports removable media. Asynchronouseventnotification ma’
be used to inform an initiator of a not-ready-to-ready transition (medium changed) or of an operatorinitiated even
(e.g. activating a write protect switch or activating a start or stop switch).

An example of the fourth case above is a sequential-access device performing a REWIND command with th:
immediate bit set to one, Asynchronousevent notification may be usedto inform aninitiator that the beginning c
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medium has been reached. Completion of a CD-ROM AUDIO PLAY commandstarted in the immediate modeis
another example of this case.

Notification of an asynchronouseventis performed using the SEND command with the AEN bit set to one. The
information identifying the condition being reported shall be returned during the DATA OUT phase of the SEND
command. See 12.2.2 for further information on the format of the data sent.

An error condition or unit attention condition shail be reported once per occurrenceof the event causingit. The target
may chooseto use an asynchronous event Notification or to return CHECK CONDITIONstatus on a subsequent
command,but not both. Notification of command-related error conditions shall be sent only to the processorthat
initiated the 1/O process.

The asynchronous event notification protocol can be used to notify processor devices that a system resource has
becomeavailable. If a target choosesto use this method, the sense key in the sense data sent to the processor
device shall be set to UNIT ATTENTION.

The asynchronouseventnotification protocol shall be sent only to SCSI devices that return processor device type
with an AENCbit of one in response to an INQUIRY command. The INQUIRY commandshould be issued to logical
unit zero of each SCSI device responding to selection. This procedure shall be conducted prior to the first
asynchronouseventnotification and shall be repeated wheneverthe device deemsit appropriate or when an event
occurs that mayinvalidate the current information. (See 6.6.21, SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER REQUEST
message, for examples of these events.)

Each SCSI device that returns processor device type with an AENC bit of one shail be issued a TEST UNIT READY
commandto determine that the SCSI device is ready to receive an asynchronouseventnotification. An SCSI device
returning CHECK CONDITIONstatusis issued a REQUEST SENSE command. This clears any pending unit attention
condition. An SCSI device that returns processor device type with an AENC bit of one and returns GOODstatus
when issued a TEST UNIT READY commandshall accept a SEND command with an AEN bit of one.

NOTE 51 An SCSI device which can use asynchronous eventnotification atinitialization time should provide means to
defeat these notifications. This can be done with a switch or jumper wire. Devices that implement saved parameters may
alternatively save the asynchronous eventnotification permissions either on a per SCS! device basis or as a system-wide
option, In any case, a device conducts a survey with INQUIRY commandsto be sure that the devices on the SCS! bus
are appropriate destinations for SEND commands with an AEN bit of one. (The devices on the bus or the SCSI ID
assignments may have changed.)

7.5.6 Unexpected reselection

An unexpected reselection occurs if an SCSI device attempts to reconnectto an |/O process for which a nexus does
not exist. An SCSI device should respond to an unexpected reselection by sending an ABORT message.
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7.6 Contingent allegiance condition

The contingent allegiance condition shall exist following the return of CHECK CONDITION or COMMAND
TERMINATED status. The contingent allegiance condition shail be preserved for the |_T_x nexus until it is cleared,
The contingent allegiance condition shall be cleared upon the generation ofa hard reset condition, or by an ABORT
message, a BUS DEVICE RESET message, or any subsequent commandfor the |_T_x nexus, While the contingent
allegiance condition exists the target shall preserve the sensedata for the initiator.

While the contingent allegiance condition exists, if the target is unable to maintain separate sense data, the target
shall respond to any other requests for accessto the logicalunit or target routine from anotherinitiator with a BUSY
status. Executionof all tagged I/O processesfor the |_T_L nexus for which the contingent allegiance condition exists
shall be suspended until the contingent allegiance condition is cleared.

7.7 Extended contingent allegiance condition

implementation of extended contingent allegiance is optional. The extended contingent allegiance condition extends
the contingent allegiance condition for an |_T_x nexus. This condition is generated by the target sending an INITIATE
RECOVERYmessageto theinitiator following CHECK CONDITION or COMMAND TERMINATEDstatus and prior to
the COMMAND COMPLETE message. This condition shall be preserved until it is cleared by a BUS DEVICE RESET
message, a RELEASE RECOVERY message, or a hard reset condition.

While the extended contingent allegiance condition exists, the targef shall respond to any other request for access
to the logicalunit from anotherinitiator with BUSY status. Execution ofall I/O processes for the logical unit for which
the extended contingent allegiance condition exists shall be suspended until the RELEASE RECOVERY messageis
received by thetarget.

NOTES

52 It is not required to generate an extended contingentallegiance condition for every CHECK CONDITION or COMMAND
TERMINATEDstatus that occurs. Simple errors not requiring an extended recovery may be dealt with by using the
contingent allegiance protocol,
53 During the existence of the extended contingent allegiance condition, appropriate error recovery sequences may be
executed, Such commandscan correct data, modify or delete queued commands, perform LOG SENSE commandsand
obtain diagnostic information. Extended contingent allegiance is recommended for error conditions that may require
execution of multiple-step error-recovery protocols without interference from otherinitiators.

An extended contingent allegiance condition may also be generated using an asynchronous event notification
protocol, Whenthe eventis detected, the bus device that detected the event assumestheinitiator role and transmits
a SEND command with an AEN bit of one to the appropriate device(s) (see 12.2.2),

If the device wishes to generate an extended contingent allegiance condition during an asynchronous event
notification, it shall send an INITIATE RECOVERYmessagefollowing the IDENTIFY message(and following any queue
tag message) and prior to the COMMANDphase of the SEND command. An extended contingent allegiance
condition can be generated for only one |_T_L nexus at a time. The extended contingent allegiance condition is
cleared when a RELEASE RECOVERY messageis received from the device to which the INITIATE RECOVERY
message was sent. The generation of a hard reset condition, or receipt of a BUS DEVICE RESET message, shall
also clear the extended contingent allegiance condition.

During an extended contingentallegiance, only untagged i/O processes from the SCSI device to which the INITIATE
RECOVERY messagewassentshall be executed by the targetfor the logical unit. If the initiator sends a queue tag
message,the target shall respond with QUEUE FULL status. After the extended contingent allegiance condition is
cleared, any commandsremaining in the command queueshall be executed.
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7.8 Queued |/O processes

The implementation of queuing for I/O processes is optional. Queuing of I/O processes allows a target to accept
multiple 1/O processes.

There are two methodsfor implementation of queuing, tagged and untagged. Tagged queuing allowsa target to
accept multiple i/O processes from eachinitiator for each logical unit. Untagged queuing allows a target to accept
one I/O process from eachinitiator for each logical unit or target routine. Untagged queuing may be supported by
SCSI-1 or SCSI-2 devices. Tagged queuing is new in SCSI-2.

A target may support both tagged and untagged queuing. Aninitiator may not mix the use of tagged and untagged
queuing for !/O processes to a logical unit, except during a contingent allegiance or extended contingent allegiance
condition whenonly untaggedinitial connections are allowed. Aninitiator that elects to use tagged queuing does
not preclude anotherinitiator on the same SCSI bus from using untagged queuing.

7.8.1 Untagged queuing

Untagged queuing allowsa target to accept a commandfrom an initiator for a logical unit or target routine while |/O
processes from otherinitiators are being executed. Only one command for each |_T_x nexus shall be accepted at
a time.

An I/O process maybeinitiated any time the BUS FREE phase exists, even if an !/O process from a differentinitiator
is active, Ifthe disconnectprivilege is not granted in the IDENTIFY messageof the currentI/O process, thetarget
may either suspendall other I/O processes orit may return BUSYstatus to the current I/O process.

The |_T_x nexussufficiently specifies the relationship so that the target can reconnectto the initiator to restore the
pointers for 1/O process as long as only one I/O process per |_T_x nexus is issued. It is the responsibility of the
initiator to assure that only one such I/O.processis issued at any time (see 7.5.2).

7.8.2 Tagged queuing

Tagged queuing allowsa target to accept multiple I/O processes from the same or differentinitiators until the logical
unit's command queueis full. If an I/O processis received and the commandqueueisfull, the target shall terminate
the 1/O process with QUEUE FULL status.

The command queueis setup by the target for each supportedlogical unit. Initiators may add or delete 1/0
processes to the queue. When adding an I/O process, theinitiator may specify fixed order of execution, allow the
target to define the order of execution, or specify that the 1/0 processis to be executed next.

if the disconnectprivilege is not granted in the IDENTIFY messagefor a tagged I/O process, the target shall return
BUSYstatus.

The queue tag messages(see 6.6.17)allow the initiator to establish a unique I_T_L_Q nexusto identify each 0
process. The |_T_L_Q nexusallowsthe target to reconnect to a specific /O process, and allows theinitiator to
restore the set of pointers for that I/O process. Aninitiator may have several !/O processes ongoing to the sameor
different logical units as long as each has a unique nexus.

If only SIMPLE QUEUE TAG messagesare used, the target may execute the commandsin any orderthat is deemed
desirable within the constraints of the queue managementalgorithm specified in the control mode page(see 8.3.3.1).

if ORDERED QUEUE TAG messagesare used, the target shal! execute the commandsin the order received with
respect to other commandsreceived with ORDERED QUEUETAG messages. All commandsreceived with a SIMPLE
QUEUE TAG messageprior to a commandreceived with an ORDERED QUEUE TAG message,regardiessofinitiator,
shall be executed before that command with the ORDERED QUEUE TAG message. All commandsreceived with a
SIMPLE QUEUE TAG messageafter a commandreceived with an ORDERED QUEUE TAG message,regardless of
initiator, shall be executed after that command with the ORDERED QUEUE TAG message.
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A commandreceived with a HEAD OF QUEUE TAG messageis placedfirst in the queue, to be executed next. /
command received with a HEAD OF QUEUE TAG messageshall be executed prior to any queued I/O process
Consecutive commandsreceived with HEAD OF QUEUE TAG messagesare executed inalast-in-first-out order.

An I/O process received without a queue tag message, while there are any tagged I/O commandsin the commanc
queue from the sameinitiator, is an incorrectinitiator connection (see 7.5.2), unless there is a contingent allegiance
or extended contingent allegiance condition.

A series of linked commands constitute a single 1/O process. These commandsare assigned the queue tac
establishedin the initial connection. A command received with a HEAD OF QUEUE TAG messageshall net suspenc
a series of linked commandsfor which the target has begun execution. ‘

The RESERVE and RELEASE commandsshould be sent with an ORDERED QUEUE TAG message. Use of the HEAL
OF QUEUE TAG message with these commands could result in reservation conflicts with previously issuec
commands.

NOTE 54Initiators should not issue another I/O processes following a reservation request until that request is honoured
by the target. This prevents possible sequencing errors orfile system corruption.

There are two methodsof dealing with the command queue following a contingent allegiance condition. The methoc
used is specified in the control mode page by the queue error managementbit (see 8.3.3.1).

Thefirst method allows the execution of tagged |/O processes to resume whenthe contingent allegiance or extendec
contingent allegiance condition is cleared. The target returns BUSYstatus to otherinitiators while the contingen’
allegiance or extended contingent allegiance condition exists. Ouring this time, all tagged [/O processes are
suspended. All |/O processes used for recovery operations shall be untagged. The queue may be modified by
removing all or selected |/O processes from the queue as part of the recovery procedure.

If commands are combined by the queuing algorithm such that the exception condition affects more than one
command, then a contingent allegiance condition shall be generated for all affected commands.

The second method aborts all I/O processes when the contingent allegiance or extended contingent allegiance
condition is cleared. A unit attention condition shall be generated for all otherinitiators and the additional sense code
shall be set to COMMANDS CLEARED BY ANOTHERINITIATOR.

A device that does not support tagged i/O processes(e.g. not implemented, disabled by the Dquebit in the controi
modepage,or switched to an operating definition that does nat include tagged [/O processes) it shall respond te
any queue tag message with a MESSAGE REJECT message. Thetarget shall continue the {/O processasif it were
an untagged I/O process.

Tagged queuing mayalso be temporarily disabled during certaininitialization periods or to contro! internal resource
utilization. During these periods the target may return QUEUE FULL status or it may respond to any queue tag
message with a MESSAGE REJECT message.

Several messages maybe usedto clear part orall of the command queue. Please refer to the ABORT, ABORT TAG,
BUS DEVICE RESET, and CLEAR QUEUE messagesin clause6 for details.

7.8.3 Example of queued 1/0 process

This example of queuing I/O processesillustrates the execution of a number of commands. After each command,
the state of the queue kept in the target is shownto indicate the function actually performed by the queuing.
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7.8.3.1 Typical sequences for tagged queuing

An I/O process using tagged queuing usesthe following sequencesfor normal execution. The initiator first arbitrates
for the SCSIbus, and after successfully obtaining the SCSIbus, selects the appropriate SCSI device. The ATNsignal
is asserted during the SELECTION phaseto indicate that a MESSAGE OUTphaseis requested bytheinitiator. The
first message byte transferred is an IDENTIFY message. The ATNsignal continues to be asserted during the
MESSAGE OUTphaseto indicate thattheinitiator has another message, The second message byte transferred is
the first byte of the appropriate queue tag message,in this case a SIMPLE QUEUE TAG message. Thethird andiast
message byte is transmitted containing the second byte of the queue tag message, the queue tag. Asit is
transferred, the ATN signalis negatedto indicate that no more messagebytes are available. The target then transfers
the commanddescriptor block, Assuming the commandrequires disconnection,the target transmits a DISCONNECT
messageto the initiator and then enters the BUS FREE phase. The target places the command, identified by the
|_T_L_Q nexus, at the appropriate place in the command queue.

Whenthe target removesI/O processes from the queuefor execution, a physical latency period may occur. At the
end of this period, whenthetargetis preparedto transfer the appropriate data, the target begins an ARBITRATION
phase and, upon winning, enters a RESELECTION phase. After a successful reselection, the target sends the
IDENTIFY message followed by a SIMPLE QUEUE TAG message with the queuetag valueoriginally sent by the
initiator. The initiator uses the |_T_L_Q nexusto identify the correct set of pointers and control blocks associated with
the I/O process andto establish the necessary conditions for data transfer. The target begins data transfer. When
the data transfer is successfully completed, the target returns GOODstatus and terminates the 1/0 process with a
COMMAND COMPLETE message.

7.8.3.2 Example of tagged queuing

An exampleof the execution of five queued|/O processes is described to demonstrate how tagged queuing operates.
All tagged I/O processes are from oneinitiator to a single logical unit of a single target. Thefive I/O processes are
defined in table 28. The target is a direct-access device. At the time the I/O processesare first being executed,it
is assumed that the actuatoris in position to access lagical block 10 000,

Table 28 - Commandsin order received by target

  

 

Queue tag Queue tag Logical : Transfer | Status
message value block lengthaddress

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

SIMPLE Queued
SIMPLE Queued

ORDERED Queued
SIMPLE Queued
 SIMPLE Queued

The optimum order would require that those blocks close to the actuator position bethefirst blocks accessed,
followed by thoseincreasingly far from the actuator position. However, the command with queue tag 03h is an
ordered I/O process,so thatall simple I/O processestransferred previously must be executed before, while ail simple
/O processestransferred after the ordered 1/O process must be executed after the ordered [/O process.

If a target supports an optimizing algorithm the actual order in which the I/O processes are executed could be as
shownin table 29.
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Table 29 - Commandsinin order of execution
|Logicalical‘|Transfer‘|Statusblock length

address

SIMPLE Queued
SIMPLE Queued

ORDERED Quaued
SIMPLE

SIMPLE
 

/O processes with queue tag values 01h and 02h are executedin the order received since the actuatoris already
in position to execute I/O process 01h. !/O process 02h must be executed before I/O process 04h or 05h because
the ordered I/O process 03h wastransmittedafter |/O processes 01h and 02h but before I/O processes 04h and 05h.
1/0 process OS3h is then executed after I/O process 02h. The I/O processes 04h and 05h are executed after the
ordered I/O process 03h. I/O process 05h is executed before I/O process 04h becausethe actuatoris in position
to access block 2 000 after executing I/O process OSh. 1/O process 04h is executedlast.

As an example of the operation of the HEAD OF QUEUE TAG I/O process, consider that a new!/O process, identified
by a HEAD OF QUEUE TAG message with a queue tag of 08h, is transmitted to the target while the ordered I/O
process 03h is being executed. The I/O process 03h continues execution, but the new HEAD OF QUEUE TAG I/O
process is placed in the queue for execution before all subsequent I/O processes. In this case, the queue for
execution after the ordered I/O process 03h was executed would appear as shownin table 30.

Table 30 - Modified by HEAD OF QUEUE TAGAGmessage
queue tag Queue tag. Lor ical

message value block
address 

ORDERED 03h Executing
HEAD OF QUEUE 08h Queued

SIMPLE 05h Queued
SIMPLE 1 Queued
 

To obtain maximum performance gains using tagged queuing requires careful implementation of the queuing
algorithms in the target. In addition, initiators should allow a maximum numberof simple I/O processes to be
executed with a minimum numberof ordered 1/O processes. RESERVE and RELEASE commands, SET LIMITS
commands, and appropriate software locking conventions should be used to guarantee the properrelationship
between the commandsexecuted and the data stored on the peripheral devices. These conventions are not defined
by this standard.
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7.9 Unit attention condition

The target shall generate a unit attention condition for eachinitiator on each valid togical unit whenever the target has
been reset by a BUS DEVICE RESET message,a hard reset condition, or by a power-on reset. The target shall also
generate a unit attention condition on the affected logical unit(s) for each initiator whenever one of the following
events occurs:

a) A removable medium may have been changed;
b) The mode parametersin effect for this initiator have been changed by anotherinitiator;
c) The version or level of microcode has been changed;
d) Tagged commands queuedforthis initiator were cleared by anotherinitiator;
e) INQUIRY data has been changed;
f) The mode parametersin effect for the initiator have been restored from non-volatile memory;
g) A changein the condition of a synchronized spindle;
h) Any other event occurs that requires the attention of the initiator.

NOTES

56 Targets may queueunit attention conditions on logical units. After the first unit attention condition is cleared, another
unit attention condition may exist (e.g. a power on condition followed by a microcode change condition).
57 See 7.5.8 for requirements concerning selection of an invalid logical unit.

The unit attention condition shall persist on the logical unit for each initiator until that initiator clears the condition as
described in the following paragraphs.

If an INQUIRY commandis received from an initiator to a logical unit with a pending unit attention condition (before
the target generates the contingent allegiance condition), the target shall perform the INQUIRY command andshail
not clear the unit attention condition. if the INQUIRY commandis received after the target has generated the
contingent allegiance condition for a pending unit attention condition, then the unit attention condition on the logical
unit shall be cleared, and the target shall perform the INQUIRY command.

If any other commandis received after the target has generated the contingent allegiance condition for a pending
unit attention condition, the unit attention condition on the logical unit shall be cleared, and if no other unit attention
condition is pending the target shall perform the command.If anotherunit attention condition is pending, the target
shall not perform the commandand shall generate another contingent allegiance condition.

Ifa REQUEST SENSE commandis received from aninitiator with a pending unit attention condition (before the target
generates the contingent allegiance condition), then the target shall either:

a) report any pending sense data and preserve the unit attention condition on the logical unit, or,
b) report the unit attention condition, may discard any pending sensedata, andclear the unit attention condition

on the logical unit for that initiator.

if the target has already generated the contingent allegiance condition for the unit attention condition, the target shall
perform the second action listed above.

If an initiator issues a command other than INQUIRY or REQUEST SENSEwhile a unit attention condition exists for

that initiator (prior to generating the contingent allegiance condition for the unit attention condition), the target shall
not perform the command andshall report CHECK CONDITIONstatus unless a higherpriority status as defined by
the target is also pending (e.g. BUSY or RESERVATION CONFLICT).

lf, after generating the contingent allegiance condition for a pending unit attention condition, the next command
received from thatinitiator on the logical unit is not REQUEST SENSE,then that commandshall be performed and
the unit attention condition shall be cleared for thatinitiator on the logical unit and the sense data is lost (see 7.6).

Ifa target becomes a temporary initiator to issue a SEND commandwith an AENbit of one, which informstheinitiater
(temporary target) of the unit attention condition, and the SEND command completes with GOODstatus, then the
target shall clear the unit attention condition for thatinitiator on the logical unit (see 7.5.5).
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8 All device types

8.1 Modelfor all device types

This model describes some of the general characteristics expected of most SCSI devices. It is not intended to define
any requirements noris it intended to alter any requirements defined elsewhere in this standard. Clause 7 also
contains model information pertaining to all device types.

8.1.1 SCSI addresses

There are twolevels of addresses within the SCSI architecture: the SCSI device address and the logical unit number
or target routine number.

8.1.1.1 SCSI device address

SCSI devices occupy(i.e. respond to) one address on the SCSI bus. Generally, the SCS! device provides a means
(e.g. switches, jumpers) to select one of the eight available addresses (0 through 7). This address is used during
bus arbitratian and selection or reselection of SCS! devices. Each device on the SCSI busis assigned a unique
address.

Normally, the SCSI device address is set when the system is configured and it remains static thereafter. Some
systems and devices provide vendor-specific meansto alter this address at othertimes.

8.1.1.2 Logical units

Each target has one or morelogical units, beginning with logical unit zero. There is a maximum ofeight logical units.
Theselogical units are usually mappeddirectly to peripheral devices, but they may be a portion of a peripheral device
or may comprise multiple peripheral devices.

Aninitiator can determine whethera target implements a logical unit by issuing an INQUIRY commandand examining
the returned peripheral! qualifier and peripheral device type.

The conceptofa logical!unit is not definedforaninitiator. (An SCSI device may implementboth the initiator roleand
the target role. In this case lagical unit(s) are defined only for the target role.)

8.1.1.3 Target routines

An optional feature of the SCSI architecture permits each target to have one or more target routines, beginning with
target routine number zero. There is a maximum of eight target routines. These target routines are processes that
execute directly on the target and are not associated with a particular logical unit or peripheral device. Target
routines are addressed using the LUNTARbit of the IDENTIFY message (see 6.6.7).

Target routines are principally intended to return information about the target and the only valid commands are
INQUIRY and REQUEST SENSE.

8.1.2 Commands implemented byall SCSI devices

This standard defines four commandsthat all SCSI-2 targets implement - INQUIRY, REQUEST SENSE, SEND
DIAGNOSTIC, and TEST UNIT READY. These commandsare used to configure the system,to test targets, and to
return important information concerning errors and exception conditions.
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8.1.2.1 Using the INQUIRY command

The INQUIRY command may be used by a system to determinethe configuration of the SCS/ bus. Target devices
respondwith information that includestheir type and standard level and mayinclude the vendor'sidentification, model
number and otherusefulinformation. It is recommended that SCSI targets be capable of returning this information
(or whatever part ofit that is available) upon completing power-on initialization. An SCSI device may take longerto
get certain portions of this information, especially if it retrieves the information from the medium.

8.1.2.2 Using the REQUEST SENSE command

Whenevera contingentallegiance condition (see 7.6) is established, theinitiator that received the error should issue
a REQUEST SENSE command to receive the sense data describing what caused the contingent allegiance condition.
If the initiator issues some other command, the sensedatais lost.

8.1.2.3 Using the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command

The SEND DIAGNOSTIC commandprovides a meansto requestthe target to performaself test. While the test is
target specific, the meansof requesting thetest is standardized and the responseIs simply GOODstatusif all is well
or CHECK CONDITIONstatusif the testfails.

The SEND DIAGNOSTIC commandalso provides other powerful features when used in conjunction with the RECEIVE
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command,but this capability is optional.

8.1.2.4 Using the TEST UNIT READY command

The TEST UNIT READY commandis useful in that it allows an initiator to poll a logical unit until it is ready without
the need to allocate space for returned data. Itis especially useful to check cartridge status of logical units with
removable media. Targets are expected to respond promptly to indicatethe current status of the device(i.e. a target
should avoid lengthy disconnections in an attempt to respond with GOODstatus).

8.2 Commandsforall device types

The operation codes for commands that applyto all device typesarelisted in table 31.

 Table 31 - Commandsforall device types

Command name Operation Typecode

CHANGE DEFINITION
COMPARE
COPY
COPY AND VERIFY
INQUIRY
LOG SELECT
LOG SENSE
MODE SELECT(6
MODE SELECT (1
MODE SENSE(6) »2ee8-8=o. NYONNNNMNNMNNNNNNNNNY NOQoOobhoOM—O

}
9)

MODE SENSE(10)
READ BUFFER
RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS
REQUEST SENSE
SEND DIAGNOSTIC
TEST UNIT READY
WRITE BUFFER

OEFEEOONNNNOOZOOCOO DODDWOODODOWDOAnDODDOOMMAWAMH  
Command implementation is mandatory.
Command implementation is optional.
Command implementation is device type specific.
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8.2.1 CHANGE DEFINITION command

The CHANGE DEFINITION command (see table 32) modifies the operating definition of the selected logical unit o
target with respect to commandsfrom the selectinginitiator orforall initiators.

Table 32 - CHANGE DEFINITION command 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Operation code (40h)

aa
epeeSSSCS~S~S
ro|feservea[ seinenparameter
ees
A
fever

ee
a

 
  

  
  
  

  
A save control bit (Save) of zero indicates that the target shall not save the operating definition. A Save bit of on:
indicates that the target shall save the operating definition to non-volatile memory.

The definition parameterfield is defined in table 33.

Table 33 -~ Definition parameter fleld

Use current operating definition
Oth SCSI-1 operating definition
02h CCS operating definition
O3h SCSI-2 operating definition

04 - 3Fh Reserved

40 - 7Fh Vendor- specific
 

NOTE 57 The current operating definition parameter values establish operating definitions compatible with the appropriate
SCSI specification. Vendor-specific values are available for those applications where more complex operation definition
changesare required. Definitions supported by a device are returned in the implemented operating definition page (see
8.3.4.3),

The parameterdata lengthfield specifies the length in bytes of the parameterdata that shail be transferred from th:
initiator to the target. A parameter data length of zero indicates that no data shall be transferred. This candition sha
not be considered as an error, Parameter data lengths greater than zero indicate the numberof bytes of paramete
data that shall be transferred.

The parameter data is vendor-specific.

NOTE 58 The parameter data may be used to specify a password to validate an operating definition change.

The CHANGE DEFINITION command causes oneof the operating definition modifications listed below:
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a) Changethe operating definition of a logical unit relative to the initiator that issued the command.In this case,
the target is capable of maintaining an unique operating definition for each logicalunit relative to eachinitiator
in the system.

b) Changethe operating definition of the targetrelative to the initiator that issued the command. in this case,the
target is capable of maintaining a unique operating definition, for each initiator in the system, that applies to
all logical units of the target.

c) The operating definition of a logicalunit relativeto all initiators in the system. In this case, the target is capable
of maintaining an unique operating definition for each logicalunit relative to all initiators in the system.

d) The operating definition of the targetrelativetoall initiators in the system. In this case, the target is capable
of maintaining only one operating definition.

NOTES

59 This standard does notprovide a direct means to determine which of the above four methods has been implemented
by the target. An indirect means of determining which methodis implemented exists in that the target is required to inform
affected initiators of operating definition changes via the unit attention condition.
60 The final two modificationslisted above mayresult in incompatibilities if otherinitiators are operated below the SCSI-2
level.

The operating definition is modified after successful completion of the command. A target shall consider the
command successfully completed whenit detects the assertion of the ACKsignal for the COMMAND COMPLETE
message. The initiator should verify the new operating definition by issuing an INQUIRY command requesting the
implemented operating definition page (see 8.3.4.1).

It is permissible for an SCSI-2 device that hasits definition changed to an SCSI-1 device to accept a CHANGE
DEFINITION command.

NOTE 61 The method of changing the operating definition is implementation dependent. Some implementations may
require thatthe target's operating mode bereinitialized asif a power-up or hard-reset had occurred. Other implementations
may modify only those operating definitions that are affected by the CHANGE DEFINITION command.

If the CHANGE DEFINITION commandis not executed successfully for any reason, the operating definition shall
remain the sameasit was before the CHANGE DEFINITION commandwasattempted,If it is impossible to return
to the previous operating definition, a unit attention condition shall be generated by the target.

NOTE62 The presentoperating definition of the target may always beinterrogated through the INQUIRY command. When
an SCSI-2 target has its operating definition changed to CCS or SCSI-1, certain changes are needed to promote
compatibility with preexisting SCSI-1 initiators. The recommended changesare asfollows:
a) The target should notinitiate selections to other SCS! devices to determineif anyinitiators support AEN.Thetarget should

assume that none are capable of receiving AEN and not issue an AEN.
b) The target should not generate extended contingent allegiance conditions by issuing an INITIATE RECOVERY message.
¢) Ifa REQUEST SENSE commandwith an allocation length of zero is received, the target should return four bytes of sense

data.

d) {fan INQUIRY commandis received, the returned data should have appropriate valuesin the ANSI-approved versionfield
and the response data format field. The features supported bits should be zero.

e) A changein the operating definition may change the vendor identifier, the device type, the device model, the SCSI
implementation level, the command set, mode pages, and any other operating characteristics.

After a power-on condition or a hard RESET condition, the target shall set its initial operating definition to the last
saved value, if saving is implemented,orits default value, if saving is not implemented.
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8.2.2 COMPARE command

The COMPARE command(seetable 34) provides the means to compare data from onelogical unit with another c
the samelogical unit in a mannersimilar to the COPY command.

Table 34 - COMPARE command

yest]7eT~tt|4.[3|3[2|rsJ “Operation code (39h)
 
  

 

  

  Reserved

 
 
 
 
 
 

Parameter list length

(LSB)=
Ce

Ee
a

This commandfunctions in the same manner as the COPY command, except that the data from the sourceis
compared on a byte-by-byte basis with the data from the destination. The parameterlist transferred to the targetis
the same asfor the COPY command. This parameterlist contains the information to identify the logical units involvec
in the comparison and the length of the comparison. (See 8.2.3 for additional information about the COPY
command.)

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Ifthe comparison is unsuccessful, the commandshall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense
key shall be set to MISCOMPARE. The remainingfields in the sense data shall be set as documented in the COPY
command.
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8.2.3 COPY command

The COPY command(see table 35) provides a means to copy data from one logical unit to another or the same
logical unit. The logical unit that receives and performs the COPY commandis called the copy manager. The copy
manageris responsible for copying data from a logical unit (source device) to a logical unit (destination device).
Theselogical units may reside ondifferent SCSI devices or the same SCSI device(in fact all three may be the same
logical unit). Some SCSI devices that implement this command maynot support copiesto or from another SCSI
device, or may not support third party copies(i.e. both the source and the destination logical units reside on other
SCSI devices).

Table 35 - COPY command

Byte 
  
 
 
 

}o|Operation code (18h)

Parameter list length

 
 

Control

 
The Padbit (8.2.3.7) is used in conjunction with the Catbit (8.2.3.7) in the segment descriptors to define what action
should be taken when a segmentof the copy does notfit exactly into an integer numberof destinatian biocks.

The parameterlist length field specifies the length in bytes of the parameters that shall be sent during the DATA OUT
phaseof the command. A parameterlist length of zero indicates that no data shall be transferred. This condition shall
not be considered asan error.

The COPY parameterlist (see table 36) begins with a four-byte header that contains the COPY function code and
priority. Following the header is one or more segment descriptors.

Table 36 - COPY parameter list

 
  
 

Vendor-specific

Reserved

= pS Segment descriptor 0 ]
(See specific table for length, )

Segment descriptor x

(See specific table for length.)
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The COPYfunction code field defines a specific format for the segment descriptors. The COPYfunction codes ar:
defined in table 37. A target need not support all function codesforits device type.

Table 37 - COPYfunction codes

~~Peripheral device‘type! COPY|SecSegment|
Tunetion descriptor|Destination=|code table CommentsBlock devices Streampestinetien—__ 0

(Device types 0,4,5,7)} (Device types 1,2,3,9)Stream devices Block devices 1

(Device types 1,3,9) (device types 0,4,5,7)Block devices lock devices 2

3

4

NOTES
1 COPY function codes O5h - OFh are reserved.
2 COPY function codes 10h - 1Fh are vendor-specific.
3 When using the COMPARE command the destination block device may be a

CD-ROM device or an optical-memory device that uses read-only media.
4 See 8.2.5.1 for peripheral device type definitions.

 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

(Note 3)  (Note 3)  

  
 

(Device types 0,4,5,7)| (Device types 0,4,5,7)Stream devices Stream devices

(Device types 1,3,9) (Device types 1,2,3,9)Sequential-access Sequentia access
(Device type 1) (Device type 1)

 
 Image

copy   

 
  

 
 

 

The priority field of the COPY parameter list establishes the relative priority of this COPY command to othe
commandsbeing executed by the sametarget. Ail other commands are assumed to have a priority of 1. Priority (
is the highest priority, with increasing values indicating lowerpriorities.

The segment descriptor formats are determined by the COPY function code. The segment descriptor format usec
for block devices (i.e. writeonce, CD-ROM, optical-memory, and direct-access devices) shail be the same. The
segmentdescriptor format used for stream devices(i.e. printer, processor, communications, and sequential-acces:
devices)
shall be the same. Thus a copy operation from a write-once device to a printer device uses the same segmen

descriptor format as a copy operation from a direct-access device to a sequential-access device (see table 37), Th:
segment descriptor formats are described in 8.2.3.3 through 8.2.3.6. A maximum of 256 segmentdescriptors ar
permitted. The segment descriptors are identified by ascending numbers beginning with zero.

8.2.3.1 Errors detected by the managing SCSI device

Two classes of exception conditions may occur during execution of a COPY command. Thefirst class consists o
those exception conditions detected by the SCSI device that received the COPY command and is managing the
execution of the command. These conditions inciude parity errors while transferring the COPY commandandstatu:
byte, invalid parameters in the COPY command, invalid segment descriptors, and inability of the SCSI device
controlling the COPY functions to continue operating. In the event of such an exception condition, the SCSI device
managing the COPYshall:

a) terminate the COPY command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus.
b) set the valid bit in the sense data to one. The segment numbershall contain the number of the segmen

descriptor being processed at the time the exception condition is detected. The sense key shall contain the
sense key code describing the exception condition (i.e. not COPY ABORTED). The information field sha:
contain the difference between the numberof blocksfield in the segment descriptor being processed at thr
time of the failure and the numberof blocks successfully copied. This numberis the residue of unprocessec
blocks remaining for the segment descriptor.
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8.2.3.2 Errors detected by a target

The second class of errors consists of exception conditions detected by the SCSI device transferring data at the
request of the SCSI device managingthe transfer. The SCSIdevice managing the COPY commanddetects exception
conditions by receiving CHECK CONDITIONstatusfrom one of the SCSI devicesit is managing.It then shall recover
the sense data associated with the exception condition.

The SCSI device managing the COPY commandmayalso be the source ordestination SCSI device (or both). It shall
distinguish betweena failure of the managementof the COPY andafailure of the data transfer being requested.It
shall then create the appropriate sense data internally.

After recovering the sense data associated with the detected error, the SCS/ device managing the COPY command
shall:

a) terminate the COPY command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus.
b) set the valid bit in the sense data to one. The segment numbershall contain the number of the segment

descriptor being processed at the time the exception condition is detected. The sense key shall be set to
COPY ABORTED.Theinformationfield shall contain the difference between the numberof blocksfield in the
segmentdescriptor being processedat the time of the failure and the numberof blocks successfully copied.
This numberis the residue of unprocessed blocks remaining for the segment descriptor.

The first byte of the command-specific information field shall specify the starting byte number,relative to thefirst byte
of sense data, of an area that contains (unchanged) the sourcelogicalunit's status byte and sense data. A zero
value indicates that no status byte or sense data is being returned for the sourcelogicai unit.

The secondbyte of the command-specific information field shall specify the starting byte number,relative to thefirst
byte of sense data, of an area that contains (unchanged)the destination logical unit's status byte and sensedata.
A zero value indicates that no status byte or sense data is being returned for the destination logicalunit.

8.2.3.3 COPY function code 00h and Oth

The format for the segment descriptors for COPY transfers between block and stream devices is specified in table
38, This format is required for COPY function codes 00h or 01h. The segment descriptor may be repeated up to
256 times within the parameterlist length specified in the command descriptor block.

Table 38 - Segment descriptor for COPY function codes 00h and Oth

JeettTtft
Source address Reserved Cat Source LUN

Destination address Destination LUN

  

  
  
 
 

 

 
Stream device block length

Block device number of blocks
 

Block device logical block address

 
The source address and source LUN fields specify the SCSI bus ID and logical unit of the device to copy the data
from for this segment of the COPY command.The destination address and destination LUN fields specify the SCSI
bus ID and logical unit to copy the data to for this segment of the COPY command. Some SCSI devices may not
support third-party COPY in which the copying SCSI device is not the source or destination device. Some SCSI
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devices only support COPY within the SCSI device and not to other SCSI devices. Ifan unsupported COPY operatior
is requested, the command shall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shall be settc
ILLEGAL REQUESTwith an additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST(see 8.2.3.1).

A catenate (Cat) bit (optional) of one indicates that the COPY manager shall catenate the last source block of :
segment with the first source block of the next segmentif the last source block does not end exactly at the end o
the destination block. The definition of a Cat bit of zero depends on the setting of the Pad bit in the commanc
descriptor block (see 8.2.3.7).

The stream device block-length field specifies the block length to be used on the stream device logical unit durinc
this segment of the COPY command. If the SCSI device managing the COPY knows this biock length is no
supported, the command shall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shall be set tc
{ILLEGAL REQUESTwith an additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST. If the block length is
found to be invalid while executing a read or write operation to the stream device, the command shall be terminatec
with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shall be set to COPY ABORTED(see 8.2.3.2),

The block device numberof blocks field specifies the numberof blocks in the current segment to be copied. A value
of zero indicates that no blocks shall be transferred in this segment.

The block device logical block addressfield specifies the starting togical block address on the logical unit for this
segment.

8.2.3.4 COPY function code 02h

The formatfor the segment descriptors for COPY transfers among block devicesis specified in table 39. This forma
is required for COPY function code 02h. The segment descriptor may be repeated up to 256 times within the
parameterlist length specified in the command descriptor block,

Table 39 - Segment descriptor for COPY function code 02h

eeeeeeyte

= Destination address Destination LUN
Reserved

  
   
 
 

Reserved

 
 
 

Number of blocks
 

  
Source logical block address11

12 (MSB)
— Destination logical block address15

See 8.2.3.3 for definitions of the source address, the source LUN,the destination address, the destination LUN, and
Catfields.

 

 

A destination count (DC)bit of zero indicates that the numberof blocksfield tefers to the source logical unit. A DC
bit of one indicates that the numberof blocksfield refers to the destination lcgical unit.
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The numberof blocksfield specifies the numberof blocksto be transferred to or from (dependingonthe DC bit) the
block device during this segment. A value of zero indicates that no blocks shail be transferred,

The sourcelogical block addressfield specifies the starting logical block address on the source black device.

The destination logical block addressfield specifies the starting logical block address onthe destination block device.

8.2.3.5 COPY function code 03h

The format for the segment descriptors for COPY transfers among stream devices is specified by table 40. This
format is required for COPYfunction code 03h. The segment descriptor may be repeated up to 256 times within the
parameterlist length specified in the command descriptor block.

Table 40 -40-SegmentdescriptdescriptorforCOfor COPY function code 03h

|“Sourceeaddress|cat|

 
 

  
  

 
 
  
 
  
 

 

 Source block length
4

5

6
Destination block length

7

8
Number of blocks

  
See 8.2.3.3 for definitions of the source address, the source LUN,the destination address, the destination LUN, and
Catfields.

A destination count (DC) bit of zero indicates that the numberof blocksfield refers to the sourcelogical unit. A DC
bit of one indicates that the numberof blocksfield refers to the destination logicalunit.

The sourceblock length field specifies the block-length of the source device for this segment of the COPY. A zero
in this field indicates variable block-length. For non-zero values, this field shall match the logical unit's actual block-
length.

If block-length mismatches are detected prior to the beginningof the read operation by the SCSI device managing
the COPY, the commandshall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sensekey shall be set to |LLEGAL
REQUESTandthe additional sense code shail be set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST (see 8.2.3.1).

If the mismatches are detected during the read operation by the COPY manager, the command shall be terminated
with GHECK CONDITION status. The sense key shall be set to COPY ABORTED(see 8.2.3.2). and the additional
sense codeshall be set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

The destination block-length field specifies the block length to be used on the destination logical unit during the
COPY. Destination block length mismatches are handled in an analogous manner as source block length
mismatches.
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The numberof blocks field specifies the numberof blocksto be transferred to or from (depending on the DCbit) the
device during this segment, A value of zero indicates that no blocks shall be transferred,

8.2.3.6 COPY function code 04h

The formatfor the segment descriptors for image COPYtransfers between sequential-access devicesis specified ir
table 41. This format is required for COPY function code 04h. The segment descriptor may be repeated up to 25€
times within the parameterlist length specified in the command descriptor block.

Table 41 -le41-Segment'descriptorfofor COPY function code 04h
 
  
 Destination address Destination LUN

Pont

Vendor-specific
114

See 8.2.3.3 for definitions of the source address, the source LUN, the destination address, the destination LUN, anc
Catfields.

  

  
The image mode COPY commandcopies an exact imageof the source device medium to the destination device
medium, beginning at their current positions. The copy function terminates when the source device:

a) encounters an end-of-partition as defined by the source device;
b) encounters an end-of-data as defined by the source device (i.e. BLANK CHECK sensekey);
c) has copied the number of consecutive filemarks specified in the count field from the source device to the

destination device;
d) has copied the number of consecutive setmarks specified in the count field from the source device to the

destination device, if the RSmkbit in the device configuration page (see 10,.3.3.1) is one.

A count field of zero indicates that the COPY commandshall not terminate due to any number of consecutive
filemarks or setmarks. Other error or exception conditions (e.g. early-warning end-of-partition on the destinatior
device) may cause the COPY commandto terminate prior to completion. in such cases, itis not possible to calculate
a residue, so the information field in the sense data shall be set to zero.

8.2.3.7 Copies with unequal block lengths

When copying data between two devices with unequal block lengths,it is possible for the last source block to no’
completely fill the last destination black for one or more segments in the COPY command. Twooptionalbits are
defined to assist in controlling the copy manager's actions in this circumstance. The Pad bit (in the commanc
descriptor block) and the Cat bit (in each applicable segment descriptor) are defined in table 42.
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Table 42 - Pad and Catbit definition  

 
COPY manager's action

On inexact segments, it is device specific whether the COPY
manager rejects the COPY command with CHECK CONDITION status and
ILLEGAL REQUEST sense key, the COPY manager writes or accepts
short blocks {variable-block mode on sequential-access devices),
or the COPY manager adds pad characters (00h) to the destination
block or strips pad characters from the source block.

On inexact segments, the COPY manager shall add pad characters
(00h) to the destination block to completely fill the block, or
it shall strip pad characters from the source block, alwaysstopping at the end of a complete block.

The COPY manager shall always write or read complete blocks. On
inexact segments, the remainder of the block contains data from
the next segment. This code is not valid in the last segment of
the COPY command.

NOTE 63 Use of pad charactersis intended to assist in managing COPY commands betweendevices of different block
iengths where partial-block residues may occur. Theinitiator who issued the COPY command is responsible for
managementof these padareas(i.e. remembering wherethey are}. One possible methedis to write the COPY parameter
list information to the destination medium prior to issuing the COPY command for backupandto read this information prior
to issuing the COPY commandfor restore.

8.2.4 COPY AND VERIFY command

The COPY AND VERIFY command(see table 43) performs the same function as the COPY command,exceptthat
a Verification of the data written to the destination logical unit is performed after the data is written. The parameter
list transferred to the target is the same as for the COPY command.This parameterlist contains the information to
identify the logical units involved in the copy and the length of the copy. See 8.2.3 for additional information about
the COPY command.

Table 43 - COPY AND VERIFY command

Bit 7 ~|6| T4.“|3g|2@|4|<
Byte

po|Operation code (3Ah)

feoReserved

   

  
 

 
  

  
 

  
 
 

Reserved

Parameter list length

(LSB)

a

Reserved 

Control

 
A byte check (BytChk)bit of zero causes a medium verification to be performed with no data comparison. A BytChk
bit of one causes a byte-by-byte comparisonof data written on the destination medium and the data transferred from
the source medium. If the comparison is unsuccessful for any reason, the copy manager shail return CHECK
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CONDITIONstatus with the sense key set to MISCOMPARE. Theremainingfields in the sense data shall be set as
documented in the COPY command.

8.2.5 INQUIRY command

The INQUIRY command(see table 44) requests that information regarding parameters of the target andits attached
peripheral device(s) be sent to theinitiator. An option allowstheinitiator to request additional information about the
target or logical unit (see 8.2.5.2).

Table 44 - INQUIRY command .

 
 

 
 Operation code (12h)TTtioneeea(aseea

ce
Ee
ee
a

An enablevital product data (EVPD)bit of one specifies that the target shail return the optional vital product data
specified by the page codefield. If the target does not support vital product data andthis bit is set to one, the target
shall return CHECK CONDITION status with the sense key set to ILLEGAL REQUESTand an additional sense code
of INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

 
  
  

  

An EVPDbit of zero specifies that the target shall return the standard INQUIRY data. If the page codefield is not
zero, the target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus with the sense key set to ILLEGAL REQUEST and an
additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

The page codefield specifies which page of vital product data information the target shall return (see 8.3.4).

The INQUIRY commandshall return CHECK CONDITION status only whenthe target cannot return the requested
INQUIRY data.

NOTE64 The tNQUIRYdata should be returned even thoughthe peripheral device may not be ready for other commands.

if an INQUIRY commandis received from aninitiator with a pending unit attention condition (i.e. before the target
reports CHECK CONDITIONstatus), the target shall perform the INQUIRY command and shall not clear the unit
attention condition (see 7.9).

NOTES

65 The INQUIRY commandis typically used by the initiator after a reset or power-up condition to determine the device
types for system configuration. To minimize delays after a reset or power-up condition, the standard INQUIRY data should
be available without incurring any media access delays. If the target does store some of the INQUIRY data on the device,
it may return zeros or ASCIl spaces (20h) in thosefields until the data is available from the device.
66 The INQUIRY data may change as the target executes its initialization sequence or in response to a CHANGE
DEFINITION command, For example, the target may contain a minimum command setin its non-volatile memory and may
load its final firmware from the device when it becomes ready. After it has loaded the firmware, it may support more
options and therefore return different supported options information in the INQUIRY data.
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8.2.5.1 Standard INQUIRY data

The standard INQUIRY data (see table 45) contains 36 required bytes, followed by a variable numberof vendor-
specific parameters. Bytes 56 through95,if returned, are reserved for future standardization.

7

   
 

Peripheral qualifier
RMB Device-type modifier

ISO version ECMA version ANSI-approved version

AENC|TrmIOP Response data format

Table 45 - Standard INQUIRY data format

soeaeecnseeme ;

Peripheral device type

 

 

Additional length (n-4)

Reserved

 
Reserved

 

Vendor identification

Product identification

Product revision level 
Vendor-specific

Reserved
 
 

Vendor-specific parameters

Vendor-specific

The peripheralqualifier and peripheral device-typefields identify the device currently connected to the logicalunit.
Ifthe target is not capable of supporting a device onthis logicalunit, this field shall be set to 7Fh (peripheral qualifier
set to 011b and peripheral device type set to 1Fh). The peripheral qualifier is defined in table 46 and the peripheral
device type is defined in table 47.
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Table 46 - Peripheral qualifler

The specified peripheral device type is currently connected to
this logical unit. If the target cannot determine whether or
not a physical device is currently connected, it shall also use
this peripheral qualifier when returning the INQUIRY data.
This peripheral qualifier does not mean that the device is ready
for access by the initiator.

   

  
  
  

  
  The target is capable of supporting the specified peripheraldevice type on this logical unit; however, the physical device

is not currently connected to this logical unit.  
 

 Reserved 
  

 
The target is not capable of supporting a physical device on
this logical unit. For this peripheral qualifier the peripheral
device type shall be set to 1Fh to provide compatibility with
previous versions of SCSI. All other peripheral device type
values are reserved for this peripheral qualifier.

 

  
 Vendor-specific

Table 47 - Peripheral device type 

  [code|Description=Os—SSSCi‘

Direct-access device (e.g. magnetic disk)
Sequential-access device (e.g. magnetic tape)Printer device
Processor device

Write-once device (e.g. some optical disks)CD-ROM device
Scanner device

Optical memory device (e.g. some optical disks)
Medium changer device (e.g. jukeboxes)Communications device

Defined by ASC ITS (Graphic arts pre-press devices)Reserved
Unknown or no device type

 
  
  
  

  
  
   

A removable medium (RMB)bit of zero indicates that the medium is not removable. A RMBbit of oneindicates that
the medium is removable.

The device-type modifierfield was defined in SCSI-1 to permit vendor-specific qualification codes of the device type.
This field is retained for compatibility with SCSI-1. Targets that do not support this field should return a value ofzero.

The usage of non-zero code values in the iSO version and ECMAversion fields are defined by the International
Organization for Standardization and the European Computer Manufacturers Association, respectively. A zero code
value in these fields shail indicate that the target does not claim compliance to the ISO version of SCSI (ISO 9316)
or the ECMAversion of SCS} (ECMA-111). It is possible to claim compliance ta more than one of these SCSI
standards.

The ANSI-approvedversionfield indicates the implemented version of this standard andis definedin table 48.
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Table 48 - ANSI-approved version

[pescriptiones —“‘CSCsi*dCY—
The device might or might not comply to an ANSI-approved
standard.
The device complies to ANSI X3.131-1986 (SCSI-1}.
The device complies to this version of SCSI. This code is
reserved to designate this standard upon approval by ANSI.

  
  
  
  

 

The asynchronouseventnotification capability (AENC)bit indicates that the device supports the asynchronous event
notification capability as defined in 7.5.5.

a) Processor device-type definition: An AENC bit of one indicates that the processor device is capable of
accepting asynchronousevent notifications. An AENCbit of zero indicates that the processor device does not
support asynchronousevent notifications.

b) All other device-types: This bit is reserved.

A terminate |/O process (TrmlOP) bit of one indicates that the device supports the TERMINATE 1/O PROCESS
message as defined in 6.6.22. A value of zero indicates that the device does not support the TERMINATE 1/O
PROCESS message.

A response data format value of zero indicates the INQUIRY data formatis as specified in SCSi-1. A response data
format value of one indicates compatibility with some products that were designedprior to the developmentofthis
standard (i.e. CCS). A response data format value of two indicates that the data shall be in the format specified in
this standard. Response data format values greater than two are reserved.

The additionallength field shall specify the length in bytes of the parameters. Ifthe allocation length of the command
descriptor block is too smallto transferall of the parameters, the additional tength shall not be adjustedto reflect the
truncation.

A relative addressing (RelAdr) bit of one indicates that the device supports the relative addressing modeforthis
logical unit. If this bit is set to one,the linked command(Linked)bit shall also be set to one; since relative addressing
can only be used with linked commands. A RelAdr bit of zero indicates the device does not support relative
addressing forthis logical unit.

A wide bus 82 (Wbus32)bit of one indicates that the device supports 32-bit wide data transfers. A value of zero
indicates that the device does not support 32-bit wide data transfers.

A wide bus 16 (Wbus16)bit of one indicates that the device supports 16-bit wide data transfers. A value of zero
indicates that the device does not support 16-bit wide data transfers.

NOTE67If the values of both the Wbus16 and Wbus92bits are zero, the device only supports 8-bit wide data transfers.

A synchronoustransfer (Sync) bit of one indicates that the device supports synchronousdata transfer. A value of
zero indicates the device does not support synchronous data transfer.

A linked command(Linked) bit of one indicates that the device supports linked commandsfor this logical unit. A
value of zero indicates the device does not support linked commandsforthis logical unit.

A command queuing (CmdQue)bit of oneindicates that the device supports tagged command queuing forthis
logical unit. A value of zero indicates the device does not support tagged command queuing for this logical unit.

A soft reset (SftRe) bit of zero indicates that the device responds to the RESET condition with the hard RESET
alternative (see 6.2.2.1), A SitRebit of oneindicates that the device responds to the RESET condition with the soft
RESET alternative (see 6.2.2.2).
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ASCII data fields shall contain only graphic codes(i.e. code values 20h through 7Eh). Left-aligned fields shall place
any unused bytesat the end ofthefield (highest offset) and the unused bytes shail befilled with space characters
(20h). Right-aligned fields shail place any unused bytes atthestart of the field (lowest offset) and the unused bytes
shail befilled with space characters (20h).

The vendoridentification field contains eight bytes of ASCII data identifying the vendorof the product. The data shall
be left aligned within this field.

NOTE68It is intended that this field provide a unique vendoridentification of the manufacturer of the SCSI device. Inthe
absenceof a formal registration procedure, X3T10 maintainsalist of vendor identification codes in use. Vendors are
requested to voluntarily submit their identification codes to X3T10 to prevent duplication of codes (see annex E).

The productidentification field contains sixteen bytes of ASCII data as defined by the vendor. The data shall be left-
aligned within this field.

The productrevision levelfield contains four bytes of ASCI! data as defined by the vendor. The data shail be left-
aligned within this field.

8.2.5.2 Vital product data

implementation of vital product data is optional. The information returned consists of configuration data (e.g. vendor
identification, product identification, model, serial number), manufacturing data (e.g. plant and date of manufacture),
field replaceable unit data and other vendor- or device-specific data.

The initiator requests the vital product data information by setting the EVPD bit to one and specifying the page code
of the desired vital product data (see 8.3.4). If the target does not implement the requested pageit shall return
CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The a sense keyshall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTand the additional sense codeshall
be set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

NOTES

69 The target should have the ability to execute the INQUIRY command even whena device error occurs that prohibits
normal command execution. In such a case, CHECK CONDITION status should be returned for commands other than
INQUIRY or REQUEST SENSE. The sense data returned may contain the field replaceable unit code. Thevital product
data should be obtained for the failing device using the INQUIRY command.
70 This standard defines a format that allows device-independent initiator software to display the vital product data returned
by the INQUIRY command. For example,theinitiator may display the data associated for the field replaceable unit returned
in the sense data, The contents of the data may be vendor-specific; therefore, it may not be usable without detailed
information about the device.

71 This standard does not define the location or method of storing the vital product data. Theretrieval of the data may
require completionofinitialization operations within the device that may induce delays before the data is available to the
initiator, Time-critical requirements are an implementation consideration and are not addressedin this standard.
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8.2.6 LOG SELECT command

The LOG SELECT command(see table 49) provides a meansfor the initiator to managestatistical information
maintained by the device about the deviceorits logical units, Targets that implement the LOG SELECT command
shall aiso implement the LOG SENSE command. Structuresin the form of log parameters within log pages are
defined as a way to managethe log data. The LOG SELECT commandprovides for sending zero or more log pages
during a DATA OUT phase. This standard defines the format of the log pages, but does not define the exact
conditions and events that are logged.

Table 49 - LOG SELECT command

agical unit number

PC Reserved

Reserved

Parameter list length

 
 

 
Control

A parameter codereset (PCR)bit of one and a parameterlist length of zera shall cause all implemented parameters
to be set to the target-defined default values (e.g. zero), If the PCR bit is one and the parameterlist length is greater
than zero, the commandis terminated with CHECK CONDITION status. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL
REQUESTandthe additional sense codeshail be set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB. A PCRbit of zero specifies that the
log parameters shali not be reset.

Asave parameters (SP)bit of one indicates that after performing the specified LOG SELECToperation the target shall
save to non-volatile memory all parameters identified as savable by the DSbit in the log page (see 8.3.2). A SP bit
of zero specifies that parameters shall not be saved.

Saving of jog parameters is optional and indicated for each log parameter by the DS bit in the page. Log parameters
may be saved at vendor-specific times subject to the TSDbit (see 8.3.2) in the log parameter. If the target does not
implement saved parameters for any log parameter and the SPbit is set to one, the commandshall be terminated
with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sensekey shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST,and the additional sense code
set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

{t is not an error to set the SP bit to one and to set the DSbit of a jog parameter to one. In this case, the parameter
value for that log parameteris not saved.

The page control (PC)field defines the type of parameter values to be selected. The page controlfield is defined
in table 50.
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Table 50 - Page controlfield

LOG SELECT parameter values LOG SENSE parameter values

00b Current threshold values Threshold values
Current cumulative values Cumulative values
Default threshold values Default threshold values
Default cumulative values Default cumulative values

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
  

The current cumulative values may be updated bythetarget or bythe initiator using the LOG SELECT commandto
reflect the cumulative numberof events experienced bythe target. Fields in the parameter control byte (8.3.2) of each
log parameter control the updating and saving of the current cumulative parameters.

Thetarget shall set the current threshold parameters to the default threshold values in response to a LOG SELECT
commandwith the PC field set to 10b and the parameterlist length field set to zero.

Thetarget shall set all cumulative parameters to their default values in response to a LOG SELECT commandwith
the PC field set to 11b and the parameterlist length field set to zero.

The current threshold value can only be modified by the initiator via the LOG SELECT command. If the initiator
attempts to change current threshold values that are not available or not implemented for that log parameter, then
the target shall terminate the LOG SELECT command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, the sense key set to ILLEGAL
REQUEST, and the additional sense code set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST. The saving of current
threshold parameters and the criteria for the current threshold being met are controlled by bits in the parameter
control byte (8.3.2).

NOTE72 Pagesor log parameters that are not available may become available at somelater time (e.g. after the device
has becomeready).

The parameterlist length field specifies the length in bytes of the parameterlist that shall be transferred from the
initiator to the target during the DATA OUT phase. A parameterlist length of zero indicates that no pagesshall be
transferred. This condition shail not be considered an error. [f the initiator sends page codes or parameter codes
within the parameterlist that are reserved or not implemented by the target, the target shall terminate the LOG
SELECT command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTand the
additional sense code set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

Ifa parameterlist length results in the truncation of any log parameter, the target shall terminate the command with
CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code set
to INVALID FIELD iN CDB.

The initiator should send pagesin ascending order by page codevalue if multiple pages are sent during a DATAOUT
phase. If multiple log parameters within a page are sent during the DATA OUT phase, they should be sentin
ascending order by parameter code value. The target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatusif the initiator sends
pages out of order or parameter codes out of order. The sense key shail be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe
additional sense code set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

NOTE73 initiators should issue LOG SENSE commandsprior to issuing LOG SELECT commandsto determine supported
pages and pagelengths.

The target may provide independentsets of log parameters for each logical unit or for each combination of logicai
units andinitiators. If the target does not support independentsets of log parameters and any log parameters are
changedthataffect otherinitiators, then the target shall generate a unit attention condition forall initiators except the
one that issued the LOG SELECT command(see 7.9). This unit attention condition is returned with en additiona!
sense code of LOG PARAMETERS CHANGED.
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If the initiator sends a log parameterthat is not supported by the target, the target shall terminate the command with
CHECK CONDITIONstatus, set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUEST,and set the additional sense code to INVALID
FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

8.2.7 LOG SENSE command

The LOG SENSE command (see table 51) provides a meansfor the initiator to retrieve statistical information
maintained by the device about the device orits logical units. !tis a complementary command to the LOG SELECT
command.

Table 51 - LOG SENSEEcommand
aytea
See arae
Ee

 

   
  

   
 

  

Ee
ce[
Ps sa

Parameter pointer
}s|(L88)

Allocation length
| us)
2LeneCC“‘“CSCSCSC‘*”d

The parameter pointer control (PPC) bit controls the type of parameters requested from the target:
a) APPCbit of oneindicates that the target shall return a log page with parameter code values that have changed

since the last LOG SELECT or LOG SENSE command. Thetarget shall return only those parameter codes
following the parameterpointerfield.

b) A PPC bit of zero indicates that the log parameter requested from the target shall begin with the parameter
codespecified in the parameterpointerfield and return the numberof bytes specified by the allocation length
field in ascending order of parameter codes from the specified jog page. A PPC bit of zero and a parameter
pointerfield of zero shall causeall available log parameters for the specified log page to be returned to the
initiator subject to the specified allocation length.

 

Saving parametersis an optional function of the LOG SENSE command.ifthe target does not implement saving log
parameters andif the save parameters (SP)bit is one, then the target shall return CHECK GONDITIONstatus, set the
sense key to ILLEGAL REQUEST,and set the additional sense code to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

An SPbit of zero indicates the target shall perform the specified LOG SENSE command and shall not save any log
parameters. If saving log parameters is implemented, an SP bit of one indicates that the target shall perform the
specified LOG SENSE command and shail saveall log parametersidentified as savable by the DSbit (8.3.2) to a non-
volatile, vendor-specific jocation.

The page control (PC) field defines the type of parameter values to be selected (see 8.2.6 for the definition of the
page controlfield). The parameter values returned by a LOG SENSE commandare determined as follows:

a) The specified parameter valuesat the last update (in response to a LOG SELECT or LOG SENSE command
or done automatically by the target for cumulative values).

b) The saved values, if an update has not occurred since the last power-on, hard RESET condition, or BUS
DEVICE RESET message and saved parameters are implemented.
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c) The default values,if an update has not occurredsince the last power-on, hard RESET condition, or BUS
DEVICE RESET message and saved values are not available or not implemented.

The page codefield identifies which page of data is being requested (see 8.3.2). If the page codeis reserved or not
implemented, the target shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense keyshail be set
to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith the additional sense code set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

The parameterpointerfield allows the initiator to request parameter data beginning from a specific parameter code
to the maximum allocation length or the maximum parameter code supported by the target, whicheveris less. If the
value of the parameterpointerfield is larger than the largest available parameter codethat can be returned by the
target on the specified page, the target shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, The sense
key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTand the additional sense code shall be set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

Log parameters within the specified log pageshall be transferred in ascending order according to parameter code.

B.2.8 MODE SELECT(6) command

The MODE SELECT(6) command(see table 52) provides a meansfortheinitiator to specify medium, logicalunit, or
peripheral device parameters to the target. Targets that implement the MODE SELECT commandshall also
implement the MODE SENSE command.Initiators should issue MODE SENSEprior to each MODE SELECTto
determine supported pages, page lengths, and other parameters.

Table 52 - MODE SELECT(6) command

“Bitl 7 1
Byte

Operation code (15h)

[macewienme[ene

a

a

If a target supports saved pages, it may save only one copy of the pagefor each logical unit and haveit applyto all
initiators, or it may save separate copies for eachinitiator for each logical unit. If separate copies are saved, the
target shall maintain separate current values for each |_T_L nexus. Pages that are commonto all initiators are not
required to have multiple copies.

  
  
  

  

 
 

\f an initiator sends a MODE SELECT commandthat changes any parameters applying to otherinitiators, the target
shall generate a unit attention conditionforall initiators except the one that issued the MODE SELECT command(see
7.9). The target shall set the additional sense code to MODE PARAMETERS CHANGED.

The target may provide for independent sets of parameters for each attached logical unit or for each combination of
logical unit andinitiator. if independent sets of parameters are implemented, and a third party reservation is
requested, the target transfers the set of parameters in effect for the initiator of the RESERVE commandto the
parameters used for commandsfrom the third party device (see 9.2.12.3 and 10.2.10.1).

A page format (PF) bit of zero indicates that the MODE SELECT parameters are as specified in SCSI-1, (i.e. all
parameters after the block descriptors are vendor-specific). A PF bit of one indicates that the MODE SELECT
parameters following the header and block descriptor(s) are structured as pages of related parameters and are as
specified in this standard.
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Asave pages(SP)bit of zero indicates the target shall perform the specified MODE SELECToperation, and shall not
save any pages. An SPbit of one indicatesthat the target shall perform the specified MODE SELECToperation, and
shall save to a non-volatile vendor-specific location all the savable pages including any sent during the DATA OUT
phase. The SPbit is optional, even when mode pages are supported by the target. Pages that are saved are
identified by the parameter savable bit that is returned in the page header by the MODE SENSE command (see
8.3.3). If the PS bit is set in the MODE SENSEdata then the pageshall be savable by issuing a MODE SELECT
command with the SP bit set. If the target does not implement saved pages and the SPbit is set to one, the
commandshall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST,
and the additional sense code set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

The parameterlist length field specifies the length in bytes of the mode parameterlist that shall be transferred from
the initiator to the target during the DATA OUT phase. A parameterlist length of zero indicates that no data shall be
transferred. This condition shall not be considered as an error.

The target shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatusif the parameterlist length results in the
truncation of any mode parameter header, mode parameterblock descriptor(s), or mode page. The sense key shall
be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST,and the additional sense code shall be set to PARAMETER LIST LENGTH ERROR.

The mode parameterlist for the MODE SELECT and MODE SENSE commandsis defined in 8.3.3. Parts of each
mode parameterlist are uniquely defined for each device-type.

The target shall terminate the MODE SELECT command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, set the sense key to
ILLEGAL REQUEST, set the additional sense code to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST, and_shail not change
any mode parameters for the following conditions:

a) If the initiator sets any field that is reported as not changeable bythe target to a value other than its current
value.

b) If the initiator sets any field in the mode parameter headeror block descriptor(s) to an unsupported value.
c) If an initiator sends a mode pagewith a page length not equal to the page length returned by the MODE

SENSE commandfor that page.
d) Ifthe initiator sends a unsupported value for a mode parameter and roundingis not implementedfor that mode

parameter.
e) If the initiator sets any reservedfield in the mode parameterlist to a non-zero value.

If the initiator sends a value for a mode parameterthat is outside the range supported by the target and rounding
is implemented for that mode parameter, the target may either:

a) round the parameter to an acceptable value and terminate the command as described in 7.5.4;
b) terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, the sense key set to ILLEGAL REQUEST,andsetthe

additional sense code to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

A target may alter any mode parameter in any mode page (even those reported as non-changeable) as a result of
changes to other mode parameters.

The target validates the non-changeable mode parameters against the current values that existed for those mode
parameters prior to the MODE SELECT command.

NOTE 74If the current values calculated by the target affect the initiator's operation, the initiator should issue a MODE
SENSE commandafter each MODE SELECT command.
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8.2.9 MODE SELECT(10) command

The MODE SELECT(10) command(see table 53) provides a meansfortheinitiator to specify medium, logical unit
or peripheral device parameters to the target. See the MODE SELECT(6) command(8.2.8) for a description of th:
fields in this command. tnitiators should issue MODE SENSEprior to each MODE SELECTto determine supportec
mode pages, mode pagelengths, and other parameters.

Table 53 - MODE SELECT(10) command

Operation code (55h )

a

Reserved .

i

Parameter list length
  

Targets that implement the MODE SELECT(10) commandshail also implement the MODE SENSE(10) command.

8.2.10 MODE SENSE(6) command

The MODE SENSE(6) command(see table 54) provides a meansfor a target to report parameters to the initiator
It is a complementary command to the MODE SELECT(6) command.

Table 54 - MODE SENSE(8) command

 
 

  

 
 

  

 

 2p|Paeewe i

a
[4|Allocation length

 

A disable block descriptors (DBD)bit of zero indicates that the target may return zero or more block descriptors in
the returned MODE SENSEdata (see 8,3,3), at the target's discretion. ADBD bit of one specifies that the target shal:
not return any block descriptors in the returned MODE SENSEdata.

The page control (PC) field defines the type of mode parameter values to be returned in the mode pages. The page
controlfield is defined in table 55.
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Table 55 - Page control field

00b Current values
Changeable values
Default values
Saved values

 

  
  

  

NOTE 75 The pagecontrolfield only affects the made parameters within the mode pages, howeverthe PS bit, page code
and page length fields should return current values since they have no meaning when used with other types. The mode
parameter header and mode parameterblock descriptor should return current values.

The page code specifies which mode page(s) to return. Mode page code usageis defined in table 56.

Table 56 - Mode page code usagefor ail devices
  

 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
Vendor-specific (does not require page format)
See specific device-types
Vendor-specific (page format required)
Return all mode pages

 
  

 

An initiator may request any oneorall of the supported mode pagesfrom a target. If an initiator issues a MODE
SENSE command with a page code value not implementedbythe target, the target shall return CHECK CONDITION
status and shall set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

A page codeof SFh indicates that all mode pages implemented by the target shall be returnedto theinitiator. Ifthe
mode parameterlist exceeds 256 bytes for a MODE SENSE(6) commandor 65 536 bytes for a MODE SENSE(10)
command, the target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST
and the additional sense cade set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

Mode pageOOh,if implemented, shall be returnedafter all other mode pages.

NOTES

76 Mode pages should bereturned in ascending page code order except for mode page Oh.
77 If the PC field and the page codefield are both setto zero the target should return a mode parameter header and block
descriptor (if applicable). This provides for compatibility with existing SCSI-1 initiators.

The mode parameterlist for all device types for MODE SELECT and MODESENSEis defined in 8.3.3. Parts of the
mode parameterlist are specifically defined for each device type. See subclausethreeof each peripheral device type
for further information.

8.2.10.1 Current values

APCfield value of Oh requests that the target return the current values of the mode parameters. The current values
returned are:

a) the current values of the made parameters established by last successful MODE SELECT command;
b) the saved valuesof the mode parameters ifa MODE SELECT commandhasnot successfully completed since

the last power-on, hard RESET condition, or BUS DEVICE RESET message;
c) the default values of the mode parameters, if saved values, are not available or not supported.
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8.2.10.2 Changeable values

APCfield value of 1h requests that the target return a mask denoting those mode parameters that are changeable
in the mask,the fields of the mode parameters that are changeable shail be set to all one bits and the fields of the
mode parameters that are non-changeable(i.e. defined by the target) shall be set to all zero bits.

NOTES

78 An attempt to change a non-changeable mode parameter (via MODE SELECT) results in an error condition (see 8.2.8).
79 Theinitiator should issue a MODE SENSE commandwith the PCfield set to 1h and the page codefield set to SFh to
determine which mode pages are supported, which mode parameters within the mode pages are changeable, and the
supported length of each mode pageprior to issuing any MODE SELECT commands.

8.2.10.3 Default values

A PCfield value of 2h requests that the target return the default values of the mode parameters, Parameters not!
supported by the target shall be set to zero. Default values are accessible even if the device is not ready.

8.2.10.4 Saved values

APCfield value of 3h requests that the target return the saved values of the mode parameters. Implementation oi
saved page parameters is optional. Mode parameters not supported by the target shall be set to zero, If saved
values are not implemented, the commandshall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, the sense key set
to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code set to SAVING PARAMETERS NOT SUPPORTED.

NOTE 80 The method of saving parameters is vendor-specific. The parameters are preserved in such a mannerthat they
are retained when the target is powered down, All savable pages can be considered saved when a MODE SELECT
command issued with the SP bit set to one has returned a GOODstatus or after the successful completion of a FORMAT
UNIT command.

8.2.10.5 Initial responses

After a power-up condition or hard reset condition, the target shall respondin the following manner:
a) If default values are requested, report the default values.
b) If saved values are requested, report valid restored mode parameters, or restore the mode parameters and

report them. If the saved values of the mode parameters are not able to be accessed from the non-volatile
vendor-specific location, terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and set the sense key set
to NOT READY. If saved parameters are not implemented respond as defined in 8.2.10.4.

c) If current values are requested and the current values of the mode parameters have not been sent by the
initiator (via a MODE SELECT command), the target may return either the default or saved values, as defined
above, [f current values have been sent, the current values shall be reported.
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8.2.11 MODE SENSE(10) command

The MODE SENSE(10) command(see table 57) provides a meansfor a target to report parameters to the initiator.
It is a complementary command to the MODE SELECT(10) command. If the MODE SELECT(10) commandis
implemented the MODE SENSE(10) commandshall be implemented. See the MODE SENSE(6) commandfor a
description of the fields in this command.

Table 57 - MODE SENSE(10) command

 
 

 

 
 Operation code (5Ah)

a  
  

  
Reserved3

Reserved

Ee

[7|7 (MSB)
Allocation length

on 0

 
 

 

8.2.12 READ BUFFER command

The READ BUFFER command(see table 58) is used in conjunction with the WRITE BUFFER command as a
diagnostic function for testing target memory and the SCSIbusintegrity. This command shall not alter the medium.

Table 58 - READ BUFFER command

 

Buffer offset

Allocation length  
The function of this command and the meaningoffields within the command descriptor block depend on the contents
of the modefield. The madefield is defined in table 59.
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Table 59 - READ BUFFER modefield 

 
 
 

  

  
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Combined header and data Optional
Vendor-specific Vendor- specific
Data Optional
Descriptor Optional
Reserved Reserved
Reserved Reserved
Reserved Reserved
  Reserved

  

NOTE 81 Modes 000b and 001b are included for compatibility with products that were designedprior to the gen-
eration of this standard. Some products that were designed prior te the generation of this standard restrict the
available length to 65 535 bytes.

8.2.12.1 Combined header and data mode (G00b)

In this mode, a four-byte header followed by data bytes is returned to the initiator during the DATAIN phase. The
buffer ID and the buffer offset fields are reserved.

The four-byte READ BUFFER header(see table 60) is followed by data bytes from the target's data buffer.

Table 60 - READ BUFFER header

ls]7|7fefefefefeft|f°|Byte Sarre errntarrepnterarwrenrierrnw mere someon ms crrecramreaanerTR
Reserved

(MSB)
Buffer capacity

The buffer capacity field specifies the total numberof data bytes available in the target’s data buffer. This number
is not reducedto reflect the allocation length; noris it reduced to reflect the actual numberof bytes written using
the WRITE BUFFER command. Following the READ BUFFER header, the target shall transfer data from its data
buffer. The target terminates the DATA IN phase whenallocation length bytes of header plus data have been
transferred or whenall available header and buffer data have been transferred to the initiator, whicheveris less.

  
 

B.2.12.2 Vendor-specific mode (001b)

In this mode, the meanings of the buffer ID, buffer offset, and allocation length fields are not specified by this
standard.

8.2.12.3 Data mode (010b)

In this mode, the DATAIN phasecontains buffer data. The bufferID field identifies a specific buffer within the target
from which data shall be transferred. The vendorassigns buffer ID codesto buffers within the target. Buffer ID zero
shail be supported. If more than one buffer is supported, additional buffer ID codes shall be assigned contiguously,
beginning with one, Buffer ID code assignments for the READ BUFFER commandshall be the sameas for the WRITE
BUFFER command.If an unsupported buffer iD code is selected, the target shall retum CHECK CONDITIONstatus,
shall set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUEST,andset the additional sense code to ILLEGAL FIELD IN CDB. The
target terminates the DATA IN phase whenallocation length bytes have been transferred or whenall the available
data from the buffer has been transferred to the initiator, whichever amountis less.

The buffer offset field contains the byte offset within the specified buffer from which data shall be transferred from.
The initiator should conform to the offset boundary requirements returned in the READ BUFFER descriptor (see
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8.2.12.4). If the target is unable to acceptthe specified bufferoffset,it shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus, shall
set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUEST,and set the additional sense codeto ILLEGAL FIELD IN CDB.

8.2.12.4 Descriptor mode (011b)

in this mode, a maximum of four bytes of READ BUFFER descriptorinformation is returned. The target shall return
the descriptor information for the buffer specified by the buffer ID (see the description of the buffer ID in 8.2.12.3).
If there is no buffer associated with the specified buffer ID, the target shall return ail zeros in the READ BUFFER
descriptor. The buffer offset field is reserved in this mode, The allocation length should be set to four or greater.
Thetarget shall transfer the lesser of the allocation length or four bytes of READ BUFFER descriptor. The READ
BUFFERdescriptor is defined as shown in table 61.

Table 61 - READ BUFFERdescriptor

  
 

Theoffset boundary field returns the boundary alignmentwithin the selected buffer for subsequent WRITE BUFFER
and READ BUFFER commands. The value contained in the offset boundary field shall be interpreted as a powerof
two,

The value containedin the buffer offset field of subsequent WRITE BUFFER and READ BUFFER commandsshould
be a multiple of 2°Mset boundary as shown in table 62.

Table 62 - Buffer offset boundary 

boundary, 2**O0ffset boundary Buffer offsets  
  

 

 
 

a**o = 1 Byte boundaries
a**1 = 2 Even-byte boundaries
ax*2 = 4 Four-byte boundaries
a**3 = 8 Eight-byte boundaries
2**4 = 16  16-byte boundaries

  Not applicable 0 is the only supported buffer offset.      

The buffer capacity field shall return the size of the selected buffer in bytes.

NOTE 82 In a multi-tasking system, a buffer may be altered between the WRITE BUFFER and READ BUFFER commands
by another task, Buffer testing applications may wish to ensure that only a single task is active. Use of reservations (to
all logical units on the device) or linked cammands mayalso be helpful in avoiding buffer alteration between these two
commands.
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8.2.13 RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command

The RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command(see table 63) requests analysis data be sentto the initiator afte
completion of a SEND DIAGNOSTIC command(see 8,2,15). If the target supports the optional page format, the page
codefield sent in the previous SEND DIAGNOSTIC command specifies the format of the returned data.

Table 63 - RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command 

 

Operation code (1Ch)

2|Reserved
[ose

Allocation length
cm (se)
a2

 
NOTES

83 To ensure that the diagnostic command information is not destroyed by a command sent from anotherinitiater, either
the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command should either be linked to the RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS cammandor thelogical
unit should be reserved.

84 Although diagnostic software is generally device-specific, this command and the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command provide
a meanstoisolate the operating system software from the device-specific diagnostic software, Hence, the operating system
can remain device-independent. This also allows diagnostic software to be transferred more easily to other operating
systems.

See 8.3.1 for RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS pageformat definitions.

8.2.14 REQUEST SENSE command

The REQUEST SENSE command(see table 64) requests that the target transfer sense data to theinitiator.

Table 64 - REQUEST SENSE command

 
 
 

 

 
 

Operation code (03h)

a
3|Reserved
4|Allocation length
Fe

 
 
 

    
The sense data:

a) shall be available if a contingent allegiance condition exists for the |_T_x nexus;
b) shail be availableif other information (e.g. medium position) is available in anyfield;
c) may be available if an unexpected disconnect occurred.
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if the target has no other sensedataavailable to return, it shall return a sense key of NO SENSEandan additional
sense code of NO ADDITIONAL SENSE INFORMATION.

The sense data shall be preservedbythetarget fo the initiator until retrieved by a REQUEST SENSE commandor
until the receipt of any otherI/O processfor the same |_T_x nexus. Sensedata shall be cleared upon receipt of any
subsequent I/O process (including REQUEST SENSE)to the same|_T_x nexus.

NOTE 85 Sometarget implementations do not update sense data except on commandsthat return CHECK CONDITION
or COMMAND TERMINATEDstatus. Thus whenpolling for a logical unit to becomeready,the initiator should issue TEST
UNIT READY commandsuntil GOODstatusis returned. If desired, the initiator may issue REQUEST SENSE commands
aiter the TEST UNIT READY commandsthat return CHECK CONDITION or COMMAND TERMINATEDstatus to obtain the
sense data.

The target shall return CHECK CONDITION status for a REQUEST SENSE commandonly to report exception
conditions specific to the commanditself. For example:

a) A non-zero reservedbit is detected in the command descriptor block;
b) An unrecovered parity error is detected on the data bus;
c) A target malfunction prevents return of the sense data.

ifa recovered error occurs during the execution of the REQUEST SENSE command,the target shall return the sense
data with GOODstatus, Ifa target returns CHECK CONDITIONstatus for a REQUEST SENSE command,the sense
data may be invalid.

NOTE 86 The sense data appropriate to the selection of an invalid logical unit is defined in 7.5.3.

Targets shail be capable of returning eighteen bytes of data in response to a REQUEST SENSE command.If the
allocation length is eighteen or greater, and a target returns less than eighteen bytes of data, the initiator should
assumethat the bytes not transferred would have been zeros had the target returned those bytes. Initiators can
determine how much sense data has been returned by examiningthe allocation length parameter in the command
descriptor block and the additional sense length in the sense data. Targets shall not adjust the additional sense
length to reflect truncation if the allocation length is less than the sense data available,

The sense data format for error codes 70h (current errors) and 71h (deferred errors) are defined in table 65. Error
code values of 72h to 7Eh are reserved, Error code 7Fhis for a vendor-specific sense data format. Targets shall
implement error code 70h; implementation of error code 71h is optional. Error code values of OCh to 6Fh are not
defined by this standard and their use is not recommended.
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Table 65 - Error codes 70h and 71h sense data format

Segment number

3 (MSB)
Information

6

7 Additional sense length (n-7)

8 (MSB) ;
- Command-specific information

1 (LSB)|

15 SKSV

 
Sense-key specific17

Additional sense bytes

 
 

 
A valid bit of zero indicates that the inforrnation field is not as defined in this standard. A valid bit of one indicates

the information field contains valid information as defined in this standard. Targets shall impiernent the valid bit.

The segment numberfield contains the numbercf the current segment descriptorif the REQUEST SENSE command
is in response to a COPY, COMPARE, or COPY AND VERIFY command. Up to 256 segments are supported,
beginning with segment zero.

The filemark bit is mandatory for sequential-access devices, and this bit is reserved for all other device types. A
filemark bit of one indicates that the current commandhasread a filemark or setmark. The additional sense code

field may be used to indicate whether a filemark or setmark was read. Reporting of setmarks is optional and
indicated by the Rsmkbit for sequential-access devices in the configuration parameters page (see 10.3.3.1).

The end-of-medium (EQOM)bit is mandatory for sequential-access and printer devices, and this bit is reservedfor all
other device types. An EOM bit of one indicates that an end-of-medium condition (end-of-partition, beginning-of-
partition, out-of-paper, etc.) exists. For sequential-access devices,this bit indicatesthat the unit is at or past the early-
warningif the direction was forward, or that the command could not be completed because beginning-of-partition
was encounteredif the direction was reverse.

An incorrect length indicator (ILI) bit of one usually indicates that the requested logical block length did not match
the logical block length of the data on the medium.

The sense key, additional sense code and additional sense code qualifier provide a hierarchy of information. The
intention of the hierarchy is to provide a top-down approachfor an initiator to determine information relating to the
error and exception conditions. The sense key provides generic categories in which error and exception conditions
can be reported. Initiators would typically use sense keys for high level error recovery procedures. Additional sense
codes provide further detail describing the sense key. Additional sense code qualifiers add further detail to the
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additional sense code. The additional sense code and additional sense code qualifier can be used byinitiators where
sophisticated error recovery procedures require detailed information describing the error and exception conditions.

The sensekeyfield is mandatory and indicates generic information describing an error or exception condition. The
sensekeys are defined in 8.2.14.3.

The contents ofthe informationfield is device-type or command specific and is defined within the appropriate clause
for the device type or commandof interest. Targets shall implementthe informationfield. Unless specified otherwise,
this field contains:

a) the unsigned logical block address associated with the sense key,for direct-access devices (device type 0),
write-once devices (device type 4), CD-ROM devices (device type 5), and optical memory devices (device type
7).
the difference (residue) of the requested length minusthe actual length in either bytes or blocks, as determined
by the command, for sequential-access devices (device type 1), printer devices (device type 2), processor
devices (device type 3) and some direct access device commands,exceptas defined for d) below. (Negative
values are indicated by two’s compiementnotation.)

c) the difference (residue) of the requested numberof blocks minus the actual number of blocks copied or
compared for the current segment descriptor of a COPY, COMPARE, or COPY AND VERIFY command.

d) For sequential-access devices operating in buffered modes 1h or 2h that detect an unrecoverable write error
when unwritten data blocks, filemarks, or setmarks remain in the buffer, the value of the information field for
all commandsshall be:

1) the total numberof data blocks,filemarks, and setmarks in the buffer if the deviceis in fixed block mode
(block length field of the MODE SENSE block descriptor is non-zero and the fixed bit of the WRITE
commandis one).

2) the numberof bytesin the buffer, including filemarks and setmarks, if the device is in variable mode(the
fixed bit of the WRITE commandis Zero).

ST —

The additional sense length field indicates the numberof additional sense bytesto follow. If the allocation length of
the commanddescriptor btock is too small to transfer all of the additional sense bytes, the additional sense length
is not adjusted to reflect the truncation.

The command-specific information field contains information that depends on the command that was executed.
Further meaningforthis field is defined within the command description. The command-specific informationfield is
mandatory if the target supports any of the following commands: COPY, COMPARE, COPY AND VERIFY, SEARCH
DATA, and REASSIGN BLOCKS.

The additional sense code (ASC)field indicates further information related to the error or exception condition reported
in the sense key field. Targets shall support the additional sense code field. Support of the additional sense codes
not explicitly required by this standard is optional. A list of additional sense codesis in 8.2.14.3, If the target does
not have further information related to the error or exception condition, the additional sense codeis set to NO
ADDITIONAL SENSE INFORMATION.

The additional sense code qualifier (ASCQ) indicates detailed information related to the additional sense code. The
additional sense code qualifier is optional. If the error or exception condition is reportable by the device, the value
returned shall be as specified in 8.2.14.3. If the target does not have detailed information related to the error or
exception condition, the additional sense code qualifier is set to zero,

Non-zero values in the field replaceable unit codefield are used to define a device-specific mechanism orunit that
has failed. A valueof zeroin this field shall indicate that no specific mechanism or unit has been identified to have
failed or that the data is not available. The field replaceable unit codefield is optional. The format of this information
is not specified by this standard. Additional information aboutthefield replaceable unit may be availablein the ASCII
information page (see 8.3.4.2), if supported by the target.

The sense-key specific bytes are described in 8.2.14.1, below.
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The additional sense bytes field may contain command specific data, peripheral device specific data, or vendor-
specific data that further defines the nature of the CHECK CONDITIONstatus.

8.2.14.1 Sense-key specific

The sense-key specific field as defined by this standard whenthe value of the sense-key specific valid (SKSV) bit is
one. The sense-key specific valid bit and sense-key specific field are optional. The definition of this field is
determined bythe value of the sensekeyfield. This field is reserved for sense keys not described below. An SKS\V
value of zero indicates that this field is not as defined by this standard.

if the sense key field is set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe SKSVbit is set to one, the sense-key specific field shali
be as defined as shown in table 66. The field pointer field indicates which illegal parameters in the command
descriptor block or the data parameters arein error.

Table 66 - Fleld pointer bytes

 
A commanddata (C/D) bit of one indicates that the illegal parameteris in the command descriptor block. A C/D bit
of zero indicatesthat the illegal parameteris in the data parameters sent by the initiator during the DATA OUTphase.

A bit pointer valid (BPV) bit of zero indicates that the valuein the bit pointer field is not valid. A BPV bit of one
indicates that the bit pointer field specifies which bit of the byte designated by the field pointerfield is in error, When
a multiple-bit field is in error, the bit pointer field shall point to the most-significant (left-most) bit of the field.

The field pointer field indicates which byte of the command descriptor block or of the parameter data wasin error.
Bytes are numberedstarting from zero, as shown in the tables describing the commands and parameters. When
a multiple-byte field is in error, the pointer shall point to the most- significant (left-most) byte of the field.

NOTE87 Bytesidentified as being in error are not necessarily the place that has to be changed to correct the problem.

If the sense key is RECOVERED ERROR, HARDWARE ERROR or MEDIUM ERROR andif the SKSVbit is one, the
sense-key specific field shall be as shown in table 67.

Table 67 - Actual retry count bytes 

 

Reserved

Actual retry count 
 

The actual retry countfield returns implementation-specific information on the actual numberof retries of the recovery
algorithm used in attempting to recover an error or exception condition.

NOTE88This field should relate to the retry countfields within the error recovery page of the MODE SELECT command.
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If the sense key is NOT READYandthe SKSVbit is one, the sense-key specific field shail be as shown in table 68.
Thesefields only apply to the FORMAT UNIT commandwith the Immedbit set to one.

Table 68 - Format progress indication bytes

 
The progressindication field is a percent complete indication in which the retumed value is the numerator that has
65 536 (10000h)as its denominator. The progress indication shail based uponthetotal format operation including
any certification orinitialization operations.

NOTE89It is intended that the progress indication be time related. However, since format time varies with the number
of defects encountered, etc., it is reasonable for the target to assign values to various steps within the process, The
granularity of these steps should be small enough to provide reasonable assurancesto theinitiator that progress is being
made.

8.2.14.2 Deferred errors

Error code 70hindicates that the CHECK CONDITION or COMMAND TERMINATEDstatus returned is the result of
an error or exception condition on the I/O process that returned the CHECK CONDITION or COMMANDTERMINATED
status or an unexpected disconnect. This inciudes errors generated during execution of the commandbythe actual
execution process. It also includes errors not related to any commandthatare first observed during execution of a
command, Examplesof this latter type of error include disk serve-mechanism, off-track errors, and power-up test
errors.

Error code 71h (deferred error) indicates that the CHECK CONDITIONstatus returned is the result of an error or
exception condition that occurred during execution of a previous commandfor which GOODstatus has already been
returned. Such commands are associated with use of the immediate bit, with some forms of caching, and with
multiple command buffering. Targets that implement these features are required to implement deferred error
reporting.

The deferred errorindication may be sentat a time selected by the target through the asynchronouseventnotification
process (see 7.5.5) if AEN is supported by both theinitiator and target.

lf AEN is not supported, the deferred error may be indicated by returning CHECK CONDITION status to the
appropriateinitiator as described below. The subsequent execution of a REQUEST SENSE commandshallreturn
the deferred error sense information.

If an 1/O process terminates with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the subsequent sense data returns a deferred error
that I/O process shall not have been executed. After the target detects a deferred error condition on a logical unit,
it shall return a deferred error according to the rules described below:

a) Ifa deferred error can be recovered with no external system intervention, a deferred error indication shall not
be posted unless required by the error handling parameters of the MODE SELECT command.The occurrence
of the error may be logged if statistical or error logging is supported.

b) Ifa deferred error can be associated with a causinginitiator and with a particular function or a particular subset
of data, and theerroris either unrecovered or required to be reported by the mode parameters, a deferred
error indication shall be returned to the causinginitiator. If an initiator other than the causing initiator attempts
accessto the particular function or subset of data associated with the deferred error, a BUSY status shall be
returned to thatinitiator in response to the command attempting the access.
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NOTE 90 Notall devices may be sufficiently sophisticated to identify the function or data that failed. Those that cannot
should treat the error in the following manner.

c) If a deferred error cannot be associated with a causinginitiator or with a particular subset of data, a deferrec
error indication shail be returned on behalf of the failing logical unit to eachinitiator. If multiple deferred errors
have accumulated for someinitiators, only the last error shall be returned.
lf a deferred error cannot be associated with a particular logical unit, it shall be returned to the appropriate
initiator for all logical units supported by the target.
If a current command has not yet started executing, and a deferred error occurs, the command shall be
terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and deferred error information posted in the sense data. By
convention, the current commandis considered to have started executionifthe target has changed phasefrorr
the COMMANDphaseto the next normal phase of the command sequence. Ifa deferred error occurs while
a current commandis executing and the current command has beenaffected by the error, the command shal
be terminated by CHECK CONDITIONstatus and current error information shall be returned in the sense data
In this case,if the current error information does not adequately define the deferred error condition, a deferrec
error may be returnedafter the current error information has been recovered. If a deferred error occurs while
a current commandis executing and the current command completes successfully, the target may choosetc
return the deferred error information after the completion of the current command.

NOTE 91 Deferred errors may indicate that an operation was unsuccessful long after the command performing the data
transfer returned GOODstatus. [f data that cannot be replicated or recovered from other sourcesis being stored using
buffered write operations, synchronization commands should be performed beforethecritical data is destroyed in the host
initiator, This is necessary to be sure that recovery actions can be taken if deferred errors do occurin the storing of the
data. If AEN is not implemented, the synchronizing process should provide the necessary commandsto allow returning
CHECK CONDITIONstatus and subsequentreturning of deferred error senseinformation after all buffered operations are
guaranteed to be complete.
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8.2.14.3 Sense key and sense code definitions

The sense keys are defined in tables 69 and 70.

Table 69 - Sense key (Oh-7h) descriptions

 
Description

NO SENSE. Indicates that there is no specific sense key
information to be reported for the designated logical unit. This
would be the case for a successful command or a command that
received CHECK CONDITION or COMMAND TERMINATED status because one
of the filemark, EOM, or ILI bits is set to one.

RECOVERED ERROR. Indicates that the last command completed
successfully with some recovery action performed by the target.
Details may be determinable by examining the additional sense
bytes and the information field. When multiple recovered errors
occur during one command, the choice of which error to report
(first, last, most severe, etc.) is device specific.

NOT READY. Indicates that the logical unit addressed cannot be
accessed. Operator intervention may be required to correct this
condition.

MEDIUM ERROR, Indicates that the command terminated with a non-
recovered error condition that was probably caused by a flaw in
the medium or an error in the recorded data. This sense key may
also be returned if the target is unable to distinguish between a
flaw in the medium and a specific hardware failure (sense key 4h).

HARDWARE ERROR. Indicates that the target detected a non-
recoverable hardware failure (for example, controller failure,
device failure, parity error, etc.) while performing the command
or during a self test.

ILLEGAL REQUEST. Indicates that there was an illegal parameter in
the command descriptor block or in the additional parameters
supplied as data for some commands (FORMAT UNIT, SEARCH DATA,
etc.). If the target detects an invalid parameter in the command
descriptor block, then it shall terminate the command without
altering the medium. If the target detects an invalid parameter
in the additional parameters supplied as data, then the target may
have already altered the medium. This sense key may also indicate
that an invalid IDENTIFY message was received (6.6.7).

UNIT ATTENTION. Indicates that the removable medium may have been
changed or the target has been reset. See 7.9 for more detailed
information about the unit attention condition.

DATA PROTECT. Indicates that a command that reads or writes the
medium was attempted on a block that is protected from this
operation. The read or write operation is not performed.
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8h

Table 70 - Sense key (8h-Fh) descriptions

Description

BLANK CHECK. Indicates that a write-once device or a sequential-
access device encountered blank medium or format-defined end-of-
data indication while reading or a write-once device encountered a
non-blank medium while writing.

9h VENDOR-SPECIFIC. This sense key is available for reporting vendor
specific conditions.

  
   
  

 
 
   COPY ASOATED. Indicates a COPY, COMPARE, or COPY AND VERIFY

command was aborted due to an error condition on the source
device, the destination device, or both. (See 8.2.3.2 for
additional information about this sense key.)

Ah

  

   
  ABORTED COMMAND. Indicates that the target aborted the command.

The initiator may be able to recover by trying the command again.

  Ch EQUAL. Indicates a SEARCH DATA command has satisfied an equal
comparison.   
VOLUME OVERFLOW. Indicates that a buffered peripheral device has
reached the end-of-partition and data may remain in the buffer
that has not been written to the medium. A RECOVER BUFFERED DATA

pommand(s) may be issued to read the unwritten data from theuffer.

MISCOMPARE. Indicates that the source data did not match the data
read from the medium.

RESERVED.
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The additional sense codes and additional sense code qualifiers are defined in table 71.

Table 71 - ASC and ASCQassignments  

D - DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE
.T - SEQUENTIAL ACCESS DEVICE
. L - PRINTER DEVICE

P - PROCESSOR DEVICE
.W - WRITE ONCE READ MULTIPLE DEVICE

, ». R - READ ONLY (CD-ROM) DEVICE
. § + SCANNER DEVICE
. «0 - OPTICAL MEMORY DEVICE
. . M - MEDIA CHANGER DEVICE
» «© + COMMUNICATION DEVICE

ASC ASCQ DTLPWRSOMC DESCRIPTIONsameerenttteeeeeeerenererarerntnirenrarsirtstaetatnmtuenaueunnnnmermnenirintnntttttiRttARRAAT

13h OOh D W O ADDRESS MARK NOT FOUND FOR DATA FIELD
12h OOh D W O ADDRESS MARK NOT FOUND FOR ID FIELD

 
00h 11h R AUDIO PLAY OPERATION IN PROGRESS
00h 12h R AUDIO PLAY OPERATION PAUSED
00h 14h R AUDIO PLAY OPERATION STOPPED DUE TO EAROR
OOh i3h A AUDIO PLAY OPERATION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
OOh O4h_ T s BEGINNING-OF-PARTITION/MEDIUM DETECTED
14h O4h T BLOCK SEQUENCE ERROR
30h O2h OT WA O CANNOT READ MEDIUM - INCOMPATIBLE FORMAT
80h Oth DT WAO CANNOT READ MEDIUM - UNKNOWN FORMAT

 
§2h OOh T CARTRIDGE FAULT
3Fh O2h DTLPWASOMC CHANGED OPERATING DEFINITION
11h O6h WR O CIRC UNRECOVERED ERROR
30h O3h DT CLEANING CARTRIDGE INSTALLED
44h OOh DTLPWRSOMC COMMAND PHASE ERROR
2Ch OOh DOTLPWRSOMC COMMAND SEQUENCE ERROR
2Fh OOh DTLPWRSOMC COMMANDS CLEARED BY ANOTHER INITIATOR
2Bh OOh DTLPWRSO G COPY CANNOT EXECUTE SINCE HOST CANNOT DISCONNECT

 
4ih OOh ODO DATA PATH FAILURE (SHOULD USE 40 NN)
4Bh OOh ODTLPWRSOMC DATA PHASE ERROR
11h O7h w oO DATA RESYNCHRONIZATION ERROR
16h OOh D W O DATA SYNCHAONIZATION MARK ERROR
19h OOh OD 0 DEFECT LIST ERROR
19h O3h D 0 DEFECT LIST ERROR IN GROWN LIST
19h O2h D 0 DEFECT LIST ERROR IN PRIMARY LIST
19h Oth OD 0 DEFECT LIST NOT AVAILABLE
1Gh OOh D 0 DEFECT LIST NOT FOUND
32h Oih D W O DEFECT LIST UPDATE FAILURE40h NNh DTLPWRSOMC DIAGNOSTIC FAILURE ON COMPONENT NN (B0H- FFH)
63h Q0Oh R END OF USER AREA ENCOUNTERED ON THIS TRACK
00h OSh T s END-OF-DATA DETECTED
i4h O3h T END-OF-DATA NOT FOUND H
00h O2h T s END-OF-PARTITION/MEDIUM DETECTED |
51h OOh T oO ERASE FAILURE i
OAh OOh ODTLPWRSOMC ERROR LOG OVERFLOW
11n O2h DT WSO ERROR TOO LONG TO CORRECT  03h O2h=T EXCESSIVE WRITE ERRORS
3Bh 07h L FAILED TO SENSE BOTTOM-OF-FORM
3Bh O6h L FAILED TO SENSE TOP-OF-FORM
0OOh Oih T FILEMARK DETECTED
i4h 02h T FILEMARK OR SETMARK NOT FOUND
09h O2h WR O FOCUS SERVO FAILURE
31h Oth OL 0 FORMAT COMMAND FAILED
58h 00h 0 GENERATION DOES NOT EXIST |
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Table 71 (continued)

122

 
ASC ASCQ DTLPWRSOMG 

D 0
DTLPWRSOMC
D W O
D

A
M

DT WR OM
T

DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMG
DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC

s

DTLPWRSONC
DTLPWRSOMG
DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMG

WR O
s

DTLPWRSOM
DTLPWRSOM
DTLPWRSOM
DTL WRSOMC
DT WR OM
DTL WRSOMC
DTL WRSOMC
DTL_WRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC
DTL 0
OTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMG
DTLPWRSOMC
OTL WASOM

OTL WRSOW
DT W O
DTL WRSOM
DT WR OM

M
DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC
D W O
DT 0
DTL WRSOMC
DTL WRSOM
DT W SO
DTLPWRSOMC

A
D WO

T
D W O 

 

GROWN DEFECT LIST NOT FOUND
I/O PROCESS TERMINATED
ID CRC OR ECC ERROR

ILLEGAL FUNCTION (SHOULD USE 20 00, 24 00, OR 26 00)
ILLEGAL MODE FOR THIS TRACK
IMPORT OR EXPORT ELEMENT ACCESSED
INCOMPATIBLE MEDIUM INSTALLED
INCOMPLETE BLOCK READ
INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR MESSAGE RECEIVED
INQUIRY DATA HAS CHANGED
INTERNAL TARGET FAILURE
INVALID BITS IN IDENTIFY MESSAGE
INVALID GOMBINATION OF WINDOWS SPECIFIED
INVALID COMMAND OPERATION CODE
INVALID ELEMENT ADDRESS
INVALID FIELD IN cDB
INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETER LIST
INVALID MESSAGE ERROR
L-EC UNCORRECTABLE ERROR
LAMP FAILURE
LOG COUNTER AT MAXIMUM
LOG EXCEPTION
LOG LIST CODES EXHAUSTED
LOG PARAMETERS CHANGED
LOGICAL BLOCK ADDRESS OUT OF RANGE
LOGICAL UNIT COMMUNICATION FAILURE
LOGICAL UNIT COMMUNICATION PARITY ERROR
LOGICAL UNIT COMMUNICATION TIME-OUT
LOGICAL UNIT DOES NOT RESPOND TO SELECTION
LOGICAL UNIT FAILED SELF-CONFIGURATION
LOGICAL UNIT HAS NOT SELF-CONFIGURED YET
LOGICAL UNIT IS IN PROCESS OF BECOMING READY
LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY, CAUSE NOT REPORTABLE
LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY, FORMAT IN PROGRESS
LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY, INITIALIZING COMMAND REQUIRED
LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY, MANUAL INTERVENTION REQUIRED
LOGICAL UNIT NOT SUPPORTED
MECHANICAL POSITIONING ERROR
MEDIA LOAD OR EJECT FAILED
MEDIUM DESTINATION ELEMENT FULL
MEDIUM FORMAT CORRUPTED
MEDIUM NOT PRESENT
MEDIUM REMOVAL PREVENTED
MEDIUM SOURCE ELEMENT EMPTY
MESSAGE ERROR
MICROCODE HAS BEEN CHANGED
MISCOMPARE DURING VERIFY OPERATION
MISCORRECTED ERROR
MODE PARAMETERS CHANGED
MULTIPLE PERIPHERAL DEVICES SELECTED
MULTIPLE READ ERRORS
NO ADDITIONAL SENSE INFORMATION
NO CURRENT AUDIO STATUS TO RETURN
NO DEFECT SPARE LOCATION AVAILABLE
NO GAP FOUND
NO INDEX/SECTOR SIGNAL

REFERENCE POSITION FOUND
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Table 71 (continued)

ASC ASCQ

    

DTLPWRSOMC   

 
3Bh
1th

3Bh
36h

5Ch
39h
62h
47h
54h
45h

 
00h

 

D WR OM
T

DTLPWRSOMC
DT WR OM
DTLPWRSOM
OT W O
DT W O

s
DTLPWRSOMC

T
L

DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOMC
DTL WRSOMC
DTL W SO

T
S
S

OT WR O
DTLPWRSOMC
D
D 0
D
DTL WRSOM

S

L
DTL WRSOMC
D 0
DTL WRSOMC

S
DTLPWRSOMC

P
DTLPWRSOMC

  
NO SEEK COMPLETE
NO WRITE CURRENT
NOT READY TO READY TRANSITION, MEDIUM MAY HAVE CHANGED
OPERATOR MEDIUM REMOVAL REQUEST
OPERATOR REQUEST OR STATE CHANGE INPUT (UNSPECIFIED)
OPERATOR SELECTED WAITE PERMIT
OPERATOR SELECTED WRITE PROTECT
OUT OF FOCUS
OVERLAPPED COMMANDS ATTEMPTED
OVERWRITE ERROR ON UPDATE IN PLACE
PAPER JAM
PARAMETER LIST LENGTH ERROR
PARAMETER NOT SUPPORTED
PARAMETER VALUE INVALID
PARAMETERS CHANGED
PERIPHERAL DEVICE WRITE FAULT
POSITION ERROR RELATED TO TIMING
POSITION PAST BEGINNING OF MEDIUM
POSITION PAST END OF MEDTUM
POSITIONING ERROR DETECTED BY READ OF MEDIUM
POWER ON, RESET, OR BUS DEVICE RESET OCCURRED
POWER-ON OR SELF-TEST FAILURE (SHOULD USE 40 NN)
PRIMARY DEFECT LIST NOT FOUND
RAM FAILURE (SHOULD USE 40 NN)
RANDOM POSITIONING ERROR
READ PAST BEGINNING OF MEDIUM
READ PAST END OF MEDIUM
READ RETRIES EXHAUSTED
RECORD NOT FOUND
RECORDED ENTITY NOT FOUND
RECOVERED DATA - DATA AUTO-REALLOCATED
RECOVERED DATA - RECOMMEND REASSIGNMENT
RECOVERED DATA - RECOMMEND REWRITE
RECOVERED DATA USING PREVIOUS SECTOR ID
RECOVERED DATA WITH CIRC
RECOVERED DATA WITH ERROR CORRECTION & RETRIES APPLIED
RECOVERED DATA WITH ERROR CORRECTION APPLIED
RECOVERED DATA WITH L-EC
RECOVERED DATA WITH NEGATIVE HEAD OFFSET
RECOVERED DATA WITH NO ERROR CORRECTION APPLIED
RECOVERED DATA WITH POSITIVE HEAD OFFSET
RECOVERED DATA WITH RETRIES
RECOVERED DATA WITH RETRIES AND/OR CIRC APPLIED
RECOVERED DATA WITHOUT ECC ~- DATA AUTO-REALLOCATED
RECOVERED DATA WITHOUT ECC - RECOMMEND REASSIGNMENT
RECOVERED DATA WITHOUT ECC - RECOMMEND REWRITE
RECOVERED ID WITH ECC CORRECTION
REPOSITION ERROR
RIBBON, INK, OR TONER FAILURE
ROUNDED PARAMETER
RPL STATUS CHANGE
SAVING PARAMETERS NOT SUPPORTED
SCAN HEAD POSITIONING ERROR
SCSI PARITY ERROR
SCSI TO HOST SYSTEM INTERFACE FAILURE
SELECT OR RESELECT FAILURE
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Table 71

124

 
(concluded) 

ASC ASCQ

3Bh 00h
00h O3h
3Bh 04h
09h 03h
5Ch O2h
5Ch Oth
1Bh 00h
55h OOh
33h 00h
3Bh O3h
3Bh Oth
3Bh 02h
3Fh OOh
5Bh Oth
26h O3h
2Ch Oth
09h OOh
09h Oth
6ih Oth
57h 00h
53h Oth
1ih OOh
1ih 04h
11h OBh
11h OCh
46h 00h
59h 00h
61h 00h
50h 00h
50h Oth
oCh 00h
OCh 02h
OCh Oth
27h OOh

BO0h_ XXh
THROUGH
FFn XX

XXh_ 80h
THROUGH
XXh_-FFh

 

DTLPWRSOMC

TL
T

L
WR O

D 0
D 0
DTLPWRSOMG

P
T

L
T
T

DTLPWRSOMC
DTLPWRSOM
DTLPWRSOMC

Ss
DT WR O

WR O
s

R
T

DT WRSO
D W O
DB WO
D W O
DTLPWRSOMC

DESCRIPTION 

SEQUENTIAL POSITIONING ERROR
SETMARK DETECTED
SLEW FAILURE
SPINDLE SERVO FAILURE
SPINDLES NOT SYNCHRONIZED
SPINDLES SYNCHRONIZED
SYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER ERROR
SYSTEM RESOURCE FAILURE
TAPE LENGTH ERROA
TAPE OR ELECTRONIC VERTICAL FORMS UNIT NOT READY
TAPE POSITION ERROR AT BEGINNING-OF-MEDIUM
TAPE POSITION ERROR AT END-OF-MEDIUM
TARGET OPERATING CONDITIONS HAVE CHANGED
THRESHOLD CONDITION MET
THRESHOLD PARAMETERS NOT SUPPORTED
TOO MANY WINDOWS SPECIFIED
TRACK FOLLOWING ERROR
TRACKING SERVO FAILURE
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE VIDEO
UNABLE TO RECOVER TABLE-OF-CONTENTS
UNLOAD TAPE FAILURE
UNRECOVERED READ ERROR
UNRECOVERED READ EAROR - AUTO REALLOCATE FAILED
UNRECOVERED READ EAROR - RECOMMEND REASSIGNMENT
UNRECOVERED READ ERROR - RECOMMEND REWRITE THE DATA
UNSUCCESSFUL SOFT RESET
UPDATED BLOCK READ
VIDEO ACQUISITION ERROR
WRITE APPEND ERROR
WRITE APPEND POSITION ERROA
WRITE ERROR
WRITE ERROR - AUTO REALLOCATION FAILED
WRITE ERROR RECOVERED WITH AUTO REALLOCATION
WRITE PROTECTED

Vendor-specific.

Vendor-specific QUALIFICATION OF STANDARD ASC.

ALL CODES NOT SHOWN ARE RESERVED.

NOTE - Annex D contains the ASC> and ASCQ assignments.in numeric order.
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8.2.15 SEND DIAGNOSTIC command

The SEND DIAGNOSTIC command(seetable 72) requests the target to perform diagnostic operations onitself, on
the logical unit, or on both. The only mandatory implementation of this commandis the self-test feature with the
parameterlist length of zero. Except when the self-test bit is one, this commandis usually followed by a RECEIVE
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command.

Table 72 - SEND DIAGNOSTIC command 

Operat ion ‘code (iDh)= Logical unit number|PF|Reserved|selftest DevOfL|UnitOfL
}2|Reserved

Parameter list length 
Control

A page format (PF) bit of one specifies that the SEND DIAGNOSTIC parameters conform to the page structure as
specified in this standard. The implementation of the PF bit is optional. See 8.3.1 for the definition of diagnostic
pages. A PF bit of zero indicates that the SEND DIAGNOSTIC parameters are as specified in SCSI-1 (i.e. ail
parameters are vendor-specific).

Aself-test (Selffest) bit of one directs the target to compieteits default self-test. If the self-test successfully passes,
the commandshall be terminated with GOOD status; otherwise, the commandshall be terminated with CHECK
CONDITION status and the sense key shall be set to HARDWARE ERROR.

A self-test bit of zero requests that the target perform the diagnostic operation specified in the parameterlist. The
diagnostic operation might or might not require a target to return data that contains diagnostic results. If the return
of data is not required, the return of GOODstatus indicates successful completion of the diagnostic operation. Ifthe
return of data is required, the target shall either:

a) perform the requested diagnostic operation, prepare the data to be returned and indicate completion by
returning GOODstatus. Theinitiator issues a RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS commandto recoverthe data;

b) accept the parameterlist, and if no errors are detected in the parameterlist, return GOOD status. The
requested diagnostic operation and the preparation of the data to be returned are performed uponreceiptof
a RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command.

NOTE 92 Toinsure that the diagnostic command information is not destroyed by a command sent from anotherinitiator,
either the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command should belinked to the RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS commandorthe logical
unit should be reserved.

The device off-line (DevOfL) and unit off-line (UnitOfL) bits are generally set by operating system software, while the
parameterlist is prepared by diagnostic application software. Thesebits grant permission to perform vendor-specific
diagnostic operations on the target that maybevisible to attachedinitiators. Thus, by preventing operations that are
not enabled by thesebits, the target assists the operating system in protecting its resources.

A UnitOfL bit of one grants permission to the target to perform diagnostic operations that may affect the user
accessible medium on thelogical unit, e.g. write operations to the user accessible medium,or repositioning of the
medium on sequential access devices. The implementation of the UnitOfL bit is optional. A UnitOfL bit of zero
prohibits any diagnostic operations that may be detected by subsequent [/O processes.
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A DevOfL bit of one grants permission to the target to perform diagnostic operations that may affect all the logical
units on a target, e.g. alteration of reservations, log parameters, or sense data. The implementation of the DevOfL
bit is optional. A DevOfL bit of zero prohibits diagnostic operations that may be detected by subsequent |/O
processes.

The parameterlist length field specifies the length in bytes of the parameterlist that shail be transferred from the
initiator to the target. A parameterlist length of zero indicates that no data shall be transferred. This condition shall
not be considered an error. ifthe specified parameterlist length results in the truncation of one or more pages (PF
bit set to one) the target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus with a sense key of ILLEGAL REQUESTand an
additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

See note 83 under the RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS commandin 8.2.13.

8.2.16 TEST UNIT READY command

The TEST UNIT READY command(seetable 73) provides a meansto checkif the fogical unit is ready. This is not
a requestfor a self-test. If the logical unit would accept an appropriate medium-access command without returning
CHECK CONDITIONstatus, this command shall return a GOODstatus. ff the logical unit cannot becomeoperational
or is ina state such that aninitiator action (e.g. START UNIT command) is required to makethe unit ready, the target
shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus with a sense key of NOT READY.

Table 73 - TEST UNIT READY command

apnRS eeByte P7fe|sf#fefeptfe|

a
a

fs[renaSSCSCS~S~S

Table 74 defines the preferred responses to the TEST UNIT READY command. Higher-priority responses (e.g. BUSY
or RESERVATION CONFLICT) are also permitted.
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Table 74 - Preferred TEST UNIT READY responses

NO SENSE NO ADDITIONAL SENSE INFORMATION or
other valid additional sense code.

CHECK CONDITION ILLEGAL REQUEST LOGICAL UNIT NOT SUPPORTED

NOT READY LOGICAL UNIT DOES NOT RESPOND
TO SELECTION

NOT READY MEDIUM NOT PRESENT

NOT READY LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY,
CAUSE NOT REPORTABLE

NOT READY LOGICAL UNIT IS IN PROCESS
OF BECOMING READY

NOT READY LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY,
INITIALIZING COMMAND REQUIRED

NOT READY LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY,
MANUAL INTERVENTION REQUIRED

CHECK CONDITION NOT READY LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY,FORMAT IN PROGRESS

 
  
  

 
 
 

    

 

 
   

 CHECK CONDITION

 CHECK CONDITION

 
 
 

 CHECK CONDITION  

 
 
 

CHECK CONDITION

 
 
 

CHECK CONDITION 
 CHECK CONDITION

 
 

 

 
 

8.2.17 WRITE BUFFER command

The WRITE BUFFER command(see table 75) is used in conjunction with the READ BUFFER command as a
diagnostic for testing target memory and the SCSIbusintegrity. Additional modes are provided for downloading
microcode and for downloading and saving microcode.

Table 75 - WRITE BUFFER command

—ahte tteoe7LE
Operation code (3Bh)

Buffer ID

 
  

  
 
 
  

 

 

  
Buffer offset

Parameter list length
 

This commandshall not alter any medium ofthe target when the data made or the combined header and data mode
is specified.
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The function of this command and the meaningoffields within the command descriptor block depend on the contents
of the modefield. The modefield is defined in table 76.

Table 76 - WRITE BUFFER modefield

— Description Implementation
requirements i

 

 
 
 

 
  

  

 
 
   

 
 
  

Write combined header and data Optional
Vendor-specific Vendor-specific
Write data Optional
Reserved Reserved
Download microcode Optional
Download microcode and save Optional
Reserved Reserved

  
Reserved
 

 

NOTE 93 Modes 000b and 001b are included for compatibility with CCS products that were designed prior to the
generatian of this standard. These products restrict the maximum transfer length to 65 535 bytes.

8.2.17.1 Combined header and data made (000b)

In this mode,data to be transferred is preceded by a four-byte header. The four-byte header consists ofall reserved
bytes. The buffer [1D and the buffer offset fields shall be zero. The parameterlist length field specifies the maximum
numberof bytes that shall be transferred during the DATA OUT phase. This numberincludes four bytes of header,
so the data length to be stored in the target's buffer is parameterlist length minus four. The initiator should attempt
to ensure that the parameterlist length is not greater than four plus the buffer capacity (see 8.2.12.1) that is returned
in the header of the READ BUFFER command (mode 000b)., ifthe parameterlist length exceeds the buffer capacity
target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus and shall set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUEST.

8.2.17.2 Vendor-specifle mode (001b)

in this mode, the meaning of the buffer ID, buffer offset, and parameterlist length fields are not specified by this
standard.

8.2.17.3 Data mode (010b)

In this mode, the DATA OUT phase contains buffer data. The buffer !D field identifies a specific buffer within the
target. The vendor assigns buffer |D codes to buffers within the target. Buffer 1D zero shall be supported. if more
than one buffer is supported, additional buffer ID codes shall be assigned contiguously, beginning with one. If an
unsupported buffer ID codeis selected, the target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus and shail set the sense key
to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith an additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

Data are written to the target buffer starting at the location specified by the buffer offset. Theinitiator should conform
to the offset boundary requirements returned in the READ BUFFERdescriptor. If the target is unable to accept the
specified buffer offset, it shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus andit shall set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUEST
with an additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

The parameterlist length specifies the maximum numberof bytes that shall be transferred during the DATA OUT
phaseto be stored in the specified buffer beginning at the buffer offset. The initiator should attempt to ensure that
the parameterlist length plus the buffer offset does not exceed the capacity of the specified buffer. (The capacity
of the buffer can be determined by the buffer capacity field in the READ BUFFERdescriptor.) If the buffer offset and
parameterlist length fields specify a transfer that would exceed the buffer capacity, the target shall return CHECK
CONDITION status and shall set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith an additional sense code of INVALID
FIELD IN CDB.
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8.2.17.4 Download microcode mode (100b)

in this mode, vendor-specific microcode or control information shail be transferred to the control memory space of
the target. After a power-cycle or reset, the device operation shall revert to a vendor-specific condition. The
meaningsof the buffer ID, buffer offset, and parameterlist length fields are not specified by this standard and are not
required to be zero-filled. When the microcode download has completed successfully the target shall generate a unit
attention conditionforall initiators except the one that issued the WRITE BUFFER command(see 7,9). The additional
sense code shall be set to MICROCODE HAS BEEN CHANGED.

8.2.17.5 Download microcode and save mode (101b)

In this mode, vendor-specific microcode or control information shall be transferred to the target and, if the WRITE
BUFFER commandis completed successtully, also shall be saved in a non-volatile memory space (semiconductor,
disk, or other). The downloaded codeshall then be effective after each power-cycle and reset until it is supplanted
in another download microcode and save operation, The meaningsof the buffer ID, buffer offset, and parameter list
length fields are not specified by this standard andare not req uired to be zero-filled. When the download microcode
and save command has completed successfully the target shall generate a unit attention condition (see 7.9) forall
initiators except the onethatissued the WRITE BUFFER command. Whenreporting the unit attention condition, the
target shall set the additional sense code to MICROCODE HAS BEEN CHANGED.

8.3 Parameters for all device types

8.3.1 Diagnostic parameters

This subclause describes the diagnostic page structure and the diagnostic pages that are applicable to all SCS!
devices. Pages specific to each device type are describedin the third subclause of each device-type clause(i.e. 9.3,
10.3,etc.).

A SEND DIAGNOSTIC command with a PF bit of one specifies that the SEND DIAGNOSTIC parameterlist consists
of zero or more diagnostic pages and that the data returned by the subsequent RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS
commandshall use the diagnostic page format (see table 77) describedin this International Standard.

Table 77 - Diagnostic page format

Page code

Reserved

Page length (n-3)

Diagnostic parameters
 

Each diagnostic page definesa function or operation that the target shall perform. The page contains a page header
followed by the analysis data that is formatted according to the page code specified in the previous SEND
DIAGNOSTIC command.

Targets that implement diagnostic pages are only required to accept a single diagnostic page per command.
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The page codefield identifies which diagnostic pageis being sent or returned. The page codesare definedin table
78.

_Table 778 -‘Diagnostic page codes

Supported diagnostics pages 8.3.1.1
Reserved (for all device type pages)
See specific device type for definition
Vendor-“specific pages

 
 
 

  

 
  

 
  

oth’ -Onorh
40h - 7Fh
80h - FFh   

The pagelengthfield specifies the length in bytes of the diagnostic parameters that follow this field. If the initiator
sends a page length that results in the truncation of any parameter, the target shall terminate the command with
CHECK CONDITION status. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith the additional sense codeset
to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

The diagnostic parameters are defined for each page code. The diagnostic parameters within a page may be defined
differently in a SEND DIAGNOSTIC command than in a RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command.

8.3.1.1 Supported diagnostic pages

The supported diagnostics page (see table 79) returns thelist of diagnostic pages implemented bythe target. This
pageshall be implementedif the target implements the page format option of the SEND DIAGNOSTIC and RECEIVE
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS commands.

_ Table779 -)-Supporteddidiagnostic|pages—

‘Page‘code(00h)
Reserved 

Page length (n-3)

Supported page list
 
 

The definition of this page for the SEND DIAGNOSTIC commandincludes onlythefirst four bytes. If the page length
field is not zero, the target shall terminate the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command with CHECK CONDITION status. The
sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith an additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.
This page instructs the target to make available the list of all supported diagnostic pages to be returned by a
subsequent RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command.

The definition of this page for the RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS commandincludesthelist of diagnostic pages
supported bythe target.

The pagelength field specifies the length in bytesof the following supported pagelist.

The supported pagelist field shall contain a list of all diagnostic page codes implementedbythe target in ascending
order beginning with page code 00h.
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8.3.2 Log parameters

This subclause describes the log page structure and the log pagesthat are applicable to all SCSI devices. Pages
specific to each device type are describedin the third subciause of each device-type clause(i.e. 9.3.2, 10.3.2, etc.).
The LOG SELECT command supportstheability to send zero or more log pages. The LOG SENSE commandreturns
a single log page specified in the page code field of the command descriptor block (see 8.2.7).

Each log page begins with a four-byte page headerfollowed by zero or morevariable-length log parameters defined
for that page. The log page format is defined in table 80.

Table 80 - Log page format

Byte

pe sa Page length (n-3)

“Logparameters(s)

  
  
 

 

 
  

 
 

  

Log parameter (First)
(Length x)

 
Log parameter (Last)
(Length y)

 
The pagecodefield identifies which log pageis being transferred.

The page lengthfield specifies the length in bytes of the following log parameters.Ifthe initiator sends a page length
that results in the truncation of any parameter, the target shall terminate the command with GHECK CONDITION
status. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith the additional sense cade set to INVALID FIELD IN
PARAMETERLIST.

Most log pages contain one or more special data structures called log parameters (see table 81). Log parameters
may be data counters that record a count of a particular event (or events) or log parameters may belist parameters
(strings) which contain a description of a particular event.
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Parameter code
 

}3|Parameter length (n-3)
4

Parameter value
n

Each log parameter begins with a four-byte parameter headerfollowed by one or more bytes of parametervalue data

 
The parameter codefield identifies the log parameteris being transferred for that log page.

The DU, DS, TSD, ETC, TMC, and LPfields are collectively referred to as the parameter control byte. Thesefields
are described below,

For cumulative log parameter values (indicated by the PC field of the LOG SELECT and LOG SENSE command
descriptor block), the disable update (DU)bit is defined as follows:

a) A Zero value indicates that the target shall update the fog parametervalue toreflect all events that should be
noted by that parameter.

b) A onevalueindicates that the target shall not update the log parameter value except in response to a LOG
SELECT commandthat specifies a new value for the parameter.

NOTE 94 When updating cumulative log parameter values, a target may use volatile memory to hold these values until a
LOG SELECT or LOG SENSE commandis received with an SP bit of one (or a target-defined event occurs). Thus the
updated cumulative log parameter values maybelost if a power cycle occurs.

The DU bit is not defined for threshold values {indicated by the PC field of the LOG SENSE command descriptor
block) norfor list parameters (indicated by the LP bit). The target shall ignore the value of any DU bits ina LOG
SELECT command.

A disable save (DS)bit of zero indicates that the target supports saving for that log parameter. The target shall save
the current cumulative or the current threshold parameter value (depending on the valuein the PCfield of the
command descriptor block) in response to a LOG SELECT or LOG SENSE commandwith an SP bit of one. A DS
bit of one indicates that the target does not support saving that log parameterin response toa LOG SELECT or LOG
SENSE commandwith an SPbit of one.

A target save disable (TSD) bit of zero indicates that the target provides a target-defined method for saving log
parameters. This implicit saving operation shall be done frequently enoughto insure that the cumulative parameter
valuesretain statistical significance(i.e. across power cycles). A TSD bit of one indicatesthat either the target does
not provide a target-defined methodfor saving log parametersorthe target-defined method has been disabled by
the initiator.

An enable threshold comparison (ETC)bit of oneindicates that a comparison to the threshold value is performed
whenever the cumulative vaiue is updated. An ETCbit of zero indicates that a comparison is not performed. The
value of the ETCbit is the same for cumulative and threshold parameters.

The threshold metcriteria (TMC)field (see table 82) defines the basis for comparison of the cumulative and threshold
values. The TMCfield is valid only if the ETCbit is one. The value of the TMCfield is the same for cumulative and
threshold parameters.
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Table 82 - Threshold metcriteria

Basis for comparison

 

 Every update of the cumulative value
Cumulative value equal threshold value
Cumulative value not equal threshold valueld value

If the ETC bit is one and the result of the comparison is true, a unit attention condition shail be generatedforail
initiators. When reporting the unit attention condition, the target shall set the sense key to UNIT ATTENTIONand set
the additional sense code to THRESHOLD CONDITION MET.

The list parameter (LP) bit indicates the format of the log parameter. If an initiator attempts to set the value of the
LP bit to a value other than the one returned for the same parameter in the LOG SENSE command, thetarget shall
terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense keyshall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith the
additional sense code set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

An LP bit of zero indicates that the parameter is a data counter. Data counters are associated with one of more
events; the data counter is updated whenever oneof these events occurs by incrementing of the counter value.If
each data counter has associated with it a target-defined maximum value. Upon reaching this maximum value, the
data countershall not be incremented(i.e. it does not wrap). When a data counter reaches its maximum value, the
target shall set the associated DU bit to one. ff the data counter is at or reaches its maximum value during the
execution of a command, the target shall complete the command. If the command completescorrectly (exceptfor
the data counterbeing at its maximum value) and if the RLEC bit of the control mode page (8.3.3.1) is set to one;
then the target shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and set the sense key to RECOVERED
ERRORwith the additional sense code set to LOG COUNTER AT MAXIMUM.

An LPbit of oneindicates that the parameteris a list parameter. List parameters are not counters and thus the ETC
and TMCfields shall be set to zero. A list parameteris a string of ASCII graphic codes(i.e. code values 20h through
7Eh).

if more than onelist parameter is defined in a single log page, the following rules apply to assigning parameter
codes:

a) The parameterupdatedlastshall have a higher parameter codethan the previous parameter, except as defined
in rule b).

b) When the maximum parameter code value supported by the target is reached, the target shall assign the
lowest parametercode valueto the next log parameter(i.e. wrap-around parameter codes). If the associated
command completes correctly (except for the parameter codebeing atits maximum value) and if the RLEC
bit of the control mode page (8.3.3.1) is set to one; then the target shall terminate the command with CHECK
CONDITIONstatus andset the sense key to RECOVERED ERRORwith the additional sense codeset to LOG
LIST CODES EXHAUSTED.

NOTE95 List parameters can be used to store the locations of defective blocksin the following manner. When a defective
blockis identified, a list parameter is updated to reflect the location and cause of the defect. When the next defectis
encountered, thelist parameterwith the next higher parametercode is updated to record this defect. Thesize of the page
can be made target specific to accommodate memory limitations. It is recommended that one or more data counter
parameters be defined for the page to keep track of the number of valid list parameters and the parameter code of the
parameter with the oldest recorded defect. This technique can be adaptedto record othertypes of information.

The parameter length field specifies the length in bytes of the following parameter value. If the initiator sends a
parameterlength value that results in the truncation of the parameter value, the target shall terminate the command
with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith the additional sense code
set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.
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If the initiator sends a log parameter value that is outside the range supported by the target, and rounding is
implemented for that parameter, the target may either:

a) round to an acceptable value and terminate the command as described in 7.5.4; or
b) terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus andset the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith the

| additional sense codeset to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

Whenany counter in a log page reachesits maximum value, incrementing ofall counters in that log page shall cease
until reinitialized by the initiator via a LOG SELECT command.Ifthe RLEC bit of the control mode pageis one,ther
the target shall report the exception condition.

The page code assignmentsfor the log pagesarelisted in table 83.

_Table 83 - Log pagecocodes

Buffer over-run/under-run page
Error counter page (read) page
Error counter page (read reverse) page
Error counter page (verify) page
Error counter page (write) page
Last n error events page
Non-medium error page
Supported log pagesReserved
Reserved

Vendor- specific pages

 
  

8.3.2.1 Buffer over-run/under-run page

The buffer over-run/under-run page (page code 01h) defines 24 data counters that may be used to record the number
of buffer over-runs or under-runsforthe logical unit. A target that implements this page may implement one or more
of the defined data counters.

A buffer over-run or under-run can occur whenaninitiator does not transmit data to or from the target's buffer fasi
enoughto keep upwith reading or writing the media. This can be caused by a slow transfer rate across the SCS
bus or by a high SCSI busutilization that prevents reconnection by the target. A buffer over-run condition can occur
during a read operation when a buffer full condition prevents continued transfer of data from the media to the buffer
A buffer under-run condition can occur during a write operation when a buffer empty condition prevents continued
transfer of data to the media from the buffer. Most devicesincur a delay at this point while the media is repositioned

Table 84 defines the parameter codefield for the buffer over-run/under-run counters.

Table 84 - Parameter code fleld for buffer over-run/under-run counters 

 
 

 

 

fo | Reserved  
  

The parameter codefield for buffer over-run/under-run counters is a 16-bit value comprised of eight reservedbits.
a three-bit count basis field (see table 85), a four-bit causefield (see table 86), and a one-bit type field. These are
concatenated to determine the value of the parameter code for that log parameter. For example, a counter for
parameter code value of 0023h specifies a count basis of 001b; a cause of 0001b; and a type of 1b; this counteris
incremented once per command that experiences an over-run due to the SCS! bus being busy.
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Table 85 - Countt basisddefinition

Undefined
Per command
Per failed reconnect
Per unit of time

Reserved

  
 
  
   

The count basis field defines the criteria for incrementing the counter. The following criteria are defined:

NOTE96 The perunit of time count basis is device type specific. Direct-access devices typically use a latency pericd(i.e.
one revolution of the medium) as the unit of time.

The cause field indicates the reason that the over-run or under-run occurred. Thefollowing causes are definedin
table 86.

Table8¢86- Cause®fieldddefinition

Undefined
SCSI bus busy
Transfer rate too slow

Reserved

  
    

 

The typefield indicates whetherthe counter records under-runsor over-runs. A value of zero specifies a buffer under-
run condition and a value of one specifies a buffer over-run condition.

The counters contain the total numberof times buffer over-run or under-run conditions have occurred since thelast
time the counter was cleared. The counter shall be incremented for each occurrence of an under-run or over-run
condition and can be incremented more than once for multiple occurrences during the execution of a single
command.

8.3.2.2 Error counter pages

This clause defines the optional error counter pages for write errors (page code 02h), read errors (page code O3h),
read reverse errors (page code 04h) and verify errors (page code 05h). The log page formatis defined near the
beginning of 8.3.2. A page can return one or more log parameters this record events defined by the parameter
codes,

Table 87 defines the parameter codes for the error counter pages. Support of each log parameteris optional.

__Table 87 - Parameter codes for error counterr pages 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  

0000h Errors corrected without substantial delay
000th Errors corrected with possible delays
0002h Total (e.g. rewrites or rereads)
0003h Total errors corrected
0004h Total times correction algorithm processed
o00Sh Total bytes processed
0006h Total uncorrected errors

 
 

Reserved

Vendor - specific
| OO007h - 7FFFh

| 8000h - FFFFh  
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NOTE 97 The exact definition of the error counters is not part of this standard. These counters should nat be used to
compare products because the products may define errors differently.

8.3.2.3 Last n error events page

Log page (07h) provides for a numberof error-event records using the list parameter format of the log page. The
numberof these error-event records supported, 7, is device-specific. Each error-event record contains device-specific
diagnostic information for a single error encountered by the device. The parameter code associated with error-event
record indicates the relative time at which the error occurred. A higher parameter codeindicates that the error event
occurredlaterin time.

The contentof the parameter valuefield of each log parameter is an ASCIl character string which may describe the
error event. The exact contents of the character string is not defined by this standard,

When the last supported parameter code is used by an error-event record, the recording on this page of all
subsequenterror information shail cease until one or moreof the list parameters with the highest parameter codes
have beenreinitialized. If the RLEC bit of the control mode page(8.3.3.1) is set to one, the target shall return CHECK
CONDITIONstatus with the sense key set to RECOVERED ERRORandtheadditional sense code set to LOG LIST
CODES EXHAUSTED. Alternatively, the target may report this condition via asynchronous event notification (see
7.5.5),

8.3.2.4 Non-medium error page

This page (page code 06h) provides for summing the occurrencesof recoverable error events other than write, read,
or verify failures. No discrimination amongthe various types of events is provided by parameter code (see table 88).
Vendor-specific discrimination may be provided through the vendor-specific parameter codes.

Table 88 - Non-medium error eventtparametercodcodes

  
   

0000h Non-medium error count
0001h - 7FFFh Reserved

8000h -FREER _Vendor-specific error counts  

8.3.2.5 Supported log pages

The supported log page (see table 89) returns the list of log pages implemented by the target. Targets that
implement the LOG SENSE command shall implementthis log page.

Table 89 - Supported iog pages
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This pageis not defined for the LOG SELECT command. This log page returns thelist of supported log pagesfor
the specified logical unit.

The pagelength field specifies the length in bytes of the following supported pagelist.

The supported page list field shall containalist of all log page codes implemented by the target in ascending order
beginning with page code 00h.

8.3.3 Mode parameters

This subclause describes the block descriptors and the pages used with MODE SELECT and MODE SENSE
commandsthat are applicable to all SCSI devices. Pages specific to each device type are described in the third
subclause of each device-type clause(i.e. 9,3, 10.3, etc.),

The mode parameterlist shown in table 90 contains a header, followed by zero or more block descriptors, followed
by zero or more variable-length pages. Parameterlists are defined for each device type.

Table 90 - Mode parameterlist

 
 

The six-byte command descriptor block parameter headeris defined in table 91.

Table 91 - Mode parameter header(6)

Mode data length 

Medium type 
The ten-byte command descriptor block parameter headeris defined in table 92.
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Table 92 - Mode parameter header(10)

~Bit]7 4 3
Byte

 

  
 
 

 
 
 

Mode data length
(LSB)

ro]
a
ea
sfevdenapneparameter
ee
pseres
cn (MSB)

Block descriptor length
7 (L8B)

When using the MODE SENSE command, the modedata length field specifies the tength in bytes of the followinc
data that is available to be transferred. The mode data length does not include itself. When using the MODE
SELECT command,this field is reserved.

NOTE 98 Targets that support more than 256 bytes of block descriptors and pages may need to implement ten-byte mode
commands. The mode data length field in the six-byte command descriptor block headerlimits the returned data to 256
bytes.

Medium types are unique for each device type. Refer to the mode parameters clause of the specific device type for
definition of these values. Some device types reservethis field.

The device specific parameteris unique for each device type. Refer to the mode parameters clause of the specific
device type for definition of this field. Some device types reserveall or part of this field.

The block descriptor length specifies the length in bytes of all the block descriptors. It is equal to the numberoi
block descriptors times eight, and does not include pages or vendor-specific parameters, if any, that may follow the
last block descriptor. A block descriptor length of zero indicates that no block descriptors are included in the mode
parameterlist. This condition shall not be considered an error.

The mode parameter block descriptor is shownin table 93,
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Block descriptors specify some of the medium characteristics for all or part of a logical unit. Support for block
descriptors is optional. Each block descriptor contains a density codefield, a number of blocksfield, and a block
length field. Block descriptor values are always current(i.e. saving is not supported). A unit attention condition (see
7.9) shall be generated when any block descriptor values are changed.

The density code field is unique for each device type. Refer to the mode parametersclauseof the specific device type
for definition of this field. Some device types reserveall or part of this field.

The numberof blocksfield specifies the numberof logical blocks on the medium to whichthe density code and block
length fields apply. A value of zero indicatesthatall of the remaining logical blocks of the logical unit shall have the
medium characteristics specified.

NOTE99 There maybeimplicit association between parameters defined in the pages and block descriptors. For direct-
access devices,the block length affects the optimum values (the values that achieve best performance)for the sectors per
track, bytes per physical sector, track skew factor, and cylinder skew factorfields in the format parameters page. in this
case, the target may change parametersnotexplicitly sent with the MODE SELECT command. A subsequent MODE
SENSE command would reflect these changes.

The numberof remaining logical blocks may be unknownfor some device types.

The block length specifies the length in bytes of each logical block described by the block descriptor. For sequential-
access devices, a block length of zero indicates that the logical block size written to the medium is specified by the
transfer length field in the command descriptor block (see 10.2.4 and 10,2.14)

The mode page formatis defined in table 94.

Table 94 - Mode page format

ene.7pe——pete7a— ie—
[Reserved|  
  
 

fo|lps|Reserved Page cade
fa|Page length (n-1))

Mode parameters

 
 

Each mode page contains a page code, a page length, and a set of mode parameters. The page codesare defined
in this subciause and in the mode parameter subclausesof the specific device type.

When using the MODE SENSE command,a parameters savable (PS)bit of one indicates that the mode page can
be saved by thetarget in a non-volatile, vendor-specific location. A PS bit of zero indicates that the supported
parameters cannot be saved. When using the MODE SELECT command,the PS bitis reserved.

The page codefield identifies the format and parameters defined for that mode page. Some pagecodes are defined
as applying to all device types and other page codesare definedfor the specific device type.

When using the MODE SENSE command,if page code 00h (vendor-specific page)is impiemented,the target shall
return that pagelast in response to a requestto return all pages (page code 3Fh), When using the MODE SELECT
command, this page should be sentlast.

The pagelength field specifies the length in bytes of the mode parameters thatfollow. If the initiator does not set
this value to the value that is returned for the page by the MODE SENSE command, thetarget shall terminate the

_ command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTwith the additional
, sense codeset to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST. Thetarget is permitted to implement a mode pagethatis
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less than the full page length defined in this standard, provided no field is truncated and the page length fiel:
correctly specifies the actual length implemented.

The mode parameters for each page are definedin the following subclauses,or in the mode parameters subciaus:
for the specific device type. Mode parameters not implemented by the target shall be set to zero.

Table 95 defines the mode pagesthat are applicable to all device types that include the MODE SELECT and MODE
SENSE commands.

Table 95 - Mode page ¢codes
aed|beccription———SSCSCS~S~S~d‘|
 

Control mode page
Disconnect-reconnect page
Peripheral device page
(See specific device type)
(See specific device type)
(See specific device type)
Vendor-specific (does not require page format}

Vendor-30page (page format required)Return all pages

(valid only for the MODE SENSE command)

 
8.3.3.1 Control mode page

The control mode page(see table 96) provides controls over several SCSI-2 features that are applicableto all devic:
types such as tagged queuing, extended contingent allegiance, asynchronous eventnotification, and error logginc

Table 96 - Control mode page

Page length (06h)

2|Reserved RLEC

ro|S[fevered]‘Peascoue(0a)
| 

Reserved

(MSB)
Ready AEN holdoff period

 
A report log exception condition (RLEC) bit of one specifies that the target shall report log exception conditions a
described in 8.3.2. A RLEC bit of zero specifies that the target shall not report log exception conditions.

The queue algorithm modifier field (see table 97) specifies restrictions on the algorithm used for reordering command
that are tagged with the SIMPLE QUEUE TAG message.
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Restricted reordering
Unrestricted reordering allowed
Reserved 

A value of zeroin this field specifies that the target shall order the actual execution sequenceof the commandswith
a SIMPLE QUEUEtag suchthat data integrity is maintained forthatinitiator. This meansthat, if the transmission of
new commandsis halted at any time, thefinal value of all data observable on the medium shall have exactly the same
value as it would haveif the commandshad been executedin the same received sequencewithout tagged queuing.
The restricted reordering value shall be the default value.

A value of onein this field specifies that the target may reorder the actual execution sequenceof the commandswith
a SIMPLE QUEUEtag in any manner. Anydata integrity exposuresrelated to command sequenceorderare explicitly
handled by the initiator through the selection of appropriate commands and queue tag messages.

A queue error management(QErr) bit of zero specifies that remaining suspended I/O processshall resumeafter the
contingentallegiance condition or extended contingent allegiance condition (see 7.8).

A QErrbit of one specifies all remaining suspended |/O processes shall be aborted after the contingent allegiance
condition or extended contingent allegiance condition (see 7.8). A unit attention condition (see 7.9) shall be
generated for eachinitiator that had a suspended I/O process aborted except for the initiator that had the contingent
allegiance condition or extended contingentallegiance condition. The target shall set the additional sense code to
TAGGED COMMANDSCLEARED BY ANOTHERINITIATOR.

A disable queuing (DQue)bit of zero specifies that tagged queuing shall be enabledif the target supports tagged
queuing. A DQuebit of one specifies that tagged queuing shall be disabled. Any queued commandsforthat |_T_x
nexus shall be aborted. Any subsequent queue tag messagereceivedshall be rejected with a MESSAGE REJECT
messageandthe I/O process shall be executed as an untagged command(see 7.8.1).

An enable extended contingentallegiance (EECA)bit of one specifies that extended contingent allegiance is enabled
(see 7.7). An EECAbit of zero specifies that extended contingent allegianceis disabled.

The RAENP, UAAENP,and EAENPbits enable specific events to be reported via the asynchronouseventnotification
protocol. Whenall three bits are zero, the target shall not create asynchronous event notifications.

A ready AEN permission (RAENP)bit of one specifies that the target may issue an asynchronous eventnotification
upon completingits initialization sequence instead of generating a unit attention condition. A RAENPbit of zero
specifies that the target shall not issue an asynchronouseventnotification upon completingits initialization sequence.

NOTE100 If the target’s default value for the RAENPbit is one andit does not implement saved parameters or include a
hardware switch, then it may not be possible to disable theinitialization sequence asynchronous event notification.

A unit attention AEN permission (UAAENP)bit of one specifies that the target may issue an asynchronous event
notification instead of creating a unit attention condition upon detecting an event that would cause a unit attention
condition (other than upon completing an initialization sequence). AUAAENPbit of zero specifies that the targetshall
not issue an asynchronousevent notification instead of creating a unit attention condition.

An error AEN permission (EAENP)bit of one specifies that the target may issue an asynchronous event notification
upon detecting a deferred error condition instead of waiting to report the deferred error on the next command. An
EAENPbit of zero specifies that the target shall not report deferred error conditions via an asynchronous event
notification.
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The ready AEN holdoff period field specifies the minimum time in millisecondsafter the target starts its initialization
sequencethat it shall delay before attempting to issue an asynchronous event notification. This value may be
rounded up asdefined in 7.5.4.

8.3.3.2 Disconnect-reconnect page

The disconnect-reconnect page (see table 98) provides the initiator the means to tune the performance of the SCS!
bus.

Table 98 - Disconnect-reconnect page

 
 
 
 

 Page length (OEh)

2|Buffer full ratio
Buffer empty ratio

Bus inactivity limit

 
  
 
 Disconnect time limit 
 
  
 
 

Connect time limit

 
 

Maximum burst size

(LSB)

eserves
Reserved

   
 

 
 

   

The bufferfull ratio field indicates to the target, on read operations, howfull the buffer should beprior to attempting
areselection, Targets that do not implement the requested ratio should round down to the nearest implementedratio
as defined in 7.5.4.

The buffer empty ratio field indicates to the target, on write operations, how empty the buffer should be prior to
attempting a reselection. Targets that do not implement the requested ratio should round down to the nearest
implemented ratio as defined in 7.5.4.

The buffer full and buffer empty ratios are numerators of a fractional multiplier that has 256 as its denominator. A
value of zero indicates that the target determines whentoinitiate reselection consistent with the disconnecttimelimit
parameter. These parameters are advisory to the target.

NOTE 101 As an example, considera target with ten 512-byte buffers and a specified bufferfull ratio of 3Fh. The formula
is; INTEGER((ratio/256)*numberof buffers). Thus INTEGER((SFh/256)*10) = 2, The target should attempt to reselect the
initiator on read operations whenever two or more buffers are full,
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The bus inactivity limit field indicates the maximum timein 100 ys incrementsthat the target is permitted to assert
the BSY signal without a REQ/ACK handshake. If the bus inactivity limit is exceeded the target shall attempt to
disconnectif the initiator has granted the disconnectprivilege (see 6.6.7) anditis not restricted by DTDC. This value
may be rounded as definedin 7.5.4. A value of zero indicates that there is no businactivity limit.

The disconnect time limit field indicates the minimum time in 100 ys increments that the target shall wait after
releasing the SCS! bus before attempting reselection. This value may be roundedasdefined in 7.5.4. A valueof
zero indicates that there is no disconnecttime limit.

The connect timelimit field indicates the maximum time in 100 ys increments that the target is allowed to use the
SCSI bus before disconnecting, if the initiator has granted the disconnect privilege (see 6.6.7) andit is not restricted
by DTDC. This value may be rounded as defined in 7.5.4. A value of zero indicates that there is no connecttime
limit.

The maximum burstsize field indicates the maximum amount of data that the target shall transfer during a data phase
before disconnecting if the initiator has granted the disconnect privilege. This value is expressed in increments of
512 bytes (e.g. a value of one means 512 bytes, two means 1024 bytes,etc.). A value of zero indicates there is no
limit on the amount of data transferred per connection.

The data transfer disconnect control (DTDC)field (see table 99) defines further restrictions on when a disconnectis
permitted.

Table 99 - Data transfer disconnect control 

 
Description

Data transfer disconnect control is not used. Disconnect is

controlled by the other fields in this page.A target shall not attempt to disconnect once the data transfer of
a command has started until all data the command is to transfer has
been transferred. The connect time limit and bus inactivity limit
are ignored during the data transfer,
Reserved
A target shall not attempt to disconnect once the data transfer of
a command has started, until the command is complete. The connect
time limit and bus inactivity limit are ignored once data transfer
has started.  

If DTDC is non-zero and the maximum burstsize is non-zero, the target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The
sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code set to ILLEGAL FIELD IN PARAMETER
LIST.
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8.3.3.3 Peripheral device page

The peripheral device page (see table 100) is used to pass vendor-specific information betweenaninitiator and 2
peripheral interface below the target (i.e. between the target and the peripheral device). This standard does no!
define the format of this data, except to provide a standard header.

Table 100 - Peripheral device page

em]TfLtByte  

|Ps|Reserved| Page code (09h) 
 
 

Page length (n-1)

(MSB)  Interface identifier

4|Reserved
aa
2

Vendor-specific

 

 (LSB)

  
  
  
  
 
 

Interface identifier codes are defined in the table 101.

__Table 101 - Interface Identifier codes
~~ANSI/ISO

Code value Interface Reference standard

o000h Small computer system interface X3.191-1994

   

  
  
  

 
 
  

 
 

   
 

  

 
  

000th Storage module interface X3.91M-19870002h Enhanced small device interface X3.170A-1991
0003h Intelligent peripheral interface-2 9318-2-1990
0004h Intelligent peripheral interface-3 9318-3-19909318-4-1992 

  
 

O00Sh - 7FFFh
B000h - FFFFh

Reserved
Vendor-specific  
  

8.3.4 Vital product data parameters

This clause describes the optional vital product data pagestructure andthevital product data pages (see table 102)
that are applicable to all SCSI devices. These pages are optionally returned by the INQUIRY command (8.2.5) and
contain vendor-specific product information about a target or logical unit. The vital product data may include vendor
identification, product identification, unit serial numbers, device operating definitions, manufacturing data, field
replaceable unit information, and other vendor-specific information. This standard defines the structure of the vital
product data, but not the contents.
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ASCII implemented operating definition page
ASCII information page 

 
  
 

Oth - 7Fh

 

8th Implemented operating definition page
ooh Supported vital product data pages
80h Unit serial number page

83h - BFh Reserved
GOh - FFh Vendor-specific

8.3.4.1 ASCII implemented operating definition page

The ASCII implemented operation definition page (see table 103) contains operating definition description data for
all operating definitions implemented by the target. The contents of this data is not defined by this standard.

Table 103 - ASCII implemented operating definition

~Bit]7~|6.|5 : 4 : 3) 2 | 1 To
Byte

1

 
  
  

 
 

 “0 “Peripheral qualifier Peripheral device type

p2|Reserved

5

- at ASCII operating definition description data

 
  

Vendor-specific description data

 
The peripheral qualifier field and the peripheral device type field are as defined in 8.2.5.1.

The pagelengthfield specifies the length of the following page data. If the allocation length is less than the length
of the data to be returned, the page length shall not be adjusted toreflect the truncation.

The ASCII operating definition description length field specifies the length in bytes of the ASCII operating definition
description datathatfollows.Ifthe allocation length is less than the length of data to be returned, the ASCIl operating
definition description length shall not be adjustedto reflect the truncation. A value of zeroin this field indicates that
no ASCII operating definition description data is available.

The ASCIl operating definition description data field contains the ASCII operating definition description data for the
target or logical unit. The data in this field shall be formatted in lines (or character strings). Eachline shall contain
only graphic codes(i.e. code values 20h through 7Eh) and shall be terminated with a NULL (00h) character.

8.3.4.2 ASCII information page

The ASCIl information page (see table 104) returns information for the field replaceable unit code returned in the
REQUEST SENSEdata (see 8.2.14).
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_Table1104 -24-ASCIIIrinformationPage

algepoee
fa|Page cade (01h - 7Fh)
a
sete
}4 ASCII length (m-4)

4 ASCII information
m+

Vendor-specific information

 
 

The peripheral qualifier field and the peripheral device type field are defined in 8.2.5.1.

The page codefield contains the same value as in the page codefield of the INQUIRY command descriptor block
(see 8.2.5) and is associated with the field replaceable unit code returned by the REQUEST SENSE command,

NOTE 102 Thefield replaceable unit field in the sense data provides for 255 possible codes, while the page codefield
providesfor only 127 possible codes, Thusit is not possible to return ASCII information pages for the upper code values.

The page length field specifies the length of the following page data. ff the allocation length of the command
descriptor block is too small to transferall of the page, the page length shail not be adjusted to reflect the truncation.

The ASCIl lengthfield specifies the fength in bytes of the ASCil information that follows. Ifthe allocation length is tess
than the length of the data to be returned, the ASCIi length shall not be adjusted to reflect the truncation. A value
of zero in this field indicates that no ASCII information is available for the specified page code.

The ASCIil information field contains ASCII information concerning the field repiaceabie unit identified by the page
code. The datain this field shall be formatted in one or morelines (or characterstrings). Each line shall contain only
graphic codes (i.e. code values 20h through 7Eh) and shail be terminated with a NULL (00h) character.

The contents of the vendor-specific informationfield is not defined in this standard.

8.3.4.3 Implemented operating definition page

The implemented operating definition page (see table 105) defines the current operating definition, the default
operating definition, and the operating definitions implemented by the target. These operating definition values are
specified in the CHANGE DEFINITION command(see8.2.1).
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Table 105 - Implemented operating definition page

Bit “7 4 3 2
Byte

: ‘Peripheral qualifier Peripheral device type
Page code (8th)

Reserved

 
   

  

 
 
 

 
  

3 Page length (n-3)

4 Reserved Current operating definition

Default operating definition

Supported operating definition list

 
 

The peripheral qualifier field and the peripheral device type field are defined in 8.2.5.1.

The page length field specifies the length of the following operating definitions. If the allocation length of the
commanddescriptor block is too small to transferall of the page, the page length shall not be adjusted to reflect the
truncation.

For each operating definition, there is an associated save implemented (Savimp) bit. A Savimpbit of zero indicates
that the corresponding operating definition parameter cannot be saved. A Savimpbit of one indicates that the
corresponding operating definition parameter can be saved,

Allreturned operating definitions use the codes defined in table 33. The current operating definition field returns the
value of the present operating definition. {f no operating definition is saved, the default operating definition field
returns the value of the operating definition the target uses when poweris applied. The supported operating definition
list returns one or more operating definitions implemented bythetarget.
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8.3.4.4 Supported vital product data pages

The supported vital product data pages are shown in table 106.

Table 106-106-Supportedvivital product data pages
Bit]

—|Peripheral|Peripheralqualifier||Peripheraldevicetype“devicety|__—sPeripheraldevicetype=|
Page code (00h)

Reserved

Page length (n-3)

[4 Supported page list

 

  
    
  
   

The peripheral qualifier field and the peripheral device type field are defined in 8.2.5.1.

The page code field shall be setto the value of the page cadefield in the INQUIRY command descriptor block (see
8.2.5).

The page length field specifies the length of the supported pagelist. If the allocation length is too small to transfer
all of the page, the page length shall not be adjusted to reflect the truncation.

The supported pagelist field shall containalist of al} vital product data page codes implemented for the target or
logical unit in ascending order beginning with page code 00h.
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8.3.4.5 Unit serial number page

This page (see table 107) provides a product serial numberfor the target or logical unit.

Table 107 - Unit serial number page

| Peripheralqualifier | Peripheraldevicetype=|—
Page code (80h)

Page length (n-3)

Product serial number
 

The peripheral qualifier field and the peripheral device type field are defined in 8.2.5.1.

The pagelength field specifies the length of the product serial number. If the allocation length is too small to transfer
all of the page, the page length shail not be adjustedto reflect the truncation.

The product serial numberfield contains ASCII data that is vendor-specific. The least significant ASCII character of
the serial number shall appear as the last byte of a successful data transfer. If the product serial numberis not
available, the target shall return ASCII spaces (20h) in this field.
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9 Direct-access devices

9.1 Direct-access device model

Direct-access devices store blocks of data for later retrieval. Each block of data is stored at a unique logical bloc!
address. Aninitiator issues WRITE commandsto store the blocks of data (write operations) and READ command:
to retrieve the blocks of data (read operations). Other cammandsissued bytheinitiator may also cause write anc
read operations to occur. A write operation causes a block of data to be written on the medium. A read operatior
causes a block of data to be read from the medium.Averify operation confirms that a block of data can be reac
without error from the medium.

Blocks of data are stored by a processthat causeslocalized changesortransitions within the medium. The change:
madeto the medium to store the blocks of data may bevolatile (i.e. not retained through a power cycle) or non
volatile (retained through a power cycle). The medium may be divided in parts that are used for data blocks, part:
that are reserved for defect management, and parts that are reserved for use by the controller for the managemen
of the device.

9.1.1 Removable medium

The medium may be removable (e.g. used in a floppy disk drive} or non-removable (e.g. used in a hard disk drive)
Removable medium is contained within a cartridge (or jacket) to prevent damageto the recording surfaces. The
combination of medium andcartridge is often called a volume.

Avoiumehasanattribute of being mounted or de-mounted ona suitable transport mechanism. A volumeis mountec
whenthe direct-access device is capable of performing write or read operations to the medium. A mounted volume
may not be accessible by aninitiatorif it is reserved by anotherinitiator. A volume is de-mounted at any other time
(e.g. during loading, unloading, or storage).

Aninitiator may check whether a volume is mounted by issuing a TEST UNIT READY command. A volume thatis
loaded may need a START STOP UNIT commandissued to become accessible for write or read operations.

The PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVALcommand allows an initiator to restrict the demounting of the volume
This is useful in maintaining system integrity. If the direct-access device implements cache memory,it must ensure
that all logical blocks of the medium contain the most recent data prior to permitting demounting of the volume. |
the initiator issues a START STOP UNIT commandto eject the cartridge, and the direct-access device is preventec
from demounting by the PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL command, the START STOP unit commandis
rejected by the direct-access device.

9.1.2 Logical blocks

Blocks of data are stored on the medium along with additional information that the controller uses to manage the
storage andretrieval. The format of the additional information is unique andis hidden from the initiator during norma
read or write operations. This additional information is often used to identify the physical location of the blocks o
data and the addressofthe logical block, and to provide protection against the loss of the user data.

The addressof the first logical block is zero. The address of the last logical block is ([n-1], where [n] is the number
of logical blocks available on the medium. A READ CAPACITY command maybeissued to determine the value o
[n-1]. If a commandis issued that requests access to a logical block not within the capacity of the medium, the
commandis terminated with CHECK CONDITION.

The numberof bytes of data contained in a logical block is known as the block length. Each logical block has a
block length associated with it. The block length maybedifferent for each logical block on the medium. However.
in a typicai device only one block length is used at a time. The block descriptor in the MODE SENSEdata describes
the block lengths that are used on the medium. A MODE SELECT commandcan be usedto set up extents. Ar
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extent is a specified numberoflogical blocks that have the specified block length. The FORMAT UNIT command
is typically required to change the block length of devices that support variable block lengths and makethe extents
that were setup active.

The location of a logical block on the medium does not havea relationship to the location of any otherlogical block.
However, in a typical device the logical blocks are located in an ascending order. The time to access the logical
block at address [x] and then the logical block at address [x+1] need not be less than time to access [x] and then
[x+100]. The READ CAPACITY with a PMIbit of oneis useful in determining where longer access times occur.

9.1.3 Ready state

Adirect-access device is ready when medium access commands canbe executed. A device using removable media
is usually not ready until a volume is mounted. Such a device, with a volumenot mounted, normally returns CHECK
CONDITIONstatus and sets the sense key to NOT READY.

Some direct-access devices may be switched from being ready to being not ready by using the START STOP UNIT
command. Aninitiator may need to issue a START UNIT commandto bring a device ready.

9.1.4 Initialization

Many direct-access devices require initialization prior to write or read operations. This initialization is usually
performed by a FORMAT UNIT command. Parametersrelated to the geometry and performance characteristics can
be set with the MODE SELECT commandpriorto the format operation. Some devicesareinitialized by means not
specified in this standard. The time at whichthis occurs is specific to the implementation of the direct-access device.

Devices using a non-volatile medium typically save the parameters and only needto beinitialized once. However,
some mode parameters mayneedto beinitialized after each power-on andreset. A catastrophicfailure of the direct-
access device may require the FORMAT UNIT commandto bereissued.

Devices that use a volatile medium may need to be initialized at each power-on prior to the execution of read or write
operations. Mode parameters may also needinitialization.

9.1.5 Medium defects

Any medium has the potential for defects that can cause userdata to be lost. Therefore, each logical block may
contain informationthat allows the detection of changes to the user data caused by defects in the medium or other
phenomena, and mayalso allow the data to be reconstructed following the detection of such a change. Some
devices providetheinitiator control through use of the mode parameters. Some devices allow the initiator to examine
and modify the additionalinformation by using the READ LONG and WRITE LONG commands. Some media having
a very low probability of defects may not require these structures.

Defects may also be detected and managed during execution of the FORMAT UNIT command. The FORMAT UNIT
command defines four sources of defect information. These defects may be reassigned or avoided during the
initialization process so that they do not appearin a logical block.

Defects may also be avoidedafterinitialization. Theinitiator issues a REASSIGN BLOCKS commandto request that
the specified logical block address be reassigned to a different part of the medium. This operation can be repeated
if a new defect appears ata later time. The total numberof defects that may be handledin this manner can be
specified in the mode parameters.

Defect managementon direct-access devices is usually vendor-specific. Devices not using a removable medium
typically optimize the defect managementfor capacity or performanceor both, Devices that use a removable medium
typically do not support defect management(e.g. some floppy disk drives) or use defect managementthat is based
on the ability to interchange the medium.
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9.1.6 Data cache

Somedirect-access devices implement cache memory. A cache memory is usually an area of temporary storage
in the direct-access device with a fast access time that is used to enhance performance.It exists separately from the
blocks of data stored and is normally not directly accessible by theinitiator. Use of cache memory for write or read
operations typically reduces the accesstime to a logical block and can increase the overall data throughput.

During read operations, the direct-access device uses the cache memory ta store blocksof data thatthe initiator may
request at some future time. The algorithm used to manage the cache memory is not part of this standard. However,
parameters are provided to advise the direct-access device about future requests, or to restrict the use of cache
memory for a particular request.

During write operations, the direct-access device uses the cache memory to store datathat is written to the medium
at a later time. This is called a write-back caching algorithm. Thus the command may complete prior to blacks of
data being written to the medium. As a result of using a write-back caching algorithm there is a period of time when
the data maybelostif a power or a hardware failure occurs, There is also the possibility of an error occurring during
the write operation. If an error occurred during the write,it may be reported as a deferred error on a later command.
However,the initiator can request write-through caching to prevent these circumstances from arising.

Whenthe cache memory fills up with blocks of data that are being kept for possible future access, new blocksof data
that are to be kept must replace those currently in cache memory. The disable page out (DPO)bit is used to control
replacementof logical blocks in the cache. For write operations, setting this bit to one advises the direct-access
device to not replace existing blocks in the cache memory with the write data. For read operations,setting this bit
to one causes blocks of data that are being read to not replace existing ones in the cache memory.

Sometimestheinitiator may wish to havethe blocksof data read from the medium instead of from the cache memory.
The force unit access (FUA)bit is used to indicate that the direct-access device shail access the physical medium.
For a write operation, setting FUA to one causesthedirect-access device to complete the data write to the physicai
medium before completing the command. For a read operation, setting FUA to one causesthe logical blocks to be
retrieved from the physical medium.

Whenthe DPO and FUAbits are both set to one, write and read operations bypass the cache memory.

Whena VERIFY commandis executed,a forced unit accessis implied, since the blocks of data stored on the medium
are beingverified. Furthermore, a SYNCHRONIZE CACHE operation (see below) is also implied to write unwritten
blocks of data still in the cache memory. These blocks of data must be stored on the medium before theverify
operation can begin. The DPObit is provided since the VERIFY command may cause the replacementof blocksin
the cache. The abovealso applies to the WRITE AND VERIFY command.

Commands maybe implemented by the direct-access device that allow the initiator to control other behaviour of the
cache memory:

~~ LOCK UNLOCK CACHEcontrols whether certain logical blocks will be held in the data cache for future use.
Locking a logical block prevents its replacement by a future access, Unlocking a logical block exposesit to
possible replacementby a future access (see 9.2.2),

— PRE-FETCH causesa set oflogical blocks requestedbytheinitiator to be read into the data cachefor possible
future access, The blocks fetched are subject to later replacementunless they are locked (see 9.2.3).

— SYNCHRONIZE CACHEforces any pending write data in the requested set of logical blocks to be stored in the
physical medium. This commandcan be used to ensure that the data was written and any errors reported (see
9.2.18).

— The MODE SELECT command defines a page for the control of cache behavior and handles certain basic
elements of cache replacementalgorithms (see 9.3.3.1).
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9.1.7 Reservations

The access enabled or access disabled condition determines whenaninitiator may store or retrieve user data onall
or part of the medium. Access mayberestricted for read operations, write operations, or both. This attribute may
be controlled by an external mechanism or by the RESERVE and RELEASE commands(see 9.2.12 and 9.2.11).

The RESERVE and RELEASE commandsdefine howdifferent types of restricted access may be achieved, and to
whom the accessis restricted. This subclause describestheinteraction oftheinitiator that requestedthe reservation,
and the other initiators.

Aninitiator uses reservations to gain a level of exclusivity in access to all or part of the medium for itself or another
initiator. It is expected that the reservation will be retained until released, The direct-access device must ensurethat
the initiator with the reservation is able to access the reserved media within the operating parameters established by
that initiator.

The following paragraphs explain, on a command by commandbasis, the appropriate target response when a
reservation exists. Unless otherwise noted, the appropriate responseto an initiator that issues a commandto a direct-
access device that is reserved to anotherinitiator is RESERVATION CONFLICTstatus,

The CHANGE DEFINITION commandis dealt with as follows. If any initiator has an extent reservation on a direct-
access device, no other initiator may affect the operating definition of that initiator by use of this command. If the
direct-access device allows different operating definitions for each initiator, then there is no conflict; otherwise, a
reservation conflict occurs.

The COMPARE, COPY, and COPY AND VERIFY commandsare evaluated for reservation conflict as if they were
normal write and read operations even when a direct-access device is requested to copy to or from itself. For
example, if a COPYis issued to logical unit 0 that requests the direct-access device to copy from logical unit 0 to
logical unit 1, access to logical unit 1 must also be evaluated for conflict.

The FORMAT UNIT, PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL(with a prevent bit of one), REZERO UNIT, and START
STOP UNIT commandsreturn a RESERVATION CONFLICTstatusif any other initiator has an extent reservation on
a direct-access device.

The INQUIRY and REQUEST SENSE commandsare not affected by any kind of reservation.

The LOG SELECT, LOG SENSE, MODE SENSE, TEST UNIT READY, READ CAPACITY (PMI set to zero), READ
BUFFER, WRITE BUFFER, and READ DEFECT DATA commandsare not affected by extent reservations.

The SEEK, LOCK UNLOCK CACHE, PRE-FETCH, and SYNCHRONIZE CACHE commandsare evaluated for
reservation conflict as if they were normal write or read operations.

The MODE SELECT commandis deait with as follows.If an initiator has an extent reservation on a direct-access
device, and anotherinitiator attempts one of these commands,a reservation conflict occurs if the commandaffects
the mannerin which accessof the extent by thefirst initiator is performed. lf the command doesnot affect access
to the extent, or parameters are saved for each initiator, then a conflict does not occur.

The SEND DIAGNOSTIC, RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS commandsconflict with an extent reservation onlyif they
affect access to the extent (as with MODE SELECT).

The REASSIGN BLOCKS command maynot reassign a blockthatis in an extent reserved to anotherinitiator.

The SET LIMITS command generates a reservation conflictif the logical blocks specified are within an extent reserved
to anotherinitiator.

ALL other commandsarethat request read or write operations are evaluated for reservation conflict as described in
the RESERVE command.
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Whena system is integrated with more than one initiator, there must be agreement betweentheinitiators as to how
media is reserved and released during operations, otherwise,an initiator may be locked out of accessto a target in
the middle of an operation. For example, initiator ‘A’ has a write operation in progress to a direct-access device which
has data stored in cache memory. Then,initiator 'B' issues a RESERVE commandtothe direct-access device. As
a result, initiator 'A’ is locked out of issuing a SYNCHRONIZE CACHE commandto ensuretheintegrity of the data
To prevent this from happening, initiator "A should issue a RESERVEprior to the write command.

9.1.8 Seek and rezero

The SEEK commandprovides a wayfortheinitiator to position the device in preparation for access to a particular
logical block at somelater time. Sincethis positioning actionis implicit in other commands, the SEEK command may
not be useful with some direct-access devices,

The REZERO UNIT commandis provided to bring the direct-access device to a known condition. This standard does
not specify the condition. The REZERO UNIT commandis used in samedevicesto position the actuator at cylinde:
zero. Some devices return GOODstatus without attempting any action.

9.1.9 Notched drives

A notched (also calted partitioned or zoned) drive has areas of the medium in which the drive geometry changes.
in the simplest case, the entire medium consists of a single notch. Multiple notches are often used to increase
capacity ofthe drive. The notch pageis used to indicate the notch for assignmentof values to the parameters in the
format device page. By sequencing the notch pagethrough each notch, the format device parameters of each notch
are set. This is usually done priorto initialization by the FORMAT UNIT command.

9.1.10 Rotational position locking

Rotational position locking is an optional feature implemented in some direct-access devices to allow the
synchronization of spindles between a numberof devices. The rotational position offset feature allows devices to
synchronize spindlesat offsets from Index. This may be useful in improving performancein systemsthat implement
arrays of devices,

9.1.11 Relative addressing

Relative addressing is a technique useful in accessing structured data in a uniform manner. Relative addressing is
only allowed when commandsare linked. An example of relative addressing and linking for SEARCH DATA
commands appropriate to direct-access devicesis given in 7.4.3.

The SET LIMITS commandis provided to define thelimits of a linked chain of relative addressing commands. This
gives an additional protection against exceeding a particular set of blocks. The SET LIMITS commandhasnoeffect
on any other initiator.

9.1.12 Error reporting

lf any of the following conditions occur during the execution of a command, the target shall return CHECK
CONDITIONstatus. The appropriate sense key and additional sense code should be set. The followinglist illustrates
someerror conditions and the applicable sense keys. Thelist does not provide an exhaustive enumeration ofall
conditions that may cause the CHECK CONDITIONstatus.

Condition Sense key
Invalid logical block address ILLEGAL REQUEST

Unsupported option requested ILLEGAL REQUEST

Target reset or medium changesince last commandfrom this initiator UNIT ATTENTION
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Self diagnostic failed HARDWARE ERROR

Unrecovered read error MEDIUM ERRORor
HARDWARE ERROR

Recovered read error RECOVERED ERROR

Overrun or other error that might be resolved by repeating the command ABORTED COMMAND

Attempt to write on write protected medium DATA PROTECT

In the case of an invalid logical block address, the sense data information field shall be set to the logical block
addressofthefirst invalid address.

In the caseof an attemptto read a blank or previously unwritten block, the information field shall be setto the logical
block address of thefirst blank block encountered. The data read up to that block shall be transferred (optical
memory and write-once devices only).

In the case of an attempt to write a previously written block when blank checking is enabled, the information field shall
be set to the logical block address ofthe first non-blank block encountered (optical memory and write-once devices
only).

9.1.13 Examples

The following examples show some typicalvariations of the direct-access device. Othervariations are possible.

9.1.13.1 Rotating media

Thetypical application of a direct-access deviceis a disk drive. The medium is a disk coated with a material in which
flux changes may be induced. Thedisk drive allows direct and random access to the medium. This is done with
an actuatorthat positions the read-write head, and a rotating disk. Data is stored and retrieved throughthe interaction
of the read-write head and the disk.

The disk is typically divided into cylinders. Each cylinderis typically divided into tracks. Each track is typically
divided into sectors. A cylinder is a set of tracks that can be accessed without movementof the actuator. A track
is a recording path over whichthe read-write head travels during one rotation of the disk. A sectoris a part of a track
that contains the stored data blocks.

A lagical block is stored in one or more sectors, or a sector may store more than one logical block. A sectoris
typically made up of a header, data anda trailer. The header contains a preamble used to synchronize readcircuits
to the data, an addressfield to identify the sector, flags to use for defect management, and a checksumthatvalidates
the header. The data contains the block of data. The trailer contains checksum orerror correction information. The
checksum or the error correction information allows the correction of data for medium defects.

A disk drive is ready when the disks are rotating at the correct speed and the read-write circuitry is powered and
ready to accessthe disks. Some disks, particularly removable disks, require the userto issue load or start commands
to bring the disk drive to the ready state.

A disk drive will typically have to be formatted prior to the initial access, Exceptions to this are drives that are
formatted at the factory and someoptical drives with pre-formatted media (see 13.1). A disk drive formatwill typically
create the headers for each sectorandinitialize the data field. The MODE SELECT commandis often used at format

time to establish the geometry (numberof heads and tracks, sectors pertrack, etc.) and defect management scheme.
Disk drives are usually non-volatile.
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The defect management schemeof a disk drive is often shielded from the user, though some aspects can be
evaluated and controlled by the initiator. The direct-access device will usually reserve some sectors and tracks for
recording defect lists and for reassigning defective blocks. The READ LONG and WRITE LONG commandswil
typically access the user data and checksum portionsof the data field so that defects may be inducedbytheinitiator
to test the defect detection logic of the direct-access device.

Notchesfind their most typical use in a rotating disk drive. Ona disk, the inner tracks are physically shorter than the
outer tracks. As a result, if each track is made to store the same numberof data bits, the data is packed more
densely on the inner tracks than the outer tracks. By using notches, the outer tracks may be madeto contain a
different numberof sectors than the inner tracks, while balancing the data density. This results in increased capacity

9.1.13.2 Sequential media

Sometape devices are implemented as a direct access device so that they can be usedin disk oriented operatinc
system environments. These devices are sometimes referred to as random accesstape or floppy tape. These
devices might be thought of as a disk drive with one or more tong tracks. Access time to a logical block is usually
longer than for a disk drive, since the tape must be fast forwarded or rewound to the block. As a result, the SEEk
commandwill often be more useful for a tape than for a disk. The only way an initiator may determineif a direct-
access device is a tape is by using the medium type code retumed by the MODE SENSE command.

9.1.13.3 Memory media

Memory media includes devicesthatare traditionally used for primary storage within computer systems, such assolic
state static or dynamic random access memories (SRAM or DRAM), or magnetic core or bubble memory. These
devicesare typically non-mechanical, and therefore the entire physical medium may be accessedin virtually the same
access time. The data is typically accessed asa bit or byte and this also speeds access time. Memory devices
typically store less data than disks or tapes, and are usually volatile when not protected by battery backup.
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9.2 Commandsfor direct-access devices.

The commandsfor direct-access devices shall be as shown in table 108.

Table 108 - Commandsffor direct-access devices

 
 
 
Key:

Command 1name

CHANGE DEFINITION
COMPARE
COPY
COPY AND VERIFY
FORMAT UNIT
INQUIRY
LOCK UNLOCK CACHE
LOG SELECT
LOG SENSE
MODE SELECT(6)
MODE SELECT(10)
MODE SENSE(6)
MODE SENSE(10)
PRE-FETCH
PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL
READ(6)
READ (10)
READ BUFFER
READ CAPACITY
READ DEFECT DATA
READ LONG
REASSIGN BLOCKS
RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS
RELEASE
REQUEST SENSE
RESERVE
REZERO UNIT
SEARCH DATA EQUAL
SEARCH DATA HIGH
SEARCH DATA LOW
SEEK(6)
SEEK(10)
SEND DIAGNOSTIC
SET LIMITS
START STOP UNIT
SYNCHRONIZE CACHE
TEST UNIT READY
VERIFY

WRITE (6)
WRITE (10)
WRITE AND VERIFY
WRITE BUFFER
WAITE LONG
WRITE SAME

M   Command implementatio  

 
 
  

 
40h

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

  
Command implementation is mandatory.

on is optional.

 

CODCODCOZ0COZCOOCCOCOZZZOOCOCOZOZZOOOCOOCOOOZZ0000
code

  
  

 
 

Ny=o

seVENYNYVVYNNNVYYOVVVYNNVNVVNVYNAVVAONNONVVVNANND NMNN=]NNYMABBeeeeesQDMAOOOHHAHOONONOH-POAN— AONNM=|=OODOONOOOAGARAOMAH=AOO
 

The following operation codes are vendor-specific: 02h, OSh, 06h, 09h, OCh, ODh,OEh, OFh, 10h, 11h, 13h, 14h, 19h,
20h, 21h, 22h, 23h, 24h, 26h, 27h, 29h, 2Ch, 2Dh and Cohthrough FFh. All remaining operation codesfor direct-
access devices are reserved for future standardization.
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9.2.1 FORMAT UNIT command

The FORMATUNIT command (see table 109) formats the medium into initiator addressable logical blocks per the
initiator defined options. In addition, the medium may becertified and control structures may be created for the
managementof the medium and defects. There is no guarantee that the medium hasor has not been altered,

Table 109 - FORMAT UNIT command

Operation code (04h)= Logical unit number FmtData| Cmplst|Defect list format
}2|Vendor-specific

Interleave
 

Control

 
 

The simplest mandatory form of the FORMAT UNIT command(with no format data) accomplishes medium formatting
with little initiater control over defect management. The target implementation determines the degree of defect
managementthatis to be performed. Two additional mandatory forms of this command increasethe initiator's control
over defect management. Several optional forms of this commandfurther increasethe initiator's control over defect
management, by allowing the initiator to specify which defect list(s) are to be used, to specify defect locations(in
several formats), to enable target certification, and to specify what to do in the event that defect lists are not
accessible,

The FORMAT UNIT commandshall be rejected with RESERVATION CONFLICTstatusif the logicalunit is reserved,
or any extent reservation, from anyinitiator, is active in the specified logical unit.

During the format operation, the target shall respond to commandsasfollows:
a) In response to all commands except REQUEST SENSE and INQUIRY,the target shall return CHECK

CONDITIONstatus unless a reservation conflict exists, in which case RESERVATION CONFLICTstatus shall
be returned.

b) In response to the INQUIRY command, the target shall respond as commanded.

c) In response to the REQUEST SENSE command,unlessan error has occurred, the target shall return a sense
ey of NOT READYandan additional sense code af LOGICAL UNIT NOT READY FORMATIN PROGRESS,with
the sense-key specific bytes set for progress indication (as described in 8.2.14.1). Refer to 8.2.14.2 for a
description of deferred error handling that may occur during the format operation.

NOTE103It is recommended that MODE SELECT parameters(if any) be set prior to issuing the FORMAT UNIT command.

During the execution of the FORMAT UNIT command, the target may perform a medium defect management
algorithm (which can becontrolled by theinitiator, using optional forms of this command). Four sourcesof defect
location information (hereafter called defects) are defined as follows:

a) Primary defectlist (Plist). This is the list of defects, usually supplied by the original manufacturerof the device
or medium, that are considered permanent defects. The Plist is located outsideofthe initiator-accessible logical
block space. ThePlist is accessible by the target (to reference while formatting), butit is not normally accessible
by theinitiator except through the READ DEFECT DATA command. Oncecreated,the original Plist shall not be
subject to change.
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b) Target certification list (Clist). This list includes defects detected by the target during an optionalcertification
process executed during the FORMAT UNIT command. This list shall be added to the Glist.

c) Data defectlist (Dlist). This list of defect descriptors may be supplied to the targetby the initiator in the DATA
OUTphase of the FORMAT UNIT command. This list shall be addedto the Glist. The defectlist length in the
defectlist header may be zero,in which casethere is no Dlist.

d) Grown defectlist (Gllst). The Glist includes all defects sent by the initiator or detected by the target. The Glist
doesnotincludethe Plist. If the CmpLstbit is zero, the Glist shall include Dlists providedto the target during the
previous and the current FORMAT UNIT commands. TheGlist shall also include:
a) defects detected by the format operation during medium certification;
b) defects previously identified with a REASSIGN BLOCKS command;
c) defects previously detected by the target and automatically reallocated.

A formatdata (FmtData)bit of one indicates that the FORMAT UNIT parameterlist (see table 110) shall be transferred
during the DATAQUTphase. The DATA OUTphaseconsists of a defect list header (see table 111), followed by an
initialization pattern descriptor, followed by zero or more defect descriptors. Each defect descriptor identifies a
location on the medium that the target shall map out of the user-accessible area.

Table 110 - FORMAT UNIT parameterlist

(See specific table for length.)

Defect descriptor x
(See specific table for length.)

  
The defectlist header(see table 111) provides several optional format controlbits. Targets that implement thesebits
give the initiator additional control over the use of the four defect sources,and the formatting operation. If the initiator
attempts to select any function not implemented bythe target, the target shall terminate the commandwith CHECK
CONDITION status. The sense key shail be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code shail be set
to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

Table 111 - Defect list header
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A FmtData bit of zero indicates that a DATA OUT phaseshall not occur. The source of defect information is nc
specified.

Acompletelist (GmpLst) bit of one indicates that the defectlist sent by the initiator is a completelist of defects. An:
existing defect list except the Plist shall be ignored by the target. As a result, a new Glist is constructed that contain:
the Dlist(if it is sent by the initiator), and the Clist (if certification is enabled). The target may add any defects }
detects during the format operation to this Diist.

A CmpLstbit of zero indicates that the defectlist sent by the initiator is an addition to the existing list of defects. A:
a result a new Glist is constructed that contains the existing Glist, the Dlist(if it is sent by the initiator), and the Clis
(if certification is enabled). The target may add any defects it detects during the format operation to this Dlist.

Table 112 defines the implementation requirements for the FORMAT UNIT command.

_Table112 - FORMAT UNIT defectotdescriptorfoformatrmat anddrequirements —
|Defect|DDefect| ~

list list

<aa format|length|Type Commentso000b|N/A|M|Vendor-specific==Vendor-specific
BLOCK FORMAT
 

 
  

1 0 000b Zero M See notes (1) and (3)
1 1 000b Zero M See notes (1) and (4)
1 0 0006 >0 Q See notes (2) and (3)
1 1 000b 20 0 See notes (2) and (4)

BYTES FROM INDEX FORMAT

1 0 Zero Q
1 1 Zero 0
1 0 >0 0
1 1 >0 0

PHYSICAL SECTOR FORMAT

1 0 101b Zero 0 See notes (1) and (3)
1 1 101b zero 0 See notes (1) and (4)
1 0 101b >0 0 See notes (2) and (3)
1 1 101b >0 o See notes (2) and (4)

VENDOR-SPECIFIC FORMAT

1 0 110b
1 1 110b

All remaining codes are reserved. 

 
Command implementation is mandatory.
Command implementation is optional.ouKey: M0

NOTES

1 Wo Dlist is transferred to the target during the DATA OUT phase.
2 A Dlist is transferred to the target during the DATA OUT phase,Add the Dlist defects to the new Glist.

3 Use the existing Glist as a defect source, Add existing Glistdefects to the new Glist.

4 Discard the existing Glist. Do not add existing Glist defects tothe new Glist.
5 All the options described in this table cause a new Glist to be

created during execution of the FORMAT UNIT command as described ine text.

 
  

The defectlist format field specifies which defect descriptor is used if the FmtData bit is one (see table 112).
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The interleavefield specifies the interleave that is used when performing the format operation. This allows the logical
blocks to be related in a waythatfacilitates matching the transfer rate betweentheinitiator and the peripheral. An
interleave of zero specifies that the target useits default interleave. An interleave of one specifies that consecutive
logical blocks be placed in contiguous ascending order. All other values are vendor-specific.

A format options valid (FOV) bit of zero indicates that the target shall use its default settings for the DPRY, DCAT,
STPF, IP and DSPbits (see below). The initiator shall set these bits to zero. If any of thesebits are not zero, the
target shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITION status. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL
REQUESTand the additional sense code shall be set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

A FOVbit of oneindicates that the target shall examine the setting of the DPRY, DCRT, STPF, IP and DSPbits. When
the FOV bit is one, the DPRY, DCRT, STPF, !P and DSPbits are defined as follows.

A disable primary (DPRY) bit of zero indicates that the target shall not use portions of the medium identified as
defective in the primary defect Plist for initiator addressable lagical blocks. If the target cannot locate the Plist orit
cannot determine whethera Plist exists, it shall perform the action specified by the STPF bit. A DPRYbit of one
indicates that the target shall not use the Plist to identify defective areas of the medium. ThePlist is not deleted.

A disable certification (DCRT) bit of zero indicates that the target shall perform a vendor-specific medium certification
operation to generate a Clist. A DCRTbit of one indicates that the target shall not perform any vendor-specific
medium certification process or format verification operation while executing the FORMAT UNIT command.

The stop format (STPF) bit controls the behaviourof the target when oneof the following events occurs:
a) The target has been requested to use the primary defectlist (DPRY is set to zero), or the grown defectlist

(CmpLstis set to zero) and the target cannotlocate the list nor determine whetherthelist exists.
b) The target has been requested to use the primary defectlist (DPRY is set to zero) or the grawn defectlist

(CmpLstis set to zero), and the target encounters an error while accessing the defect list.

A STPFbit of zero indicates that, if one or both of the above conditions occurs, the target shall continue to execute
the FORMAT UNIT command.Thetarget shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus at the completion of the FORMAT
UNIT command. The sensekey shall be set to RECOVERED ERRORandthe additional sense codeshall be set to
either DEFECT LIST NOT FOUNDif thefirst condition occurred, or DEFECT LIST ERRORif the second condition
occurred.

A STPFbit of oneindicates that, if one or both of the above conditions occurs, the target shall terminate the FORMAT
UNIT command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shail be set to MEDIUM ERRORandthe additional
sense codeshall be set to either DEFECT LIST NOT FOUNDiff thefirst condition occurred, or DEFECT LIST ERROR
if the second condition occurred.

NOTE 104 The useof the FmtData bit, the CmpLst bit, and the defect header allow theinitiator to control the source of the
defectlists used by the FORMAT UNIT command. Setting the defectlist length to zero allowstheinitiator to contro] the use
of Plist and Clist without having to specify a Diist.

Aninitialization pattern (IP) bit of one indicates that an initialization pattern descriptor (see 9.2.1.2) is included in the
FORMAT UNIT parameterlist immediately following the defect list header. An IP bit of zero indicates that an
initialization pattern descriptoris not included and that the target shall use its default initialization pattern.

A disable saving parameters (DSP) bit of one specifies that the target shall not save the MODE SELECT savable
parameters to non-volatile memory during the format operation. A DSPbit of zero specifies that the target shall save
allthe MODE SELECTsavable parametersforailinitiators to non-volatile memory during the format operation. Pages
that are not reported as savable are notaffected by the DSPbit (i.e.if pages 03h & 04h are not returned with the PS
bit set they may be saved evenif DSPis cleared),
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An immediate (Immed)bit of zero indicates that status shall be returned after the format operation has completed.
An immedbit value of one indicates that the target shall return status as soon as the command descriptor block has
been validated, and the entire defect list has been transferred.

The bit designated VS is vendor-specific.

The defect list length field in the defect list header specifies the total Jength in bytes of the defect descriptors that
follow and doesnatincludetheinitialization pattern descriptororinitialization pattern, if any. The length of the defect
descriptors varies with the format of the defect list. The three formats for the defect descriptor(s) field in the defect
lists are shown in 9.2.1.1.

9.2.1.1 Defect list formats

This clause describes the defectlist formats used in the FORMAT UNIT, READ DEFECT DATAandtranslate pageof
the SEND DIAGNOSTIC and RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS commands.

NOTE 105 The selected reporting format accounts for variables that impact the information in the returned data. For
example, the specific location of a defect, while constant in angular and radial location on the device, may changein
reported location a format operation with different geometry parameters is performed. It is the responsibility of the initiator
to use a defectlist format appropriate for the intended operation with the current or future geometry parameters. If the
target is able to detect that the selected defectlist format would provide inconsistent results, the target may return CHECK
CONDITION status.

Each block format defect descriptor (see table 113) specifies a four-byte defective block address that contains the
defect.

Table 113 - Defect descriptor - Block format

 Defective block address

The defect list length is equal to four times the numberof defect descriptors.

The defect descriptors should be in ascending order. More than one physical or logical block may be affected by
each defect descriptor. A target may return GHECK CONDITIONif the defect descriptors are not in ascending order.

Each byte from index defect descriptor (see table 114) specifies the location of a defect that is no more than eight
bytes long.

Table 114 - Defect descriptor - Bytes from index format

 Cylinder number of defect

Head number of defect

Defect bytes from index
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The defectlist length is equal to eight times the number of defect descriptors.

Each descriptor is comprised of the cylinder numberof defect, the head numberof defect, and the defect bytes from
index to the defect. The defect descriptors shall be in ascending order. The cylinder numberof defect is the most
significant part of the address and the defect bytes from indexis the least significant part of the address. More than
one physical or logical block may be affected by each defect. If the defect bytes from index has a value of
FFFFFFFFh, this indicates that the entire track shall be considered defective.

Each physicalsectordefect descriptor (see table 115) specifies the location of a defectthatis the length of a sector.
Table 115 - Defect descriptor - Physical sector format

 
The defectlist length is equal to eight times the numberof defect descriptors.

Each descriptor is comprised of a cylinder numberof defect, the head numberof defect, and the defective sector
number. The defect descriptors shall be in ascending order. The cylinder numberof defect is the most significant
part of the address and the defective sector numberis the leastsignificant part of the address. More than one block
may be affected by each defect descriptor. A defective sector number of FFFFFFFFhindicates that the entire track
shall be considered defective.

9.2.1.2 Initialization pattern option

The initialization pattern option specifies that the logical blocks contain the specified initialization pattern. The
initialization pattern descriptor (see table 116) is sent to the target as part of the FORMAT UNIT parameterlist.

Table 116 - Initialization pattern descriptor

 
NOTE 106 Theinitialization pattern option is not intended for media analysis or certification. This option mayonlyinitialize
the initiator accessible area of the media to the specified pattern and riay not write to any initiator inaccessible areas of
the disk.
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The IP modifier field specifies the type and location of a header that modifies the initialization pattern (see table 117)

 
 

No header. The target shall not modify the initializationattern.
the target shall overwrite the initialization pattern to
write the logical block address in the first four bytes of
the logical block. The logical block address shall be
written with the most significant byte first.
The target shall overwrite the initialization pattern to

write the rogical block address in the first four bytes ofeach physical block contained within the logical block. The
The lowest numbered logical block or part thereof that
occurs within the physical block is used. The logical block
address shall be written with the most significant bytefirst.
Reserved,

 
The initialization pattern type field (see table 118) indicates the type of pattern the target shall usetoinitialize each
logical block within the initiator accessible portion of the medium. Ail bytes within a logical block shall be written with
the initialization pattern. The initialization pattern is modified by the IP modifier field as described in table 117.

 00h
Oth

02h - 7Fh
30h - FFh

 

 
 

Notes

1) If th
shall ter
sense keysense cod
2) If th
shall ter
sense key
sense cod

 

[Initialization Description
pattern type

Table 118 - Initialization pattern type

 Use default pattern. (note 1
Repeat the initialization pattern as
required to fill the logical block. (note 2)Reserved
Vendor-specific

 
 
 

  
 
  

e initialization pattern length is not zero the target
Minate the command with CHECK CONDITION status. The
shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST and the additional

e to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETER LIST.
e initialization pattern length is zero the target
minate the command with CHECK CONDITION status. The
shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST and the additional

e to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETER LIST.

    

  
  
  

The initialization pattern length field indicates the numberof bytes contained in the initialization pattern. If the length
exceedsthe current lagical block size the target shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITION status. The
sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST and the additional sense code shall be set to INVALID FIELD IN
PARAMETERLIST. The pattern is modified by the IP modifier field.
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9.2.2 LOCK UNLOCK CACHE command

The LOCK UNLOCK CACHE command(seetable 119) requests that the target disallow or allow logical blocks within
the specified range to be removedfrom the cache memory bythe target's cache replacementalgorithm. Locked
logical blocks may be written to the medium when modified, but a copy of the modified logical block shalt remain
in the cache memory.

Table 119 - LOCK UNLOCK CACHE command

 
A lock bit of one indicates that any logical block in the specified range that is currently present in the cache memory
shall be locked into cache memory. Only jogical blocks that are already present in the cache memory are actually
locked. A lock bit of zero indicates that all logical blocks in the specified range that are currently locked into the
cache memory shall be unlocked, but not necessarily removed.

A relative address (RelAdr) bit of one indicates that the logical block address field is a two’s complement
displacement. This negative or positive displacementshall be added to the lagical block addresslast accessed on
the logical unit to form the logical block address for this command. This feature is only available when linking
commands. The feature requires that a previous commandin the linked group have accessed a block of data on
the logical unit.

A RelAdrbit of zero indicates that the logical biock addressfield specifies thefirst logical block of the range of logical
blocks to be operated on by this command.

The numberofblocks specifies the total numberof contiguous logical blocks within the range. A numberof blocks
field of zero indicates that all remaining logical blocks on the Jogical unit shall be within the range.

Multiple locks maybein effect from more than one initiator. Locks from differentinitiators may overlap. An unlock
of an overlapped area does notrelease the lock of anotherinitiator.
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9.2.3 PRE-FETCH command

The PRE-FETCH command (see table 120) requests that the target transfer the specified logical blocks to the cache
memory. No data shall be transferred to the initiator.

Table 120 - PRE-FETCH command

 
 
 

Logical block address

5 (188)
a

7 (MSB)= Transfer length ( LSB)

a

An immediate (Immed)bit of oneindicates that status shall be returned as soon as the commanddescriptor block
has been validated. An Immedbit of zero indicates that status shall be returned after the operation is complete.

 
  
  
 

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RelAdrbit and the logical block addressfield.

The transfer length field specifies the numberof contiguous logical blocks of data that shall be transferred to the
target's cache memory. A transfer length of zero indicatesthat the contiguous logical blocks up to and including the
last logical block of the logical unit shall be transferred to the target’s cache memory. Anyothervalue indicates the
numberof logical blocks that shall be transferred, The target may elect to not transfer logical blocks that already are
contained in the cache memory.

if the Immedbit is zero and the specified lagical blocks were successfully transferred to the cache memory,the target
shall return CONDITION MET status. If the link bit (see 7.2.7) is one, the target shall return INTERMEDIATE-
CONDITION MET status.

If immed is one, and the unlocked cache memory hassufficient capacity to acceptall of the specified logical blocks,
the target shall return CONDITION MET status. ifthe link bit (see 7.2.7) is one, the target shall return INTERMEDIATE-
CONDITION METstatus.

If lmmed is one, and the unlocked cache memory does not have sufficient capacity to accept all of the specified
logical blocks,the target shall return GOODstatus. The target shall transfer to cache memory as manylogical blocks
as will fit. If the link bit (see 7.2.7) is one, the target shall return INTERMEDIATEstatus.
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9.2.4 PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL command

The PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL command(seetable 121) requests that the target enable ordisable the
removal of the medium in the logical unit. This mechanism is independentof device reservations and the target shall
not allow medium removalif any initiator currently has medium removal prevented.

Table 121 - PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL command

 
 
 

 

 
 Operation code (1Eh)

Reserved  
  

The prevention of medium removal shall begin when anyinitiator issues a PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL
command with a prevent bit of one (medium removal prevented). The prevention of medium removal for the logical
unit shall terminate:

a) afterall initiators that have medium removal prevented issue PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL commands
with a preventbit of zero, and the target has successfully performed a synchronize cache operation;

b) uponthe receipt of a BUS DEVICE RESET message from anyinitiator; or
c) upon a hard RESET condition.

While a prevention of medium removal condition is in effect the target shall inhibit mechanismsthat normally allow
removal of the medium by an operator.
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9.2.5 READ(6) command

The READ(6) command(see table 122) requests that the target transfer data to the initiator. The most recent data
value written in the addressed logical block shall be returned.

  
The cachecontrol bits (see 9,2.6) are not provided for this command. Targets with cache memory may have values
for the cache controlbits that affect the READ(6) command; however, no default value is defined by this standard.
if explicit control is required, the READ(10) command should be used.

The logical block addressfield specifies the logical block at which the read operation shail begin.

Thetransfer length field specifies the numberof contiguouslogical blocksof data to be transferred. A transfer length
of zero indicates that 256 logical blocks shall be transferred. Any other value indicates the numberof lagical blacks
that shall be transferred.

9.2.6 READ(10) command

The READ(10) command(see table 123) requeststhat the target transfer data to theinitiator. The most recent data
value written in the addressed logical block shall be returned.

Table 123 - READ(10) command

ayti*]Pr7Te]84:eefefipe]ia
jo Operation code (28h)

 
 

 
Reserved 
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A disable page out (DPO)bit of one indicates that the target shall assign the logical blocks accessed by this
command the lowestpriority for being fetchedinto or retained by the cache. A DPObit of one overrides any retention
priority specified in the cache page (see 9.3.3.1). A DPO bit of zero indicates the priority shall be determined by the
retention priority fields in the cache page. All other aspects of the algorithm implementing the cache memory
replacement strategy are not defined by this standard.

NOTE 107 The DPObit is used to contro! replacementof logical blocks in the cache memory whenthe host hasinformation
on the future usageof the logical blocks. If the DPObit is set to one, the host knowsthe logical blocks accessed by the
command are notlikely to be accessed againin the near future and should not be put in the cache memory norretained
py the cache memory. If the DPObit is zero, the host expects that logical blocks accessed by this commandarelikely
to be accessed again in the nearfuture.

A force unit access (FUA)bit of one indicates that the target shall access the media in performing the commandprior
to returning GOODstatus. Read commandsshall access the specified logical blocks from the media(i.e. the data
is not directly retrieved from the cache). in the case where the cache contains a more recent version of a logical
block than the media, the logical block shall first be written to the media. Write commandsshall not return GOOD
status until the logical blocks have actually been written on the media (i.e. the data is not write cached).

An FUAbit of zero indicates that the target may satisfy the command by accessing the cache memory. For read
operations, any logical blocks that are containedin the cache memory maybetransferred to theinitiator directly from
the cache memory. For write operations, logical blocks may be transferred directly to the cache memory. GOOD
status may be returnedto the initiator prior to writing the logical blocks to the medium. Anyerror that occursafter
the GOOD statusis returnedis a deferred error, and information regarding the error is not reported until a subsequent
command.

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RetAdrbit and the logical block addressfield.

The transfer length field specifies the numberof contiguous logical blocks of data that shall be transferred. A transfer
length of zero indicates that no logical blocks shall be transferred. This condition shall not be considered an error.
Any other value indicates the numberoflogical blacks that shall be transferred.

9,2.7 READ CAPACITY command

The READ CAPACITY command(see table 124) provides a meansforthe initiator to request information regarding
the capacity of the logical unit.

Table 124 - READ CAPACITY command

 
  

Logical block address 
Reserved

Reserved
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See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RefAdr bit and the logical block addressfield.

Thelogical block address shall be zero if the PMI bit is zero, if the PMI bit is zero and the logical block addressi
not zero, the target shall return a CHECK CONDITIONstatus, the sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST an
the additional sense code set to ILLEGAL FIELD IN CDB.

A partial medium indicator (PMI) bit of zero indicates that the returned logical block address and the block lengthi
bytes are those of the last logical block on the logical unit.

A PM!bit of one indicates that the returned logical block address and block tength in bytes are those of the logicz
block addressafter which a substantial delay in data transfer will be encountered. This returned logical block addres
shall be greater than or equal to the logical biock address specified by the RelAdr and logical block addressfield
in the command descriptor block.

NOTE 108 This functionis intended to assist storage management software in determining whetherthere is sufficient space

on the current track, cylinder, etc., to contain a frequently accessed data structure, such asa file directory orfile index,
without incurring an access delay.

The READ CAPACITY data (see table 125) shall be sent during the DATA IN phase of the command.

Table 125 - READ CAPACITY data

~Bit! Tg
Byte|

[(MSB)
Returned logical block address

(LSB)

4 (MSB)
_ Block length In bytes

7
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9.2.8 READ DEFECT DATA command

The READ DEFECT DATA command(seetable 126) requests thatthe target transfer the medium defect data to the
initiator.

Table 126 - READ DEFECT DATA command

Q
pit) 7 | 1
Byte

seen Operation code (37h)

Logical unit number Reserved

Reserved

   
 
 

 

 

Reserved

 
 

Reserved

(MSB)
Allocation length

   
 Control

if the target is unable to access any medium defect data,it shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITION
status. The sense key shall be set to either MEDIUM ERROR,if a medium error occurred, or NO SENSE, if thelist
does not exist; and the additional sense code shall be set to DEFECT LIST NOT FOUND.

NOTE 109 Sometargets may not be able to return medium defect data until after a FORMAT UNIT command has been
completed successfully.

A primary defectlist (Plist) bit of one request that the target return the primary list of defects. A Plist bit of zero
requests that the target not return the primary list of defects.

A grown defectlist (Glist) bit of one request that the target return the growndefectlist. A Glist bit of zero requests
that the target not return the grown defectlist.

A Plist bit of one and a Glist bit of one requests that the target return the primary and the grown defectlists. The
order in which thelists are returned is vendor-specific, Whetherthe lists are merged or not is vendor-specific,

A Plist bit of zero and a Glist bit of zero requests that the target return only the defect list header.

The defectlist format field is used bythe initiator to indicate the preferred format for the defectlist. This field is
intendedfor those targets capable of returning more than one format, as defined in the FORMAT UNIT command(see
9.2.1.2, defect list format). A target unable to return the requested format shail return the defect list in its default
format (see the defectlist formatfield in the defectlist header below).

if the requested defectlist format and the returned defectlist format are not the same,the target shall transfer the
defect data and then terminate the command with CHECK CONDITION status. The sense Key shall be set to
RECOVERED ERRORandthe additional sense code shall be set to DEFECT LIST NOT FOUND.

The READ DEFECT DATA defectlist (see table 127) contains a four-byte header, followed by zero or more defect
descriptors.
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Table 127 - READ DEFECT DATA defect list

Defect list length

—_ “Defectc‘descriptor(s)(ifanys)(s)(ifaany)
a “Defect descriptor oOo.(See specific table” for length.)

podescriptor x
(See specific table for length.)

A Plist bit of one indicates that the data returned contains the primary defectlist. A Plist bit of zero indicates that the
data returned does not contain the primary defectlist.

 

  

  
   

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

  

A Glist bit of one indicates that the data returned contains the grown defectlist. A Glist bit of zero indicates that the
data returned does not contain the grown defectlist.

The defectlist format field indicates the format of the defect descriptors returned by the target. This field is definec
in the FORMAT UNIT command(see 9.2.1.2).

NOTE 110 The useof the block format is not recommended. There is no universal model that sensibly defines the meaning
of the logical block address of a defect. In the usual case, a defect that has been reassigned no longer has a logical block
address,

Defect descriptors returnedin the block format are vendor-specific. Defect descriptors returned in the physical secto:
format may or may notinclude defects in areas not accessible to the initiator. Defect descriptors returned in bytes-
from-index format shall comprise a complete list of defects. A complete list of defects may include defects in areas
not within the capacity returned in the READ CAPACITY command.

The defectlist length field specifies the length in bytes of the defect descriptors that follow. The defectlist length is
equalte four or eight times the numberof defect descriptors, depending on the format of the returned descriptors
(see 9.2.1.1).

If the allocation lengthis insufficient to transferall of the defect descriptors, the defect list length shall not be adjusted
to reflect the truncation. The target shall not create CHECK CONDITION status. The initiator is responsible for
comparing the defect list length and the allocation length to ensure that a partiallist was not received.

NOTE 111 Theinitiator may determine the length of the defectlist by sending the READ DEFECT DATA commandwith an
allocation length of four. The target will return the defect list header that contains the length of the defectlist.

The defect descriptors may or may not be sent in ascending order. The initiator may determine the exact number
of defects by dividing the defect list length by the length of a single defect descriptor for the returned format.
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9.2.9 READ LONG command

The READ LONG command(see table 128) requests that the target transfer data to the initiator. The data passed
during the READ LONG commandis vendor-specific, but shall include the data bytes and the ECC bytes recorded
on the medium. The most recent data written in the addressed logical block shal! be returned.

Table 128 - READ LONG command

: aoe 3 = = oot

Operation code (3Eh)

 

 
Byte transfer length
 

Control  

NOTE 112 Any other bytes that can be corrected by ECC should be included(e.g. data synchronization mark within the
area covered by ECC). It is not important for the ECC bytes to be at the end of the data bytes; however, they should be
in the same order as they are on the media.

A corrected (CORRCT)bit of zero causes a logical block to be read without any correction madeby thetarget. A
CORRCTbit of one causes the data to be corrected by ECC before being transferredto the initiator.

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RelAdr bit and the logical biock addressfield.

The byte transfer length field should specify exactly the numberof bytes of data that are available for transfer. Ifa
non-zero byte transfer length does not exactly match the available data length, the target shall terminate the
command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, the sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTand an additional sense
code set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB. Thevalid and IL! bits shall be set to one and the information field shall be set
to the difference (residue) of the requested length minus the actuallengthin bytes. Negative values shall be indicated
by two's complementnotation.

A byte transfer length of zero indicates that no bytes shall be transferred and shall not be considered an error.
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9,2.10 REASSIGN BLOCKS command

The REASSIGN BLOCKS command (see table 129) requests the target to reassign the defective logical blocks to
another area on the medium set aside for this purpose. The target should also record the location of the defective
logical blocks to the grown defect list if such a list is supported. More than one physical or logical block may be
relocated by each defect descriptor sent by the initiator. This command does not alter the contents or location of
the Plist (see 9.2.1, FORMAT UNIT command).

The initiator transfers a defect list that contains the logical block addresses to be reassigned. The target shall
reassign the physical medium used for each logical black addressin thelist. The data containedin the logical blocks
specified in the defectlist may be altered, but the data in all other logical blocks on the medium shail be preserved.

NOTE 119 The effect of specifying a logical block to be reassigned that previously has been reassignedis to reassign the
block again. Overthe life of the medium,a logical block can be assigned to multiple physical addresses until no more

Table 129 - REASSIGN BLOCKS command

elpeeStSSByte P7fefe|efe?ft
ro[SCsGORY
a
}2|Reserved
3|Reserved
a4

 
 
  

 

  
  

 
  

  

 

  

spare locations remain on the medium.

The REASSIGN BLOCKSdefectlist (see table 130) contains a four-byte header followed by one or more defect
descriptors. The length of each defect descriptoris four bytes.
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Defect logical block address
 

 

Defect logical block address
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The defectlist length field specifies the total length in bytes of the defect descriptors that follow. The defectlist length
is equalto four times the numberof defect descriptors and does notincludethe defectlist header length.

The defect descriptor specifies a four-byte defect logical block address that contains the defect. The defect
descriptors shall be in ascending order.

If the logical unit hasinsufficient capacity to reassign all of the logical blocks specified in the defect descriptors, the
command shall terminate with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, the sense key shall be set to HARDWARE ERROR and
the additional sense code set to NO DEFECT SPARE LOCATION AVAILABLE.

If the togical unit is unable to successfully complete a REASSIGN BLOCKS command, the command shall terminate
with CHECK CONDITIONstatus with the appropriate sense information. The logical block addressofthe first defect
descriptor not reassigned shall be returnedin the command-specific information field of the sense data. If information
aboutthe first defect descriptor not reassignedis not available, orif all the defects have been reassigned, this field
shall be set to FFFFFFFFh.

ifthe REASSIGN BLOCKS commandfailed due to an unexpected unrecoverable read error that would causethe loss
of data in a block not specified in the defectlist, the logical block address of the unrecoverable block shall be
returned in the informationfield of the sense data and the valid bit shall be set to one.

NOTE 114 If the REASSIGN BLOCKS command returns CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense data command-specific
information field contains a valid logical block address,theinitiator should removeail defect descriptors from the defect
list prior to the one returned in the command-specific information field, If the sense key is MEDIUM ERROR andthe valid
bit is one (the information field contains the valid block address) theinitiator should insert that new defective logical block
addressinto the defectlist and reissue the REASSIGN BLOCKS command with the new defectlist. Otherwise,theinitiator
should perform anycorrective action indicated by the sense data and then reissue the REASSIGN BLOCKS commandwith
the new defectlist.

9.2.11 RELEASE command

The RELEASE command(seetable 131) is used to release a previously reserved logical unit, or,if the extent release
option is implemented, to release previously reserved extents within a logicalunit.

Table 131 - RELEASE command

i aPF|elt|8|
Operation code (17h)

Logical unit number 3rdPty|Third party device ID
Reservation identification

 
 

  

  
 
 

  Reserved

Reserved

rtea 
The RESERVE and RELEASE commandsprovide the basic mechanism for contention resolution in multiple-initiator
systems, A reservation may only be released bytheinitiator that madeit. It is not an error for an initiator to attempt
to release a reservationthat is not currently valid, or is held by anotherinitiator. in this case, the target shall retum
GOODstatus withoutaltering any other reservation.

NOTE 115 The reservation queuing option in X3.131-1986 has been removed fram SCSI-2.
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9,.2.11.1 Logical unit release

Implementation of logical unit release is mandatory. If the extentbit is Zero, this command shail causethetarget to
terminate all non-third-party logical unit and extent reservations that are active from theinitiator to the specified logical
unit. The reservation ID field in the command descriptor block is ignored by the target.

9.2.11.2 Extent release

Implementation of extent release is optional. If the extent bit is one and the extent release option is not implemented,
then the RELEASE commandshall be terminated with CHECK CONDITION status and the sense key shall be set to
ILLEGAL REQUEST. This option shall be implementedif the extent reservation option (see 9.2.12.2) is implemented.

If the extent bit is one and the extent release option is implemented, this command shail cause any reservation from
the requestinginitiator with a matching reservation identification to be terminated. Other reservations from the
requestinginitiator shall remain in effect.

9.2.11.3 Third-party release

Implementation of third-party release is mandatory. Third-party release allowsaninitiator to release a logical unit or
extents within a logical unit that were previously reserved using third-party reservation (see 9.2.12.3), Third-party
release shall be implemented andis intended for use in multiple-initiator systems that use the COPY command.

If the third-party (3rdPty) bit is zero, then a third-party release is not requested. Ifthe 3rdPty bit is one thenthe target
shall release the specified logical unit or extents, but only if the reservation was madeusinga third-party reservation
bytheinitiator that is requesting the release for the same SCSI device as specified in the third-party deviceID field.

If the 3rdPty bit is one the target shall not modify the mode parameters for commandsreceived from the third-party
device evenif the target implements the transfer of mode parameters with a third-party RESERVE command,

NOTE 116 If a target implements independent storage of mode parameters for each initiator, a third-party RESERVE
command copies the current mode parametersfor the initiator that sent the RESERVE command to the current mode
parameters for the initiator specified as the third-party device (usually a copy master device). A unit attention condition
notifies the third-party of the changed mode parameters due to the reservation. A successful third-party RELEASE
command does notreturn the third-party devices’ current mode parameters back to their previous values. Thethird-party
device can issue MODE SENSE and MODE SELECT commandsto query and modify the mode parameters.
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9.2.12 RESERVE command

The RESERVE command(see table 132) is used to reservea logical unit or, if the extent reservation option is
implemented, extents within a logical unit.

Table 132 -7RESERVEco command
Bitl7

= ~Operation code(16h)_(16h)

Logical unit number SrdPty|Third party device ID

2|Reservation identification
re ase) Extent list length

   
   
  
  

The RESERVE and RELEASE commandsprovide the basic mechanism for contention resolution in multiple-initiator
systems. The third-party reservation allowslogicalunits or extents to be reserved for another specified SCSI device.

NOTE 117 The reservation queuing option in X3,131-1986 has been removed from SCSl-2.

9.2.12.1 Logical unit reservation

Implementation of logical unit reservation is mandatory. If the extentbit is zero, this commandshall request that the
entire logical unit be reserved for the exclusive use ofthe initiator until the reservation is superseded by anothervalid
RESERVE commandfrom theinitiator that made the reservation or until released by a RELEASE commandfrom the
sameinitiator that made the reservation, by a BUS DEVICE RESET message from anyinitiator, by a hard RESET
condition, or by a power on cycle. A logicalunit reservation shall not be grantedif the logical unit or any extentis
reserved by anotherinitiator. It shall be permissibie for an initiator to reserve a logicalunit that is currently reserved
by thatinitiator. If the extentbit is zero, the reservation identification and the extentlist length shall be ignored.

if the logical unit, or any extentwithin the logical unit is reserved for anotherinitiator, the target shall return
RESERVATION CONFLICTstatus.

if, after honouring the reservation, any otherinitiator attempts to perform any command onthe reserved logical unit
other than an INQUIRY, REQUEST SENSE, PREVENT ALLOW MEDIUM REMOVAL(with a preventbit of zero), ora
RELEASE command the commandshall be rejected with RESERVATION CONFLICTstatus. ~

9,.2.12.2 Extent reservation

implementation of extent reservation is optional. The reservation identification field provides a meansforaninitiator
to identify each extent reservation. This allows an initiator in a multiple tasking environment, to have multiple
reservations outstanding. The reservation identification is used in the RELEASE command to specify which
reservation is to be released. It is also used in superseding RESERVE commandsto specify which reservationis to
be superseded.

lf the extent reservation option is implemented, then the extent release option (see 9.2.11.2) shall also be
implemented. These options permit multiple extents within the logical unit to be reserved, each with a separate
reservation type.

if the extent bit is one, and the extent reservation option is implemented, then the target shall process the reservation
request as follows:
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a)

b —

d)

The extentlist shal! be checked for the numberof extents in the reservation request. If the extent list length
is zero, no current reservations shall be changed, no new reservations shall be created, and this condition shall
not be treated as an error. If the extent list contains more extents than are supported on the logicalunit, the
command shall be terminated with CHECK CONDITION status and the sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL
REQUEST. If the extentlist contains more extents than are currently available on the logical unit, then the
target shall return a RESERVATION CONFLICTstatus.
The extentlist shall be checkedfor valid extent logical block addresses. If any logical block addressis invalid
for this logical unit, the command shall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense keyshall
be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST, The extentlist shall be checked for invalid extent overlaps (as defined by
reservation type) with other extent descriptors in the extentlist and if invalid overlaps are found, the cammand
shall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shail be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST.
Ifthe requested reservation does not conflict with an existing reservation, the extents specified shall be reserved
until superseded by another valid RESERVE command from the initiator that made the reservation oruntil
released by a RELEASE command from the sameinitiator, by a BUS DEVICE RESET messagefrom any
initiator, or by a hard RESET condition.If either of the last two conditions occur, the next command from each
initiator shall be terminated with CHECK CONDITION status and the sense key shall be set to UNIT
ATTENTION.

If the reservation request conflicts with an existing reservation, then the target shall return a RESERVATION
CONFLICTstatus.

If the extent bit is one, and the extent reservation option is not implemented, then the RESERVE command shall be
rejected with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST.

The size of the extentlist shall be defined by the extentlist length field. The extentlist shall consist of zero or more
descriptors as shown in table 133. Each extent descriptor defines an extent beginning at the specified logical block
addressfor the specified number of blocks. If the numberof blocks is zero, the extent shall begin at the specified
logical block address and continue through thelast logical block address on the logical unit.

Table 133 - Data format of extent descriptors

Bit : 4 3 1 1 To}
Byte

Number of blocks

    
 

 

Logical block address  

The reservation type field shall define the type of reservation in effect for the extent. The types of reservation are
defined in table 134.

Table 134 - Reservation types

}i

00b Read shared
Write exclusive
Read exclusive
Exclusive access

 

 
 

  
  

 
 

a) Read exclusive. While this reservation is active, no otherinitiator shall be permitted read operations to the
indicated extent. This reservation shall not inhibit write operations from any initiator or conflict with a write
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exclusive reservation; however, read exclusive, exclusive access, and read shared reservations that overlap this
extent shall conflict with this reservation.

b) Write exclusive. While this reservation is active, no other initiator shall be permitted write operations to the
indicated extent. This reservation shall not inhibit read operations from anyinitiator or conflict with a read
exclusive reservation from anyinitiator. This reservation shall conflict with write exclusive, exclusive access, and
read shared reservations that overlap this extent.

c) Exclusive access. While this reservationis active, no other initiator shall be permitted any accesstotheindicated
extent. All reservation types that overlap this extent shall conflict with this reservation.

d) Read shared. While this reservation is active, no write operations shall be permitted by any initiator to the
indicated extent. This reservation shall not inhibit read operations from anyinitiator or conflict with a read shared
reservation, Read exclusive, write exciusive, and exclusive access reservations that overlap with this extent shall
conflict with this reservation.

if the relative addressbit is one, the logical block address in the extent descriptor shall be treated as a two's
complement displacement. This displacement shall be addedto the logical block address last accessed on the
logical unit to form the logical block address for this extent. This feature is only available when linking commands
and requires that a previous commandin the linked group has accessed a logical block on the logical unit; if not,
the RESERVE commandshall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shall be set to
ILLEGAL REQUEST.

If an initiator attempts a commandtoalogical block that has beenreserved andthat accessis prohibited by the
reservation, the command shall not be performed and the commandshal! be terminated with a RESERVATION
CONFLICT status. If a reservation conflict precludes any part of the command, none of the commandshail be
performed. COPY commandsshail be terminated with CHECK CONDITION status and the sense key shall be set
to DATA PROTECTif any part of the copy operationis prohibited by an active reservation. If any extent in a logical
unit is reserved in any way, by anyinitiator, a FORMAT UNIT commandshall be rejected with a RESERVATION
CONFLICTstatus.

9.2.12.3 Third-party reservation

Impiementationof third-party reservation is mandatory. The third-party reservation for the RESERVE commandallows
an initiator to reserve a logical unit or extents within a logical unit for another SCSI device. This is intended for use
in multiple-initiator systems that use the COPY command. Third-party reservation is required.

If the third-party (SrdPty) bit is zero, then a third-party reservation is not requested. If the SrdPty bit is one then the
target shall reserve the specified logicalunit or extents for the SCSI device specified in the third-party device ID field.
The target shall preservethe reservation until it is superseded by anothervalid RESERVE commandtrom the initiator
that madethe reservation or until it is released by the sameinitiator, by a BUS DEVICE reset message from any
initiator, or a hard reset condition. The target shall ignore any attemptto release the reservation made byany other
initiator.

If independent sets of parameters are implemented,a third party reservation shall cause the target to transfer the set
of parametersin effect far the initiator of the RESERVE command tothe parameters used for commandsfrom the
third party device. Any subsequent commandissued bythethird-party device is executed according to the mode
parameters in effect for the initiator that sent the RESERVE command.

NOTE118 This transfer of the mode parametersis applicable to target devices which store made information independently
for different initiators. This mechanism allows aninitiator to set the mode parameters of a target for the use of a copy
master(i.e. the third-party device), The third-party copy master may subsequently issue a MODE SELECT command to
modify the mode parameters.
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9.2.12.4 Superseding reservations

Implementation of superseding reservations is mandatory. Aninitiator that holds a current reservation (unit or extent)
may modify that reservation by issuing another RESERVE command(unit or extent) to the samelogical unit. The
superseding RESERVE commandshallreleasethe previous reservation state (unit or extent) when the new reservation
request is granted. If the superseding reservation is for an extent reservation and the current reservation is also an
extent reservation, the current extent reservation identification value is used for the superseding reservation. The
current reservation shall not be modified ifthe superseding reservation request cannot be granted. Ifthe superseding
reservation cannot be granted because of conflicts with a previous reservation (other than the reservation being
superseded), then the target shall return RESERVATION CONFLICTstatus,

NOTE 119 Superseding reservations allow the SCS/ device ID to be changed on a reservation using the third-party
reservation option. This capability is necessary for certain situations when using COMPARE, COPY, and COPY AND
VERIFY commands.

9.2.13 REZERO UNIT command

The REZERO UNIT command(see table 135) requests that the target set the logical unit to a specific state. See
vendor specifications for details.

Table 135 - REZEROUNUNIT command 

~Operation‘code(Oth)

Reserved 

Reserved

= ReservedControl
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9.2.14 SEARCH DATA commands

The SEARCH DATA commands(see table 136) search one or morelogicai blocks for equality or inequality to a data
pattern. The concept of records within a logical block is used to allow multiple records within a logical block to be
searched,

Table 136 - SEARCH DATA commands 

 

 
 

Logical block address

 

 
 
 
 

 

Reserved

  Number of blocks to search

 (LSB)

 

The invert bit determines whether the search condition is to be inverted. See 9.2.14.1 through 9.2.14.3 for a
description of the search conditions for the individual SEARCH DATA commands.

A spanned data (SpnDat) bit of zero indicates that each record shall be wholly contained within a single block. Any
spaceat the end of a blockthat is smaller than the record length is ignored by the SEARCH DATAcommands. A
SpnDatbit of one indicates that records span block boundaries(i.e. record maystart in one block and endin the
next or a subsequentblock.

The numberof blacks to search field specifies the maximum numberof contiguous logical blocks to be searched.
A value of zero indicates that no logical blocks shail be searched. This condition shall not be considered an error.
Any other value indicates the maximum numberof logical blocks that shall be searched.

A link bit (see 7.2.7) of zero indicates a non-linked command andif the searchis satisfied, the command shall be
terminated with a CONDITION MET status. A REQUEST SENSE commandcan then beissued to determine the

logical block address and record offset of the matching record. Ifthe search is not satisfied and no error occurs, the
commandshall be terminated with GOODstatus.

A link bit (see 7.2.7) of one indicates a commandis linked to the SEARCH DATA commandandif the searchis
satisfied, INTERMEDIATE-CONDITION MET statusis returned and the next commandis executed. If the RelAdrbit
in the next commandis one, the logical block address of the next command is used as a displacement from the
logical block address at which the search wassatisfied. Ifa linked searchis not satisfied, the commandis terminated
with CHECK CONDITION status. A REQUEST SENSE command may then beissued.

A REQUEST SENSE commandfollowing a satisfied SEARCH DATA commandshall:
a) return a sense key of EQUALif the search wassatisfied by an exact match. [f the search wassatisfied by an

inequality then a sense key of NO SENSEshall be returned.
b) return the valid bit set to one.
c) return the logicai block address of the logical block containing thefirst matching recordin the informationfield.
d) return the record offset of the matching record in the command-specific information field,
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A REQUEST SENSE command following a SEARCH DATA commandthatis not satisfied shall:
a) return a sense key of NO SENSE,if no errors occurred during the command execution.
b) return the valid bit set to zero.

The SEARCH DATAparameterlist (see table 137) contains a fourteen-byte header, followed by one or more searct
argument descriptors.

Table 137 - SEARCH DATA parameterlist

Legical record length
 

First record offset

 

Displacement

 
Pattern length

Pattern

 
 

The logical record length field specifies the record length in bytes.

The first record offset field specifies the number of bytes that shall be ignoredin the first logical block before the
search begins. {f the value of the first record offset field shall is larger than the logical block length the target shall
terminate the command with a CHECK CONDITIONstatus, set the sense key to ILLEGAL REQUESTand set the
additional sense code to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERSLIST. Subsequent logical blocks shall be searched
beginning with thefirst byte in the logical block. This permits one or more records to be skippedinitially.

The numberof recordsfield specifies the maximum numberof records that shall be searched by this command. An
search shall terminate when the search pattern is found or when the numberof records is exhausted or when the
number of blocks to search is exhausted.

The search argumentlength field specifies the length in bytes of all the search argument descriptors that follow.

NOTE 120 Sincethe pattern length canvary, there is no fixed multiple of the search argument descriptor to determine the
search argument length.

The search argumentdescriptors specify one or more search conditions to execute within a single record in order
to satisfy the search. Each search argument descriptor is made up ofa displacementfield, a pattern length field, and
a pattern field.
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The displacementfield specifies the displacementin bytes of the first byte of the data to be comparedfrom the start
of the logical record.

The pattern fength field specifies the length in bytes of the pattern that follows.

The pattern field specifies the data to compare to the logical record.

9.2.14.1 SEARCH DATA EQUAL command

The SEARCH DATAEQUALcommand(seetable 136, operation code 31h) shail be satisfied bythefirst logical record
searched that contains data that satisfies all of the search argument descriptor(s). If the invert bit in the command
descriptorblockis zero, the search argument descriptor(s) shall be satisfied by data in the logical record being equal
to the data in the pattern. ifthe invert bit is one, the search argument descriptor(s) shall be satisfied by data in the
logical record being not equalto the data in the pattern. (See 9.2.14.)

9.2.14.2 SEARCH DATA HIGH command

The SEARCH DATAHIGH command(see table 136, operation code 30h) shall be satisfied by thefirst logical record
searched that contains data that satisfies all of the search argument descriptor(s). If the invert bit in the command
descriptor block is zero, the search argument descriptor(s) shall be satisfied by data in the logical record being
greater than the data in the pattern. If the invert bit is one, the search argument descriptor(s) shall be satisfied by
data in the logical record being less than or equal to the data in the pattern. (See 9.2.14.)

9.2.14.3 SEARCH DATA LOW command

The SEARCH DATA LOW command(seetable 186, operation code 32h) shall be satisfied by thefirst logical record
searched that contains data that satisfies all of the search argument descriptor(s). If the invert bit in the command
descriptor block is zero, the search argument descriptor(s) shall be satisfied by data in the logical record being less
than the data in the pattern. If the invert bit is one, the search argumentdescriptor(s) shall be satisfied by data in
the logical record being greater than or equal to the data in the pattern. (See 9.2.14.)

9.2.15 SEEK(6) and SEEK(10) commands

The SEEK(6) (see table 138) and SEEK(10) (see table 139) commands requestthat the logical unit seek to the
specified logical block address.

Table 138 - SEEK(6) command

Bit] 7 3 ee
Byte

Operation code (OBh) 
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__Table15139 -7 SEEK(10)ccommand
~Bitl:
Byte

~ Operation code(25(2Bh)

Logical block address

   
 
 

 

 

 
(LSB)

Reserved

Reserved

Control

   
  

 
 
 

9.2.16 SET LIMITS command

The SET LIMITS command(see table 140) defines the range within which subsequentlinked commands mayoperate.
Asecond SET LIMITS command maynotbelinked to a chain of commandsin which a SET LIMITS command has
already been issued.

Table14140 - SET0-SET LIMITS¢command
Bit!

on amicode(3(33h)
 

 Logical block address

Reserved

7 (MSB) Number of blocks
 

Control
ee -

The read inhibit (RdInh) bit of one indicates that read operations within the range shail be inhibited.

A write inhibit (Wrinh) bit of one indicates that write operations within the range shall be inhibited.

The logical block addressfield specifies the starting address for the range.

The numberof blocksfield specifies the numberof jogical blocks within the range. A numberof blocks of zero
indicates that the range shall extend to the last logical block on the logical unit.
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Any attempt to access outside of the restricted range or any attempt to perform an inhibited operation within the
restricted range shall not be performed. The commandshall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the
sense key shall be set to DATA PROTECT. A second SET LIMITS commandwithin a linked list of commandsshall
be rejected with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and the sense key shall be set to DATA PROTECT.

9.2.17 START STOP UNIT command

The START STOP UNIT command(see table 141) requests that the target enable or disable the logicalunit for media
access operations.

Table 141 - START STOP UNIT command

 
 

fo|Operation code (1Bh)

p2|Reserved
Ee

Reserved  

Control

An immediate (immed) bit of one indicates that status shall be returned as scon as the command descriptor block
has been validated. An immedbit of zero indicates that status shall be returned after the operation is completed.

A load eject (LoEj) bit of zero requests that no action be taken regarding loading or ejecting the medium. A LoEjbit
of one requests that the medium shall be unloadedif the start bit is zero. A LoEj bit of one requests that the medium
is to be loadedif the start bit is one.

A start bit of one requests the logical unit be made readyfor use. A start bit of zero requests that the logical unit be
stopped (media cannot be accessed by the initiator).

Targets that contain cache memory shall implicitly perform a SYNCHRONIZE CACHE commandfor the entire medium
prior to executing the STOP UNIT command.
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9.2.18 SYNCHRONIZE CACHE command

The SYNCHRONIZE CACHE command(see table 142) ensures that logical blocks in the cache memory, within the
specified range, have their most recent data value recorded on the physical medium. Ifa more recent data value fo
a logical block within the specified range exists in the cache memory than on the physical medium, thenthe lagica
block from the cache memory shall be written to the physical medium. Logical blocks are not necessarily removec
trom the cache memory as a result of the synchronize cache operation.

Table1142 - SYNCHRONIZE CACHE command
 

 

 
An immediate (Immed) bit of one indicates that the target shall return status as soon as the command descripto:
block has been validated. An Immedbit of zero indicates that the status shall not be returned until the operation has
been completed. If the Immed bit is one and the target does not support it then the commandshall terminate wit
CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUESTandthe additional sense code shal
be set to INVALID FIELD IN CDB.

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RelAdr bit and the logical block addressfield.

The numberof blocksfield specifies the total number of contiguous logical blocks within the range. A number o
blocks of zero indicates that all remaining logical blocks on the logical unit shall be within the range.

A logical block within the specified range that is not in cache memory is not considered anerror.
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9,2.19 VERIFY command

The VERIFY command(see table 143) requests that the target verify the data written on the medium.

Table 143 -7VERIFY«command—

Operation code (2Fh)1 Logical unit numberelBytChk RelAdr
(MSB)

  
 
 
  

 

Logical block address

Reserved  
Verification length

  
Ifthe MODE SELECT commandis implemented, andtheverify error recovery parameters pageis also implemented,
then the current settings in that page specifies the verification error criteria. If the verify error recovery parameters
pageis not implemented, then the verification criteria is vendor-specific.

A byte check (BytChk)bit of zero causes a medium verification to be performed with no data comparison. A BytChk
bit of one causes a byte-by-byte compare of data written on the medium andthe datatransferred from theinitiator.
if the compare is unsuccessful for any reason,the target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus with the sense key
set to MISCOMPARE.

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RelAdr bit and the logical block addressfield.

The verification length field specifies the number of contiguous logical blocksof data that shall be verified. A transfer
jength of zero indicates that no logical blocks shall be verified. This condition shail not be considered as an error.
Any othervalue indicates the numberoflogical biocks that shall be verified.

See 9.2.6 for a description of the cache control bit (DPQ).
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9.2.20 WRITE(6) command

The WRITE(6) command(see table 144) requests that the target write the data transferred by the initiator to the
medium.

Table 144 - WRITE(6) command
 

  
Logical block address2

Pa|(LSB)
4
os|
 Transfer length  

The cachecontrol bits (see 9.2.6) are not provided for this command. Targets with cache memory may have values
for the cache contro! bits which may affect the WRITE(6) command, however no default value is defined by this
standard. If explicit control is required, the WRITE(10) command should be used.

The logical block addressfield specifies the logical block at which the write operation shall begin.

The transfer length field specifies the number of contiguous logical blocks of data to transferred. A transfer length
of zero indicates that 256 logical blocks shall be transferred. Any other value indicates the numberof logical blocks
that shail be transferred.

9.2.21 WRITE(10) command

The WRITE(10) command (see table 145) requests that the target write the data transferred by the initiator to the
medium.

Table 145 -s+WRITE(( (10)concommand

~Qperationcodede(2Ah)

Logical unit number DPO FUA Reserved|Reserved| RelAdr
 

Logical block address   
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See READ(10) command(9.2.6) for a definition of the cache control bits (DPO and FUA).

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RelAdr bit and the logical block addressfield.

The transfer length field specifies the numberof contiguouslogical blocksof data that shall be transferred. A transter
length of zero indicates that no logical blocks shall be transferred. This condition shall not be considered an error
and no data shall be written. Any other value indicates the numberof logical blocks that shall be transferred.

9.2.22 WRITE AND VERIFY command

The WRITE AND VERIFY command(see table 146) requests that the target write the data transferred from theinitiator
to the medium andthen verify that the data is correctly written. The data is only transferred once from the initiator
to the target.

  

Logical block address

Reserved  

Transfer length
  

Control  

  
ifthe MODE SELECT commandis implemented, and theverify error recovery pageis also implemented (see 9.3.3.8),
then the current settings in that page along with the AWREbit from the read-write error recovery page specify the
verification errorcriteria. If these pages are not implemented, then the verification criteria is vendor-specific.

Abyte check (BytChk)bit of zero requests a medium verification to be performed with no data comparison. A BytGhk
bit of one requests a byte-by-byte compare of data written on the medium andthe data transferred from the initiator.
If the compare is unsuccessful for any reason,the target shall return CHECK CONDITIONstatus with the sense key
set to MISCOMPARE.

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RelAdr bit and the logical block addressfield.

See WRITE(10) command (see 9.2.21) for a definition of the transfer length field.

See 9.2.6 for a description of the cache control bit (DPO).

NOTE 121 The WAITE AND VERIFY commandspecifically states that the data are not to be transferred twice (i.e once for
the write pass, and oncefor the verify pass) when performing a byte compare.If there is a need for two transfers to occur
(e.g. to ensure the integrity of the path to the media), then theinitiator should issue a WAITE commandwith a LINKbit of
one followed by a VERIFY command with a BytCmpbit of one, transferring the same data on each command.
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9.2.23 WRITE LONG command

The WRITE LONG command(seetable 147) requests that the target write the data transferred bythe initiator to the
medium. The data passed during the WRITE LONG commandis implementation specific, but shall include the data
bytes and the ECC bytes. :

Table 147 - WRITE LONG command

Bit 7 |6
Byte

ae - Operation code (3Fh)

Logical unit number Reserved RelAdr

 
 
   
 
 Logical block address 
 

(LSB)

peene
7 (MSB)  Byte transfer length  

 
(LSB)

 

NOTE122 Any other bytes that can be corrected by ECC should beincluded (e.g. a data synchronization mark within the
area covered by ECC). The READ LONG commandis usually issued before issuing a WRITE LONG command, The WRITE
LONG data should be the same length and in the same order as the data returned by the READ LONG command.

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RelAdr bit and the logical block addressfield.

Thebyte transfer length field should specify the numberof bytes of data that the target would return for the READ
LONG command. If a non-zero byte transfer length does not exactly match the data length the target would return
for the READ LONG command, then the target shall terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus and a
sense key of ILLEGAL REQUESTand an additional sense code of INVALID FIELD IN CDB.The IL! and valid bits shall
be set to one and the informationfield shail be set to the difference (residue) of the requested length minus the actual
length in bytes. Negative values shall be indicated by two’s complementnotation, A transfer length of zero indicates
that no bytes shall be transferred and shall not be considered an error.
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9.2.24 WRITE SAME command

The WRITE SAME command(seetable 148) requests that the target write the single block of data transferred by the
initiator to the medium multiple times.

Table 148 - WRITE SAME command

  
 

 
NOTE 123 This commandis usefulif large areas of the medium need to be written, prepared for certification, or otherwise
initialized without the initiator having to transfer all the data.

A logical block data (LBdata) bit of one requests that the target replace thefirst four bytes of the data to be written
to the current logical block with the logical block address of the block currently being written.

A physical block data (PBdata) bit of one requeststhat the target replace thefirst eight bytes of the data to be written
to the current physical sector with the physical address of the sector currently being written using the physical sector
format (see 9.2.1.1).

it PBdata and LBdata are one the commandshall be terminated with CHECK CONDITIONstatus, The sensekeyshall
be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST.

See 9.2.2 for a definition of the RelAdr bit and the logical block address field.

The numberof blocksfield specifies the number of contiguous logical blocks to be written. A numberof blocksfield
of zero requests that all the remaining logical blocks on the medium be written.
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9.3 Parameters for direct-access devices

9.3.1 Diagnostic parameters

This subclause defines the descriptors and pages for diagnostic parameters used with direct-access devices.

The diagnostic page codesfor direct-access devices are defined in table 149.

Table 149 - Diagnostic page codes 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

00h Supported diagnostic pages 8.3.1.1
40h Translate address page

Oih - 3Fh Reserved (for all device type pages)
4ih - 7Fh Reserved

Vendor-specific pages80h - FFh 

9.3.1.1 Translate address page - SEND DIAGNOSTIC

The transiate address pageallowsthe initiator to translate a logical block address, physical sector address or physica
bytes from index address into any one of the other formats. The addressto be translated is passedto the target witt:
the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command andtheresults are returned to the initiator by the RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC
RESULTS command. The format of the translate address page - SEND DIAGNOSTICis shownin table 150. The
translated address is returned in the translate address page - RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS(see 9.3.1.2).

Table 150 - Translate address page - SEND DIAGNOSTIC

Seca Page code (40h)

preservedSY
Page length (000Ah)

(LSB) |
Reserved Supplied format 

Reserved Translate format

Address to translate

 
The supplied formatfield specifies the format of addressto translate field. Valid values for this field are defined in
the FORMAT UNIT command(see 9.2.1). If the target does not support the requested formatit shall terminate the
SEND DIAGNOSTIC command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sensekey shall be set to ILLEGAL REQUEST
and an additional sense codeshall be set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.

The translate formatfield specifies which formattheinitiator would like the address to be translated to. Valid values
for this field are defined in the FORMAT UNIT command(see 9.2.1). If the target does not support the requested
format it shail terminate the command with CHECK CONDITIONstatus. The sense key shall be set to ILLEGAL
REQUESTand an additional sense code shail be set to INVALID FIELD IN PARAMETERLIST.
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The addressto translatefield contains a single addressthe initiator is requesting the target to translate. The format
of this field depends on the value in the supplied format field. The formats are described in 9.2.1.1. If the logical
block formatis specified the block addressshail be in the first four bytes of the field with the remaining bytes set to
zero,

9.3.1.2 Translate address page - RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC

The translate address page allows the initiator to translate a logical block address, physical sector address, or
physical bytes from index addressinto any one of the other formats. The addressto betranslated is passed to the
target with the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command and the results are returned to the initiator by the RECEIVE
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS command. Thetranslated address is returned in the translate address page ~- RECEIVE
DIAGNOSTIC (see table 151).

Table1151 - Translate addressspage-RECEIVEDIAC- RECEIVE DIAGNOSTIC

Page.“code.(40h) 
Reserved

Page length
(LSB)

Reserved Supplied format

 

|RAREA|ALTSEC | ALTTRK Translated format 

”Translated addresses

 
 

Translated address {
 

 

Translated address x (if required)

  
 

Thetranslate address page contains a four byte page header which specifies the page code andlength followed by
two bytes which describe the translated address followed by zero or more translated address(s).

The pagelength field contains the number of parameter bytes which follow.

The supplied format field contains the value from the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command supplied formatfield (see
9.3.1.1).

A reserved area (RAREA)bit of one indicates that all or part of the translated addressfalls within a reserved area of
the medium (e.g. speed tolerance gap,alternate sector, vendor reserved area,etc.). If the entire translated address
falls within a reserved area the target may not return a translated address. An RAREAbit of zero indicates that no
part of the translated address falls within a reserved area of the medium.

An alternate sector (ALTSEC) bit of one indicates that the translated address is physically located in an alternate
sector of the medium. Ifthe target cannot determineif all or part of the translated addressis located in an alternate
sectorit shall set this bit to zero. An ALTSECbit of zero indicates that no part of the translated addressis located
in an alternate sector of the medium or that the target is unable to determine this information.
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An alternate track (ALTTRK) bit of one indicates that part or all of the translated addressis located on an alternate
track of the medium or the target cannot determineif all or part of the translated address is located on an alternate
track. An ALTTRKbit of zero indicates that no part of the translated addressis located on an alternate track of the
medium.

The translated format field contains the value from the SEND DIAGNOSTIC commandtranslate format field (see
9.3.1.1).

The translated addressfield contains the address(s) the target translated from the address supplied by the initiator
in the SEND DIAGNOSTIC command.This field shall be in the format specified in the translate format field. The
different formats are described in 9.2.1.1. Ifthe logical block formatis specified the block addressshall bein thefirst
four bytes of the field and the remaining bytes shail be set to zero.

If the returned data is in the logical block or physical sector format and the addressto be translated covers more than
one addressafter it has been translated (e.g. accounting for speed tolerance or multiple physical sectors within a
single logical block or multiple logical blocks within a single physical sector) the target shall return all possible
addresses which are contained in the area specified by the address to betranslated.

If the returned data is in bytes from index format the target shail return a pair of translated values for each of the
possible addresses which are contained in the area specified by the addressto translate field. Of the pair of
translated values returned, thefirst indicates the starting location and the second the ending location of the area,

9.3.2 Log parameters

This subclause defines the descriptors and pages for log parameters used with direct-access devices.

The log page codesfor direct-access devices are defined in table 152.

Table 152 - Log page codes

Oth Buffer over-run/under-run page
Error counter page (read) page
Error counter page (verify) page
Error counter page (write) page
Last n error events page
Non-medium error page
Supported log pages
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Vendor-specific pages

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

30h - 3Eh  

9.3.3 Mode parameters

This subclause defines the descriptors and pages for mode parameters used with direct-access devices.

The mode parameterlist, including the mode parameter header and modeblock descriptor are described in 8.3.3.

The medium-type code field is contained in the mode parameter header (see 8.3.3). Table 153 definesthis field for
direct-access devices.
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Medium type

Default medium type (currently mounted medium type)
Flexible disk, single-sided; unspecified medium
Flexible disk, double-sided; unspecified medium

Flexible disks
Diameter Bit density Track density Number ANSI reference

i Bits/radian /mm (/in) f sides standard

ANSI X3.73-1980
(Note 1)None

ANSI X3.121-1984
ANSI X3.82-1980
ANSI X3.125-1985
ANSI X3.126-1986
ISO DIS8630-1985
ANSI X3.137-1988

(5,25)
(5,25) 13
(3,5)

NNNN]$N]-N—
Direct-access magnetic tapes

Width Density ANSI reference
mm (in) Tracks ftpmm (ftpi) standard

6,3 (0,25) 12 394 (10 000) Note 1
6,3 (0,25) 24 394 (10 000) Note 1

Code values 80h - FFh are vendor-specific. All remaining code values
are reserved.

  
See annex c for additional standards information.

The device specific parameterfield (see table 154) is contained in the mode parameter header(see 8.3.3).

Table 154 - Device specific parameter

eelesssee
ReservedReserved    

When used with the MODE SELECT commandthe write protect (WP)bit is not defined.

When used with the MODE SENSE commanda WPbit of zero indicates that the medium is write enabled. A WPbit
of one indicates that the medium is write protected.

When used with the MODE SELECT command, the DPOFUAbit is not used andthefield is reserved.

Whenused with the MODE SENSE command,a DPOFUAbit of one indicates that the target supports the DPO and
FUAbits (see 9.2.6). When used with the MODE SENSE command, a DPOFUAbit of zero indicates that the target
does not support the DPO and FUAbits.

The density code field is contained in the mode parameter block descriptor (see 7.3.3). This field is reserved for
direct-access devices.

The mode page codesfor direct-access devices are shownin table 155.
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Caching page 3.3.7
OAh Control mode page 8.3.3.1
02h Disconnect-reconnect page 8.3.3.2
05h Flexible disk page 9.3.3.2
O3h Format device page 9.3.3.3
OBh Medium types supported page 9.3.3.4
och Notch and partition page 9.3.3.5
Ogh Peripheral device page 8.3.3.3
Oth Read-write error recovery page 9.3.3.6
04h Rigid disk geometry page 9.3.3.7
o7h Verify error recovery page 9.3.3.8
06h Reserved

ODh - 1Fh Reserved
ooh Vendor-specific (does not require page format)

20h - 3Eh Vendor-specific (page format required)
3Fh Return all pages

(valid only for the MODE SENSE command)   

For direct-access devices,if the notch pageis not supported,orif the active notchfield in the notch pageis zero then
each page descriptor specifies mode parametersfor the target to use for subsequent operations on the specified
logical unit. If the notch page is supported, and the active notch is not zero, then each page descriptor specifies
parameters for the target to use for subsequent operations on the disk notch specified by the current value of the
active notch field on the specified logical unit.

9.3.3.1 Caching page

The caching parameters page (see table 156) defines the parametersthat affect the use of the cache.

Table 156 - Caching page

    
Bit] 7 2. 1 |oOo.

Byte

0|PS|Reserved| Page code (08h) _
Page length (0OAh)

Reserved WCE MF RCD

Demand read retention priority Write retention priority

(MSB)
Disable pre-fetch transfer length —

(LSB)

(MSB)
Minimum pre-Tetch ——|

(LSB)

(MSB)
Maximum pre-fetch _——

(LSB)

(MSB)
Maximum pre-fetch ceiling

(LSB) 

The patameters savable (PS)bit is only used with the MODE SENSE command. Thisbit is reserved with the MODE
SELECT command. APSbit of one indicates that the target is capable of saving the pagein a non-volatile vendor-
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specific location. tf the PS is set to one in MODE SENSEdata then the page shall be savable by issuing a MODE
SELECT commandwith SP set to one.

Awrite cache enable (WCE)bit of zero specifies that the target shall return GOODstatus fora WRITE commandafter
successfully writing all of the data to the medium. A WCEbit of onespecifies that the target may return GOODstatus
fora WRITE commandafter successfully receiving the data and prior to having successfully written it to the medium.

A multiplication factor (MF) bit of zero specifies that the target shall interpret the minimum and maximum pre-fetch
fields in terms of the numberof logical blocks for each of the respective types of pre-fetch. An MF bit of one specifies
that the target shall interpret the minimum and maximum pre-fetch fields to be specified in terms of a scaler number
which, when multiplied by the numberof logical blocks to be transferred for the current command,yields the number
of logical blocks for each of the respective types of pre-fetch.

A read cache disable (RCD) bit of zero specifies that the target may return data requested by a READ command by
accessing either the cache or media. A RCDbit of onespecifies that the target shalltransferall of the data requested
by a READ commandfrom the medium (i.e, data cannot be transferred from the cache).

The demandreadretentionpriority field (see table 157) advises the target on the retention priority to assign data read
into the cache that has also been transferred from the targetto the initiator.

Table 157 - Demand read and write retention priority 

  
Description

Indicates the target should not distinguish between retaining
the indicated data and data placed into the cache memory by
other means (e.g. pre-fetch).

Demand read retention priority: Data put into the cache via a
READ command should be replaced sooner (has lower priority)
than data placed into the cache by other means (e.g.
pre-fetch).

Write retention priority: Data put into the cache during a
WRITE or WRITE AND VERIFY command should be replaced sooner
(has lower priority) than data placed into the cache by other
means (e.g. pre-fetch).

Demand read retention priority: Data put into the cache via a
READ command should not be replaced if there is other data in
the cache that was placed into the cache by other means (e.g.
pre-fetch) and it may be replaced (i.e. it is not locked).

Write retention priority: Data put into the cache during a
WRITE or WRITE AND VERIFY command should not be replaced if
there is other data in the cache that was placed into the cache
by other means (e.g. pre-fetch) and it may be replaced (i.e.
it is not locked).

  
Reserved 

The write retention priority field (see table 157) advises the target on the retention priority to assign data written into
the cache that has also been transferred from the cache memory to the medium.

An anticipatory pre-fetch occurs when data is placed in the cache that has not been requested. This usually happens
in conjunction with the reading of data that has been requested. All the following parameters give an indication to
the target how it should managethe cache basedonthe last READ command. Ananticipatory pre-fetch may occur
basedon otherinformation. Allthe remaining caching parameters are only recommendationsto the target and shouid
not cause a CHECK CONDITIONto occur if the target cannot satisfy the request.
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The disable pre-fetch transfer length field specifies the selective disabling of anticipatory pre-fetch on iong transfer
lengths. The valuein this field is compared to the numberof blocks requested by the current READ command. Ii
the numberof blocksis greater than the disable pre-fetch transfer length, then an anticipatory pre-fetch is not done
for the command. Otherwise the target should attempt an anticipatory pre-fetch. if the pre-fetch disable transfer
length is set to zero, thenall anticipatory pre-fetching is disabled for any request for data, including those for zerc
logical blocks.

The minimum pre-fetch field indicates either a numberof blocks or a scaler multiplier of the transfer length, depending
uponthe setting of the MF bit. In either case, the resulting numberof blocksis the numberto pre-fetch regardiess
of the delays it might cause in executing subsequent commands.

The pre-fetching operation begins at the logical black immediatelyafter the last logical block of the previous REAC
command. Pre-fetching shall always halt before the end of the media. Errors that occur during the prefetching
operation shail not be reportedto theinitiator unless that target cannot, as a result of the error, execute subsequeni
commandscorrectly. In this case the error may be reported either immediately as an error for the current REAC
command,or as a deferred error, at the discretion of the target and according to the rules for reporting deferred
errors.

if pre-fetch has read more than the amountof data indicated by the minimum pre-fetch then pre-fetching should be
terminated whenever another commandis ready to execute. This consideration is ignored when the minimum pre-
fetch is equal to the maximum pre-fetch.

The maximum pre-fetch field indicates either a number of blocks or a scaler multiplier of the transfer length
depending uponthe setting of the MF bit. in either case, the resulting number of blocks is the numberfo pre-fetch
if there are no delays in executing subsequent commands.

The maximum pre-fetch field contains the maximum amountof data to pre-fetch into the cache as a resuit of one
READ command. Itis used in conjunction with the disable pre-fetch transfer length and maximum pre-fetch ceiling
parameters to trade off pre-fetching new data with displacing old data already stored in the cache.

The maximum pre-fetch ceiling field specifies an upper limit on the numberof logical blocks computed as the
maximum pre-fetch. if this number of blocks is greater than the maximum pre-fetch, then the numberoflogica:
blocks to pre-fetch shall be truncated to the value stored in the maximum pre-fetch ceiling field.

NOTE 124If the MFbit is one the maximum pre-fetch ceiling field is useful in limiting the amount of data to be pre-fetched.
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a

9.3.3.2 Flexible disk page

The flexible disk page (see table 158) contains parameters for control and reporting of flexible disk drive parameters,

Table 158 - Flexible disk page

ee
Page code (05h
Page length in bytes (1Eh)

 

 
 

 

Transfer rate

Number of heads

Sectors per track

Data bytes per sector
 

Number of cylinders

Starting cylinder-write precompensation

=a th
Starting cylinder-reduced write current

>_a]a~to
Drive step rate

Drive step pulse width

Head settle delayoa

Motor on delay

Motor off delay
Reserved

 
SSN

Reserved

4ao<

SPC

Write compensation

Head load delay

Head unload delay

 

Medium rotation rate

 
Reserved

The parameters savable (PS) bit is only used with the MODE SENSE command.This bit is reserved with the MODE
SELECT command. A PSbit of one indicates that the target is capable of saving the pagein a non-volatile vendor-
specific location.
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NOTE 125 This page is mainly intended for defining parametersof flexible disk drives, but may be used for other devices,
if applicable.

The transfer rate indicates the data rate of the peripheral device. See table 159 for examples of commontransfer
rates.

Table 159 - Examples of transfer rates

OOFAh 250 kbit/s transfer rate
300 kbit/s transfer rate
500 kbit/s tranfer rate
1 mbit/s transfer rate
2 mbit/s transfer rate
5 mbit/s transfer rate

  

  

  
The numberof headsfield specifies the number of heads usedfor reading and writing data on the medium. Heads
used exclusively for servo information are excluded.

The sectors pertrack field specifies the numberof sectors per revolution per head.

The data bytes per sector field specifies the numberof bytes of data per sector that an initiator can read orwrite.

The numberof cylinders field specifies the number of cylinders used for data storage.

Thestarting cylinder for write precompensationfield specifies the cylinder at which write precompensationis to begin.
Cylinders are numberedstarting with zero. If the starting cylinder for write precompensation is equal to the value in
the numberof cylinders field, write precompensation shall be disabled by the target.

The starting cylinder for reduced write currentfield specifies cylinder at which write current is reduced, Cylinders are
numbered starting with zero. If the starting cylinder for reduced write current is equal to the value in the numberof
cylinders field, reduced write current shall be disabled by the target.

The drive step rate field specifies the step rate in units of 100 ws. This value may be roundedas defined in 7.5.4.
A value of zero requests the target to set its default value.

The drive step pulse width field specifies the width of the step pulse in microseconds. This value may be rounded
as defined in 7.5.4. A value of zero requests the target to setits default value.

The head settle delay field specifies the head settle time in units of 100 ws. This value may be rounded as defined
in 7.5.4. A value of zero requests the targetto setits default value.

If a true ready signalis not available, the motor on delayfield specifies in tenths of a second the timethat the target
shail wait before attempting to access the medium after the motor on signal is asserted. If a true ready signalis
available, the motor on delay field specifies in tenths of a second the time that the target shall wait for drive ready
status before aborting an attempt to access the medium. This value may be roundedas defined in 7.5.4.

The motoroff delay field specifies in tenths of a secondthe time that the target shall wait before releasing the motor
on signal after an idie condition exists. A value of FFh indicates that the motor on signal shall not be released. The
START STOP UNIT commandis not affected by this parameter. This value may be rounded as defined in 7.5.4.

A true ready (TRDY) bit of one specifies that a signal is provided that indicates the medium is ready to be accessed.

A start sector number (SSN) bit of one specifies that sectors are numbered starting with one. An SSN bit of zero
specifies that sectors are numbered starting with zero.
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A motor on (MO)bit of one specifies that pin 16 (motor on) shall remain released. This bit shall be set to one when
using high capacity (192 tracks per inch) drives and their pre-formatted diskettes. An MO bit of zero indicates that
pin 16 (motor on) shall be asserted.

The step pulseper cylinder (SPC)field is used to specify the numberof additional step pulses required percylinder.
Non-zero values allow a drive to read a diskette formatted on a drive with a lower numberoftracks per inch. For
example, a value of one allows a 96 track-per-inch drive to access tracks on a diskette that was formatted for 48
tracks perinch.

The write compensation field is used to specify the amount of write compensation to be usedstarting at the cylinder
specified in the starting cylinder for write precompensation field. The correlation of any values usedin this field to
actual write precompensation time values is vendor-specific. If a zero is specified in this field the target shall useits
default write precompensation value. This value may be rounded as definedin 7.5.4.

The head load delayfield specifies the head loading timein milliseconds. This value may be rounded as defined in
7.5.4, A value of zero requests the target to set its default value.

The head unload delayfield specifies the head unloading time in milliseconds. This value may be roundedas defined
in 7.5.4. A value of zero requests the target to set its default value.

The Pin 34 field defines the usage of pin 34 of the flexible disk drive interface. This use of this pin varies among
vendors and drives. The settings allow the initiator to select how pin 34 shall be used bytheinterface. See table
160.

Table 160 - Pin 34 field

1 P is a polarity bit, where 0 is active low and 1 is active high.
2 All undefined values are reserved,
 

The pin 4 field defines the usage of pin 4 of the flexible disk drive interface. This use of this pin varies among drive
vendors and drives. The settings allow the initiator to specify how pin 4 shali be used by the interface. See table
161.

Table 161 - Pin 4 field

Description of pin 4 use

 
  

Open
In use

Eject
Head load

Thepin 1 field defines the usageof pin 1 of the flexible disk drive interface. This use of this pin varies among vendors
and drives. The settings allowtheinitiator to specify how pin 1 shall be used hythe interface. See table 162.
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1 P is a polarity bit, where 0 is active low and 1 is active high.
2 All undefined values are reserved.
 

The medium rotation rate field specifies the speed at which the medium rotates. The unit of measureis rotations pe
minute (e.g. 2 400 rpm). This field cannot be changed by a MODE SELECT command.

9.3.3.3 Format device page

The format device page (see table 163) contains parameters which specify the medium format.
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Table 163 - Format device page

|ps) Reserved Page code (03h) a |
Page length (16h)

 

 

 
  
 
 
  
 

 

  
Tracks per zone
 

Alternate sectors per zone

 

 

 
(MSB)

Alternate tracks per zone —

 
  
 

 
 
  
 
  

  

 

(MSB)
Alternate tracks per logical unit

(LSB)

10 MSB)( Sectors per track uL 5)SB

/ 42|(MSB)
Data bytes per physical sector —_—

13 (LSB)

 14.|(MSB) interinterLeave
usr]

16|(MSB) Track skew factor —
17

18 MSB)( Cylinder skew factor —
| 1s)

21
Reserved

 
 

 

  
23

The parameters savabie (PS)bit is only used with the MODE SENSE command,This bit is reserved with the MODE
SELECT command. APSbit of oneindicates that the target is capable of saving the page in a non-volatile vendor-
specific jocation.

NOTE 126 if the initiator changes any of the current physical parameters defined below, the target may not be able to
access the media until a FORMAT UNIT command has been successfully completed.

If the defect handling format parameters(tracks per Zone,alternate sectors per zone,alternate tracks per zone and
alternate tracks perlogical unit) requested bytheinitiator are not supported bythe target the target may round these
fields to acceptable values as described in 7.5.4.

The tracks per zone field specifies the numberoftracksperzoneto usein dividing the capacity of the device for the
purposeofallocating alternate sectors. A value of zero meansthat one zone is defined for the entire device. The
last zone on the device might not contain the same numberof tracks as the previous zone(s).
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The alternate sectors per zonefield specifies the number of sectors per zone the target shall reserve for defec
handling. The target shall de-allocate these sectors from the initiator addressable blocks during the FORMAT UNI
command. Ifthe notch page is implemented and the NDbit of the notch page is one and the active notchfield c
the notch pageis zero, then a value of zero indicates that no alternate sectors shall be reserved. Otherwise, a valu
of zero indicates that the numberofalternate sectorsis target specific.

The alternate tracks per zonefield specifies the numberof tracks per zonethe target shall reserve for defect handlinc
Thetarget shall de-allocate these tracks from the initiator addressable blocks during the FORMAT UNIT commanc
Ifthe notch pageis implemented and the NDbit of the notch pageis one andthe active natchfield of the notch pag
is zero, then a value of zero indicates that no alternate tracks shall be reserved. Otherwise,a value of zero indicate
that the numberof alternate tracksis target specific.

The alternate tracks perlogical unit field specifies the numberof tracks per logical unit the target shall reserve fc
defect handling. The target shail de-allocate these tracks from the initiator addressable blocks during the FORMA
UNIT command.If the notch pageis implemented and the NDbit of the notch pageis one and the active notchfiek
of the notch pageis zero, then a valueof zero indicates that no alternate tracks shall be reserved. Otherwise, a valu
of zero indicates that the numberof alternate tracks is target specific.

The sectors pertrack field specifies the number of physical sectors included within each track. This numbe
includes any alternate sectors the target may allocate. A value of zero during MODE SELECTindicates that the targe
shall define the numberof sectors per track. For devices with a variable numberof sectors pertrack, the valueir
MODE SELECTshall be zero and the value reported in MODE SENSEfor the numberof sectors pertrack is vendor
specific,

The data bytes per physical sectorfield specifies the number of data bytes per physical sector that the target sha
use, This value may bedifferent than the logical block size reported in the MODE SELECTdata. The target sha
retum CHECK CONDITIONstatus if it determines that the combination ofthis field and the sectors per track fiel
exceed the capability of the medium. A value of zero indicates that the data bytes per physical sector is defined bs
the target.

For MODE SENSEtheinterleavefield returns the same parameter passed in the FORMAT UNIT command,The targe
shall report this field as target defined in the corresponding MODE SENSE command. For MODE SELECTthisfielc
is ignored.

NOTE 127 {tis recommendedthatthis field be marked non-changeabie andthatinitiators send the value returned in MODE
SENSE. This allows migration to specifying interleave as a mode parameterinstead of in the FORMAT UNIT command.

The track skew factorfield specifies the numberof physical sectors between the last logical block of one track anc
the first logical block on the next sequential track of the samecylinder.

The cylinder skew factorfield specifies the numberof physical sectors between the last logical block of one cylinde
andthefirst logical block on the next sequential cylinder.

The SSECbit set to one indicates that the target shall use soft sector formatting.

The HSECbit set to one indicates that the target shall use hard sector formatting. The HSEC bit and the SSEC bi
are mutually exclusive in MODE SELECT commands.

The combinations sector formatting supported that are reported in response to a request for defauit values are
defined in table 164.
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Table 164 - Reporting of default sector formatting support  

  
 

   
   

Description 
 
 

 

Target shall not return this combination
Target supports soft sector formatting only
Target supports hard sector formatting only
Target supports both soft and hard sector formatting  

The combinations sector formatting supported that are reported in response to a request for changeable values are
defined in table 165.

Table 165 - Reporting of changeable sector formatting support 

 
Description 

Sector formatting not changeable
Target shall not return this combination
Target shall not return this combination 

The removable medium (RMB)bit set to one indicates that the logical unit supports removable media. A RMBbit
set to zero indicates that the logical unit does not support removable media. Thestatusofthis bit shall be reflected
in the INQUIRY command RMBbit.

The surface (SURF) bit set to zero indicates that the target shall allocate progressive addressesto all logical blocks
within a cylinder prior to allocating addresses on the next cylinder. A SURFbit set to one indicates that the target
shall allocate progressive addressestoall logical blocks on a surface prior to allocating sector addresses on the next
surface.

NOTE128If the target supports savable parameters, all savable parametersfor thisinitiator, including those in page codes
3, 4, and 5, are saved to non-volatile memory when the save parametersbit (SP) in the command descriptor blockis set
to one. The savable parameters may also be saved to non-volatile memory during a FORMAT UNIT command(see 9.2.1).

9.3.3.4 Medium types supported page

The medium types supported page (see table 166) containsalist of the medium types implemented by the target
for logical units.

Table 166 - Medium types supported page 

 

 

Reserved

Medium type one supported

Medium type two supported

Medium type three supported  

Medium type four supported 
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The parameters savable(PS)bit is only used with the MODE SENSE command.This bit is reserved with the MODE
SELECT command. APSbit of one indicates that the target is capable of saving the page in a non-volatile vendor-
specific location.

The cade values for each medium type supported bythe target (up to four maximum), are reported in ascending
order. If only the default medium type is supported zero is reported. If less than four medium types are supported
the unusedentries shall be returned as Zero.

9.3.3.5 Notch andpartition page

The notch page(see table 167) contains parameters for direct-access devices which implement a variable number
ot blocks per cylinder and support this page. Each clauseofthe logical unit with a different number of blocks per
cylinderis referred to as a notch.

Table 167 - Notch page

re[Reese]atece
Page length (16h)

eRteva

   
  Reserved

 
 

 

 

 
 

Maximum number of notches

 
 
 

Active notch

 
 
 

Starting boundary

Ending boundary 
 
 Pages notched 
 

The parameters savable (PS)bit is only used with the MODE SENSE command.Thisbit is reserved with the MODE
SELECT command. A PSbit of oneindicates that the target is capable of saving the page in a non-volatile vendor-
specific location.

A notched drive (ND)bit of zero indicates that the device is not notched and that all other parameters in this page
shail be returned as zero by the target. A NDbit of one indicates that the device is notched. For each supported
active notch value this page defines the starting and ending boundaries of the notch.

A logical or physical notch (LPN)bit of zero indicates that the boundaries are based on the physical parameters of
the logical unit. The cylinder is considered most significant, the head least significant. A LPN bit of one indicates
that the notch boundaries are based on logical blocks of the logical unit.

The maximum numberof notchesfield indicates the maximum numberof notches supported by the logical unit. This
field shall be reported as unchangeabie.
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